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Preface

This symposium details recent developments in the magnetism
of surfaces, thin films and multilayers. More than 20 invited
contributions and more than 60 contributed papers attest to the
great interest and vitality of this subject.

In recent years the study of magnetic surfaces, thin films
and multilayers has undergone a renaissance, partly motivated by
the development of new growth and characterization techniques,
but perhaps more so by the discovery of many exciting new
properties, some quite unanticipated. These include, most
recently, the discovery of enormous values of magnetoresistance
in magnetic multilayers far exceeding those found in magnetic
sing'.e layer films and the discovery of oscillatory interlayer
coupling in transition metal multilayers. These experimental
studies have motivated much theoretical work. However these
developments are to a large extent powered by "materials
engineering" and our ability to control and understand the
growth of thin layers just a few atoms thick. It is quite
remarkable that the magnetic and transport properties of certain
thin film and multilayered structures are sensitive to thickness
variations on the scale of one atomic layer but even more so
that we can actually engineer such structures. In terms of
growth techniques, sputter deposition techniques are proving
that they have an important role to play not simply for tech-
nological applications but for basic science studies. Indeed
sputter techniques are a marvelous way to rapidly survey new
materials systems and to study systematics of the dependencies
of various physical properties on structure. The preparation of
single crystal thin film layers and multilayers remains impor-
tant for many studies, in particular, for properties dependent.
Studies are just beginning on the magnetism of lower dimen-
sional nano-structures including magnetic dots and arrays of
magnetic dots, prepared, for example, by scanning tunneling
microscopy techniques and by advanced lithographic capabilities.
These studies obviously require engineering not just of layer
thicknesses but of lateral dimensions as well. The pzoperties
of such structures are already proving to be of great interest.

An important development is the combination of powerful
structural probes with advanced magnetic probes. Remarkable
progress is being made in this way, for example, in under-
standing the origin of maqnetic anisotropy at magnetic surfaces
and interfaces. This subject continues to be of great impor-
tance. In recent years many new probes of magnetism have been
developed. These include magnetic x-ray absorption and magnetic
x-ray scattering to probe thin ferromagnetic and paramagnetic
layers, a variety of spin polarized electron spectroscopies to
probe surface magnetism and magnetic domain structures, spin
polarized scanning tunneling microscopy to probe surface
magnetic order and polarized neutron reflectivity and grazing
angle diffraction to study magnetization profiles and magnetic
surface ordering. These new techniques continue to reveal
unexpected properties in many systems.

Xi



Many of these developments are described in these proceed-
ings. We would particularly like to thank everyone who con-
tributed to the symposium, particularly those who contributed
to this volume.

Stuart Parkin
Herbert Hopster
Jean-Pierre Renard
Teruya Shinjo
Werner Zinn

November 199i
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SURFACE, INTERFACE AND THIN-FILM MAGNETISM: AN OVERVIEW

L. M. FALICOV
Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley CA 94720, and
Materials Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley CA 94720.

ABSTRACT

A brief review of the state of the art in the field of surface, inter-
face and thin-film magnetism is presented.

INTRODUCTION.

Magnetism is an electronically driven phenomenon, weak compared with
electrostatic effects but subtle in its many manifestations. It is quantum-
mechanical in nature, with its origins in the existence of the electron spin
and in the Pauli exclusion principle. It leads to a large variety of short-
and long-range forces, and both classical and quantum-mechanical effects.
This last feature provides the richness of textures and properties
encountered in magnetic systems, from which useful engineering and technical
applications arise. In particular, with the information revolution and the
ever growing need to acquire, store, and retrieve information, the science
and technologies attached to magnetic recording have experienced an
explosive growth. Central to those pursuits is the materials science of
magnetism as it applies to surfaces, Interfaces, and thin films [I].

Several technical developments are responsible for the intense activity
in this field. In addition to application-driven pressures, three major
advances are to be noted:

(1) The advent of new sample-preparation techniques which now permit
the manufacture of single-purpose devices to extraordinarily accurate
specifications; these techniques (Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), Metal-
Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD), sputtering, lithography, etc.1
are becoming increasingly available and less expensive and have produced, In
addition to the obvious technological progress, a new branch of "pure"
science concerned with artificially made systems.

(2) The availability of better and sophisticated sample
characterization techniques, based mostly (although not exclusively) on
centrally located facilities. These techniques are based on x-ray and
ultra-violet photons (synchrotron sources), visible and infrared photons
(ordinary and free-electron lasers), neutrons (reactors and pulsed neutron
sources), and electrons of a variety of energies (electron microscopes of
several kinds; low-, intermediate-, and high-energy electron sources for
elastic and inelastic scattering experiments). To these should be added the
existence and ready availability of excellent controlled environments (good
vacuum and clean gaseous atmospheres; from very low to very high
temperatures; high and spatially very uniform magnetic fields).

(3) The increasing availability of fast, operationally inexpensive and
numerically intensive computers which have permitted the calculation of a
large variety of problems related to realistic systems, in complicated
geometries, with subtle quantum-mechanical effects, and/or for practical
devices.

OVERVIEW: THEORY.

Electronic calculations. The prediction of magnetic structures, in

Met. Ae. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1Sg2 Maedala Reearch Socety
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bulk materials as well as in surfaces and interfaces, is still an imperfect
science, even though enormous progress has been achieved [2]. Complex
structures have been predicted for bulk, surface and composite structures.
Many times such calculations agree with experimental results, but there are
notable exceptions.

Calculated Fermi surfaces of magnetic metals show good agreement with
experiment [3] in some cases (Fe), not as good [4-6J for others (Co, Ni).

Reliable Fermi surfaces however are necessary for predicting as well as
interpreting and understanding transport properties.

Systematic studies of a wide variety of physical and magnetic
structures of surfaces and interfaces currently require more approximate
methods of electronic structure calculations. If such methods are
constructed to reproduce known experimental or ab initio results,
predictions are, in general, quite reliable [7].

Critical phenomena. There are, in addition, fascinating surface
effect ' related to a variety of critical phenomena: behavior and transitions
involving the decay in short-range order [8], the interplay between surface
and bulk effects [9] (including the persistence of order on surfaces at

temperatures higher than the bulk Curie or Neel temperatures and various
temperature dependences of the magnetization of the surface layers as
compared to the bulk), and distinction between universal and non-universal
behavior of magnetic overlayer systems when the coverage is fractional [70].

Transport properties. The study of transport properties in magnetic
systems differs from that in any other material by the fact that it always
takes place in the presence of an intrinsic, local magnetic field; in other
words, it is always the study of galvanomagnetic properties, in particular

magnetoresistance.
When a magnetic field is applied to a normal (i.e. not ferronagnetic)

metal, the resistance is seen to increase with the intensity of the field,
regardless of the relative orientation of the field with respect to the
current and with respect to the crystallographic axes. This phenomenon,
positive magnetoresistance, is very well understood, and for high-purity
metals with a large electronic mean-free path, yields accurate and easily
interpretable information about the electronic structure, the Fermi surface
in particular, of the metal. Increases in resistance of many orders of
magnitude are observed in particularly pure, single crystals at very low
temperatures and high magnetic fields (typically 10 to 100 kOe). For
polycrystalline samples and at normal temperatures more modest increases,
typically of a factor of 2 to 10, are obtained for equivalent fields.
Positive magnetoresistance can be interpreted, in general terms, by noting
that in the presence of a magnetic field, electron trajectories become
convoluted (e.g. helical), and the effective distance that an electron can
transport charge before being scattered decreases as the magnetic field
increases.

In ferromagnetic systems, which in the absence of an applied field
consist of several magnetic domains, the phenomenon of negative

magnetoresistance [11] is observed: the application of an external magnetic
field decreases the resistance by up to an order of magnitude in fields as
small as 100 Oe. The phenomenon is commonly interpreted based on two facts:
(1) the spin-up and the spin-down electrons have different band structures
and different phase space available for transport and for scattering; (2)
the external field changes the domain structure, and produces a
single-domain crystal. Under those conditions three effects take place.
The electrons with different spin encounter different spatial arrangements
which change with applied field; the electron trajectories, because of the
presence of a now uniform internal field, become less convoluted; and the
removal of Bloch walls eliminates a source of electron scattering [12]. All

three effects result in longer mean-free paths upon application of a
magnetic field, i.e. a negative magnetoresistance. Similar negative
magnetoresistance effects have been found in multilayer systems, as



described below.
Micromagnetics. Micromagnetic theory provides a framework for

predicting macroscopic magnetic phenomena, such as domain walls and
hysteresis loops, in systems where the details of the atomic structure are
not important [13]. Input to the calculations includes exchange parameters,
crystalline anisotropy constants, and sample microstructure. It is a
classical (i.e. non quantum-mechanical) many-body problem in which much of
the computational expense comes from the long~lrange nature of the
magnetostatic interaction. The memory dependence of the problem requires
that the motion of the magnetization be traced in time to ensure accuracy.
Various calculations, semi-quantitative in nature, have provided
considerable insight. Quantitative accuracy is normally prohibitive.

OVERVIEW: SYSTEMS.

Surface and monolayer films. While it is possible for theorists to
model ideal monolayers in computer simulations, it has proven an almost
insurmountable challenge for experimentalists to grow idealized model
systems in the laboratory. The issue is associated with the need for a
substrate and the inability to realize free-standing monolayers.
Interactions with the substrate dominate most properties of interest. For
instance, Cu, Ag, and Au single crystals are good substrate candidates
because of their filled d bands. But it is this characteristic that creates
metallurgical problems: their lower surface free energies, compared to that
of the magnetic elements, can provide thermodynamic driving forces for
surface segregation, intermixing, etc.

Transition-metal substrates have higher surface free energies. However,
hybridization between the magnetic d or f electron states and the substrate
d electron states across the interface Fecomes a controlling factor. For
Tnstance, it has been shown that while fcc Fe(111) grows on Ru(O001) with an
expanded in-plane lattice spacing that should promote ferromagnetism, the
first two monolayers of Fe appear to be magnetically dead [14]. The
in-plane expansion leads to an interplanar contraction and a strong Fe-Ru
band hybridization precludes magnetic moment formation. For the Fe/Pd(100)
system quite the opposite effect occurs. The strong d-d hybridization is
predicted to induce ferromagnetism in the Pd substrate [15]. It is
interesting to note that these trends are mirrored in the behavior of dilute
Fe alloys in 4d-transition-metal hosts: Fe in Ru lacks a local moment,
while Fe in Pd is the classic giant-moment system because of the
polarization of Pd sites that extends many atomic shells away from the
impurity site.

Surface perfection manifests itself in the quest to verify the
theoretical predictions regarding possible ferromagnetism [16-18] at the
{100} surfaces of Cr . This prediction also indicates that the moments are
dramatically enhanced at the surface. The surface-ordering temperature is
also raised, relative to the bulk Neel temperature of bulk Cr. The enhanced
surface magnetism of Cr(100) leads to ferromagnetic (100) sheets that are
coupled antiparallel to each other on adjacent layers. The problem is that

if terrace widths at the surface are smaller than the domain-wall thickness,
the surface becomes divided Into antiparallel domains, and there is no net
moment on a macroscopic scale. Since even a (100) surface well-defined by
standard surface-science criteria does have step densities of order one per
100 A, even with polarized-electron imaging of the domain structure the
present resolution level (- 500 A) is insufficient to clarify this issue.
It is expected that increased experimental resolution in imaging and an
enhanced ability to create ultraflat surfaces will be forthcoming and will
help resolve these problems.

Metastable epitaxial films. Elemental magnetic materials exist in a
variety of crystallographic and magnetic phases. Thin-film growth of these
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materials on crystal ine substrates allows the forces present at the
interface to drive tLe film into specific crystallographic structures.
These structures may be either a known high-pressure or high-temperature
phase, or a phase not previously observed. Since the energies associated
with a change in crystal structure (- 0.1 eV per atom) is of the same order
of magnitude as energies associated with a change in magnetic structure
(e.g. ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic), often the magnetic properties of
thin films dramatically depend on the growth conditions and structure of the
substrates. These artificial magnetic materials, which are stabilized by
their growth in thin film form, are referred to as metastable structures.

In addition to providing new structures these metastable phases provide
stringent tests of calculational techniques used to predict structural and
magnetic properties of magnetic materials. These techniques are capable of
yielding the total energy of an elemental crystallographic system as a
function of lattice structure and spacing, including a zero-temperature
prediction of magnetic moment and magnetic arrangement. As an example,
epitaxial growth of Fe on a Cu substrate has shown that either ferromagnetic
or antiferromagnetic fcc Fe can be obtained depending on the detailed
conditions of growth -substrate temperature, surface preparation, and
surface cleanliness) [193. Both faces are predicted by theoretical
calculations [20]. This indicates that fine details of total energy
calculations may be manifest in metastable thin films.

Another example of a metastable phase is given by the two cubic phases
of Co. Face-centered-cubic Cc is the high temperature ferromagnetic phase
observed in nature; however, there is no naturally occurring bcc phase of
Co. Experimentally, however, a bec ferromagnetic phase [21] was
successfully formed by epitaxial growth on GaAs. Total-energy calculations
[20] yield the bee-Co phase with the observed lattice constant, and
correctly predict it to be ferromagnetic.

There is also a theoretical indication that there should be bcc phases
of Ni, both ferromagnetic and nonmagnetic, even though in nature Ni only
appears in a ferromagnetic fcc phase. Body-centered-cubic Ni has been
reported to be stabilized by epitaxial growth on a single-crystal surface of
Fe(100). At this lattice constant, it is far from the metastable
equilibrium value for the Wigner-Seitz radius indicated by the calculation,
and the strong influence of the ferromagnetic substrate made magnetic
characterization difficult.

Semiconducting substrates. Single-crystal semiconductor substrates
provide a very attractive template for the epitaxial growth of metal films.
In particular, a group consisting of Ge, GaAs, AlAs, and ZnSe all have
lattice constants very close to 5.65 A. This is also very close to twice
the lattLe constant of bcc Co (2.82 A), bec Fe (2.87 A), and bec Ni (2.89
A), which should permit a c(2 x 2) reconstruction of the metal films upon
these substrates. Although bcc Co has been successfully grown on GaAs [21]
and bec Fe on Ge, GaAs and ZnSe [22], there are important unresolved issues
of interface chemistry with these systems.

Rare earths. The growth of rare earths provides a particularly fertile
ground for the study of magnetic phenomena in thin films and their
relationship to magnetism in reduced dimensionality. The main reason is
that rare earths display a variety of systems which are chemically similar,
span a large range of ionic radii and crystal structures, and present a
wealth of magnetic structures including helical, ferromagnetic,
antiferromagnatL, and cone magnetic structures. In addition, rare earths
exhibit a great variability of thermodynamic phase diagrams ranging from
complete immiscibility -- as is the case for many rare earths with
transition metals -- to the formation of complete sets of solid solutions --
as is the case of two rare earths. The epitaxial growth of rare earths and
transition metals is particularly challenging because of the high reactivity
of the rare earths and the high melting points of many of the transition
metals. As a consequence, MBE is used for these systems, with special care
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taken to avoid contamination. Generally it has been found that the growth
of rare earths can be accomplished quite conveniently on a transition metal

[23-25]. One reason that these systems can be grown with relative ease is
that they do not form solid solutions in their phase diagram, and possibly

this facilitates the growth of a segregated rare earth.

Oxides. One particular type of system which is of great importance and

which has not been studied extensively is the growth of epitaxial Oxides.

Oxides in many cases exhibit interesting magnetic properties -- such as
antiferromagnetism -- and are the basis for a variety of devices, especially
when used in conjunction with a ferromagnetic material. The growth has

usually been accomplished using oxygen sources in an MBE system, using
reactive sputtering or laser ablation techniques. Nickel monoxide (NiO) and

cobalt monoxide (COo) single crystals have been prepared on MgO substrates

by chemical vapor deposition [26]; titanium oxides were grown on sapphire by
MBE [27]. Chemical vapor deposition was used to prepare a variety of thick

oxide films, especially ferromagnetic compounds such as NiO, CoO, NixCoixO,

and REFeO 3 (where RE is a rare earth) [28].
Multilayers. A large variety of multilayered systems have been grown:

ferromagnetic-normal metals, ferromagnetic-superconducting, rare-earth-rare-

earths, etc. The preferred growth method has been sputtering or MBE,
although recently titanium-oxide-titanium superlattices have been grown by
the chemical vapor deposition techniques.

Multilayered systems which are lattice-matched have been grown by

thermal evaporation or MBE. The MBE grown, lattice-matched systems exhibit
narrow x-ray diffraction lines comparable to the instrumental resolution.

The lattice mismatched systems are generally textured and exhibit broader
x-ray diffraction lines. However, questions regarding interfacial chemistry
have not been fully addressed, because detailed understanding of roughness,
disorder and interd!ffusion is not yet available.

OVERVIEW: PHYSICAL EFFECTS.

Proximity effects. In some systems, interface effects of a purely
magnetic origin extend beyond the interface and into the bulk, thus giving
rise to proximity effects. Examples can be found in transition-metal

systems where one side consists of a strong ferromagnet, such as Co, and the

other side consists of an easily polarizable (almost magnetic) material,

such as Pd, or a weakly magnetic material, such as Cr. The strong

electron-electron interaction of the fully saturated ferromagnet, frustrated
by a lack of d holes from producing a larger moment, induces through

hybridization and exchange an additional magnetic moment in the d bands of

the polarizable material. This effect is analogous to the polarization of
the Fe atoms in dilute Fe-Co alloys and the polarization of Pd atoms in
dilute Pd-Fe alloys. Theoretical and experimental studies of proximity

effects in transition and simple metals have established a series of
empirical rules that can be summarized as follows [29-31]:
I.- The magnetic moments of cobalt and nickel are virtually saturated; they
can be only very slightly changed by their immediate environment. The

fractional change, however, can be appreciable in nickel (which has a small

moment of about 0.6 Bohr magnetons), but is negligible in cobalt.
2.- The magnetic moment of iron, which has only a moderate electron-electron

interaction, can be appreciably affected by its immediate environment.

3.- Chromium, which is a weak magnetic ion, may have its moment profoundly

altered by the presence of surfaces, interfaces, and both magnetic and
nonmagnetic neighbors.

4.- The "almost magnetic" elements, vanadium and palladium, may acquire a

sizeable magnetic moment in the proper environment.
5.- Free surfaces, which reduce the local bandwidth of a metal, tend to
increase the magnetic moment of an element; hence the surface of chromium
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has a much larger moment than the bulk [32,33], nickel tends to be
marginally more magnetic at the surface [34], and it is possible that some
crystallographic faces of vanadium exhibit a magnetic moment [29].
6.- Proximity of a nonmagnetic metal tends to suppress the magnetic moment
of some elements; this effect depends crucially on the overlap of the wave
functions between the d band of the magnetic metal and the conduction band
of the nonmagnetic one.
7.A The proximity of a strongly magnetic element tends to induce or enhance
magnetic moments on the neighboring, susceptible elements. Thus iron becomes
more magnetic in the proximity of cobalt [35], the enhanced moment of the
chromium surface tends to propagate over several layers into the bulk [36],
chromium acquires a large moment in the proximity of iron [32] and/or
cobalt, and vanadium and palladium may develop sizeable magnetic moments in
the proximity of iron and/or cobalt.

Exchange coupling across interfaces. Magnetic exchange coupling
between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers was discovered and
studied in various systems, e.g., the Co/CoO and Ni8lFe19 /FexMn1_x systems.
In general there is a large discrepancy (of approximately two to three
orders of magnitude) between theoretical estimates of the interfacial

exchange coupling energy and the measured values. Although various models
have been proposed to account for the large discrepancy between experiment
and theory, none is yet fully accepted.

Not only do ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic coupled systems display a
fascinating range of properties, but the interfacial exchange coupling can
be harnessed to study the properties of the antiferromagnetic layer. It is
difficult to measure many fundamental magnetic properties of ultra-thin
antiferromagnetic films, including for example their Neel temperatures,
because of the difficulty of coupling to the sublattice magnetization. Most
electron, optical and neutron scattering, and magnetic resonance techniques
are incapable of examining antiferromagnetic thin films. Spin-polarized
photoelectron diffraction is one of the few techniques with some potential
for such studies [37].

The ferromagnetic layer in a ferromagnet/antiferromagnet couple forms a
natural probe of the antiferromagnetic system. By monitoring the
temperature at which the exchange bias field goes to zero the blocking
temperature of the antiferromagnet can be determined. This temperature is
slightly lower and closely related to the Neel temperature TN of the
antiferromagnet. At a temperature Just below TN the anisotropy of the
antiferromagnetic layer becomes too weak compared to the exchange coupling
energy to maintain the rigidity of the antiferromagnetic lattice, which thus
becomes free to follow the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer.

In contrast to the ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic coupled systems, the
magnitude of the exchange coupling in ferromagnetic/ferromagnetic systems
can be very large. A wide variety of systems has been studied; they
include, however, very few studies on well characterized single crsytals.
Examples include single-crystal bcc Ni/Fe bilayers, polycrystalline
Ni81 Fe19 /Fe superlattices and a wide variety of amorphous rare
earth-transition metal (RE/TM) alloy films coupled to other RE/TM alloys or
polycrystalline films of Fe, Co or Ni81Fe19 . The latter systems all have
been developed for their posssible application in a variety of magnetic
recording devices.

RKKY coupling. Bulk rare-earth elements and their alloys with yttrium
exhibit complex spin arrangements caused by the combination of strong
crystal field effects and the oscillatory exchange interaction modulated by
the conduction electrons (Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida or RKKY
interaction). Early work in rare-earth multilayers [38,39] demonstrated
that RKKY polarization propagates across the rare-earth/yttrium (0001)
interface, and thus it decays slowly enough to provide coherent exchange
coupling across as much as 130 A of Y. Spiral (transverse) and c-axis
(longitudinal) polarizations are preserved. Intriguingly, the periodicity
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of the spin polarization in the Y is that of dilute rare-earth-yttrium
alloys, while that in the rare earth deviates from bulk values at low

temperatures.
A model for RKKY coupling has been proposed [40]. Rare-earth sheets

are required to be immersed in the Y conduction band, but to interact with
the s-f interactions appropriate to the rare earth. The polarization,

therefore, is formed by the nesting features of the Y band structure. In
the case of spiral structures, two transverse polarization waves, out of
phase by one lattice spacing, are produced, thus providing a helical

arrangement.

Experiments have explored the RKKY coupling across (lOTO) and (1120)
interfaces. For Dy/Y the polarization is insufficient to bring the spiral

order of successive rare-earth blocks into coherence but does provide
adequate coupling to produce long-range ferromagnetic order in Gd

superlattices. This may simply reflect the strongly anisotropic range of

RKKY oscillations in Y but may also be evidence for total reflection of
those conduction electrons most important in providing the RKKY coupling, as
presented by the superlattice band approach of reference [40]. Other

evidence for spin-dependent transmission has been seen in magnetotransport

experiments in the Fe/Cr/Fe system.

Coupling through nonmagnetic layers. Great interest has developed in
the last two years in the magnetic and magneto-transport properties of

layers of ferromagnetic TM -- Fe, Co, Ni ana the Ni8 oCo 2 0 alloy in
particular -- separated by layers of variable thickness of ordinary

transition or noble metals metals (Cr, Ru, Re and Cu). Two related effects
are found: (1) successive ferromagnetic layers couple variously in either

antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic arrangements, depending on the thickness
and nature of the intervening non-ferrmagnetic metal; and (2) samples with

antiferromagnetic coupling between successive layers exhibit either a small

(e.g. Co/Ru) or a giant (Fe/Cr) negative magnetoresistance. These effects

have been observed by a variety of techniques: spin-polarized electron-
scattering [41], magneto-optic-Kerr-effect and Brillouin scattering studies

[42, 43], galvanomagnetic measurements [44,45], magnetization studies
[45,46], neutron diffraction [46] and ferromagnetic resonance [43] among

others [47]. Various theoretical models have been proposed to account for

these phenomena [48-54], although the coupling mechanism is, at present, not

yet fully understood. It is apparently too large a coupling to be
accounted for by magnetostatic effects, and although the coupling strength
oscillates with normal-metal-film thickness, the period of the oscillation

is much too large to be caused by RKKY, unless it is dominated by very small

pieces of the normal-metal Fermi surface. The giant magnetoresistance found
in the Fe/Cr multilayer samples is of great interest for potential recording

head applications.

There have been numerous other studies of systems of the ferromagnet/
metal/ferromagnet type, ranging from attempts to vary the coercivity of
ferromagnetic films by lamination for magnetic recording applications, to

studies of single-crystal superlattices [55,56], such as Fe/Ag. Exchange

coupling of successive Fe layers in this system has been inferred [56] from

the temperature dependence of the magnetization at low temperatures. A
calculation [57,58] of the temperature dependence of the magnetization in

the spin-wave regime for an arbitrary multilayered magnetic structure has
shown that there always exists a range of temperature for which the
magnetization varies as aT

3 / 2
, where the coefficient a depends on the

exchange coupling between the magnetic layers. The method of calculation

can be applied to obtain the exchange coupling in ferromagnetic/metal/
ferromagnetic systems. In some fairly recent elegant experiments [59] the
coupling between a surface layer of Ni8 iFe19 and an underlying thick
Ni81 Fe19 layer (separated from each other by submonolayers of Ta) was
obtained.

Tunneling between a spin-polarized superconducting film coupled to a
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ferromagnetic layer has been extensively used to study the magnetic
properties of thin ferromagnetic layers [60]. It has been proposed [61]
that tunneling between two ferromagnets could depend on the relative
alignment of the magnetization of the two ferromagnetic layers; this effect
was subsequently observed [62] in the system Fe-Ge-Co. The magnitude of
this magnetic tunneling-valve effect was found to be about half that
expected from the spin polarizations in Fe and Co as deduced from tunneling
[63] in ferromagnet/insulator/superconductor junctions. More recently,
similar effects have been observed in [64] Ni/NiO/Co tunnel junctions.

Magnetoelasticity. The presence of strain has been used to modify the
physical properties through the magnetoelastic effect. This is particularly
important for materials such as rare earths and Laves-phase alloys, where
magnetoelastic effects are large. This effect was observed in Dy super-
lattices [65] and films [66], and in Er films and superlattices. Both Dy
and Er epitaxial materials can be driven to ferromagnetism at a critical
value of the applied field that depends on film thickness. In the case o
Er, a variety of commensurable spin states are induced at low temperatures
by fields below the critical value [67]. Bulk behavior is not recovered in
films up to I pm thick. The treatment of this problem to date has relied on
bulk values of the magnetoelastic coupling constants subject to rigid
clamping assumptions.

Superlattice effects. Many of the effects described above can be
conveniently studied in simple snadwiches or in multilayered films since the
latter consist of a superposition of single films [68]. Moreover,

multilayers provide the possibility of ex-situ studies without concern
regarding contamination, since they can be grown very thick (-I Vm) compared
to usual contamination depths. The drawback is, of course, that by its very

nature any single, bi- or tri-layered film effect can only be obtained in a
statistical sense, averaged over many repetitions of the system.

There is, however, a class of effects which cannot, even in principle,
be observed in a small number of layers because they rely on the periodic
nature of the multilayer. These are the so-called superlattice effects.
These effects all rely on the presence of extended electronic states in the
growth direction. However, all metal systems studied to date exhibit large
amounts of interfacial scattering as indicated by the thickness-dependent
resistivity [69]. Whether this scattering is sufficient to break down the
existence of extended states perpendicular to the layers and in effect
confines the electrons to individual layers is not clear.

A superlattice effect which does not require perfection at the atomic
level is the development of magnon bands in ferromagnet/normal-metal
superlattices [70]. The coupling in these types of superlattices depends on
the long-range dipolar interaction which is not much affected by small
amounts of disorder at an interface. The individual modes in each one of
the magnetic layers spreads into bands of magnons as the intervening normal
metal thickness is decreased.
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MAGNETIC DOMAIN IMAGING OF EPITAXIAL THIN FILMS BY
SPIN-POLARIZED SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

R. ALLENSPACH AND M. STAMPANONI
IBM Research Division, Zurich Research Laboratory, 8803 Ruschlikon, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

The formation of magnetic domains in thin epitaxial Co/Au(l 11) films is
investigated by spin-polarized scanning electron microscopy. Three-monolayer films
are shown to decay into out-of-plane domains of micrometer size. lhe transition
from out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization at a crossover thickness of 4.5 layers is
followed by imaging the domains, and the transition is shown to occur as a
continuous rotation of the magnetization. The domain size in field-free-grown
perpendicular films depends linearly on film thickness. From high-resolution line
scans across magnetization reversals we determine the resolution in magnetic imaging
to be better than 40 nm.

INTRODUCTION

Tailoring magnetic thin films and multilayers to reveal specific magnetic
properties is a rapidly advancing art and maturing science [I]. In particular,
growing epitaxial films of monolayer or near-monolayer thickness allows the
investigation of two-dimensional ferromagnetism, and these results can be matched to
their well-established three-dimensional counterparts. From a more applied point of
view, thin films with large magnetic anisotropies perpendicular to the surface [2] will
play a key role in future data storage devices. In particular, thin epitaxial cobalt
films [1,3-8] are the most prominent representative of this class of materials. For a
better understanding of the ferromagnetic properties of thin films and superlattices,
novel magnetic characterization techniques are being developed which are highly
sensitive to even very thin layers and likewise allow spatial resolution below the
diffraction limit of light. In this paper we present a detailed study of magnetic
domain imaging of epitaxially grown Co films [9] on Au(l I1) substrates with one of
these techniques, namely spin-polarized scanning electron microscopy (spin-SEM
[10] or SEMPA [I I]). We studied the formation and growth of magnetic domains
in films as thin as three monolayers. In addition, we investigated the switching
behavior from perpendicular to parallel magnetization in such films, characterized at
a domain size level. Finally we will present an example of very high-resolution
domain wall imaging, thus showing the capabilities of this spin-polarized technique.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The principle of domain imaging with spin-polarized electrons has been
described previously [10,11]. Here we only summarize the most relevant point%. An
ultrahigh vacuum scanning electron microscope is used to produce a finely focussed
beam of electrons which scans along the ferromagnetic sample. A huge number of
low energetic secondary electrons is ejected, collected by a transfer optic and
transferred to a spin detector, which is capable of analyzing the spin polarization
P = (NT -- NI)/(Nt + N1) where N, (NI) is the number of electrons with spin parallel
(antiparallel) to a given direction. The success of this spin-polarized SEM relies on

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. ' 1992 Materials Research Society
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two facts, namely i) the high yield of low energetic (0 to 20 eV) secondary electrons,
and ii) that the spin polarization for these electrons is proportional to the
magnetization within the topmost three to five monolayers (ML) of a surface [12,13].
Hence this technique is particularly well suited to study thin magnetic films. By
measuring the direction of P, we directly image the magnetization distribution in a
thin film of a given ML thickness.

In our setup the electron microscope is equipped with a cold field emission gun
of variable energy from 0.5 to 25 keV, with a minimum beam diameter of 5 nm. The
spin detector, a high-energy (100 kV) Mott type, is capable of simultaneously
measuring the out-of-plane and one in-plane polarization direction. We note that this
feature is especially useful for the present study. It has been achieved by a particular
geometric arrangement of energy analyzer, spin detection axes and sample normal.

THIN FILM GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION

The thin epitaxial cobalt films were grown in the same ultrahigh vacuum system
as used for domain imaging by slow evaporation from a crucible heated by electron
bombardment at a growth rate of 0.2 A/min onto a single crystalline Au(l 11)
substrate. The slow deposition rate seems to be one of the crucial parameters in
growing well-ordered epitaxial metal films: This method gives an atom time to
rearrange on the surface before additional atoms are deposited in its vicinity. On the
other hand, a lower limit of the growth rate is given by the fact that, even in
ultrahigh vacuum, contaminants from the residual gas are incorporated into the film
during deposition. In our system, the pressure during evaporation was
<5 x 10 -umbar, with a base pressure of I x 10-10 mbar. Film thicknesses have
been determined independently by Auger spectroscopy and stylus profilometry as
well as scanning force microscopy for thicker films, with agreement being within
15%. The growth characteristics have been investigated in detail earlier [3,5]. The
interface is sharp on the atomic level; no interdiffusion is known to occur. The large
lattice mismatch between Au(lII) and Co(0001) of 14% causes stress at the
interface, which is relieved by misfit dislocations. We monitored the quality of our
films by low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). The sharp spots of the Au(lII)
substrate broaden for the first two monolayers (I ML = 2 A), and then sharpen
again to produce the well-known sixfold symmetry characteristic of hexagonal (hcp)
Co(0001) [14]. From LEED, we find a tensile strain in the surface plane of -i4%
for I ML and =8/o for 3 ML compared to the Co bulk value, which is achieved at 6
ML; these values are in agreement with those found earlier [15]. Both evaporation
and measurements have been performed at 300 K. We note that in Auger uptake
curves (Auger signal vs. deposition time) we were not able to detect the notorious
breaks indicating completion of the first individual layers as expected for ideal
layer-by-layer growth [16]. We attribute this deficit to the fact that the growth of
the first layers is not ideally layer-by-layer.

IMAGING OF MAGNETIC DOMAINS IN Co/Au( I I) FILMS

Perpendicularly oriented domains In very thin films

The motivation for growing very thin cobalt layers on a (lll)-oriented
face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal stems from the fact that this orientation has the
proper symmetry to allow Co to retain its easy magnetization direction as similar to
bulk Co as possible. Bulk Co in its hcp phase has a crystalline anisotropy, hence
favoring the magnetization to point along the c-axis. On a (I11)-oriented fcc
substrate, this direction is normal to the surface. Neglecting shape anisotropy for the
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moment, Co films therefore should show a tendency toward perpendicular
magnetization on such a substrate orientation, even without invoking N&l's surface
anisotropy [17] or strain anisotropy [18].

This has in fact been observed for various systems such as Co/Au(I 11) [3-5],
Co/Pt(l 11) [8], or Co/Pd(l 11) [6] by hysteresis loop experiments. We can easily
observe the perpendicular easy magnetization axis without applying any external
magnetic field by domain imaging. Figure la depicts the magnetic domain image for
a 3-ML Co/Au(I 11) film, showing irregularly shaped domains with magnetization
vectors along the surface normal. The simultaneously measured in-plane
magnetization vanishes completely, see Fig. lb. For comparison, Fig. Ic shows the
simultaneously acquired electron intensity distribution, showing topographical
contrast only at some small defects on an otherwise flat surface. The fact that the
domains are fully out-of-plane stresses the importance of a highly uniaxial anisotropy
for the magnetization direction in thin films [1,3-8]. The most remarkable fact and
new finding in Fig. I is not this presence of a vertical magnetization, but its decay
into a domain structure. In fact, classical theories [19] predict a single domain for
thin films, because the saving in magnetostatic energy gained by the creation of up
and down domains is not sufficient to compensate for the energy required to form
domain walls, the former being proportional to the film thickness d2, the latter to d.
Experimentally, single-domain behavior has been indirectly inferred from hysteresis
loops for various systems [20-22], and also directly observed for Co/Cu(100) films
magnetized in-plane [23]. Contrary to these systems, we always find micrometer-
sized domains in our out-of-plane magnetized films.

This is in apparent contradiction to a recent investigation of magnetization
reversal in Au/Co/Au(l 11) sandwiches grown on glass [24]. However, their
"as-grown single-domain state" might be brought about by a rersisting small external
magnetic field [25]. Our films, on the other hand, have been evaporated in a
field-free configuration (H < I Aim), which produces truly demagnetized films.

Substrate or film imperfections are known to serve as pinning centers for
domain walls. Interestingly, we found that the domain size of our films is much
larger than the average step width of the substrate of !50 nm. Defects in the film
can cause local alterations of the preferred magnetization axis. We note, however.
that at extended irregularities visible in the topography we do not observe any

(a) (b) (C)

FIG. I. (a) Magnetic domain image of a 3-ML Co/Au( II) film, showing
out-of-plane domains with magnetization up (white) and down (black); (b) same as
(a) for the corresponding in-plane magnetization. The gray scale varies from a spin
polarization P = - 15% (black) to P = + 15% (white). (c) Simultaneously measured
electron intensity distribution showing some local defects. Primary energy 5 keV,
beam current 0.1 nA, scan area 20 pm x 20 pm.
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variation. Specifically, we find no in-plane magnetization component. We conclude
therefore that most surface imperfections do not influence domain formation.

The lowest-energy configuration of a ferromagnetic sample can be expected to
be reached by annealing above the Curie temperature Tc and subsequent cooling in
zero field. Upon annealing, we find that the location of the domains changes
irregularly. In no case were we able to achieve a single-domain state. Hence we
conclude that at room temperature the lowest-energy state of a 3-ML Co!Au(I I)
film is an irregular arrangement of '.ertical domains, with a typical domain size of
some micrometers. We note that this result can explain why hysteresis loops in very
thin Au/CoiAu layers display a strongly reduced remanent magnetization compared
to saturation [26].

A recent elaborate calculation predicts domains even in ML films, based on a
model including dipolar magnetic energy [27]. The relevant quantities are , = w/D
(w = domain wall width, D = domain size) and f, which is proportional to the ratio
of uniaxial anisotropy to demagnetization energy. For domains to be present, f must
be within the range I <f 1.4. The striking fact is that such a small variation off
causes (S to vary by more than six orders of magnitude. For f> 1.4, the domain size
grows to macroscopic dimensions, thus appearing as as a single-domain state in
domain microscopy. For our 3-ML film, our experiments determine b<0.02.
D- 2 Pm, and hence [27] f - 1.06. Therefore finite domains can be expected. To
our knowledge, Fig. I represents the first experimental support of the prediction that
a very thin film with large perpendicular anisotropy has a multi-domain equilibrium
state owing to the small dipolar magnetic energy. Much more work is required to
test the implications of this novel view of regarding domain formation as being driven
by dipolar energy. We postpone this discussion to a later chapter. Here we
emphasize once more that no equilibrium domains can be found in in-plane
magnetized systems such as CoiCu(100) [23].

Magnetization direction switching

Any film magnetized vertically must change its magnetization direction at a
critical thickness dc, owing to the predominance of magnetostatic energy over
anisotropy. This switching has been investigated earlier with hysteresis loop
experiments [3,28]. The result is that near dc, the out-of-plane remancnt
magnetization decreases, whereas the in-plane magnetization increases. Depending
on substrate and film growth parameters, dc varies between 0.5 and 1.9 nm [3,4,7].
The exact mechanism of such a transition, however, is not clear. The crucial question
is whether the out-of-plane remanence decrease is due to a break-up into domains or
to a rotation of the magnetization from out-of-plane towards in-plane. We emphasize
that from hysteresis loops one cannot discriminate between a continuous rotation of
the magnetization and only two allowed discrete values. It is the monitoring of the
magnetization direction in a domain that allows us to conclude that the
magnetization crossover takes place by a continuous rotation from 0^ to 90' , within a
thickness increase of 2 ML.

The experiment to obtain this result involves evaporation of a thin film whose
thickness is subsequently increased in well-defined intervals. At each thickness, the
identical position on the sample has to be probed. The results of such an experiment
are displayed in Fig. 2 for a selected thickness range 3 ML < d. 6 ML, each with
the out-of-plane and one in-plane component. Below 2 ML we do not find
magnetization at room temperature, in accordance with the observation that

(-< 300 K [3]. At 2 ML, very small domains (! 0.5 pm) with perpendicular
magnetization begin to form (not shown). At 3 ML, an out-of-plane domain pattern
similar to that in Fig. I is observed. One additional layer is sufficient to let the small
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3 ML 4 ML 4.5 ML 5 ML 6 ML

FIG. 2. Magnetic domain images for CoiAu(l 11) thin films, showing the evolution
of domain size and switching behavior vs. film thickness. The pictures have been
taken at identical positions on the sample between evaporation of additional layers.
For each thickness, the upper image gives the out-of-plane and the lower the in-plane
magnetization component (along the length of the page). Gray scales from black to
white indicate magnitude of magnetization component along the measured axis; scan
area 20,pm x 20 pm. Note the collapse of the small domains on proceeding from 3
ML to 4 ML.

domains coalesce into larger domains, and some faint contrast is already visible
in-plane. The crossover thickness d. is reached by evaporating an additional 0.5 ML.
Another 0.5 ML forces the film to essentially switch in-plane. For d > 6 ML, no
perpendicular component is left within the statistical error of the experiment.

From Fig. 2 we arc able to reconstruct the angle 0 between surface normal and
magnetization for each individual point. The results are summarized in Fig. 3. We
find a continuous switching from out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization in a finite
thickness interval of 2 ML [29]. Two recent calculations may shed some light on this
finding, although one of them deals exclusively with fixed film thickness [30],
whereas the other is only applicable far from the Curie temperature [31]. According
to [313, the magnetization axis might rotate or jump into the plane at a finite, small

90-

60-

30,

0-

Thickness (ML)

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the magnetization direction vs. thickness derived
from point-by-point analysis of Fig. 2. 0 is the angle between surface normal and
magnetization. The solid line represents the best fit fo r
sin 19 - (pt/2 x M 2

- Kin-Ks/d)2K2, with the Co bulk values M= 1440 kAm.
K1  432 k.in3, K2 - 143 k./m, and the fit parameter Ks-0.62mr.I 2  For

comparison, the dashed lines represent fits for KS=0.57 and 0.67mJ;m2,
respectively.
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temperature << Tc. However, this condition is not fulfilled in our case. In the
following we outline how the tilted configuration can be understood by a simple
energy consideration. The reason is the different angular dependence of the
demagnetization energy and second hexagonal anisotropy constant K2. The total
energy E =,u/2 x M 2cos 20 + Kisin20 + K2sin40, with M as the magnetization and
K1, K2 the uniaxial anisotropy constants, is minimized with respect to 0. Depending
on the actual numbers, the solutions are 0 = 0, 0 = 900, and
sin2O (po -/2 ×M2-K)12K2. Since K, may be split into bulk and surface
contributions, K, = Kin + Ks/d [28,32], we can determine the uniaxial surface or
interface anisotropy Ks from a fit to Fig. 3. Taking Co bulk values M = 1440 kA/m,
K, B = 412 kJ/m 3, and K2 = 143 kJ/m 3, the result is Ks = 0.62 ± 0.05 mJim 2, in good
agreement with the 0.53 mJ/m 2 found earlier [28]. We also include in Fig. 3 the fits
for Ks = 0.57 and Ks = 0.67, which should allow the reader to judge the quality of
our estimate independently.

We emphasize that the phenomenological quantity Ks cannot give insight into
the physical origin of the uniaxial anisotropy. The present understanding is that
strain might be responsible for the out-of-plane anisotropy, although Nel's surface
anisotropy cannot be excluded [7,8]. Experiments with unstrained hexagonal Co
films would be highly desirable to solve this ambivalence. The task for the experts in
metal epitaxy is to find the proper substrate that will allow ordered growth without
alloying.

It might be instructive to summarize the essential ingredients leading to this
continuous magnetization rotation in a finite thickness interval. The balance between
magnetization and the first anisotropy constant K, determines the crossover thickness
d, because of the competition between demagnetization energy and anisotropy energy.
The existence of a finite K2 with a different angular dependence than M and KI, on
the other hand, determines the finite transition width responsible for the continuous
rotation. To our knowledge, this is one of the first examples which clearly shows the
importance of the second-order anisotropy constant, a constant that can usually be
neglected in most calculations and experiments.

In addition, there must be at least one other crossover thickness with a drastic
change in domain pattern, since the domain configuration for the infinite film
thickness limit is known from bulk hcp-Co. We can extend Kittel's pioneering work
[19] to estimate various relevant crossover thicknesses. As a first approximation we
try four different domain arrangements, namely, single-domain out-of-plane,
single-domain in-plane, multi-domain out-of-plane, and multi-domain out-of-plane
with closure domains. We include an extra energy term describing surface anisotropy,

s = Ks/d, with Ks = 0.62 mJim2 as in Fig. 3. The result - to be compared to Fig. 2
of [19] - is displayed in Fig. 4. A first crossover thickness occurs at 4.2 ML from
out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization, in agreement with experiment. However, as
mentioned above, classical theory predicts a single-domain state for both regions, in
contrast to our measurement. An additional crossover from in-plane single-domain
to out-of-plane multi-domain is predicted between 100 ML and 200 ML. Finally the
transition taking place at d- 104 ML (2pm) leads to a multi-domain state with
closure domains which minimize flux leakage out of the surface. This model might be
oversimplified. In particular the intermediate state for 100 ML < d< 200 ML is likely
to be replaced by a more complex domain pattern, as pointed out recently [33]. The
firm fact is, however, that a transition will occur to a multi-domain configuration
with closure domains. With our Co evaporators optimized for slow growth conditions,
it is not feasible to grow an epitaxial film of micrometer thickness. However, we can
simulate the thick film by an hcp Co single crystal, the equivalent orientation being
((X)01). The corresponding domain image nicely shows the complicated lace-like
domain structure at the surface, produced by this stray field minimization, see Fig. 5.
Note that we observe no in-plane sixfold symmetry, as has been claimed in an earlier
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work on the Co(0001) surface [34]. Indeed one might only expect this in-plane
symmetry if a small higher order term in crystalline anisotropy becomes relevant, a
condition that does not seem to he fulfilled for Co [35]. This is corroborated by the
siluation shown in Fig. I that neither six- nor threefold symmetry is found in the
domain pattern of the thin Co!Au( I 1) films.

1000 F
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/
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FIG. 4. Free energy vs. film thickness d for four different domain configurations,
calculated following Kittel's model [19] and including a surface anisotropy energy
Es = Ks.d, with Ks = 0.62 m.I/m 2. With increasing thickness, the lowest-energy
configurations are single-domain out-of-plane (long-dashed), single-domain in-plane
(short-dashed), multi-domain out-of-plane without closure domains (solid), and
multi-domain out-of-plane with closure domains (dotted). A sidevicw sketch of the
domain pattern is drawn at the relevant thickness interval.

FIG. 5. Magnetic domain images for a bulk hcp-Co(OOOI) single crystal, showing the
lace-like structure in the out-of-plane magnetization component (right) and the
in-plane component (left) due to closure domains. Scan area 9 um x 9 pm.
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Dependence of domain size on film thickness

From Fig. 2 we see that the domain size D grows with increasing film thickness
d, mainly by eliminating intermediate domains and walls. A domain growth with
increasing film thickness was predicted long ago [19], with D - d-, provided that
D < d. In our films, D 1000 d, and the approximations in [19] are no longer valid.
To our knowledge, the extreme case D > d has not yet been tackled theoretically.
The statistical evaluation of various films gives a roughly linear increase from
D 2 0.5 pm at 2 ML to D - 4pm at de, and followed by a slow increase for thicker
films. For films with d > 10 ML, we find elongated domains, which indicate an
anisotropy within the film plane. Again, we emphasize that the results summarized
in Fig. 6 represent the domain size for films grown in zero field. In contrast to films
with d < 3 ML, films at dc can be made single domain by magnetizing in a
sufficiently high magnetic field [3]. Actually we find square hysteresis loops for films
with d= 8 ML with in situ magneto-optical Kerr effect, And a coercive field of
Hc = 12 kA/m. We verified the single-domain state over millimeter-sized areas. Thus
the 3-ML film ground-state domain configuration is responsible for the occurrence of
domains in films with d> 3 ML, whereas the size of the domains depends on d.

10 I

? 8

.:L4

E6 2
0 0 I I

0 2 4 6 8 10
Film thickness (ML)

FIG. 6. Average domain size D vs. film thickness d for films evaporated in zero
applied field. The two straight lines are drawn to guide the eye; they indicate a
roughly linear dependence between D and d, and a break at crossover thickness.

High-resolution domain wall imaging

In this last chapter we would like to touch upon the high-resolution imaging
capability of spin-SEM, a capacity to be exploited for direct testing of micromagnetic
theories [36]. The reason is that, contrary to a quantity such as the domain size,
which also depends on the magnetic history of the sample, the domain wall width w
is given by material properties only (exchange and anisotropy constants,
crystallographic orientation, film thickness). One can therefore expect to gain
additional insight into these properties of thin films by measuring the domain wall
width versus film thickness. An exploratory measurement for a 50-ML film is shown
in Fig. 7. We identify a cross-tie wall [37] characterizcd by an in-plane
magnetization rotation of oppositely oriented wall segments which separate the
antiparallel magnetization direction of the adjacent domains. The narrower
transition width along the wall is 40 nm as deduced from the line scan in Fig. 7.
indicating that our probing diameter is below this value. The wall width itself is
astonishingly large, w- 150 nm. Note that Fig. 7 even shows the faint contrast
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FIG. 7. High-resolution image of in-plane magnetization component in a 50-ML
Co(0001) film and line scan along the cross-tie wall. The out-of-plane magnetization
vanishes. Note the sharp transition between oppositely magnetized wall segments
and the wide extension of a magaetization component into the adjacent domain
which avoids magnetic singil,-W cs at the wall edge. Scan area 1.4 um x 1.4 Pm.

reminiscent of a cror,-t7 vall within the domains adjacent to the wall, owing to flux
closing of the wall segments.

An even more interesting task will be to resolve the walls in out-of-plane
magnetized umples which are much thinner. An experimental determination of
w = w(d) for the out-of-plane magnetized films will provide a better foundation for
the thco:y of domain formation [27]. The value of f derived from Fig. I predicts
w I0 nm for d= 3 ML. Furthermore w is predicted to decrease as d increases.
Experiments are under way to resolve these narrow walls as well.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated magnetic domains in thin epitaxial Co films
grown on Au(I 11) single crystals. We do not find a single-domain state for the
thinnest films investigated, but rather domains of micrometer size. This can be
regarded as a first indication that the small magnetic dipolar energy might be
responsible for domain formation in out-of-plane magnetized thin films. The
transition from out-of-plane to in-plane magnetization is shown to occur smoothly
within a narrow thickness region of 2 ML. This transition width allows the
determination of the surface anisotropy constant Ks and indicates good agreement
with values determined with independent methods. The domain size is found to
depend linearly on film thickness. At room temperature, a multi-domain
configuration is the ground state for a 3-ML film, whereas for films with d >- d, the
single-domain state can be reached by magnetizing the film in an external field.
High-resolution spin-SEM allows us to find a transition width in domain walls which
is appreciably smaller than that observed previously.
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Abstract

A brief discussion of the resonant magnetic scattering process is given. Results

from recent studies of thin Fe films and Fe/Gd multilayers are used as examples to

demonstrate the information can be obtained and the unique features of this technique:

large resonant enhancement, sensitivity to magnitization, elemental specificity, and

tunability of the penetration depth. Comparison is made with related techniques:

magneto-optical Kerr effect, Faraday effect, and magnetic circular dichroism.

Resonant magnetic scattering

Recently, large resonant enhancement of the magnetic scattering cross section

near an absorption threshold has been observed in Ho and UAs [1,2]. In favorable

cases the magnetic scattering cross section can be comparable to that of charge scatter-

ing. These observations can all be explained by the resonant exchange scattering pro-

cess [3). To summarize briefly, the large resonant enhancement is the result of strong

electric multipole transitions from atomic core levels to unoccupied states above the

Fermi level, while the sensitivity to magnetization arises both from spin polarization

and from exchange splitting of the conduction band. In fact, in many respects resonant

magnetic scattering can be considered as a simple extension of normal magneto-optical

Mat. ROe. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. "1992 Materials Research Society
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effects to higher photon energies. However, there is an important distinction between

the two cases. At lower energies, especially when both the initial and final states are

in the conduction band, the spin-orbit splitting is often small in comparison with the

bandwidth of the joint density of states, which leads to partial cancellation of the

magneto-optical effects. On the other hand, at higher energies where the spin-orbit

splitting of the initial core state is typically much greater than the bandwidth of the

conduction band, the cancellation is small, which in turn makes the observed

magneto-optical effects much more pronounced [4].

In the remainder of this paper, we will limit our discussion to dipole transitions

and to the transverse scattering configuration, where the magnetization of the sample is

perpendicular to the scattering plane. For a complete analysis of multipole transitions

and polarization dependence , see reference [3]. Following Hannon et al. 131, the

scattering amplitude due to resonant exchange scattering in the transverse

configuration, and considering only dipole transitions, is given by equation (1),

r Fe) = J (ef ) F 11 + Ft_- - (efxe)'-j [ F 11 - F1_1 (1)

In equation (1), !0 and V are the polarization vectors of the incident and scattered

beams, - defines the quantization axis, and FLM is the resonant response, where L is

the order of the transition (L = 1 for dipole transitions) and M is the change in angular

momentum (AM = 0, ±1). The first term is the usual resonant scattering amplitude in

anomalous scattering and the second term is the linear magnetic term, which is propor-

tional to the magnetization of the sample. Since AM equals -1 ( +1 ) for left- ( right- )

circularly polarized light, the two terms in equation (1) can also be considered as the

sum and difference of scattering due to left- and right-circularly polarized components

of plane polarized light.

The relationships between resonant magnetic scattering and other related
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techniques can be briefly summarized with the aid of equation (1). Resonant magnetic

scattering makes use of the coherent interference between the second term and first

term in equation (1), and measures the total scattering intensity. On the other hand, the

Faraday effect and magnetic circular dichroism measure the real part and the imaginary

part of the second term, respectively. Moreover, since the real and imaginary parts of

the scattering factor are related through Kramers-Kronig relations, the results from

Faraday effect and dichroism measurements can be interconverted by performing

Kramers-Kronig analysis. With both the real and imaginary parts of the scattering fac-

tor, the resonant scattering intensity can also be obtained [5]. This unique possibilty of

cross referencing results from three different experimental techniques provides not only

a much more stringent test for these results, but also an opportunity for them to com-

plement each other.

Case 1: thin Fe film

The specular reflectivity of p-polarized soft x-ray near the Fe L11,111 absorption

edges was measured from a single crystal Fe film in the transverse configuration. The

sample is a 35 A thick single crystal of Fe(l 10) ( 17 atomic layers ) deposited by

molecular beam epitaxy on a (110) gallium arsenide substrate [6]. The effect of

resonant exchange scattering manifests itself as changes in the specular reflectivity

upon reversal of the direction of the magnetic field. To illustrate the effect better, an

asymmetry ratio R defined as R = was derived as a function of photon energy,

where I+ and I- are the measured specular reflectivity with the applied magnetic field

parallel and antiparellel to the cross product of the polarization vectors of the scattered

and the incident beams.

Figure 1 shows the asymmetry ratios as well as I+ and I- taken at a scattering

angle of 350 . An asymmetry ratio as large as 13 % was observed. The effect should

be even larger at larger scattering angles because the ratio of the angular dependent
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Fig. 1. Specular reflectivity of p-polarized light, I+ and I-, and asymmet'y ratios R

measured from a 35 A Fe(1 10) crystal.
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Fig. 2(a) Comparison between the measured and the calculated asymmetry ratios;

2(b) The same as 2(a) except a 5 A thick oxide layer is included in the calculation.
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parts, i.e. the ratio between the cross product and the dot product of the polarization

vectors, is proportioal to tan(20).

The data agrees very well with an atomic-like model calculation based on the

resonant exchange scattering process [7]. In this model, the 3d states of Fe are treated

as atomic levels with an exchange splitting A. The resonant scattering amplitude then

becomes

fkes) F [ (i/f-e) nh + i (r -X)' 1, (2)

with

A
P =[ne-(F(ar)-i) ) 

nh 1, (3)

where F includes the radial part of the transition probability and the resonant denomi-

nator, , n is the net number of spin up electrons, nh is the total number of

holes in the 3d band, I is the total width of the excited state, and A is the exchange

splitting. In the resonant denominator x is the deviation from the absorption edge

energy in units of half widths, and is defined as

x (aTI) = , (4)
17/2

where e is the photon energy, and EaW E are the energies of the ground state and the

excited state respectively.

From equation (3), it is clear that the linear magnetic term is a function of both

the spin polarization of the partially filled states and the exchange splitting of the

unoccupied states. Given these functions, the specular reflectivity and asymmetry ratios
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can then be calculated using the scattering amplitude in equation (2). Figure 2 (a) is a

comparison of the calculated and the measured asymmetry ratios using the following

parameters: ne = 1, nI = 4, A = 1.5 eV, F = 5.0 eV. Better agreement between the

calculated and the measured asymmetry ratios is obtained by including a 5 A thick sur-

face oxide layer as shown in Figure 2 (b).

Case II: Fe/Gd multilayer

Asymmetry ratios were also measured for a ( 32.4 A Fe/ 32.7 A )22 multilayer

near both the Fe LIun edges and the Gd MIV,V edges as a function of photon energy

and scattering angle f81. Figure 3 shows the asymmetry ratios measured at 690 eV,

about 17 eV below the Lin absorption threshold, as a function of wave vector transfer

Q, 47UO, as well as the first order Bragg peak corresponding to the periodicity of

the multilayer.

Since the wavelength of the photon is still much longer than the dimensions of

the atomic states being excited, the standard Fresnel-Maxwell formulae used in the

optical range are still applicable. Recently, several algorithms which allow arbitrary

magnetization directions in the component layers have been developed to calculate the

magneto-optical properties of these multilayer structures. For example, see Zak et al.

[9] and references therein. In the following, a simpler algorithm specific to the

transverse configuration used in the experiment is used to calculate the reflectivity of

the Fe/Gd multilayer.

Figure 4 (a) is a comparison of the calculated and the measured asym-

metry ratios around the first Bragg peak at 690 eV, while figure 4 (b) shows the calcu-

lated asymmetry ratios at the same energy for an extended range of Q. The agreement

between the calculated and the measured asymmetry ratios in figure 4 (a) is not as

good as in the case of the thin Fe film. However, the calculation does seem to repro-

duce the main features in the data: a major peak near the Bragg angle and a series of
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high frequency oscillations. The high frequency oscillations in the asymmetry ratios

are due to the finite number of layers in the sample. The spacing between these oscil-

lations agrees very well with sampling depth of 22 layers. This demonstrates that the

penetration depth of the, photon can be extended to over one thousand angstroms by

tuning the photon energy to slightly below the absorption edge, since the effects of

resonant magnetic scattering can be still quite large before the absorption edge. In fact,

these oscillations can serve as a measure of the penetration depth of the photons. From

figure 4 (b), it can be further stated that in addition to the angular dependence of the

resonant scattering, as observed in the Fe film, further enhancement of the effect was

observed at the Bragg angles.

Conclusions

(I)From the analysis of resonant magnetic scattering, the criteria for large

enhancement of the magnetic scattering cross section near an absorption edge are the

following: the absorption edge involves some strong multipole transitions, large spin-

orbit coupling in the initial state to avoid partial cancellation of the effect, strong spin

polarization of the unoccupied states, and large exchange splitting. In the soft x-ray

region, large effect can be expected from 3d transition ferromagnets and 4f rare-earth

magnetic materials.

(2)The results from the thin Fe film demonstrate that important spectroscopic

information about the electronic structure of magnetic systems can be extracted from

magnetic scattering measurements. Further, the information obtained from resonant

magnetic scattering and related techniques, Faraday effect and magnetic circular

dichroism, can be considered as complementary to that from spin-polarized photoemis-

sion.

(3)The large resonant enhancement combined with the high photon flux available

from synchrotron radiation sources makes this technique especially attractive for the

A [. .... ..... .. .. . mu
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study of surface, interface, and thin film magnetism, and for the characterization of

dilute magnetic samples.

(4)For multilayers consisting of 3d and/or 4f elements, large enhancement of the

magnetic scattering cross section can be expected. Moreover, in cases where the

wavelength of soft x-ray photon used in the excitation is comparable to the periodicity

of the multilayer, the ordering and coupling of these multilayers can also be studied.

Field dependent and temperature dependent studies of these systems should provide

valuable information on the understanding of these interesting systems.

This work was carried out in part under the auspices of DOE contract No. DE-

AC02-76CH00016.
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ABSTRACT

We report on a novel promising technique for the
investigation of magnetic structures at surfaces at high spatial
resolution, ultimately down to the atomic scale. This technique
is based on the observation of vacuum tunneling of spin-polarized
electrons by means of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM). We
discuss appropriate probe tips for the spin-polarized STM (SPSTM)
and describe initial experimental results. We further focus on
the information obtained by SPSTM. Finally, the perspectives of
SPSTM will be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of magnetic storage devices with increasing
storage density requires the understanding and control of
magnetic structure at the submicrometer level. Accordingly,
there is a demand for magnetic imaging techniques at high spatial
resolution on a nanometer or even subnanometer scale. Scanning
electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEMPA) [I] and
magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [2] so far offered the highest
spatial resolution of some ten nanometers. SEMPA allows to image
magnetic domain structures using any magnetization vector
component on the sample surface. The experiment has to be
performed in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and the resolution is mainly
determined by the primary electron beam diameter and the
efficiency of the spin detector. In contrast, MFM probes the
stray fields at magnetic surfaces via the magnetic dipole
interaction between a magnetized tip and a magnetic sample. It
can be performed even in air. The spatial resolution is limited
by the weak decay of the magnetic dipole forces with increasing
tip-surface separation. A magnetic interaction between a probe
tip and a sample surface with a much stronger, preferentially
exponential decay would be needed to considerably improve spatial
resolution. Force microscopy involving magnetic exchange forces
as well as electron tunneling involving spin analysis are
promising techniques for magnetic imaging down to the atomic
scale. Both types of experiments can only be performed in UHV
with well defined tips and sample surfaces.

Here, we will concentrate on the discussion of
spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SPSTM) based on the
direct observation of vacuum tunneling of spin-polarized
electrons by means of a scanning tunneling microscope [3]. After
introducing the concept of SPSTM in section 2, we will describe
the choice and the preparation of appropriate SPSTM probes

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. , 1"2 Materials Research Society
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(section 3). In section 4, we will report on recent results of
SPSTM experiments. The information obtained by SPSTM will be
discussed in section 5 before concluding with the perspectives of
SPSTM (section 6).

2. CONCEPT OF SPSTM

Spin-polarized tunneling experiments may be realized in
different ways. For a superconductor-barrier-ferromagnet tunnel
junction in a parallel magnetic field and at temperatures well
below the superconductor transition temperature, the Zeeman split
density of states of the superconductor can act as a spin
detector for the tunneling current carriers from the ferromagnet
as has been demonstrated for planar tunneling junctions with
oxide barriers [4]. Alternatively, a ferromagnetic barrier,
e.g. EuS, separating two non-ferromagnetic electrodes in zero
applied field can act as a very efficient spin filter at
temperatures well below the Curie temperature of the ferromagnet
(5].

A magnetic valve effect has been predicted for tunneling
junctions consisting of two ferromagnets separated by an
insulating barrier [6]. By considering the electron spin, the
conductance G of a ferromagnet-barrier-ferromagnet tunneling
junction was shown to be modified by an additional factor:

G - Ge(l+P &.cose) (1)

where e denotes the angle between the directions of the
magnetization vectors within the two ferromagnets and Pb is the
effective polarization of the magnet-barrier interface; 1Cthe two
ferromagnets were assumed to be identical). It can easily be
verified that

Pb = P - (G - )/(G + G%) (2)

where G" (G#4 ) is the conductance of the tunneling junction for
the case of parallel (antiparallel) alignment of the
magnetization vectors within the two ferromagnets. Therefore, by
directly measuring the expression on the right hand side of
equation (2), the effective polarization P can be obtained.

The STM-type configuration with one electrode being an
atomically sharp probe tip offers the opportunity to measure P on
a local scale, ultimately at the atomic level. This experiment
does not necessarily require low temperatures as long as the
conductance changes of the tunneling junction due to tunneling of
spin-polarized electrons are readily detectable.

3. PROBES FOR SPSTM

By considering equation (1), it becomes clear that
successful SPSTM experiments at room temperature can only be
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performed if efficient sources (detectors) for spin-polarized
electrons are employed as probe tips. Optically pumped
semiconductors such as GaAs [7) are well known as sources of
spin-polarized electrons. However, the spin-polarization of
electrons from such sources is relatively low and the problems
which arise by using these sources for SPSTM have already been
discussed (8].

The most promising materials for SPSTM probe tips are the
half-metallic ferromagnets (91 which show normal metallic
behaviour for one spin direction, while being insulators (or
semiconductors) for the opposite spin direction. Therefore, a
spin polarization of 100% at the Fermi level can be expected.
Some Mn-based Heusler alloys such as XMnSb (X-Ni,Co,Fe,Pt)
(9,10], as well as CuCr S. (11], Fe3O, [121, CrO, [13], NiUSn
(141 and KCrSe (15] were theoretically predicted to be
half-metallic ferromagnets. Some of these materials have Curie
temperatures well above room temperature and therefore are
expected to provide ideal spin filters for room temperature SPSTM
experiments.

For our first successful observation of vacuum tunneling of
spin-polarized electrons by means of ST (31, we have used a CrO4
tip. The preparation of these CrO tips has already been
described [3]. Briefly, a polycrystalline CrO film with
in-plane magnetization was grown on a Si(lll) substrate.
Subsequently, the substrate was scribed and cleaved to give a tip
shape. Finally, the Si substrate at the foremost end of the tip
was etched back in a HF-HNO solution which preferentially
dissolves the silicon. The overhanging CrO film tip which can
freshly be broken in-situ then provided the magnetic probe for
SPSTM experiments. Single crystal CrO whisker tips might be
used as well. Though the half-metallic behaviour of CrO is
still a matter of debate, it has experimentally been verified by
means of spin-resolved photoemission that electrons with a spin
polarization of 80-100% originate from states between 1.5 eV and
3 eV below the Fermi level [16]. For other materials which were
predicted to be half-metallic ferromagnets, such a high
spin-polarization has not yet been experimentally confirmed.

Apart from half-metallic ferromagnets, it is also worth to
consider Fe, Co or Ni for use as SPSTN tips. Since these
materials easily oxidize and surface magnetism critically depends
on the existence of oxide layers, it is necessary to prepare such
tips in-situ in UHV. We have recently developed a generally
applicable in-situ tip preparation technique which is illustrated
in Fig. 1. A polycrystalline, 0.25 mm diameter wire is
electrochemically etched until a constriction of 20-100 pm
diameter is formed (Fig. la). The top part is fixed in the tip
holder of the STM whereas the bottom part is fixed in another tip
holder on top of a standard sample holder. The two parts can
finally be pulled apart in the UHV chamber at a background
pressure of 1.10 .#  mbar. The cleanness of the obtained tips
(Fig. lb) at the foremost end is only limited by the amount of
bulk impurities. The microtips formed at the foremost end of the
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Fig. la:
Fe wire (0.25mm diameter)
electrochemically etched

in 4% HCI solution until
constriction of 100 pm

(in this case) is formed.

~Fig. lb:

Fe tip which resulted by
pulling the wire shown in
Fig. la into two parts.

Fig. lc:
Higher magnification
image of the left Fe
minitip in Fig. lb.

:: b Fig. Id:
Higher magnification

image of the microtips

formed at the foremost
end of the Fe tip. Note
that the tip axis is
along the image diagonal
in Figs. lb-d.
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tips (Figs. lc and id) reproducibly have a radius of curvature of
10 nm or even less. The formation of microtips with such a small
radius of curvature does not depend on the diameter of the
original constriction. Atomic resolution on the Si(lll)7x7 test
surface can routinely be achieved with these tips as demonstrated
in Fig. 2.

Tips of antiferromagnetic materials such as Cr or NiMn with
atomic resolution capability have also been produced by using the
preparation technique described above. Antiferromagnetic tips
are desirable for SPSTM experiments on ferromagnetic samples in
order to exclude the influence of magnetic dipole forces between
tip and sample on the experimental results [17,18].
Interestingly, half-metallic antiferromagnets without a
spontaneous magnetization but with 100% spin polarization of the
charge carriers at the Fermi level might exist (9], which would
be particularly promising for SPSTM experiments.

Fig. 2a:
STM image (top-view, grey
scale) of the Si(lll)7x7
surface obtained with a
tip prepared according to
the procedure illustrated
in Fig. 1. Atomic
resolution is achieved on
both sides of a monatomic
surface step. Imaged
surface area:

S, ' 31 nm x 33 nm, sample
bias voltage: +2.0 V,
tunneling current: 1 nA.

] u L- "a: 1 r Fig. 2b:

STM image of the
Si(lII)7x7 surface at
higher magnification.
The tunneling parameters
were identical to those
of Fig. 2a.
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4. SPSTM EXPERIMENTS

SPSTM experiments can be performed either without [3] or
with [19] an applied magnetic field. In the latter case,
magnetic field modulation and lock-in detection techniques are
useful for measuring the small spin-polarized tunneling signal.
Static SPSTM experiments are based on the additional contribution
of spin-polarized tunneling to the normal non-polarized tunneling
signal which is used to image the "topography" of the sample
surface in conventional STM studies. The effective polarization
of the tunneling junction can be extracted by recording the
deviations from the topography as measured with a non-magnetic
probe tip according to equations (1) and (2).

In our initial SPSTM experiment performed with a CrO tip
[3] we used the topological antiferromagnetic structure of the
Cr(001) surface [20] as a magnetic test structure on a nanometer
scale. Successive ferromagnetic terraces on the Cr(001) surface
are predominantly separated by monatomic surface steps as
verified by STM studies with a non-magnetic tungsten tip [3,21].
Therefore, the ferromagnetic terraces are alternately magnetized
according to the antiferromagnetic structure of Cr. By operating
the STM at a constant tunneling current with a CrO3  tip, the
separation between tip and sample surface had to be adjusted
depending on the direction of magnetization of the terraces
relative to the magnetization direction within the tip (Fig. 3).
Consequently, alternating step-height values were obtained with
the CrO tip [3]. Based on the measured deviation as - &s4 + &s
from the topographic step-height value h, the effective
polarization P was calculated according to the equation [3]:

P - (exp(A/As)-l)/(exp(A'I6s)+l) (3)

where 0 denotes the independently measured mean local tunneling
barrier height and A - 1.025 eV'V A-4. The derived value of P
was (20t 10)% for Lhe CrO3 -vacuum-Cr(001) tunneling junction.

Fig. 3:
Schematic drawing of a

I i ferromagnetic tip
scanning over alternately

lii magnetized terraces
S' h separated by monatomic

t tepsof height h. AnI hadditional contribution
/ Is
h

' __ from spin-polarized
h)so tunneling leads to

alternating step heights
ht - h + as, + As3 and
h- h - &s As.
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Recently, we have performed similar experiments with Fe tips
which were in-situ prepared according to the procedure described
in section 3. We were again able to image the terraces separated
by monatomic steps on the Cr(001) surface as shown in Fig. 4.
However, a significant deviation of the measured monatomic
step-height values from the topographic step-height value could
not yet be found. This negative result might be explained by a
lower spin polarization of electrons originating from the Fe tips
compared to the CrO$ tips.

We want to emphasize that according to equation (1), SPSTM
is mainly sensitive to the surface spin component along the
magnetization direction in the tip. For the CrO as well as for
the Fe tips used in our experiments, shape anisotropy is likely
to force the magnetization direction to lie along the tip axis.
Therefore, it is assumed that mainly the out-of-plane surface
spin component is probed as schematically depicted in Fig. 3. A
complementary experiment can be performed with a SPSTM sensor
probing the in-plane surface spin component [19].

Fig. 4:
STM image (top-view, grey
scale) of the Cr(001)
surface obtained with a
Fe tip prepared according
to the procedure
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Imaged surface area:
37 nm x 40 nm, sample
bias voltage: +0.04 V,
tunneling current: 1 nA.

-4-
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5. INFORMATION FROM SPSTM

As we have seen, SPSTM can provide information about the
local value of the effective polarization P of a tunneling
junction. It should be emphasized that the value of P is
characteristic for the whole tunneling junction (including the
type of electrodes as well as their separation). By changing one
of the electrodes or the distance between the electrodes, the
effective polarization P will generally be affected.
Additionally, the effective polarization P depends on the applied
bias voltage in the SPSTM experiment. In the limit of vanishing
applied bias vcltage, it has been shown [6) that the effective
polarization P of the tunneling junction can be factorized into
two polarizations characterizing the two electrodes. However,
for a finite applied bias voltage, density-of-states effects have
to be taken into account. In Fig. 5 we present a simple
calculation of the local effective polarization P as a function
of the applied bias voltage for the CrOt-vacuum-Cr(001) tunneling
junction. The calculation is based on published density of
states for CrO [13] and Cr(001) [22] and the absence of spin
scattering has been assumed. The calculation is simplified in
the sense that the different contributions of s-, p-, and
d-states were not treated separately. However, our simple
calculation already reveals the important fact that the value and
even the sign of P depends critically on the applied bias
voltage. Though initially, this seemed to be a further
complication for the interpretation of SPSTM results, the bias
dependence of P may allow to derive information on the local
spin-dependent electronic structure of one electrode, ultimately
on the atomic scale, provided that the spin-dependent electronic
structure of the other electrode is already known.

A dependence of P on the separation of both electrodes can
result from different decay constants of s-, p-, and d-type
electronic states. It is important to realize that STM probes
only the tails of the wavefunctions of those electronic states
that have significant overlap with the tip. Therefore, a direct
comparison with results of spin-polarized photoemission, for
instance, is generally not possible.

35
Fig. 5:
Effective local spin
polarization of the

0 o------------------ ------ --- CrOz-vacuum-Cr(001)
tunneling junction as a
function of sample bias

S-PW C'(00o) voltage. The insets show
0the spin-up (upper part)
>- and the spin-down (lower

part) density of statesZ'for Cr0 and the Cr(001)

-70 E_,g? surface.
-70 ' ' ' [ . .

-5 ol 5
Sample Voltaqe [Volt]
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6. CONCLUSIONS

SPSTM has the potential to reveal valuable information about
surface magnetic properties down to the atomic scale.
Particularly the extension of conventional scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (STS) [23] to spin-resolved scanning tunneling
spectroscopy (SRSTS) by measuring the bias dependence of the
effective polarization might lead to spatially resolved
information about the local spin-dependent electronic structure.
Applications of SPSTM might include antiferromagnets, spin
density wave systems, magnetic semiconductors, magnetic
impurities in semiconductors, domain wall structures, magnetic
clusters on surfaces [24], magnetic thin films at the early stage
of growth, and artificial magnetic nanostructures (either
MBE-grown magnetic superlattices [25] or magnetic nanostructures
written by the STM itself [26]). SPSTM performed at low
temperatures is also promising for probing properties of
superconductors, particularly the novel high-T. superconductors.
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SPIN POLARIZED PHOTOEMISSION STUDIES OF SURFACES AND THIN FILMS

PETER D. JOHNSON, N.B. BROOKES and Y. CHANG
Physics Dept., Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton NY 11973.

ABSTRACT

Spin polarized photoemission is used to study the magnetic states associated
with the clean iron (001) surface. These studies reveal evidence for a minority
spin surface state in agreement with a first principles calculation. Studies of the
same surface with silver and chromium epitaxial overlayers reveal evidence for
interface states derived from this state found on the clean surface. In the case of
the silver overlayer the binding energy of the new state is found to be dependent
on the layer by layer thickness of the overlayer. With chromium overlayers the
binding energy for the same interface state does not show the same thickness
dependence. However a second interface state is observed immediately below the
Fermi level. These changes in the interfacial electronic structure have
implications for any modelling of magnetic coupling in multilayers dependent on
the magnetic properties of the interface.

INTRODUCTION.

In recent years there has been a marked increase in research activity in
the general area of surface magnetism including the magnetic properties of
surfaces [I], thin films [2] and multilayers [3]. Much of the work in the latter area
has been motivated by the observation that in certain transition metal
multilayers, an example being the Fe/Cr system. alternate ferromagnetic layers
may be made to align either parallel or anti-parallel depending on the thickness
of the intervening layer [4]. Further in the same systems enhanced
magnetoresistance effects have also been observed [5]. The period of the
oscillations is not easily explained by a simple RKKY type interaction and hence
several explanations have been proposed for the phenomena. One model proposes
that the oscillations in the coupling reflect size quantization of hole states trapped
in the nonmagnetic medium between the layers [6]. An alternative model relics
on coupling of states localized in the interface through hybridization with
conduction electrons in the intervening layer [7]. Clearly a betler knowledge of
the spin dependent electronic structure of these materials will be of benefit in
any attempt to elucidate the correct mechanism.

Spin polarized photoemission with the capability of identifying two and
three dimensional electronic states represents an excellent tool for such studies.
The technique is however limited by the mean free path or escape depth of the
photoelectrons. This limitation makes it more difficult to study directly the
multilayer systems. However the interfaces may be studied by growing them in-
situ using molecular beam epitaxial growth methods.

In this paper we describe spin polarized photoemission experiments, which
examine the magnetic structure of the clean iron (001) surface and modifications
to this structure through the growth of thin film overlayers of silver and
chromium. We are able to show that. as predicted. magnetic surface states or

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 11992 Maledials Research Society
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Fig.l Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for spin polarized photoemission.
Upper level: light from the U5 undulator excites photoelectrons which are
detected by a hemispherical electron spectrometer. This analyser is coupled via
an exit lens to a spin detector. Lower level: arrangement of the spin detector of
the type described by Unguris et al. (ref. 9). GI and G2 represent energy selecting
retard grids. Four discrete anodes collect the scattered electrons as indicated at
the lower left side.

resonances exist at the iron (003) surface. With the deposition of epitaxial
overlayers these states appear to become more localized in the interface region.
As the thin film grows the interface states are found to be continuously sensitive
to the changing boundary conditions, particularly in the case of the iron-silver
interface where each newly deposited silver layer results in a discrete new
binding energy for the state. For the chromium-iron interface two new states are
observed with one state sitting immediately below the Fermi level. The important
conclusion of these studies is that both the electronic and magnetic properties of
an interface may be modified by the presence of a nonmagnetic overlayer.

I ImIlmm m
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EXPERIMENTAL.

The experiments described in this paper were carried out on a spin
polarized photoemission facility [81 established on the U5 UV undulator at the
NSLS. Shown schematically fig. 1. a commercial hemispherical electron
spectrometer, equipped with a low energy spin detector of the type described by
Unguris et al. [9] is mounted on a goniometer allowing the full flexibility of angle
resolved measurements. Measurement of a spin dependent asymmetry in the
scattering of low energy, 150 eV. electrons from a polycrystalline gold target is
used to determine the polarization of the photoemitted electrons. The low
efficiency or figure of merit of the spin detector, 10 -

, is more than compensated
for by the high photon flux available from the undulator. The experimental
chamber is also equipped with Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED) and Auger
Electron Spectroscopy (AES) for surface characterization.

Fcc silver and bcc chromium have a nearly perfect lattice match for
growth on a bcc iron (001) substrate, the appropriate interatomic spacings being
2.88. 2.86 and 2.87 A respectively. The metal overlayers were produced from
electron beam evaporators with deposition rates monitored by both AES and by

hv = 52 eV
GS.=70

C

£:

€4'

clean + 0.1 L
Oxygen

5 4 3 2 1 EF 5 4 3 2 1 EF

Binding Energy (eV)

Fig.2. Photoemission spectra recorded for emission along the surface normal
from the clean Fe(001) surface and the same surface following exposure to 0.1 L of
oxygen. Solid and open triangles indicate the spin resolved majority and minority
spin spectra respectively. The incident photon energy was 52 eV with an angle of
incidence corresponding to p-polarized light.
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evaporating directly into a quadrupole mass spectrometer. Silver films were
deposited on an iron (001) substrate at room temperature but in order to study the
same interface it was found to be necessary to evaporate iron films on a silver
(001) substrate at a lower temperature of approximately 160 K. Chromium films
were evaporated on the iron substrate at the slightly elevated temperature of 70 C.
Thin iron films were subsequently deposited on these chromium films at room
temperature.

RESULTS.

Studies of the clean Fe(001) surface, fig. 2, reveal evidence for a minority
spin surface resonance at the center of the zone, approximately 2.7 eV below the
Fermi level. As evidenced in fig. 2, the surface designation reflects the sensitivity
of the state to adsorption or contamination. Comparison with first principles
calculations shows this state to be largely d in character but with some admixture
of s and p states [101. At the center of the zone, where no absolute bandgap exists,
the state is essentially a bulk band "resonating" in the surface region. Farther
out in the zone, at the X point, a band gap exists and it becomes a surface state. Fig.
3 shows charge density plots for the state at the center and edge of the zone [11],
clearly demonstrating the difference in localization between the two points.
Although predicted theoretically, no majority counterpart for this state is clearly
observed. However the calculations suggest that such a state may possibly be
dispersed over a larger range of binding energies.

Deposition of silver on this surface quenches the minority surface peak but

F minority R minority

surface resonance surface state

Fig. 3 Calculated charge density plots for the minority surface resonance at the
center of the zone and for the same state at the zone boundary where it falls
within a bulk band gap. The calculation is for a 13 layer slab with the surface at
the top of the figure and the center or bulk at the bottom. The cut is in the (110)
plane.

II/
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Fig. 4 Photoemission spectrum recorded along the surface normal following the

deposition 
of 1ML of silver on the Fe(001) surface. For comparison 

the spectrumrecorded from the clean surface is also shown. IS indicates the interface state and
SR the surface resonance on the clean surface. The two spectra, both recorded
with an incident photon energy of 52 eV, are not normalized with respect to each

other.

anew feature is observed at a lower binding energy [121. Shown in fig. 4, the
latter peak is observed to undergo a masimum in intensity at a silver coverage

corresponding 
to one monolayer, 

as calibrated 
by AES. LEED studies of this

ovrlayer 
system show a good p(xl) pattern throughout 

the initial growth. 
The

new peak observed in the photoemission 
spectrum, 

fig. 4, is identified 
with an

interface state predicted 
in a first principles 

calculations 
for this overlayer

system 

[13].

i th suseqesnne gowthe cfltea sleu hnflm h itrface" stawosetrb t eoise

observed to move towards the Fermi level in a series of discrete steps fig. 5. each
step reflecting the layer by layer growth. Spin polarization analysis indicates
that in all cases the interface state is of minority spin character [12] and thus

suggests that the state is derived from the minority spin surface state observed on

the clean surface. The interface state is also observed when an iron monolayer 
is

deposited on a silver (001) surface [14]. However in that case the state is less wellresolved and it is not possible to detect any movement reflecting subsequent

layers. The experimentally 
observed 

dispersion 
of the AgiFe(001) 

interface state

away from the center of the zone is in reasonable 
accord with the predictions 

ofthe calculation 
[14a.

Shown in figure 6, Chromium 
overlayrs 

deposited 
on Fe(001) again result

in the formation 
of an interface state derived from tshe surface state associated
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Fig. 5. Photoemission spectra recorded along the surface normal from a series ofsilver coverages deposited on Fe(001). The different coverages are indicated. The
incident photon energy energy is 52 eV and the angle of incidence corresponds to
p-polarized light.

with the substrate [15). However unlike the silver overlayers the presence ofchromium now causes the surface resonance to move further from the Fermilevel rather than towards it with the absolute magnitude of the shift being
smaller than that observed for silver. The spin integrated spectra of fig. 6 alsoshow an increase in the intensity of emission immediately below the Fermi level.A spin polarized spectrum, fig. 7, recorded following the deposition of onemonolayer of chromium shows the interface state at a binding energy of 2.7 eV tobe entirely of minority spin character, identical to the interface states observedfor the silver overlayers. The spin resolved spectrum shows that the newintensity appearing below the Fermi level is also of minority character. Both thespectra in fig.6 and the spectrum in fig.7 are recorded with the light at an angleof incidence corresponding to p-polarization. We note that in this photon energyrange near the center of the zone a peak below the Fermi level is found in theminority spectrum of clean iron. However in that case, because of the symmetry
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Cr/ Fe(OO I )
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Fig. 6. Spin integrated photoemission spectra recorded from Cr deposited on
Fe(001) as a function of Cr coverage. The incident photon energy is 52 eV and the
angle of incidence corresponds to p-polarized ;ght.

of the initial state, the intensity is a maximum for s-polarized rather than p-
polarized incident light.

With thicknesses of chromium beyond 2.0 A the spin integrated spectra in
fig. 6 show the evolution of the peak at approximately 3.0 eV binding energy into
the chromium surface resonance equivalent to that observed on the clean iron
surface. Interestingly, a spin polarized photoemission study of this feature [15]
shows no particular polarization indicating that if the Cr(001) surface is
ferromagnetic as calculated [16], the presence of steps and terraces masks any
possible observation 117].

As noted in the introduction, other experiments have previously shown
that iron overlayers deposited on the chromium films may show a parallel or
antiparallel magnetic alignment with the iron substrate depending on the
thickness of the intervening chromium layer [4]. Figure 8 shows spin resolved
photoemission spectra recorded from iron films, 3.3 and 3.9 A thick, grown on
chromium films 3.2 and 8.2 A thick, respectively. These spectra clearly show the
reversal of polarization associated with the antiparallel alignment on the thicker
chromium layer. They also provide some indication that the local moment on the
iron for the two systems must be similar in that exchange split counterparts are
placed at approximately the same binding energies of 0.5 and 2.5 eV.

DISCUSSION.

The sensitivity to the presence of adsorbates of the minority feature
observed in the spin resolved spectra, fig.2, and the close agreement to
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Fig. 7. Spin polarized photoemission spectrum recorded from approximately one
monolayer of chromium on Fe(001). The photon energy for this spectrum is 52 eV
and the angle of incidence corresponds to p-polarized light.

calculation supports its identification as a surface state. As noted above, the state
is a resonance rather than a pure surface state. Such a state is also predicted in a
simple tight binding calculation using a nonorthogonal basis set [12]. The latter
calculation is a layered scheme with parameters taken from the tabulations, fitted
to bulk calculations, provided by Papaconstantopoulos [181. The modelling was
extended to thin overlayers by scaling the respective parameter sets according to
the scheme of Andersen [19]. Using such a method a calculation for a silver
monolayer on iron (001) found an interface state in close agreement with both
experiment and first principles calculation.

The tight binding simulation suggests that with the formation of the
interface, a state is formed with 70% of its weight on the surface iron atoms and
30% on the silver monolayer. On the silver side the state has approximately 50% d
character, the rest being s and p character. At the same time the modelling
indicates that with the formation of the interface, the state becomes more
localized within the surface layers of the iron substrate. Thus the decay of the
resonant state back into the bulk of the material is reduced. A similar phenomena
was previously observed in an inverse photoemission study of an unoccupied
interface state in the Nb(l10)/palladium interface [201. In that study it was also
shown theoretically that the presence of the palladium tended to localize a
niobium surface resonance into the interface region.

Simulations of the chromium monolayer find that, as in the case of silver,
the clean iron surface resonance is both localized and shifted by the presence of
the overlayer. In agreement with the experiment the interface state is now at a
higher rather than lower binding energy. The calculation now finds that the
chromium component of the interface state is nearly 80% d in character. This
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Fig. 8. Spin polarized photoemission spectra recorded from thin iron films of
thickness approximately 3.5 A grown on different thicknesses of chromium. As
in previous spectra the photon energy is 60 eV and the angle of incidence
corresponds to p-polarized light. The different thicknesses of chromium are
indicated in the two panels.

increase in the d component probably reflects the fact, unlike silver, the
chromium has unfilled d bands. At the same time the modelling also finds another
interface state pulled down below the Fermi level. Unlike the higher binding
energy interface state, which is d,2 in character this second state has dxz
character. It is derived from an unoccupied surface state sitting immediately
above the Fermi level on the clean iron surface.

To summarize, for both the silver and chromium films the presence: of the
overlayer appears to localize states within the interface, at least in terms of the
decay length into the substrate. These magnetic states, having a well defined spin
character, also have weight on the overlayer sites. However it is difficult on the
basis of the present experiments to make any quantitative statements regarding
the possible existence or size of magnetic moments on the overlayer atoms. In the
case of silver, the interface states show well defined binding energies reflecting
the thickness of the overlayer film. Thus the presence of the overlayer modifies
both the electronic and magnetic properties of the interface. Any modelling that
reflects the electronic structure of the interface, should allow for the possibility
of such changes. One further consideration is the probability of a distinct face
dependence for the surface states and surface resonances from which the
interface states are derived.
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ASTR ACT

The spin resolved electronic structure of ultra-thiti Fc films on Cu( 100) was
investigated using spin polarized angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy. All exchange
splitting of the Fe A, hand of 2.5 eV is observed for photon energies between 20 and 30
eV. A peak at 6 eX' binding energy which has been previously identified as a many-electron
resonance was observed only after contamination of tlte films with] oxygen. In addition,
the spin dependent attenuation lengths for electrons itt Fe were tncasured at 11, 19, and
40 eV above Ef. The attenuation length for the minority -pitt electrons was found to be
shorter than that of thle tmajority spin electrons. T[he differenice between the two attenuation
lengths was showvn to itncrease at low energy. Short attenuration lengths of -3 monolayer
were measured at I I cV. I[he large increase of the attettuatioit length at low en,!rgy which
ts expected fronm tlte "utniversal cturve" is not observed fin c.

INTRODUCTION

The addition of spin analysis to electron spectroscopy allows for the separatton of the
majority and minority spin contributions in spectra from ferromagnetic samples. This
provides information about the spin resolved electronic structure of materials as well as the
spin dependence of-electron scattering in the material. Recent studies using spin polarized
versions of secondary electron emission spectroscopy (SPSEES) [1], and angle resolved
pltotoenission spectroscopy (SPARPES) [2] indicate that sthe information depth (i.e. tlte
depth in the sample from which most of thre detected electrotts origittate) at low energies
is quite small itt tlte 3-d transition metals, ott the order of a few Mi.. ['lie short infortmation
depth makes spitn polarized electron spectroscopy a sensitive technique for investigating
ultra-tltin ferromagttetic overlayers such as Fe., Ni. and Co ion a wide variety of'substrates.

In particular, tire sysemn Fe ott tr( 100) is intcrestintg because tlte ficc pltase of Ie,
wh icht is thIe eqil Iibriu u t 5ructture otf IFe bet weent 11 4 K antd I1605 K , can bie stabil ized at
ltow temperalture ott(n t 000. [Itis is based ttt dletai led 1.1:1:1) I -V curve analyvsi s [3] and
the close ntatch of' lattice constants betweent Icc-Ic and ("ii (13.0, vs. 3.(,I A). 'I fieoretical
hand structture calculationts for fcc-Ic show that it fitav occur itt three mtagnetic states,
either anti-ferrotnagitetic (A FM), FM with high momtent (-2.21p), or IFM witht a low
ttotnt 1-I.p)4, 51. lihe ttse of sptin polarization antalvsis it pltotoeinission is needed
fit order to identhif thle spin chtaracter oift tIe observed energy hatids (itf tite Fe Films. A direct
c otrpa riso n bet weeti esxperiment anrd ttrot v c-an t heit be made.

1liC itifortItatItoll depth plavs ia important role it all clectroni spect rosc opies. 1It call
be chiaracterized liv att energy dependet attetnuation lctigthi ()) of so called 'hot electrons,
i e. elect ronts witht EP I' ) is typically nteasured by the overlayer method, wrlereby tite
tcnsit of a source tf electrorts of fixed etnergy, e.g. ai Auger transition or pholtitemssioti

peak frnt thle suitirate. is miotitto red for diffieretit thicknesses anrd fit to an exponentialI
ilecav. F siitg SPAR l'S, the spitn tesoked ) s cn be oiCuii liy mieasutritng the pitlarizaiomi

o;ini Inutally titipolmr ,', hi-an after it i. itraversed a fi-rroniaigriettic films. giving

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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/0s , -d

where the T and I refer to electron moment parallel and anti-parallel with the
magnetization, respectively. Considerable work has been done to determine the energy and
material dependence of ).. The energy dependence of ). is often displayed as a "universal
curve" [6], which indicates that there should be a large increase in ). at low electron energy
for all materials. This behavior is not well established experimentally, and our results
indicate that the increase at low energy is not universal with respect to attenuation in Fe.
The material dependence of ). should be strongest in the low energy regime (l:< 50 cV),
where, e.g., the hot electrons begin to interact strongly with the bandstructure of the solid
[7]. The additional electron spin polarization information obtained from SPARPES allows
one to identify the type of scattering which is dominant at diflerent energies, i.e. spin
dependent vs. spin independent scattering. For example, inelastic scattering in Fe due to
the creation of electron-hole pairs (Stoner excitations), would be strongly spin dependent,
while a spin independent inelastic processes would be, e.g.. phonon scattering.

In the absence of elastic scattering, . and the inelastic mean free path (IMIFP) would
bc identical [8]. I lowever, it has been estimated that elastic scattering causes about a 30%
discrepancy between A and the IMFP for the 68 eV Auger electrons in aluminum [9].
Elastic scattering effects may occur at low energies in Fc as well [10]. For example,
SPLEEI:) from bcc-IFe [11] shows a I eV wide, 20% reflection peak centered at 6 eV
scattering energy. Elastic scattering can also be strongly spin dependent [12, 13]. The
measured spin averaged and spin rcsolxe6 )'s are therefore ;, combination of the elastic
mean free paths (EM I's) and the IM Fl's.

APPARATUS AND SAMPLE PREPARATION

[he experiments were conducted in a IjlIV chamber which was equipped with FII)
and Auger electron spectroscopies for sample characterization. The SI'ARPLS apparatus
consists of a 90' spherical energy analyzer and a medium energy retarding potential Mott
analyzer. The electron optics were built so that the photoemitted electrons could be directed
either into the Mott analyzer where the perpendicular and one of the in-plane components
of po!arization were measured, or directly into an electron multiplier to avoid the low
efficiency of spin analysis. Specta could then be obtained either in a low resolution (
AFI lelV) spin resolved mode or a high resolution (A.-)=O.lcl) spin integrated mode,
respectively. Photoemission was conducted both with a resonance lamp and synchrotron
radiation from a toroidal grating monochromator beantline at Stanford Sytchrotron
Radiation Laboratory. All photoemission electron spectra were taken in normal emission,
with the radiii,'n incident at 45' off normal. Ilic incident light had both s- and
p-character,

Ultra-thin Fe films were deposited by sublimation from a chunk of 99.i99",i pure Fe
heated by electron bombardment. The only contamination apparent in the Auger spectra
was oxygen, of 1% equivalent MI. coverage. The films were evaporated at low substrate
temperature to avoid intermixing and were then annealed to 300 K to improve the
structural qualitY [ 14]. [he I[F1i) patterns show strong wings on the (It)) and (II) spots,
with intensity maxima near the 4 1h or 51" order position. [ he IVc-layer thicknesses were
determined by calibrating the Auger I'e and (tu peak-peak intensities against a quartz
cr.Nal inicrobalance. [fhe geometry lictor between the thickness monitor and sample
deposition rates was determined by substititing a glass slide for the sample, growing a thick
o0(l) A) film, and measuring its thickness with optical interferoinctry. I lhe magnetic
properties of this system have been studied previosly [15. 16]. rhc remanent
nagncti/ation of' the films was checked by measuring the spin polarization of the secondary
electrons. 'The films were ferromagnetic with rcmanence perpendicular to the plane of the
film for thickness d. 6.5 ML.. and in-plane for d - 6.5 MI.
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RESU ILTS

Photoemission results taken without
spin analysis from thick Fe fihntis ((d_0 30 ML Fe on Cu(100)
MI.) are presented in Fig. I. These Films
are thick enough that there is negligible A5_
contribution to the spectra from the (u U Ait

3d peak. For photon energy hv=20-30 -5t
eV, there are three distinct features within Ill 1

5 eV of E. Comparing the peak positions 
_31

From Fig. I to calculated spin resolved
fcc-Fe bandstructures in Ref. [4, 5], the 2

peak at 3 eV can be attributed to the le $4
A, state. A slight dispersion of about 0.5
eV toward F, is observed between
hv = 310 and 22 eV, which is also in accord (0 26eV
with the calculations. The SR)C's if)
Fig. 2 confirm the majority spin character
of the 3 eV peak. The two peaks close
to E, one at or just below 1f and one 2 eV
at I eV below, can be definitively -

identified as minority and majority spin "1e
states, respectively. Considering the ,-
selection rules for normal emission in
photoemission [17] and the calculated
fcc-Fe bandstructures. the minority and EF 1 2 3 4 5
majority spin states are identified as A,
and A,. states. It is stressed here that the Binding Energy (eV)
spin resolved lil)C's are essential for FIG 1. Photoemission intensity versus
unambiguously determining the spin binding enerP for a thick (t30 %if)
character of these peaks. bieingenergy fil.FeC/(S'u(100) film.

From the identification of the A,, and A5 peaks, we derive an exchange splitting of
'2.5 cV. This is comparable to the splitting seen in bcc-Fe, which has a moment of 2.1

lip. We conclude that the thin Films of Fe are in a high moment state. Ihis is corroborated
by the spin resolved bandstructure calculations in Ref. [4] where the splitting near the F
point for low- and high-moment fcc-Fe goes Front 1.6 to 2.5 cV. We note here that the
complex lF,111I) pattern for these lc films may indicate a distortion or reconstruction of

the lattice, either of which could
"t4 Fe/Cu(100) inlutence the electronic structure

ofh the ilns in relation to the
S hi/=2I eV A +1 calculated bandstructures.

-,-- . A .A (dramatic loss of intensity
/u in ilie A, peak is observed

3 l,between hv - 22 and 14 eV, which
, is consistent with the energy band

IVId crossing F,. The analogous band
crossing observed in bcc-Fc

4occurs between ht - 33 and 35 cV
S[18]. For transitions into a free

EF-0 1 2 3 4 5 elcctron-likc final state in the
second Brillioun Zone. this

Binding Energy (eV) indicates that the A,, band must

FIG 2. 'ie spin resolved intensity energ cross EF more than halfway across
• the first BZl. The calculated fcc-Ic

distribution curves (SRFI)("s) from a thick (t 30 banistrc . on te oile
MI.) Fe/('u( 10) film. handstructure, on the otherMI) :C/(u(101) flm.hand. show the A., state crossing
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L', much closer to the zone center. Considering tile small dispersion of these hands, it is
clear that a slight shift of the calculated fcc-l7e d-bands towards higher binding energy
would drastically change the position of the Fermi energy crossing ill k-space.

In addition, we Find no evidence of the extra peak at 6 eV (which was reported in
Ref [19]) in spectra taken from clean e'Cu( lt0) films. Ilowevcr, a similar peak was
observed if the Films were grown with an oxygen partial pressure of 4 x I) 11 Torr.
Subsequent exposure to .05 I. 02 substantially increased the size of the peak. We therefore
conclude that the 6 cV feature observed in Ref. [191 is most likely due to oxygen
contamination.

4 AXspinup Universal Cuup

X spin down

,

0 50

Electron Energy (eV) (EF=O)

FIG. 3. Spin dependent ;'s determined from the spin polarized
photoemission spectra. The inset shows the measured spin averaged i
compared to the universal curve.

[fhe second main focus of this work was the measurement of the attenuation lengths
or low energy electrons in the Fe films. If ), and , are not too different (as it turns out),
the double exponential decay is experimentally indistinguishable from a single exponential

decay with , --; 0 (1). The )'s shown in the inset of Fig. 3 were obtained by
measuring the . d intensities in the photoemission spectra without spin analysis after
successive le evaporations. For comparison, the "universal curve" from Ref. [6] is also
plotted. While there is good agreement at the higher energies, tile large increase at low
energy in Ref. [6], which is based mainly on data taken from Au. Ag, and Al (all of which
have a low density of states near E*,), is not observed in Fe.

Spin resolved photoemision results are shown in Fig. 4 for hve 14. 22. and 44 eV
along with a reference spectrum from the bare (Cu at each energy. The ('i photoemission
features are clearly identifiable in the le/C'u spectra and show the well known dispersion
of the Ct bands. The polarization of the Cu 3d electrons (after subtracting the Fc
background) can he related to the exponential attenuation hy

(u) I 1  
- [2]

l1 + ± 1 2 r-a
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The following net Cu polarizations are
obtained as an average over several films
of thicknesses around 4 ML:20% at 14 eV. 5 L

12% at 22 eV, and 5% at 44 eV photon eV
energy. These polarization values can be
converted into spin dependent attenuation
lengths by combining lq. 2 anti the
following approximation for the total Cu
3d intensity,

',- ( *e--,e "+ [3e . 4ML
2

to g iv e 
.0

I I ln( ± P) .4

The values thus obtained for the ,. are ' ,Cu

shown in Fig. 3 for the three energies used. 3.SML
The spin resolved data show that the ) of , 44eV
minority spin electrons remains nearly
constant down to low energies, while there
is a slight increase in the , of the majority
electrons. Also, 1 > ),, as expected from v

SPF|I.S data from hcc-Fe surfaces [20],

where strong evidence for electron-hole
pair creation (i.e. Stoner excitations) is
seen in the energy loss spectrum. This will
tend to filter out the minority spin O=EF I 2 3 4

electrons at low energies, since there is a Binding Energy (eV)

higher number of empty minority states FIG. 4. The SRFIl)Cs fmm Fe films on
near E, to scatter into than empty majority Cu(100) at three different photon energies.
states. Short attenuation lengths due to Also shown for comparison are the intensity
inelastic exchange scattering of low energy spectra of the clean (u surface (not to sale).
electrons in the transition metals Ni. (d,

and Ce (which all have a high DOS near
E. in contrast with Al, Au, and Ag). has also been reported in Re [211. We therefore
believe that this scattering mechanism is important, if' not dominant, at very low energy
in the transition metals and accounts for the observed short attenuation lengths.

SU MMARY

This study has focused on two main points, the spin resolved electronic structure of
Ie films grown on (t(100) and the spin dependent attenuation lengths of low energy
electrons in Fe.

We have shown that observed structure in SPARPFS agrees reasonably well with
ab-initio electronic structure calculations for the high moment state of fcc-Fe [4. 5] We
have measured the apparent exchange splitting in the thick Fe films, and find that
AE-2.5 eV. This is taken to prove that the Fe exists in a high moment state. [he
photoemitted feature related to the A% hand crosses E, at an incident photon energy which
is -15 eV lower than for bcc-Fe. The effect of oxygen contamination was found to result
in a prominent peak at about 6 cV binding energy.

Secondly, we have shown that in le, ). does not increase substantially for electron
energies going down from 40 to 9 eV. Conversely, the difference between the majority and
minority electron attenuation increases with decreasing energy, with ). > ,. This can be
explained by noting that the cross-section for electron-hole pair excitations increases at low
energy.
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THEORETICAL STUDIES OF SPIN DEPENDENT SCATTERINGS OF ELECTRONS
FROM FERROMAGNETIC SURFACES AND ULTRA THIN FILMS

A. ORMECI, M. P. GOKHALE, BURL M. HALL AND D. L. MILLS
Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, CA 92717

ABSTRACT

We summarize results of our recent theoretical studies of spin dependent scattering of
electrons from ferromagnetic surfaces. We obtain an excellent account of both the energy and
angle variation of the exchange asymmetry reported by Waller and Gradmann in their SPLEED
study of the Fe(l 10) surface, and of spin dependent asymmetries in the transmission of
photoelectrons through an ultra thin film of Fe on Cu(100). Potentials supplied by Fu and
Freeman enable us to account for the data, with use of ground state potentials generated by ab
initio methods.

I. Introduction

Much of our information on microscopic aspects of the magnetism at surfaces and in ultra
thin films is generated through various spin polarized electron spectroscopies. Quantitative
interpretation of the data generated by these methods requires the development of theories
sufficient!y complete that the unknown parameters relate only to the structure or the nature of the
magnetism in the samples of interest, i.e., the calculations should be based on parameter free
ionic pot, ntials, etc. In this paper, we summarize recent calculations that meet these constraints.
and whici provide a fully quantitative account of existing data. We discuss also the implication7
of our re,ults.

Ot r calculations are based on the muffin tin approach, and the relativistic multiple
scattering methods developed in the pioneering work of Feder.[1] Within each muffin tin, we
imbed spherically symmetric potentials whic& describe moment bearing Fe atoms; the potentials
thus have the form V(r)I+ B(r)a, , with V(r) and B(r) both spherically symmetric. Both V(r)
and B(r) am the spherically symmetric pieces of the ground state potentials generated by Fu and
Freeman [2], in their ab initio, fully self consistent study of Fe surfaces. Our only adjustment is
our method of simulating enhanced moments near the surface. We do this by replacing, in layer
1. B(r) by (p, I p.)B(r), with p. the bulk Fe moment, and MI that in layer 1. Calculations
using full layer dependent, non-spherical potentials are underway, and will be reported
elsewhere. We take the complex inner potential to be spin independent, and modeled in the
manner now standard in the literature on low energy electron diffraction.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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I. Fzhing, Asymmetries in Spin Polarized L&& n= Diff action (LEE jh
Case of Fe¢1 10)

A quantity of central interest in SPLEED measurements is the exchange asymmetry Aex,

which provides a direct measure of the exchange coupling of the beam electron to the moments in

the surface layers of the substrate. With reliable potentials in hand, one can hope to extract

information on the magnitude of the surface moment from such data.
In the experiment, a spin polarized electron beam strikes the surface, and the total

scattered current is measured in the specular direction, or a Bragg direction. (Here we discuss

only data on the specular beam; for Fe(1 10) comparison between theory and experiment for the

(11) beam is given elsewhere. [3]) Let i(o/a) be the intensity when the beam polarization is

parallel (a = T) or antiparaule (a = 4) to 5. and p = T, denotes whether the substrate moment
is parallel or antiparallel to 5. The scattering plane is the xz plane. Then we have[ 1]

,, = (i(T T) + 1(1 4)- i(T 4)- i( T))/(,(T T) + i(I .)+... i( T)).

Gradmann and Wailer [4] have reported a most remarkable and complete study

of Aex, for the Fe(1 10) surface. They measure the variation of AeX with angle of incidence 0

(measured with respect to the surface normal), for many beam energies between 50eV and
130eV. In what follows, we compare our theoretical calculations with their data.

In Fig. (1), we reproduce from ref. [3] a comparison between theory and experiment

for Aex for the beam energy of 62eV. The data are the squares, and the solid line the theory
based on the picture of enhanced moments in the surface (19.4% in the outer layer. 6.8% in the

second, 2.7% in the third and 1.4% in the fourth) put forward by Fu and Freeman.

25

Fe(i10
20 7 (00) Beom

62ev
'5

5 : - Eig,.(: Comparison between the data of: -:Waller and Gradmann (squares) and the theory for A

at 62eV, using the Fu-Freeman model of enhanced
- surface moments (solid line). The dotted curves are

calculations of Aex assuming no enhanced moment in
-IO\

\ the surface, and the dashed curve comparison between
the model proposed by Tamura et al. (ref. 5), where

-0 . .the surface moment is enhanced by 40% over the bulk.
0 20 40 60 SO

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (dog)
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Eig.. (: Comparison between the calculated exchange asymmetry for the specular beam (solid

line) for the model put forward by Fu and Freeman, and the data of Waller and Gradmann

(dashed line).

In Fig. (2), at thde additional energies, we show comparison between theory and experiment for

the angular variation of Aex.

In our view, agreement between theory and experiment is excellent, at all energies. We

have by now surveyed virtually the entire data set in the extensive measurements of Waller and

Gradmann, to find comparable agreement at all energies. The reader must keep in mind that we

have here an absolut comparison between theory and experiment; we have adjusted no feature in

the potential, nor adjusted the scale factor in the data to bring the two close at some particular

energy or angle, as is done commonly in IE analyses where the experimentalist cannot supply

accurate absolute scattering intensites. Since Aex is an intensity ati. the experimenter needs

relative and not absolute intensities to detrmine Aex.

The next question is whether we can use data on Aex to inquire into the possible presence

of enhanced surface moments. Fig. (1) is encouraging; the dotted curve describes Aex for he

case where no enhanced moments are present, and the dashed curve our prediction for a model

put forward in ref. [5] (40% enhancement of surface moment). The solid line (Fu and Freeman

picture) would seem preferred.

We do not show several models in Fig. (2) because at these energies, there is a more

modest dependence of Aex on surface moment profile; we can draw no confident conclusions
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from these data. We are then led to inquire if one can locate additional beam energies where Aex

exhibits substantial sensitivity.

This issue has led us to develop a method we call the AT expansion [61, in which the spin

dependent piece of the electron-surface scattering is expanded in powers of Aul, = A, -,U-, the

difference between the moment in layer I and that in the bulk. With this method, and a criterion

we have developed to locate regimes of energy and angle where sensitivity to surface moment is

high, we can scan a large region of the relevant parameter space very quickly. In the energy

regime explored by Waller and Gradmann (50-130eV beam energy), we find only one other

"window" (-52eV) where sensitivity to surface moment is comparable to that at 62eV. The

account of the data provided by the model of ref. [5] would seem a bit better than that of Fu and

Freeman, though the differences are not large.

Thus, while our analysis leads us to conclude there are indeed enhanced moments in the

Fe(l 10) surface, it is difficult for us to differentiate conclusively between the two pictures that

have been discussed.

It is the case that we obtain an excellent account of the data with ground state potentials

generated from ab imtio methods adjusted only to simulate enhanced surface moments. We

believe such calculations, particularly in combination with the AT expansion can guide future

experiments, so focus can be placed in those energies and angles where one realizes particular

sensitivity to surface moment. We understand that greater precision in the measurement of Aex

can now be realized [7]; uncertainties the order of 20% are sufficient to obscure differences

between different models of surface magnetic moment profiles.

It is our hope that these remarks will stimulate new experimental studies.

1II. Uk Jepndcm Electroin Transmission through 1lm Tn Ferromagnetic m

ie~ncefr & Snk den Electrn Me nd= Paths?
The calculations above employ a spin independent complex inner potential, and assume

the potential imbedded within the muffin tins is real. The analysis thus presumes the inelastic

contributions to the electron mean free path to be spin independent. While this allows us to carry

out calculations with no adjustable parameters, this picture can be questioned. In ref. [5], for

example, within each muffin tin, the authors imbed a spatially varying complex and energy

dependent supplement to their ground state potential. This is described by a phenomological

form designed to account for spin dependent transitions of intra atomic character, induced by the

beam electron.
Pappas and collaborators [8] have reported an elegant photoemission study which bears

on this issue directly. Their sample is four monolayers of Fe, deposited on Cu(I00). Electrons

are excited from the Cu 3d bands, and the authors measure the dependence of the intensity on the

spin orientation of the photoemitted electron, to find electrons with spin antiparallel to the Fe

magnetization are transmitted with less intensity than those with spin parallel to the Fe

magnetization. They argue the mean free path of the minority spin photoelectrons is shorter than

that of those polarized in the majority spin direction, a very reasonable conclusion consistent with
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qualitative arguments advanced elsewhere [1]. From the data, at three energies in the range 10-
4OeV above they extract the spin and energy variation of the apparent electron mean free path
from the spin asymmetry in the transmissivity.

We have interpreted the data within a different framework. Even in the absence of
electron attenuation, the transmissivity of the Fe film will be spin dependent, because of spin
dependence in the elasn scattering produced by the exchange coupling between the
photoelectron spin, and that of the Fe spins. We have used the model of section 11 to calculate
the transmissivity, to find very good agreement with both the magnitude and energy variation
reported in ref. [8), in our picture where the inner potential is assumed spin independent, and no

additional spin dependent loss mechanisms are introduced. The details are described elsewhere
[9].

When the results of this study are set alongside those summarized in section 11 of the
present paper, we conclude that at least for Fe, an excellent account of the spin dependence of
low energy electron scattering from the surface follows from the use of high quality ground state
potentials, in combination with standard complex inner potentials such as those employed

commonly in conventional LEED and photoemission studies. We thus have a basis for the fully
quantitative analysis of data generated by spin dependent electron spectroscopies, where the
uncertainties reside in the aspects of greatest interest, the magnetic properties of only the
outermost atomic layers.
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SPIN-POLARIZED EELS ON ULTRATHIN FCC CO LAYERS ON CU(100)
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ABSTRACT

The magnetism and the electronic structure of fcc Co films epitaxially
grown on Cu(100) was investigated by spin polarized electron energy loss
spectroscopy. Films above 2 atomic layers thickness show ferromagnetic
order above room temperature with the magnetization in the plane. An
exchange splitting of 0.8 eV and a Stoner gap of 300 meV is found. Films
thinner than 1.6 layers do not show remanent magnetization above 80 K. No
evidence for enhanced moments in monolayer films is found.

INTRODUCTION

Spin polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) is a valuable
technique to study the magnetism and the electronic structure of 3d
ferromagnetic surfaces. SPEELS is sensitive to the magnetization o'. the
first few atomic layers due to the shortness of the electron mean free path.
Exchange scattering is a significant contribution to the total inelastic
scattering at low electron energies if the experiment is performed in off-
specular geometry in order to suppress dipolar contributions [1]. Although
SPEELS cannot provide a direct picture of the band structure like spin
polarized angle resolved photoemission, it has been demonstrated that the
average exchange splitting can be determined from the maximum in the
spin flip scattering rate ( Stoner excitations) [1-41. The surface sensitivity
makes SPEELS a very useful tool for the study of magnetic ultrathin films.
SPEELS is sensitive to the long-range ferromagnetic order, which leads to
spin asymmetries of the scattered intensity upon reversal of the primary
beam polarization. But even in a state with no long-range magnetic order
the "complete" SPEELS experiments, i.e polarized beam combined with
polarization analysis, is sensitive to the presence of local magnetic
moments. In this case, exchange scattering leads to a depolarization. This
has been demonstrated e.g. for Ni above the Curie temperature [5] and for a
disordered antiferromagnetic compound (Cr 0.) [6]. This capability of
SPEELS is very interesting in the case of ulirahin films for thicknesses
below the limit of long-range ferromagnetic order.

EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in a UHV system designed for various
spin polarized electron spectroscopies. A transversely polarized (P =26%)
electron beam, derived from a GaAs photocathode, is scattered off he
surface. The scattered electrons are energy analyzed by a hemispherical
electrostatic analyzer and the spin polarization is measured in a high-
energy Mott detector. Spectra were taken at 200 off the specular direction in
order to suppress the contribution from direct dipole scattering. The
primary beam energy used was 25 eV. The total energy resolution was 300
meV. Co films were deposited from a high purity Co rod, which was heated
by electron bombardment. The substrate was a Cu(100) single crystal which
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was mechanically polished and cleaned in situ by Ne ion sputtering and
annealing cycles. Evaporation rates were typically 1 layer per minute. The
Cu substrate was held at room temperature during deposition. The
pressure during evaporation remained in the low 10-0* Torr range. Clean
Co films with contamination on the percent level, as measured by Auger
electron spectroscopy, were obtained. A sharp lx LEED pattern was
observed. The thickness of the films was determined from the normalized
Co/(Co+Cu) Auger peak-to-peak ratio, which was calibrated against a
quartz microbalance[7]. The films were magnetized by a current pulse
through a magnetizing coil. The magnetic field is in the plane of the film.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our observation of a sharp lxi LEED structure confirms previous studies
on the Co/Cu(100) system [8-13] and indicates that the Co is growing in the
fcc structure. Figure 1 shows the SPEELS results for a thick Co layer
( 20 ML). At this thickness the spectra represent the surface of bulk fcc
Co. The top panel shows the asymmetry spectrum, i.e. the normalized
difference of the scattering intensity for incoming beam polarization
parallel or antiparallel to the majority spin direction in the sample. Large
negative asymmetries -- i.e. higher scattering intensities for incoming
spin-down electrons--are typical for the ferromagnetic 3d metals and have
been observed for Ni and Fe, the absolute value in the present case (40%)
being between the Fe (30%) and Ni (50%) values. From the spin analysis of
the scattered electrons one obtains the flip and non-flip intensities directly.
These are shown in the center and lower panel of Fig.1. The flip-down in-
tensity (i.e. incoming electron spin-down outgoing electron spin-up) is by a
factor of five larger than the flip-up channel, very close to the observed
ratio in Ni. In addition, the non-flip-down intensity is somewhat higher
than the corresponding non-flip-up intensity, again very similar to the case
in Ni. Both of these differences contribute to the asymmetry, with the
difference in the flip rates playing the dominating role. As in Fe and Ni the

20 ML CO/Cu(00). T 300K
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Fig. 1. Intensive asymmetry and flip non-flip intensities for
a thick (20 ML) fcc Co film
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Fig. 2. Asymmetry spectrum and intensity at small energy
losses for a 20 ML fcc Co film

flip-down spectrum consists of a smoothly rising "background" and a
hump with a maximum at the position of the exchange splitting, in the
present case around 0.8 eV energy loss. We therefore identify this energy
with the exchange splitting of fcc Co. This value is in agreement with
photoemission spectroscopy on hcp and fcc Co [14,15], but much smaller
than theoretical values [16,17]. Besides the exchange splitting, a
fundamental quantity is the Stoner gap, i.e. for a saturated ferromagnet the
position of the top of the majority-spin band. Band structure calculations
predict fcc Co to be a saturated ferromagnet with a Stoner gap of about 300
meV [16,17]. This gap should show up as a threshold for Stoner excitations
ir the flip-down intensity and also the asymmetry should show a threshold
at the value of the Stoner gap, as was shown in Ni[31. Figure 2 shows an
asymmetry spectrum over a narrow energy range. The emergence of the
asymmetry is due in part to the superposition of the elastic and inelastic
contributions. However, the strongest rise of the asymmetry occurs where
the elastic intensity is already by a factor of four smaller than the inelastic
one, i.e. at about 320 meV. At 280 meV, where the elastic and inelastic
intensities are equal, the asymmetry has reached only -10%, inconsistent
with a mere superposition of elastic (with zero asymmetry) and inelastic
intensity with -40% asymmetry. We therefore conclude that a threshold
exists. We identify this threshold with the steepest rise of the asymmetry
spectrum around 300 meV. A Stoner gap of 300 meV is therefore
consistent with the data. Decreasing the Co film thickness does not change
the SPEELS spectra until about 4 ML are reached where the absolute
asymmetries start to decrease and the difference between the up and down
intensities become smaller. This can be attributed to scattering
contributions from the Cu substrate. The question of the electronic
structure of monolayer films and the possible increase of the magnetic
moment[18J for atoms with reduced coordination number can be studied for
these oligatomic films. Figure 3 shows SPEELS spectra on a 2 ML film. At
room temperature films below 2 ML did not show remanent magnetizations
because of the Curie temperature. At 80 K films with a thickness down to
1.6 ML showed remanent magnetization. As seen in Fig. 3 the absolute
values of the asymmetry and the difference between up and down

1...
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2ML Co/Cu(00), T-80K
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Fig. 3. SPEELS spectra for a 2 ML Co film at 80 K

intensity are smaller than the 20 ML data but the film clearly shows

ferromagnetic long range order. The most interesting quantity is the value

of the exchange splitting. The flip-down intensity shows the characteristic

hump due to the Stoner excitations. If the moments in this 2 ML film were

increased a shift to higher energies would be expected. Comparing this

spectrum to the 20 ML film clearly does not show any indication of a shift.

In films of one monolayer the ferromagnetic long range order is lost ( at

least at 80 K) but as mentioned above SPEELS can still give valuable

information in this case. The asymmetry vanishes and the up and down

intensities become equal, however spin-flip and non-flip can still be

distinguished. Spin-flip scattering leads to a depolarization. In Figure 4 we
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Fig. 4. SPEELS spectra from Cu(100) and 0.9 ML Co
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compare SPEELS data from on a 0.9 ML Co film to the bare Cu substrate.
Shown are the depolarization spectra, i.e. Ps/Po and the flip and non-flip
intensities. For the bare Cu surface the depolarization sets in very
gradually with increasing energy loss. There is a threshold at about 2 eV
loss, which corresponds to the onset of spin-flip excitations involving Cu 3d
electrons. With the 0.9 ML Co, on the other hand, very strong depolarization
sets in already at very small energy lc ises. Even at this submonolayer
coverage the flip intensity shows already the typical hump. Again the
energetic position of this hump can be identified with the ( in this case
local) exchange splitting. No shift to higher energy is apparent.
Therefore there is no evidence for enhanced moments even in these
submonolayer films.

SUMMARY

Spin polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy measurements on
epitaxial fcc Co films on Cu(100) reveal an exchange splitting of 0.8 eV
independent of thickness. Films below 1.6 ML do not show a remanent
magnetization above 100 K. Strong exchange scattering is also found on
monolayer films. indicating the existence of local magnetic moments. No
evidence is found for enhanced magnetic moments in monolayer films.

This work was supported by NSF Grant DMR-8821293 and by IBM
Almaden Research Center.
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ABSTRACT

Local d-magnetic moments of the Pt interlayer in Pt/Co multilayered structures (4
Aco + X Apt, X=9,19,23,30,40) have been investigated theoretically and experimentally
by circular magnetic x-ray dichroism studies.

It has been found that a significant Pt polarization is induced, which contributes
by about 13% to the total magnetization. The experimental findings of the average Pt
moments agree well with the theoretical expectations indicating the existence of a long-
range exchange coupling through the Pt layer.

INTRODUCTION

The spin-dependent absorption or MXD (Magnetic X-ray Dichroism) for circularly
polarized photons at inner-shell absorption edges supplies a direct experimental element-
selective probe for local magnetic properties [1]-[23]. The spin-dependent absorption
spectra, i.e. the energy-dependent difference for the absorption of circularly polarized
photons in matter, magnetized parallel and antiparallel with respect to the photon spin,
is correlated to the spin structure of electronic states at the Fermi level. In case of
5d impurities in a ferromagnetic iron host it has been verified that a simple correlation
between the MXD signal and the local magnetic d-moment exists [14, 24]. The local 5d
moments deduced from the spin-dependent absorption signal provide the first reliable
confirmation of the theoretical predicted coupling mechanism [19, 25]. Furthermore the
MXD of these systems are well understood in the framework of fully relativistic theories
based on a single particle band-structure picture and allows a parameter-free description
of the observed spectra [5]-[8],[10,[12]-[15], [18, 24, 321. We have applied this new method
to study Pt/Co multilayer systems, which are interesting new candidates for magneto-
optical r z3rding. Besides the technical importance the understanding of their magnetic
properties is of scientific interest and has stimulated extensive studies of these artificial
magnetic materials by a variety of methods. One of the problems addressed is the role
of the - in the pure metal non-magnetic - Pt interlayer. The enhanced Kerr rotation
at shorter wavelengths and larger effective magnetization, the larger magnetization and
high energy Kerr rotation (E > 4keV) compared to pure Co is expected to result from
an induced Pt moment.

Here we report the theoretical and experimental studies of the magnetic Pt moments
and MXD of circularly polarized x-rays at the L3-edge of PtsoCo50 and X Pt/ 2 Co
multilayered structures with various numbers X of Pt monolayers (X = 4,7,10,13,17).

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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THEORETICAL APPROACH

To support the interpretation of our experimental MXD-investigations, calculations
of the electronic structure of Pt/Co multilayer systems have been performed. For this
purpose a three dimensional periodicity of these layered systems has been assumed, al-
lowing to use a conventional LMTO (linear muffin tin orbital) band structure program
package. The (111)-textured structure of the multilayers (see below) has been repre-
sented by a corresponding hexagonal unit cell. As an example the atomic arrangement
corresponding to 4Pt/2Co is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Atomic arrangement in the hexagonal unit cell used to represent the multilay-
ered structure 4Pt/2Co.

Our spin-polarized calculations gave us a detailed information on the magnetic prop-
erties of the Pt/Co multilayered systems. This is demonstrated by Fig. 2, where the
resulting magnetization profiles for the Pt-interlayers of some of the studied systems are
shown (the Co-moments turned out to be around 1.9 p in all cases). As one can see, the
Pt-atoms at the Pt/Co-interface are strongly spin-polarized due to hybridisation with
the d-states of the neighboring Co-atoms resulting in a magnetic moment of around 0.2

iA. This mechanism leads also to a polarisation of the inner Pt-layers, however with a
resulting moment decreasing rapidly with the distance from the interface. Surprisingly,
for rather thick Pt-interlayers, negative moments have been found in the middle of the
Pt-interlayers. This behavior, also found by other authors for Pd/Co, however does not
imply an antiferromagnetic coupling of the Co-layers. As will be shown below, in spite
of the small negative moments in the middle of the thicker Pt-interlayers, the average Pt
moment was found to be positive in all cases studied.

In addition to the investigation on the multilayers, band structure calculations for
the disordered alloy PtoCo30 have been performed. This has been done using the spin-
polarized relativistic version of the KKR-CPA (Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Coherent Poten-
tial Approximation) method, By accounting this way for spin-polarisation and spin-orbit
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coupling, we were able to get a first principle description of the MXD, observed in this
interesting reference system. The corresponding L 2- and L3-spectra of Pt in PtsOCo5 0
have been calculated using a formalism derived earlier. Within the adopted approach,
which is based on a spin-polarized relativistic version of multiple scattering theory, the
absorption coefficient is given by

J UL fC d3rd'r' 4'(rX ()ImG+(F,F',E)

x i(',) O(E - EF) (1)

with E = E + hw and a=2,3. Here one sums over the relevant initial core states 4,,
i.e. 2p,/2- and 2p 3/2-states for the L 2- and the L3 -spectra, respectively. These tightly
bound core states have been calculated taking spin-polarization of the system and all
relativistic effects rigorously into account. However it turned out that the admixture
of 2

p3/2- (
2

p,/2-) character to the 2
p,/2- (2p3/2-) states is completely negligible. This is

also true for the energetic splitting of the p-sublevels. The electron-photon interaction is
treated in a relativistic correct form by the operator

X,(i = -e" - '"(r). (2)

Here the electron current operator is represented by means of the Dirac matrix vector
d and the vector potential A(-) contains all information on the wave vector j and
polarization A of the X-ray radiation. Finally, the Greens function G+(F, F', E) represents
the possible final states above the Fermi level EF and is expressed with the help of the
spin-polarized relativistic version of multiple scattering theory:

ImG G(FF', E) = ZA(F, E) I ,,,,(E) Z,,(F, E). (3)
A,A'

Here the index A represents the set of relativistic quantum numbers (r,p) and the func-
tions ZA(i , E) are the scattering solutions to the single site Dirac equation for a spin-
dependent potential.

For a comparison with experiment, the spectra obtained from eq.(l) still have to
be broadened appropriately to take finite lifetime effects and apparative broadening into
account.
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13, 16) as obtained from LMTO band structure calculations.
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EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS

The experiments have been performed at the Hamburger Synchrotron Laboratory
using circularly poralized x-radiation emitted from a bending magnet at small vertical
angles with respect to the plane of the electron orbit. This "inclined view method"
provides x-rays in the energy range of 5- 30keV with a high degree of circular polarization
in the order of P, - ±80%.

Absorber Reference

[ J 
saple

double slit r___ - Z___: Z Pc<

Synchrotron 1. I Monoehrometor 
1

0 Solenoid 11 Solenoid 12
beam

Figure 3: Experimental arrangement for spin-dependent absorption measurements using
PtFe as reference sample.

The experimental arrangement, which is shown in Fig.3, allows a detection of the
spin-dependent absorption profile with high accuracy and a significant reduction of sys-
tematic errors by using the "two beam" transmission mode: By a vertically adjustable
double slit arrangement two beams emitted above and below the plane of the electran
orbit with opposite sign of circular polarization are formed and their intensities are
monitored by the double ionization chamber I.. The photon beams are monochrom-
atized by a Si(111) or Si(311) double crystal monochromator with an energy resolution
of typically I - 3eV. The absorption spectra of the two beams in the energy range of
ll.2keV < E < l1.6keV corresponding to the Pt L3 energy of ll.56keV are measured
simultaneously and independently by two identical double ionization chambers in front
(I,) and behind (11) the sample. The intensity, which is transferred through the Pt/Co
samples, was used as incident radiation for an on-line comparison with the spin-dependent
absorption effects of a well-known PtFe reference target [51-1101,[12, 14, 15, 24, 32] by a
third double ionization chamber (12). The magnetic targets are mounted inside identical
solenoids, the magnetic field direction (jB,,.l - 200mT) being reversed every second.
So two sets of absorption spectra, i.e. the absorption coefficient #± . X = Pc ln(Io,1/II 2 )±

as function of energy, for each beam and each sample for antiparallel(+) and parallel
orientation (-) of the target magnetization and the photon spin direction were recorded.
The spin-dependent absorption profile

,l,( - -)/(P + -) - (/Po) - (M./M')

is given by the relative difference of the absorption coefficents U+(E) and &-(E). The
factors 1/P, which is measured simultaneously in the MXD signal of the PtFe sample
and (M./M') take into account the incomplete degree of circular polarization and the
magnetization of the sample M'(M(B,., = 0.18T, T = 300K)) to the saturation magne-

tization, respectively. The Pt/Co layers (30 x [4ACo + XAPt], X = 9,16,23,30,40) wert
prepared at room temperature by electron beam evaporation from separate Pt and Co
sources onto 12,sm Upilex foils. These samples could be shown to have the pronounced
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(111) texture [29]. Careful magnetization measurements were performed to determine
the ratio M/M'. The optimum total thickness for the x-ray transmission measurement
of 4-6 pm was achieved by stacking 80-120 foils. The PtCo alloy was prepared as a film
by iron beam sputtering. Due to the high saturation field of the PtsoCo5o a not exact
measurable effective magnetization of about 6 ± 2% was achieved in the relative small
applied field.

RESULTS AND DisCUSSION

Measured and calculated MXD spectra

The normal Pt L3 absorption spectra and the spin-dependent absorption profile

[Ac/po](E) of the Pt5 oCo5 0 alloy and the corresponding reference signal of PtFe are shown
in Fig.4. The calculated profiles p(E) and Pc/Po in case of PtFe indicate that the theory
based on the single-particle approximation provides a parameter-free description of the
experimental spectra. Because of the poor accuracy of the corresponding rescaling factor

M' a quantitative comparison of theoretical and experimental data of the PtOCo5 o alloy
was not exactly possible, but shows a nearly identical shape.

Pt L 3-edge

I,,
Po theoro - ---. PtFe theor

/ . ... Pt5OoOo

---- PtwFeo

0

Figure 4: Normal (upper part) and
-5. spin-dependent Pt L3-absorption sig-

nals pc/po(lower part) of the reference
sample PtFe and Pt 0 CoO in compar-

-10 ison with the theoretical calculations
. "o Pt~oCo (solid lines).00..........

-10 *.

*.* PtwFew
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Energy [eV]
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The corresponding Pt absorption profiles and MXD spectra of the Pt/Co multilayers
are presented in Fig.5. The normal absorption profile of the thickest Pt layer is nearly
identical compared to pure Pt. By lowering the Pt layer numbers the white line ampli-
tudes decrease indicating a filling of the empty 5d states. Up to 17 ML Pt significant
spin-dependent absorption profiles with identical shape have been observed, which de-
crease in amplitude with increasing Pt thickness. It shows directly that a significant Pt
spin polarization is induced reflecting unambiguously a nonvanishing average Pt moment
in all multilayer samples studied.
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0 Pt/Co multilayers (4 AC 0
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040).
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The magnetic Pt moments in Pt/Co multilayers

In a very simplified "two step" model the MXD originates from the phenomenon, that
in the absorption process of a circularly polarized photon in an unpolarized inner shell
the photoelectron is ejected with a partial spin polarization in the photon propagation
direction. This "Fano effect" is a consequence of angular momentum conservation and
spin-orbit interaction of the initial and final states [26]. For L2 - and L3 -absorption in the
2
p)/2- and 2p 312-state the photoelectron Polarization P, (P(L 2 )= -1/2 d P.(L 3)=+l/4

calculated for free atoms) is very large due to the large initial state spin-orbit splitting
of more than lkeV for 5d elements. In case of a spin-band ferromagnet the possible
final unoccupied states at the Fermi level can also bc spin polarized. Thus the (relative)
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difference of the absorption coeflicients for circularly polarized photons

[pJ/o](E) = P.-Ap/p](E) (4)

will exist and depends on the spin density (Ap/p) = (p+ - p-)/(p+ + p-) of the final
states, where p+ (p) are majority (minority) unoccupied bands. The parameter P.
corresponds to the effective spin polarization of the photoelectron, which is calculated to
amount to P, 0.3 at the Pt La-edge nearly independent of energy.
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The validity of eq. (4) has been experimentally proven for nearly all 5d impurities
in Fe. The d-band at the Fermi level of Pt or Pt impurities in 3d-hosts is located in an
energy region of about 20eV. In the latter case the Pt atom carries a d-moment given
by the difference of the number of spin-up and spin-down d-bands in the occupied part,
which has the same amplitude but opposite sign as the moment of the unoccupied d-hole

mdj -md = -* • f Ap(E)dE. Thus in the simplified picture described above the
magnetic d-moment

M
d = -P 8 (l/P) f [pc o](E)p(E)dE

can be directly deduced from the CMXD signal by integrating the spin-dependent ab-
sorption profile multiplied by the total density of the unoccupied states, which can be
taken from theory or the measured white line areas [27, 281. Very good agreement of
the magnetic moments of 5d impurities in iron with the calculations have been found.
It indicates that the spin-dependent absorption measurement can provide a fast and di-
rect determination of the sign and qualitatively also the amplitude of local magnetic
moments. In Fig.6a,b the average magnetic Pt moments md (a) and the total moments
(b) as function of the Pt layer number N in comparison with the corresponding theo-
retical results are presented. The accuracy of the relative Pt moments is estimated to
be AmB/mo _< 4%. In case of the N=4 and N=7 sample a perfect agreement between
the experimental and theoretical value has been found confirming thai not only the first
Pt layer at the interface is significantly polarized, but also the inner layers, but with a
strongly reduced magnetic moment.
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That a long-range Pt polarization should exist, is furthermore indicated by the ab-
solute values of the experimental and calculated Pt moments. A magnetic Pt moment for
a pure interface-layer polarization, caused by a short-range interaction (smaller than one
layer thickness), estimated from the Pt moment in a very dilute PtCo alloy (mpt(PtCo)

0.4 - 0.5pB) using coordination number arguments is marked by the dashed lines.
For the thicker Pt layers the experimental values are somewhat larger showing a

nearly constant value of the total moment as function of N. The fact, that the exper-
imental values for N > 10 do not follow the decrease of the calculated ones might be
a hint, that an antiferromagnetic contribution of the inner Pt layer is not as large as
expected from theory. However our recent calculations of the corresponding Pt moments
for a (100) texture, which show no perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, predict a much
larger antiferromagnetic coupling trend changing the sign of the total or average moment
for N > 6. We hope, that the planned experimental MXD studies on the corresponding
samples will give more detailed experimental information on the change from ferro- t,
anti-ferromagnetic coupling of the Pt interlayers, a coupling mechanism which has been
observed and predicted for other systems as for example Co/Cu and Pd/Co [30, 31].
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ABSTRACT

We present data from low-energy He + ion scattering off a magnetized
Fe(110) surface where we monitored the circular polarization of the light emitted
from particles neutralized into excited states. We investigated the dependence on
incident energy, incident angle and magnetization for a singlet and a triplet transi-
tion. As expected, there is no dependence on magnetization for the singlet state,
but for the triplet transition we observed a difference in the circular polarization of
as high as 32% when changing the direction of the magnetization.

INTRODUCTION

Experiments detecting the circular polarization in surface scattering have
been performed since the seventies 1.2.3

The degree of circular polarization in the light emitted by atoms after being
neutralized into excited states at a magnetic surface in a scattering-event contains
Information about the spin of the captured electron. The spin <S > can be ex-
tracted out of-the circular polarization (S/I) dala, if the directions of the
magnetization M at the surface and the orbital angular momentum <L> are
known. The direction of M is simply given by the direction of the current used to
magnetize the sample, whereas the orbital angular momentum is determined by
the geometry of the exper;nent.

We determined S/I of the He 21P-3 1D and 23P-33D lines after He + had been
scattered off a magnetized Fe(1 10) surface at different incident angles varying from
5* to 25 ° and with different incident energies in the range of 3 to 12 keV.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments were performed in an UHV-chamber described in detail in
Refs. 4 and 5, with a base pressure of 2x 10 - ln mbar. The ion beam was produced
in an ion gun, accelerated thru some deflection plates and apertures towards a
magnet which mass-selects the beam before it hit the target.

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrnp. Proc. Vol. 231. ' 1992 Materials Research Society
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Below 3keV incident energy the photon yield was too small to give a rea-
sonable statistics within an acceptable time.

The sample was carefully prepared by grazing incidence ion sputtering and
annealing cycles. The details of the preparation procedure are given in Ref. 6. After

that no signal but Fe was seers with Auger-electron spectroscopy.
The sample was mounted on a manipulator which allows for rotation (inci-

dent angle) and x-y-z translation. The crystal was oriented in a way that the in-
coming ions were scattered along [110J direction.

The magnetization of the target was performed by a current pulse thru a coil

around a magnet yoke of toroidal shape made of soft iron. The sample remained
magnetized due to the remanence magnetization. The magnetization was reversed
by changing the direction of the current thru the coil. A de-magnetization on a
macroscopic scale was achieved by applying an ac current which was gradually
decreased to some ten pA.

The optical unit to determine S/I consisted of a quarter-wave-plate rotated
by a stepping motor, a linear polarization filter, an interference filter matching the
wavelength of the transition under consideration and a photomultiplier cooled by
a Peltier device down to -25°C. Countrates for the photon yield were typically
100-500 cps for 3-12 keV incident energy. The wavelengths used in this work are
667.9 nm (21 P-3 1 D transition) and 587.6 nm (23p-3 3D).

The sample was positioned inside UHV in a way that the photomultiplier
collected the light emitted by atoms leaving the surface in about specular direction.
We did not put an aperture in the outgoing beam, hence we cannot relate our re-
sults to any trajectory dependencies. An aperture would have reduced the already
low countrate even more. This implies that our data represent an average over a

certain range of scattering angles. This range is determined by the area
(2.25x0.75 mm 2) from which light is collected by the cathode and the distance of
that area from the point of impact of the ion beam on the surface. A rough estimate
shows that we collected a range of +5 ° around specular reflection direction.

For data aquisition the quarter-wave-plate was rotated in steps of 22.5', each
time integrating the countrate over a predefined time. From these numbers the
circular polarization S/i was determined. The numbers shown in the figures are
an average of at least 5 different runs under the same conditions. The standard
deviation is in all cases less than 4%. Systematical errors due to e.g. optical ele-
ments are much smaller.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following we use the optical convention, i.e. positive S/I numbers cor-
respond to clockwise circularly polarized light when observed against the positive
z-direction. A sketch of the setup is given in Fig.l.
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Y Fig.1. Sketch of the exper-
Fe 110)") imental setup.

Linear - Pot

In all figures shown, full circles (0) are used for measurements with the
magnetization M parallel to the direction of the orbital angular momentum <L>,
open circles (o) for M antiparallel to < L >, and crosses (x) for a macroscopical
de-magnetized surface. The corresponding values for the circular polarization will
be referred to in the following as S/It, S/I1 and S/1o, respectively. The difference
between the S/I numbers for different magnetization is then AS/I = I S/It - S/1i 1.

In Fig.2 we show that for the singlet transition S/I is independent of the
magnetization.

i0

20 -e X 0 0 0, Fig.2. Dependence of
0 S/I for the singlet tran-

sition 21P-31D on the
c ,magnetization of the

surface for two incident'cZ10-
angles (50, top and 200,bottom). Incident en-

0 ergy was 8 keV.

0 0 < X

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

run-number
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This is expected since there is no electronic spin polarization for a singlet transi-
tion. This is different for a triplet transition; Fig.3 displays a typical cycle of suc-
cessive runs where the magnetization was changed before each run.

Fig.3. Dependence of S/I
for the triplet transition

30- 23p-3 3D on the
magnetization of the sur-
face for 50 incident angle.

20 X X  Incident energy was 8
X keV.

Vl)

10-

0 l o0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
run-number

First, a magnetization 1 antiparallel to the orbital angular momentum <L> was
applied, yielding S/11 = 31%. Then the sample was de-magnetized giving
S/10 = 20%. Going back to the former magnetization recovered the corresponding
S/I. Reversing M in the fourth run decreased the degree of circular polarization to
S/It = 3%. The following measurements demonstrate the reproducibility of the data.
On average AS/I = 32 ± 4% was obtained.

The dependence of S/I on the angle of incidence is presented in Fig.4. The
important thing to note is, that the difference between the upper and lower curve
is constant over the whole range.

35
Fig.4. Dependence of

25 s/I for the triplet transi-
* tion 23P-33D on the in-

X cident angle. Incident

.S 15 energy was 8 keV.

(n 5 X

-5 0
0 0

50 100 15 °  200 250
anale of incidence
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The change of S/I with incident energy is shown in Fig.5. S/i T as well as
S/1l Increase with increasing energy and again AS/I stays constant.

30 :
Fig.5. Dependence of

20 :S/I for the triplet transi-
20- t ion 23p-33D on the in-

cident energy. Incident
C angle was 5 °.

*.~10-
U)

0
0O

-10 00

3 keV 4 keV 8 keV
For small incident angle one would expect from the density-gradient

model 7 a positive sign for S/1o , what is what we find after dce-magnetizing the sur-
face. A magnetization M antiparallel to < L > increases the degree of polarization
compared to the de-magnetized case. Reversing the magnetization leads to a de-
crease in S/I. In both cases obviously electrons with a spin < S > antiparallel to M
are captured, i.e. majority electrons.

These results are easily explained in terms of a sum of angular momenia.
Since the degree of circular polarization is connected to the total angular momen-
tum 8 <J> = <L> + <S>, a magnetization parallel to <1.> forces the captured
electron to have a spin antiparallel to <L> and hence yields a reduction of the
modulus of <J > which is detected as a decrease in the S/I value.

The data show that the difference AS/I Is independent of the incident angle
and incident energy. Since AS/I results from the capture of electrons with reversed
spin orientations, the contributions of <L> and M to the degree of circular
polarization can be separated via this angle dependence.

Winter et al. have performed similar experiments for higher incident ener-
gies (20-200 keV) and more grazing incidence (0.80) with otherwise about same
conditions, see Refs. 9 and 10. They reported a much smaller AS/I in Refs. 9 and
10. But in the meantime they repeated the experiments and obtained similar
numbers to ours 11,12
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ABSTRACT

Epitaxial growth of rare-earth superlattices is demonstrated to have opened
important new areas of research on magnetic materials. The propagation magnetic
order through non-magnetic elements, including its range and anisotropy. has been
studied. The importance of magnetostriction in determining the phase diagram is
demonstrated by the changes induced by epitaxial clamping The crystallinity of
epitaxial superlattices provides the opportunity to study interfacial magnetism by
conventional x-ray and neutron scattering methods.

INTRODUCTION

A new direction in magnetism has been opened by the development of molecular
beam methods for epitaxial growth of metal crystals. The key to this field was provided
by Durbin and Flynn I11I, who discovered methods to grow niobium single crystal films
on sapphire in the desired orientation. Kwo, et al. 121 extended this work to the
preparation of hexagonal yttrium (0001) on Nb( 110). Subsequently, films and
superlattices of Dy 13,41, Er 151, Ho 161, and Gd [71 have been grown on Y, with
intervening layers of Y, Y-Dy 181 alloys, and Y-Sc-Y sandwiches. Quite recently, the
growth of lutetium on Nb(! 10) has been perfected, 191 permitting epitaxial deposition
of Dy and Er thin films on Lu(0001), and of Dy/Lu superlattices All of the above
systems are grown with the crystallographic c-axis along the growth direction. In a
related development, Du, Tsui and Flynn 1101 developed methods to grow rare-earth
superlattices along either the b- or a-axis. Yttrium-dysprosium 1I1. 121 and yttrium-
gadolinium superlattices have been grown in these orientations.

The growth techniques have been described previously and will only be
mentioned here 1131. To prepare the c-axis samples a Nb( 110) layer is first formed on
semiconductor-grade sapphire (1120), followed by a 1000 A yttrium buffer layer, both to
separate the reactive rare earths from the sapphire, and to provide an epitaxial substrate
for the rare-earth film or superlattice. Rare-earth films and superlattices are then
deposited; their x-ray patterns commonly have Bragg peaks of order 0.1 wide and
rocking curve widths of -0.3'. With the growing sample held at -600K, good layer by
layer growth (ledge growth) can be achieved at a rate of approximately I A/s To grow
superlattices along other crystallographic directions, thin, oriented yttrium single crystals
are first subjected to a sputter-anneal sequence, followed by regrowth of yttrium on the
surface I 101. Subsequent alternation of rare earth and yttrium layers results in
superlattices that have the same coherence as the underlying bulk crystal. Fig I shows
x-ray scans of both c-axis and b-axis Dy/Y multilayers,

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 11992 Materials Research Society
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Fig. I. X-ray diffraction at (00.2) positions for a b-axis IDY2 6 1Y9 i sample (left) and a
c-axis (Dy 1 6 tY9 1 samples (right). The arrows indicate the structural satellites,

Struct,.7e of Superlattice Samples

Although yttrium and the rare earths are electronically and structurally similar, there are
significant differences in their lattice parameters, so that epitaxial growth can only result
in strained or dislocated samples. In Table I we summarize the room temperature basal
plane lattice parameters of the rare earths and their mismatch with yttrium and lutetium.
Thin layers grow in registry with the substrate, but can be expected to become unstable
to the formation of misfit dislocations once the thickness exceeds a critical value. In the
rare-earth-yttrium superlattices studied we find that the growth plane lattice constant
takes on a value intermediate between that of the constituent elements generally in
proportion to their relative thickness; both constituents are strained. This is shown in
Fig. 2, where we plot the quantity (cY-cSL)/(cy-cRE) versus the relative thicknesses of

1.2

1 C Fig 2. C-axis strain of Er/Y
(squares) and Dy/Y (circles)
superlattices versus relative

1 volume fraction of rare earth to
yttrium.0.6

0.4 0

0.2
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Rare--earth/Yttrium Ratio
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the components. The c-axis strains follow the basal plane strains through Poisson's ratio.
An x-ray line due to the Y buffer layer is not observed, indicating that the superlattice
and buffer layer are elastically coupled to give a single set of lattice parameters. This
suggests that plastic deformation at either the Y-Nb or Nb-sapphire interface or both
occurs during superlattice growth, so that the superlattice strains during the growth
process to achieve the observed structures. At room temperature and below, the
growth-plane lattice parameters tend to remain locked to the substrate and do not show
the normal thermal expansion or magnetostrictive behavior of the constituents.

The structure of the superlattice along the modulation direction can be readily
obtained from the x-ray data of Fig. I. Owing to the new periodicity A of the
superlattice. Bragg reflections are observed at intervals of AQ = 2w/A, for scattering
wavevector Q along the growth axis. The amplitude of these reflections is determined
by an envelope function that peaks near, but not at. the average lattice spacing. The
attendant asymmetry reflects lattice-constant variation along the growth axis.

Table I Basal-plane lattice parameters of selected rare earths and their mismatch with
yttrium and lutetium 1141

Gd Tb Dy Ho Er

a-axis (A) 3.634 3.604 3.593 3.578 3.560

Y mismatch -0.4% -1.2% -1.6% -2.0% -2.5%

Lu mismatch +3.7% +2.8% +2.5% +2.1% +1.6%

In order to account for deviations from abrupt modulation, Erwin et al. 131
introduced a damped square wave model, in which the lattice parameter and
concentration vary smoothly between the square-wave ideal and an alloy. For example,
the lattice parameter at atomic plane n is written as

A (CA CB) 2p,
2 
1. 27imn .

2 7tm(n-NA)
cjp) + E e -[sin(-)-sm( ()

N X m=! m N N

where N is the total number of atomic planes in a superlattice period N is the number
of A-atom planes in that period and o, the damping factor. Clearly o = ;[s the square-
wave case and, in the limit of large 6, the lattice spacing becomes that of an AB alloy.
A similar equation can be written for the concentration of A and B atoms. Figure 3
shows an example of such an analysis for an Er/Y superlattice of 23.5 Er planes and 19
Y planes, repeated 100 times. We write this as jEr23 Y 1Yqlo. For this superlattice.
the composition changes abruptly within two atomic planes on each side of the interface,
while the lattice spacing is modulated gradually. A significant difference between strain
and composition profiles suggests that some degree of plastic deformation exists in the
superlattice. In the analysis of magnetic data a damped wave model is used to
determine the lattice parameter, composition, and the phase of the magnetic wave at
each layer of the superlattice
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Fig. 3. Er concentration profile and d-spacing for IEr23 .5 IY191 from x-ray data.

Modification of Magnetic Phases due to Epitaxy

Both Dy and Er are ferromagnetic at low temperatures, Dy below 85 K and Er
below 19 K 1151. In Dy, the magnetic moments are confined to the a-b (hexagonal)
plane, forming a spiral at high temperatures that transforms into a ferromagnetic state
with the magnetization along the easy a-axis. The transition is accompanied by a
substantial orthorhombic distortion of approximately 0.5 %. This distortion arises
primarily from single-ion terms in the magnetoelastic energy 1161 that come into play
only in the ferromagnetic state; these are generally agreed to drive the first-order
transition at 85 K. In Er, the high temperature phase is c-axis modulated (CAM),
sinusoidal between 85 K and 50 K, and square-wave below 50 IK The ferromagnetic
phase is conical. A basal-plane spiral, persisting to low temperature, appears along with
the squaring up of the CAM structure. In Er, two-ion terms in the magnetoelastic energy
dominate 117,181. No ferromagnetic phase of either element is observed in films or
superlattices grown epitaxially on Y, regardless of the orientation of the growth plane.

Unless the superlattice sample or thin film undergoes plastic deformation, it is not
possible for the basal plane to distort. An epitaxial Dy sample cannot thereby gain the
approximately 3 K per atom of magnetoelastic energy at 85 K that in the bulk
overcomes the exchange energy of the spiral phase 1161. To calculate the effect of
epitaxy, we force the basal plane distortion to be zero (completely clamped case) or
allow the possibility of mobile dislocations at the Nb-Y interface by elastically coupling
the Dy portion of the sample to the Y. This is accomplished by writing 18,191 the
elastic contributions to the magnetoelastic energy in the form

. + e;) + r -(e. +-e -e )2 ] (2)

When the parameter rz is large, the strain e is "clamped" at e 0. For Dy at 10 K, the
magnetoelastic energy gain in the clamped case is reduced from 4 K/atom to 2 K/atom,
insufficient to produce spontaneous ferromagnetism. However, a field B =
kl3(2K)/I1IB B = 3 kG, applied along the easy axis, provides the missing energy, and
drives the superlattice ferromagnetic. The c-axis is unconstrained in these superlattices,
and may contract The c-axis magnetostriction does occur as the sample is magnetized,
and the magnetoelastic strain persists when the field is removed; the ferrom.gnetic state
is metastable. The fully clmped model predicts a c-axis distortion of 6x10 , in good
agreement with the 9x 10 . observed.

Because the two-ion terms are more important in Er. the epitaxial constraint
plays a different role. The two-ion terms depend on the relative orientation of spins on
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different atomic planes and lead to a difference in the magnetoelastic energy between
the CAM (AF) phase and cone (F) phase given by 151

- = . + (fa - C ) (3)
2c,3

where 7 a is the strain of the superlattice or film relative to the c-axis lattice parameter
of the & M phase, extrapolated to low temperatures, and K and ?, are related to the
magnetoelastic coupling constants Kx , K , and 3K and the elastic constants c13 and c3 3.
The exchange barrier is, in this case, L.0 J/cm 2.25 K/atom) which must be overcome
by the critical field for ferromagnetism, Hc. Using bulk Er parameters in Eq. (3), we
find predict that tie critical field in the strongly clamped limit is given by ApHc = (1.5

+0 a I
460 az) J/cm , where AIL is the difference between the saturation magnetic moment

and that in the CAM structure. In Fig 4 we plot the measured Hc vs the measured c-
axis strain for Er superlattices and films grown on Y. Even films as thick as 960 nm are
clamped at values of the strain too small to permit the spontaneous appearance of
ferromagnetism in zero field.

4- , Fig 4. Measured magnetic energy
. "between c-axis modulated state

and ferromagnetic state versus
p- N., measured c-axis strain for Er

superlattices and films. Dashed
line is the result of the
magnetoelastic calculation. (From

. Ref. 5)

- ,

-0.0 -0.06 -0.02 0.02 0.08
c xlO

A related analysis was carried out for b-axis grown Dy films and Dy/Y
superlattices by Tsui, et a1[121. The observed temperature dependence of the spiral
angle from neutron scattering (see below) was used to estimate the exchange barrier as
a function of temperature. When combined with the strong-clamping magnetoelastic
model, good agreement between observed and calculated critical fields is obtained.

The results in Fig. 4 and data in Table I motivate the use of Lu as buffer layer
for film growth and as interlayer for superlattices. Preliminary results show that Er films
grown on Lu are strained only for thicknesses less than 800 A. The thinner films show
spontaneous ferromagnetism at or slightly above 20 K, comparable to bulk values, while
TC for thicker samples follows the trend of the Er/Y data when plotted on Fig. 4.
Superlattices of Dy/Lu have much different properties than either the bulk or other
superlattices, and will be discussed below.
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Propagation of Order in Superlattices

It is now well established that magnetic order in superlattice structures can
propagate even across non-magnetic metals such as Cu. This is generally explained in
terms of the indirect exchange interaction in which the conduction electrons of the
non-magnetic metal are polarized by the magnetization of the adjacent material 1201.
For simple metals, the polarization oscillates with a period 1KKY 1/2kF., where 2kF
is the Fermi sphere diameter, and decays as (LRK Yir) . These are commonly known
as Rudermann-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida (RKKY) oscilations. In metals with more
complex band structures, particularly regions in which electron and hole surfaces are
nearly parallel, the oscillations can be of large amplitude, decay slowly, and have
characteristic wavelengths that are considerable larger than XRKKY This is related to
incipient spin density wave (SDW) behavior. Yttrium and lutetium, with the band
structures 1211 of the heavy rare earths but no 4f moments, fall into this latter
category. The oscillating spin polarization of the conduction electrons of the intervening
material provides the coupling between magnetic layers. Recently, hybridization effects
have been argued to play an important role in the long-period effects observed in Fe-Cu
multilayers 1221.

This simple picture must he modified for rare-earth/yttrium and lutetium
superlattices. The spiral and CAM phases of the rare earth persist in the superlattices,
and for c-axis structures propagate over as many as 13 bilayers. This can be readily seen
in neutron scattering spectra. A simple spiral magnetic structure, in Dy for example,
results in the appearance of magnetic satellites Q002 + q , where Q002 is the
reciprocal lattice vector of the (002) nuclear Bragg peak anq a is the wavevector of
the spiral, parallel to the c* axis. In the superlattice structure,'EWi Bragg peaks develop
satellites spaced by 2w /A around the main Bragg peak, and each of these has a pair of
magnetic satellites. An example is shown in Fig. 5 for a Dy/Y superlattice. The
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asymmetry of the intensity arises because the magnetic intensity is almost entirely due to
the Dy layer. The actual positions of the magnetic peaks determine the total phase
advance in each bilayer while the peak in the envelope of the intensity is fixed by the
phase advance in the Dy layer alone. From data such as these, we can deduce the phase
advance (turn angle) for each component of the superlattice.

The analysis of phase advance for the various superlattices leads to the following
conclusions: i) The turn angle per atomic layer for Y is always 51+ 1*; ii) the
temperature dependence of the turn angle for both Dy and Er superlattices is weaker
than in the bulk, with the turn angle at a given temperature always larger in the
superlattice: iii) the turn angle in Dy is larger for b-axis samples, both films and
superlattices, than for c-axis samples of the same thickness. This is summarized in Fig. 6
for several superlattices: a c-axis IDy 16 1Y9 1 superlattice has a turn angle of 30' /atomic
layer at low temperatures.

44_ ,--.&E -[DY7 1Y25]

40-350- b-Axis Dy Film

.261Y1 .D /Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the
-a 36 - spiral turn angle per atomic layer for

S 4//_ various c-axis-grown and b-axis grown
a 3Dy structures. Data for bulk Dy are

/ /c.yul shown for comparisons. (From Ref 12)
28 y15 Y 14 I Dy

24 I

0 40 80 120 160
T (K)

The 51 /plane turn angle in Y reflects a nesting feature in the yttrium band
structure. Indeed, a variety of rare-earth/yttrium alloys order as spiral phases with this
turn angle at low temperatures. However, the appearance of the long-range spiral and
CAM order occurs at temperatures only slightly below the bulk ordering temperature, as
may be seen in Fig. 5. While the ordering temperature does not decrease substantially
as the thickness of the intervening Y increases, the coherence length is reduced. This
length, deduced from the sharpness of the magnetic neutron scattering peaks, is shown in
Fig. 7 for a number of Dy/Y and Er/Y superlattices. For the c-axis samples, the
coherence decreases roughly inversely with the Y-layer thicknes That the ordering
temperature is unchanged suggests that as order is developed within each rare-earth
layer, magnetic polarization through the Y brings successive layers into coherence, both
in terms of the phase of the magnetization wave and, in the case of spiral order, its
handedness. As this coupling is reduced by increasing the Y thickness, order must be
more fully developed in each RE layer to provide the same effective coupling
Accompanying that increased order is an increase in anisotropy energy, providing energy
barriers to the alignment of successive RE layers that ultimately interrupt the spiral or
CAM structure.

The nesting features of the yttrium Fermi surface produce a response function
that is strongly anisotropic 1211. A magnetic moment embedded in Y gives rise to a
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slowly decaying oscillation in the magnetic polarization along the c-axis, but a rapid,
monotonic decay in the basal plane 1101. This strong anisotropy is evident in Fig 7,
where the b-axis multilayers (squares) are seen to have much shorter coherence lengths
than their c-axis counterparts. In fact, the coherence in these samples is limited to the
thickness of a single Dy layer. Similar results have recently been obtained on b-axis
Gd/Y superlattices. The alternation of ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic layers is
observed as in the c-axis samples. However, the fields required to magnetize the
antiferromagnetic samples are very small (- 100 Oe), comparable with those expected
for magnetic dipole interactions between successive Gd layers. Superlattices layers in
the b-axis growth geometry are completely decoupled.

700

Z600
500

400
- Fig 7. Magnetic coherence length
LO300 IV of the spiral in c-axis Dy (circles),

30 c-axis Er (triangles) and b-axis Dy
200f (squares) superlattices vs theS | inverse of the intervening Y layer

o 100 thickness.U / U

'00
0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05

(Yttrium Thickness) - 1 (A) - 1

As noted above, the lattice mismatch between yttrium and the heavy rare earths
compresses the basal plane and thereby suppresses the ferromagnetic transition. This
motivates the use of Lu as base and intervening element. Indeed, Er films grown on Lu
show a small enhancement of TC when grown as strained layers. However, a dramatic
change occurs for Dy/Lu superlattices. The spiral phase appears just below the bulk
NeNl temperature. However, at temperatures as high as twice the bulk Curie
temperature, the Dy layers become ferromagnetic, with successive layers either
ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically aligned. Fig, 8 shows a comparison of the
high temperature and low temperature structure of IDy X ILu I in the spiral and
antiferromagnetic phases. The appearance of superlattice liies between the structural
satellites is the signature of oppositely aligned ferromagnetic Dy layers. The
antiferromagnetic state is accompanied by a rhombohedral distortion at low temperature
with no sign of plastic deformation. The dependence of the alignment on the Lu layer
thickness and the nature of the rhombohedral distortion are currently under
investigation.

Effect of Magnetic Fields

Because superlattice samples do not become ferromagnetic at low temperatures,
it is possible to study the various intermediate magnetic states that appear in applied
fields. Er/Y superlattices have been studied in some detail, and compared with
unpublished magnetization data on bulk Er 1231. The magnetic field favors
commensurate states with net moments. We follow the notation used by Gibbs, et aL
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Fig, 8. Neutron diffraction results on a Dy/Lu superlattice at 160 K, just below the onset
of the spiral phase and at 10 K, where the Dy blocks have become ferromagnetic, but
are arranged antiferromagnetically along the growth axis, evidenced by new peaks
between each structural satellite. A residual spiral peak persists at 10 K.
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1241, in which the states are
labeled by twice the number of -

phase changes in a magnetic unit
cell. Hence. the 2/7 state has
one phase reversal in a seven-

9plane cell, or tour up spins and0 three down spins per magnetic
1o.0 cell. Clearly, this state has a net

Fmoment ot 1/7 the saturation
0.4 value. Similarly, the 1/4 state has
0.. a single phase reversal in an 8-

plane cell and no net moment

Fig. 9 shows the phase diagram of
0.2 - Er1 3 5 Y251 in applied fields as

0.4 0. ' 1.2 compared wvith the phase diagram
for bulk Er deduced from zero

•.o _field x-ray scattering and.0 . 0.0 1.2 1.6 2.0 magnetization data.
h An intriguing aspect of the

magnetic data is in the approach
to saturation. The magnetization

4o , , , curves of epitaxial Er/Ysuperlattices and films with the
X field normal to the growth plane

show a break at a critical field.
40 K

10ISO Assuming that the demagnetizing
:0 factor 4rN has the value N = 1Eexpected 

for thin samples, we
r WK find that the magnetization is

double valued. Single valuedness
requires that the demagnetization
factor be reduced for more10 
strained samples. For the moststrained samples, N approaches

the value for spherical samples.
One explanation is that the

t0 2,0 3 4'0 sample is magnetically separated
Internal Field (kOe) into columns whose width

Fig 10. a) ANNNI model simulation of the decreases as the lattice strain
magnetization for p = 1.5. b) Magnetization increases. No such reduction in
of an [Er 23 .5 I Y2 5 1 superlattice. transverse magnetic coherence is

observed in neutron scattering
Alternatively, surface anisotropy might favor ferromagnetic alignment over the squared
CAM structure, thereby reducing the effective demagnetization factor. This issue
remains poorly understood.

As described above, the magnetoelastic model for the suppression of the
ferromagnetism agrees quantitatively with experiment Can it also explain reduced
temperature dependence of the turn angle'? We have explored this in the case of Er
superlattices and films in the context of the antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor
Ising (ANNNI) model in a field 1251. This is the Ising analog of the usual three-plane
model 1261 in which the wavevector dependent exchange energy is written as
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J(Q) = 4 o - 2Ycos(qd) + 2J2cos(2qd) ,  (4)

where J01 J, and J2 are the same-plane, neighboring-plane, and next-neighbor plane
exchange constants, respectively, d is the lattice constant By including the dependence
of the magnetoelastic energy on turn angle w =_ qd. the interplanar exchange energies
become temperature dependent This causes the ratio p = -J2 /Ji, which determines the
states of the system, to vary with temperature. This simple approach actually predicts an
increase in the turn angle from its value at T for Er films and superlattices 1271.

The ANNNI model has also been uset l in understanding the sequence of
field-induced phase transitions. An iterative calculation was carried out to minimize the
total magnetic energy of a system of 264 layers as a function of temperature and
magnetic field. Fig. 10a gives the magnetization curve of the ANNNI model for p = 1.5
at various t = kBT/J 1 as a function of h = H/J 1 . For comparison, the magnetization
of IEr 1 3 .51Y 25 1 plotted in a similar form in Fig. lb.

Discussion and Acknowledgements

Epitaxially grown superlattices and films have vastly increased the variety of
magnetic systems that can be prepared. It makes possible "exchange spectroscopy," by
which the strength and anisotropy of the exchange interaction can be measured by
varying the separation of magnetic layers, the composition of the intervening material.
and the growth orientation. This is not possible through alloying. The regularly
occurring interfaces can be readily characterized by scattering techniques, and promise
new insights into the magnetic scattering and the sources of coercivity. Epitaxial
constraints point up sharply the importance of magnetostrictive effects in the rare-earths,
and give us new tools to control magnetic phases. In short, epitaxy opens a new era in
magnetism in which magnetic materials can be tailored on the atomic scale to permit
detailed study of magnetic properties and, eventually, to produce technically useful new
magnetic materials.

This work was supported in part by NSF Grant No. DMR-8820888 with facility
support from the Illinois Materials Research Laboratory, NSF Grant No. DMR-8920538.
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ABSTRACT

Fine structure is observed in the photoemission of Gd and Tb 5p levels as a result
of multiplet splitting. These splittings are the consequence of different J final states that
occur as a result of interactions with partly filled 4f and/or 5d levels.

INTRODUCTION

Photoemission from shallow core levels has been employed to probe magnetic
ordering[I-71. Recently we have investigated the rare earth 5p levels in different pho-
toemission geometries to study rare earth thin film magnetism[3,4]. A model for the
photoemission shallow core level fine structure is important to the understanding of this
measure of magnetic ordering, the p-level anisotropy[3].

Rare earth metals are well known for exhibiting pronounced multiplet splittings of
the 4d levels[8-111, 4f levels[10, 12-15] and 4s and 5s levels[10, 16-171. Here we report, for
the first time, the multiplet splittings of the Gd and Tb 5p levels and provide an expla-
nation for their origin. As expected, the 5p photoemission fine structure due to multiplet
splittings is a result of the unfilled 4f and 5d levels. We have undertaken our preliminary
analysis by considering 4f7 only for convenience. Contributions from the 5d levels would
not be expected to affect the number of multiplets, though this may seriously affect the
multiplet oscillator strengths.

EXPERIMENTAL

The angle resolved photoemission experiments were carried out on a system described
elsewhere[2] on a 6m toroidal grating monochrometer at the Synchrotron Radiation Cen-
ter in Stoughton, Wisconsin. The photoelectrons were collected normal to the surface.
The incident light of 37 or 70 degrees off normal was used to provide larger portion of light
with its vector potential parallel to or perpendicular to the thin film (s- or p- polarization
respectively). The combined energy resolution for photoemission was 0.25 eV.

Gd and Tb were deposited at room temperature onto W(110) and Ni(1 11) substrates
respectively. The methods for preparing clean rare earth films have been described pre-
viouslyll,21. For Gd/W(110), the base pressure was normally 7-10 11 torr and the
maximum during the deposition was 2x 10- 1' torr, while for Tb!Ni(l1l). the pressure
was less than 5x 10-o" torr during the evaporation. The thickness was determined by a
quartz crystal oscillator. The relative thickness has small error of <2% while the abso-
lute value can only be taken as nominal thickness. 1-3 monolayer Gd films on W(110)
show sharp LEED pattern indicating the epitaxial growth with (0001) orientation of the
hexagonal Gd overlayer. Tb/Ni(111) films were not well-ordered.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. t 1992 Mterials Research Society
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RESULTS
Photgemission spectra of the Gd 5p features were taken at 50eV and 60 eV for Gd

films on W(110) of different thicknesses. Fig. Ia is one of the typical spectra which include
two main features with binding energies of about 21 and 28 eV below the Fermi energy.
For the films thicker than one monolayer, 21 eV photoemission feature exhibits fine
structure as shown in Fig. la. The envelope can be fitted well with four Gaussian peaks
with binding energies of 20.3±0.1 eV, 20.9±0.1 eV, 22.0±0.2 eV, and 23.4±0.3 eV(Fig.2a).
Gd valence band spectra (not shown here and discussed in detail elsewhere[18J) shows 5d
bands at 0.2±0.1 eV and 1.3±0.1 eV. The 4f levels are observed at 8.6±0.1 eV. It should
be noted that the FWHM of the 4f is 1 eV and that of 5d about 0.5 eV.

The 5p levels of Tb/Ni(1l1) are shown in Fig. lb. There are two main features with
binding energies of 22 and 28 eV respectively. As with Gd, the lower binding energy
feature contains several peaks. The binding energies of these fine structures are 20.7 eV,

21.6 eV, 22.7 eV, and 23.7 eV, as seen in Fig. 2b.

I Gd Tb

3028 26 242220 18 1632 30 282624 22201IS16 14
Binding Energy (eV)

Fig. 1. (a) A typical Gd 5p level photoemission spectrum with photon energy of
50 ev. (b) Tb 5p level photoemission spectrum with the photon energy of 60 ev.

(a) (b

24 23 22 21 20 24 23 22 21
Binding Energy Iev)

Fig. 2. The lower binding energy envelopes in Fig. 1. are fitted with four Gaussian
functions after the linear background subtraction. The solid lines are the fitting

result while the other lines showing the individual Gaussian function.

DISCUSSION

The large energy separation (-7eV) of the two main featres has been observpd
and is considered a result of spin-orbit coupling[10,19]. This value for the spin-orbit Gd
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5 p coupling is larger than the calculated result of 4.0 eV for atomic Gd[20 ] . Spin-orbit
coupling only predicts two features, i.e. 5p/2 and 5 P3/2, without any further detailed
structure.

Since rare earth atoms have unpaired 4fand 5d electrons, multiplet structures, caused
by the interaction between the core level photohole and those partly filled subshell, can
have a strong influence on the core level spectra. Multiplet structures can be understood
as a final state effect in photoemission. After one 5p electron is excited, the hole left
over will have an electrostatic interaction (direct, i.e. Coulumb interaction and indirect,
i.e. exchange interaction) with the electrons in unfilled subshells to form different final
states. This effect has been well studied on filled s and p core levels of some transition
metals and rare earth 4s, 5s, and 4f levels!15-17, 21-231. Most of multiplet studies have
only considered the exchange interaction between the unpaired spins which results in
two main features characterized by the hole spin parallel or anti-parallel to that of the
unpaired electrons. Configuration interactions were proven to be an important addition
to this simple picturei23-24 i and may cause further splitting in photoemission spectra.
For s-levels, there is no spin-orbit interaction since they have no orbital momentum(1-0).
For p-levels(l=1), spin-orbit interaction can be ignored only when it is much weaker than
the exchange interaction between the hole and other electrons, that is, in I-S coupling
limit.

With L-S coupling scheme, we can work out the possible multiplets for Gd. The
ground state configuration of Gd atom is 4f 7 5s 25p 6 5d'. Since 5d' is mainly polarized
by 4f electrons, here we only write down the coupling of 5p hole and 4f(8 S7 , 2 ) electrons
for convenience. The existence of 5d' electrons should not affect the basic result of the
following discussion as indicated later in this paper. Photoemission of one 5p electron
leaves an ion in 5p 5 4f 7 configuration, which is complementary to 5p'4f7 (one 5p hole and
seven 4f electrons). Since 1=1, s=1/2 for 2 P and L'=0, S'=7/2 for 'S, L-S coupling of
5pl( 2 P) and 4f 7 (5S) results in 7 P 4 ,3 ,2 and 9 P3 ,4 , 5 final states with L-L'zl, L 4-I-I.
. L-l1, S=S'-s, S' -s-1 ..... ,S'-s and J=L-S, L-S-1 .... IL-SI. Without considering
spin-orbit coupling, the two main features should be assigned as 7 P and 'P with the later
one at the lower binding energy. If weak spin-orbit coupling exists, the degeneracy of
different J values should be lifted and 21 eV feature should split to three features of 9P.j,
OP4. 9P5 . Experimentally, we observe a four-fold splitting. Configuration interaction can
cause further splitting of the photoemission features. Since 9 P term can only come from
one configuration with all the spins of 5p hole and 4f electrons parallel, 'P cannot further
split and cannot exhibit fine structure beyond the three basic features. Since L-S theory
predicts only three features and we observe four in our experiments(Fig.2), configuration
interaction combined with L-S coupling scheme cannot be used to explain the observed
data.

Alternatively, j-J coupling can also result in multiplet splitting. Gupta and Sen25
considered spin-orbit coupling in their multiplet calculations of Mn 2 ' 2p and 3p levels and
realized that spin-orbit coupling can be ignored for the Mn 3p levels but it is the major
factor in determining the photoemission structure of the 2p levels. Their calculations are
qualitatively confirmed by experiment[23]. In rare earth 5p levels, spin-orbit coupling is
strong and is larger for the heavier rare earths than the light rare earths. With strong spin-
orbit coupling, the two main features should be assigned as 5PI/2- and 5p3 ' 2-based levels
with the latter one at lower binding energy. The relatively weaker exchange interaction
of 5p hole with 4f and 5d electrons will lift the J-degeneracy. The j=3/2 term couples
with 8 S7/2 to form four terms of (3/2, 7/2)s, (3/2, 7/2)4, (3/2, 7/2):1, and (3/2. 71/2)2
since J=J'+j, J'+j-l, ... ,IJ'-jl. This is consistent with the four-fold splitting observed by



experiment. Since L-S coupling and j-J coupling should give out the same J-state energy
order[261, we can assign the features with J quantum numbers as shown in Fig. 3. As
Kowalczyk et al.[23] pointed out for Mn 2p levels, this splitting will result in an increase
in the spin-orbit splitting, which could explain the increase of the splitting between the
5 P1/2 and 5 p3/2 levels (7 ev) compared with theoretical spin-orbit splitting calculation
(4 ev).

, ,-, . Fig. 3. The order of different

J-terms in L-S and j-J coupling

schemes

J- 4 3 2 3 4 5

Whether L-S coupling or j-J coupling occurs is totally dependent on the strength
of different interactions. It is not surprising that most s-level multiplets fit L-S coupling
multiplet theory very well. For p-levels(l=1), Mn 2p levels are better explained by j-J
coupling while the 3p levels, with weaker spin-orbit coupling, agrees with L-S coupling
qualitatively123, 25]. Considering the magnititude of the two energy splittings caused by
the two kinds of interaction (about 7eV and 1eV in our experiment), it is likely that a
coupling intermediate between L-S and j-J occurs in the case of Gd 5p multiplets.

Several other effects may also considered as the possible origin of the 5p fine striuc-
ture. Possible chemical shift, multiple valences, shake up or shake off effects can cause
splittings in valence bands as well as in core levels. The necessary kinds of splittings are
not observed, however, for the valence band[18] excluding these effects as the source of
the shallow 5p core level fine structure in photoemission. Surface to bulk core level shifts
have been observed in Gd 4f level of 0.5 eV121. We can expect a similar magnitude of
shift for the 5p levels. This effect cannot explain the energy separation of at least 0.7 eV
between 5p fine structure features and the observation of four, instead of two features in
the 5 P3/2 photoemission envelope.

The existence of magnetic field can also cause the lifting of degeneracy in 5p-/2 and
also forms four features with m,=3/2, 1/2, -1/2, -3/2. This is, however, not likely to
occur with a splitting as large as observed by experiment, nor can it explain the observed
photoemission fine structure. This kind of magnetic field induced splitting should result in
equal energy separations of AE=gUBH. This is not observed in the experimental results.
Estimating the magnetic field necessary to produce an energy splitting shown in the
experiments (. I eV) with AE-j.- H, we find H-108 Gs. This is inconsistent with any
reasonable external field produced by the rare earth film. If the field is produced by a
magnetic dipole, the mean distance between the dipole and 5p electron should be about
10 0 cm. This is much smaller than the average distance between 4f and 5p or 5d and
5p electrons. Thus the local magnetic field produced by 4f and 5d magnetic moments
cannot result in the observed photoemission fine structure of the rare earth 5p levels.

Possible crystal field effects has also been considered. Since Gd films show hexagonal
structure, we treat 5 pI/2 and 5P3/2 levels with a crystal double group based on Dn
point group(Do') (Table I) similar to those derived by Tinkham[27 for cubic crystal.
Comparing the character values of p1/2 and P3/2 levels with D,' character table, we get
PI/2 - E.
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P3/2 - E3 + Es
This means that 5p1/2 should not split while 5P3/2 should split to two features. This
effect itself cannot explain the four-fold splitting. Furthermore, since crystal field effect
is basically electrostatic interaction caused by a periodically distributed charge density,
it should be stronger for the outer levels. However, Gd 5d feature has only FWHM of 0.5
eV at normal emission. We conclude that crystal field effects do not play an important
role in determining rare earth 5p fine structure, although we cannot eliminate crystal
field contribution completely.

Table I. The character table of the crystal double group DA (the first 9 lines)
and the corresponding characters of the rotation groups Di with J=1/2 and
J=3/2 (the last 2 lines).

Ds E R C2-RC2  2C3  2RC, 2C, 2RC. 3C,.3,C, 3C2 ' 3RC2 "

A, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A2  I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1

7 B I 1 -I 1 1 -1 -1 1
E2 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1 0
E3 .2 2 2 -2 -1 -1 1 1 0 0

. E2  2 02 2 -1 -1 -1 -I 0 0

.= E3  2 -2 0 1 -1 v#J -q 0 0

. E 2-2 0 1 -1 -S l 0 0

F.5  2-2 0 -2 2 0 0 0 0

j-1/2 1 2 -2 0 1 -1 va -Vj 0 0

j=3/21 4 -4 0 -1 1 -4 0 0

It should be noted that although we did not consider 5d' electron in our multiplet
analysis while writing out the final state terms, it is likely that Sd electrons have large
contribution to 5p multiplets since they have the same principle quantum number. The
j-J coupling of 5dl( 2 Ds/ 2 ) and 5pI( 2 P3 / 2 ) results in four terms of J=4, 3, 2, and 1,
which is also correspond to a four-fold splitting as we consider the coupling with 4f only.
Further experiments and detailed calculations are needed to determine the portion of 5d
contribution.

Tb has ground state configuration of 4f 8 5s 2 5pr5d'. This is similar to that of Gd
though Tb has only six unpaired 4f electrons instead of seven in Gd. Most of the above
discussion is valid for Tb. The fine structure can again be explained as multiplets under
j-J coupling or intermediate coupling scheme.

CONCLUSION

We have observed the photoemission fine structure splitting the 5p levels for Gd
and Tb. Our analysis suggests that multiplet structures arise as result of j-J coupling
or intermediate coupling scheme. Since j-J coupling is more complicated than L-S cou-
pling, more theoretical calculations considering spin-orbit coupling, exchange interaction,
configuration interaction, and crystal field effects are necessary to fully understand this
effect. Since the fine structure is caused by exchange interaction of the unpaired elec-
trons, it has the potential to be used to study rare earth 4f and 5d unpaired apins and
may give us some insights to many interesting problems such as local spin and mixed
valence.
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ABSTRACT

Using polarized-neutron reflectivity, one can determine the layer-averaged mag-
netic structure of films and multilayers with exquisite precision. By employing the closely
related phenomenon of grazing-angle diffraction, it is possible to obtain information about
the in-plane structure in interfacial layers some tens of Angstroms thick. We have used
polarized-beam methods to study the Y/Gd interface using both reflectivity and grazing-
angle diffraction and discuss the status of these experiments.

INTRODUCTION

In response to intense fundamental and technological interest in surface and inter-

facial magnetism, there have evolved a number of techniques for studying the magnetic
structure of films and multilayers. By employing the appropriate scattering geometry,
neutrons can be used to investigate these interfacial structures. Due to the dipole-dipole
interaction of the neutron magnetic moment with any moments present in a sample, neu-
tron diffraction has long been essential in the study of magnetism. Neutrons possess sev-
eral unique advantages vis-4-vis such specifically surface-sensitive probes as spin-polarized
low-energy electron diffraction (SPLEED) or spin-polarized photoemission-specifically,
the capability of extracting quantitative information easily from the observed scattering
and the ability to probe below the surface several surface layers and thereby to study
buried layers. These same advantages to a certain extent also characterize the reso-
nant magnetic interaction of x rays with matter, with the important exception that this
interaction is considerably more complicated and as yet not fully characterized.

Since first being proposed as a magnetic interfacial probe,' neutron reflectivity
and its instrumentation have undergone a gradual process of refinement and in recent
years an explosive growth, due largely to the demands of researchers studying polymers.
Not all of these instruments possess polarized-beam capability and the application of
neutron reflectivity methods to the study of interfacial magnetism remains consequently
rather undeveloped. In this paper, we would like first to review the principles of neutron
reflectivity, then derive from these principles the theory of grazing-angle diffraction, and
finally to discuss our latest results on the development of the technique and our view of
future applicability. We hope by this to stimulate interest in these measurements and to
bring to the attention of the magnetic thin-film community the utility of neutron methods.

REFLECTIVITY

Neutron reflectometry has for some years been employed in the study of magnetic
thin films and multilayers.2- The interaction of the neutron magnetic moment with mag-
netic materials is well characterized and a number of papers describe the details of this

Mat. Reas. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. " 1992 Materials Research Society
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interaction for the reflection geometry.4 7 For specular reflectivity, the scattering problem
can be solved using the one-dimensional Schr6dinger equation (one-beam approximation
of dynamical diffraction theory) for the two spinor components of the neutron,

8+z) - 47rpl) 0+(z) - 41rp, 21k(z) = 0, (1)

o8z- + - 4p22 P-(z) - 4,rp2IO+(z) = 0, (2)

where VY are the wavefunctions for the two neutron spin states, Q 4o - 4o = 2ko.
(the z components of k and k. are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction for
specular reflectivity, see Figure la), and pij are functions of the magnetic and nuclear
scattering densities9 of the sample. For the case of a ferromagnetically ordered sample
and an incident neutron beam polarized parallel or anti-parallel to the sample moment,

P12 = P21 = 0, (3)

pi, = N(b + p) = N[bR + ibi + 2rog(J)f(Q)], (4)

p22 = N(b - p), (5)

where N is the number density of scatterers, b is the neutron-nuclear scattering ampli-
tude, composed of a real part bR and an imaginary part (related to the length absorption
coefficient: b1 = p/2AN), both of which are constant for most elements at thermal neu-
tron wavelengths. The magnetic scattering length p is proportional to the gyromagnetic
ratio -y, classical electron radius r0 , Land6 g factor, expectation value of angular mo-
mentum per atom (J), and the neutron magnetic form factor f.'o The determination of
nuclear and magnetic depth profiles for ferromagnets follows in a straightforward fashion
from the considerations outlined above.

For the magnetic structure we have postulated, the Schr6dinger equations (1)
and (2) decouple and we can solve for the two spin states independently, subject to the

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Specular reflection geometry. A neutron beam of wavevector 4 strikes
the sample at angle 4', exciting a specularly reflected 4. and a refracted j, beam. (b)
Grazing-angle diffraction geometry. Simultaneously with the specular reflectivity process,
the sample is oriented such that the components of h and j6 in the plane of the sample
surface satisfy the Bragg condition with reciprocal lattice vector G.
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continuity of 01(z) and 9b:k(z)/cgz as boundary conditions. For the case of the single
interface depicted in Figure la, the neutron wavefields consist of incident and reflected
waves in vacuum and a transmitted wave in the reflecting medium,

eik z + roe - i 4 z > 0
-(Z) = t eikik z<(6)

where, in the interests of optometry, we have omitted the z subscripts on the wavevec-
tors. In the scattering process, only these components normal to the surface change, as
described by Snell's Law,

k+ = Vlk02 C- 4N. (bl ±+pi) (7)

Using the two boundary condition equations, we can solve for ro to obtain the Fresnel
reflectivity,

1 '

r ko - k
'o = Ik(8)

This formalism can be generalized to an arbitrary number of reflecting layers (using,
for example, the Parratt recursion relation12 ). Simply insert the layers between vacuum
(ko) and substrate (k, =. kN) while obeying the boundary conditions at each successive
interface. In this way, it is possible to construct a density profile of arbitrary complexity
and calculate its specular reflectivity analytically.

We have developed a number of programs for modeling specular reflectivity. In or-
der to demonstrate the first stages of this modeling process, consider the reflectivity data
shown in Figure 2. The sample consists of an approximately 200 A-thick (0001) yttrium
film atop 5000 A of (0001) gadolinium, both of which were grown by molecular-beam
epitaxy on yttrium and niobium buffer layers on a 7.5 cm. (3 in.) sapphire substrate by
A. Matheny and C.P. Flynn. The solid circles show the reflectivity of a neutron beam

S0.06

S-0.02 500

Q (A -1)

Figure 2. Polarized neutron reflectivity from Y/Gd. Solid circles represent data taken
with neutrons polarized parallel to the sample moment, while the open circles are from
anti-parallel neutrons. The inset shows the scattering density values for the two fits (solid
lines): the first layer is vacuum (po = 0), followed by 190 A Y (PY = 2.4 x 10-6) aid an
effectively sem.-infinite Gd layer with P+d = 4.8 x 106 and P~d = -0.8 x 10 - .
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polarized parallel to a 70 gauss field applied in the plane of the film; the open circles
represent the reflectivity of the anti-parallel beam. We have described the experimental
arrangement in an earlier work, 3 where we also observed that the magnetization profile
in the Gd layer does not appear to be uniform up to the Y/Gd interface. However, for
the purposes of the present discussion, let us attempt to fit the reflectivity data to such
a uniform magnetization model. The solid lines in Figure 2 are fits calculated for the
two polarization states, varying the thickness of the Y layer and the scattering density p
of the Gd layer [recall equations (3), (4), and (5)]. The curves exhibit qualitative agree-
ment with the data, but obviously the details need some work. Even from such a crude
model, we can derive useful quantitative information, namely that the thickness of the
yttrium layer is 190 ± 2 A. One can also determine a value for the magnetic moment of
the Gd bulk of 3.5 ± 0.8 PB [p = (0.2695 x 10- 4 Aj/ps)1I], but this value is highly model
dependent and, given the rather poor fit, should not be given much weight. Indeed, the
very fact that the agreement is so unsatisfactory indicates that a more complex model of
the interface is required-we are currently constructing such a model.

GRAZING-ANGLE DIFFRACTION

Grazing-angle diffraction is a technique whereby one can observe in-plane order
(as opposed to the z scanning of reflectometry) from near-surface and interfacial layers.
The phenomenon of grazing-angle diffraction depends intimately on the total external
reflection of neutrons (or x rays). The theory of this diffraction geometry, the distorted-
wave approximation, has been worked out in a number of papers. 14- 16 In this geometry,
one uses the amplitude of the evanescent transmitted wave of the specular reflection
process as the illuminating field for Bragg diffraction. In Figure Ib, the incident beam
k0 strikes the sample surface near the total reflectivity threshold and excites a specularly
reflected beam 4.o, with the sample being oriented such that an in-plane reciprocal lattice
vecrtr C satisfies the Bragg condition with the in-plane components of wavevectors k0

and 4ko: (Z, 0 - )11 = d. The out-of-plane components control the depth of illumination,

1Q = V/kj -4,rN,(b, ±lp,) + /kQ - 4-rN,(b, -I-p,), (9)

where, as in the reflectivity section, we have omitted the z subscripts on the wavevec-
tors and are considering the case of a ferromagnetic layer with incident neutron moment
oriented parallel or anti-parallel to an applied saturating field. The characteristic pene-
tration depth is simply given by the inverse of the imaginary part of Q* and typically
is of order 50-100 A at the lowest angles of incidence and exit. Taking into account
these refractive corrections, one proceeds with the calculation of the diffracted intensity
according to conventional kinematical diffraction theory. 17 The resulting grazing-angle
diffracted intensity is

2 2=1I: 2 I 12 ei
t
'A(,o -1 ] .

-, I Io)1 it (koa)l I, e)1  b;:_ (Q1 - G), (10)

where the exponential terms result from the summation in the z direction, with M, being
the number of atomic layers and a, their lattice spacing. The delta function expresses
the Bragg condition with the in-plane wavevector components and F* is the structure
factor for the crystal layer. The transmitted amplitudes ii are obtained in the same way
as the reflectivity coefficient (8),
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t±(k)= 2k
I k + [k2 - 47rN,(b, ±- p )j,/2" 11

Just as is the case for reflectivity, the above formulae can be derived for an arbitrary
number of diffracting layers. In an earlier work' s we carried out these calculations (note
that the expression derived for the transmittivity factors t in that paper is incorrect-the
correct prescription is to work out the analogue of the Parratt'2 relation for these terms).

We have used the same Y/Gd film as in the reflectivity measurements to demon-
strate the use of polarized neutrons in grazing-angle diffraction. In previous papers, we
described the apparatus used to carry out these measurements' - 2° . Figure 3 shows the
grazing-angle intensity for spin parallel (solid) and anti-parallel (open) to the applied field
at the sample. We have not as yet implemented a satisfactory fit program to analyze
these data, but would like to show them merely to demonstrate the improving capability
for performing grazing-angle measurements.

STATUS REPORT

We have attempted, in this report, to present the current status of neutron inter-
facial diffraction methods and to give some indication of current and future possibilities.
For reflectivity, the instruments exist, an exact theory describes the data, and relatively
sophisticated fitting routines are coming into use-all that is required are interesting
problems and samples. Grazing-angle diffraction is a little farther from useful realiza-
tion, both in hardware and software. The use of position-sensitive detectors2

' and the
development of adequate data analysis tools in the near future should produce some nice
experiments.

60

20

~2O I

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04
k0 (A')

Figure 3. Polarized neutron grazing-angle diffraction from Y/Gd. The solid circles were
measured with parallel-polarized neutrons and the open circles anti-parallel. The points
represent values for fixed incident ko, integrated over a broad range in koG and over a
2.20 width in diffraction angle 0 (see ref. 18).
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ABSTRACT

We report structural and magnetic X-ray scattcring measurements of a 200X)0A thick l)y
film, sandwiched by LaF 3 films on a GaAs(illl substrate. Ihe structure was grow___b
molecular beam epitaxy with the c-axis of the Dv parallel to the l.aF 3 c-axis and GaAs[I I I]
axis. For the magnetic X-ray scattering, we used a polarization analyzer and an X-ray energy
near the l)y 1.11, absorption edge. At this energy there is a resonant enhancement in the
magnetic scattering intensity, and we obtained -50 counts per second in the magnetic
diffraction peaks.

Between 85 and 179K, bulk l)y forms a helical antilerromagnetic structure, and below
85K, it transforms into a ferrotnagnet. We find that the c-axis lattice constant of the Dy film
has a similar temperature dependence to bulk I)y from room temperature to about I 10K. but
below this, the film behaves differently from bulk and is strained. The temperature
dependence of the turn-angle in the helical antiferromagnetic state is similar to bulk,
although a weaker dependence is observed below -i10K due to magnetoelastic effects.
Surprisingly, the magnetic coherence length (2310A) is significantly shorter than the
structural coherence length (-730A). [he transition to ferromagnetic ordering at 86K
exhibits temperature hysteresis as is evident in the structural and inagnetic X-ray data and in
SQUID magnetometry data. We believe this hystcresis arisc from a combination of the
strain-energy barrier accompanying the transition and magnetic inhomogeneities in the film.

INTRODUCTION

Modern growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxv (MBE) permit the growth
of high quality thin films and superlattices, which can be used In investigate a wide range of
magnetic phenomena [1-6]. Thin films and superlattices of rare earth metals have proven to
be a particularly rich field, and in previous papcrs. we have reported the growth and
characterization of rare earth films sandwiched by cpilaxial VaF 3 films [4-7]. Two key
features of these structures are i) the magnetization versus temperature behavior is similar to
that of bulk crystals and ii) at room temperature there is no coherency strain in the rare
earth film, despite lattice misfit at the rare-earth l al) interface. We have continued to
investigate these films, and in this paper, we report lattice and magnetic X-ray diffraction
studies of l)y films sandwiched by al: and determine the temperature dependence of the
lattice and magnetic structure. We slow the feasibility of magnetic X-ray diffraction
measurements on these thin filns and compare their behavior with bulk crystals and strained
I)y films.

Between 85 and 179K, bulk Dy crystals have a hexagonal-close packed (hcp) lattice and
form a helically ordered antiferromagnetic structure. Below 85K, bulk Dy undergoes a first
order phase transition into a ferromagnet with an orthorhombic lattice. In the
antiferromagnetic phase, the magnetic moments lie in the basal plane and form a helical
structure about the c-axis with the moments in successive planes rotating by the turn angle
w; in this phase the helical period is incommensurate with the i)y lattice. This structure
leads to magnetic diffraction in the (001) direction at wav'evectors 21.c* ± r, where c* is the
reciprocal lattice vector from the l)y lattice and I, is an integer. The magnetic wavevector is
r = 2n/d, where d is the helical period (d = (2mrl)(c/2)).

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. ' 1992 Malterials Research Society
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EXPERIM ENTAL TECHNIQUES

The epitaxial structure described in this papcr wvas prepared by MBl as described
earlier [4, 5]. It contained an initial layer of 250X'A thick. epitaxial laF.3 on GaAs (Il1l)
followed by a 2(000A film of l)y. To prevent oxidation the structure was capped with an
epitaxial film of 250A thick I.aF. The l)y and l.al I c-axes arc oriented perpendicular to
the sample surface.

X-ray data were obtained at the National Synchrotron I ight Source (NSI.S) beam line
X20A [8]. Approximately 4 milliradians (mrad) of X-ray radiation were collected from a
bending magnet and Focused onto the sample with a gra/ing incidence, torodial mirror. At
the sample, this produced vertical and horizontal full-widths at half-maximum (FWIlIM) of
0.8mm and 0.7mm, respectively. The incident beam intensity was monitored by a Nal
scintillation detector viewing a Kapton foil and the incident flux was -IOllscc. For
measurements of the lattice structure, the diffracted beam was analyzed with a (;e(lI I)
analyzer crystal with a resulting resolution of 0.0O2A - 1. Slits defined the acceptance of the
diffracted beam out of the scattering plane (approximately 20 mradf.

A G(e( ll) double monochromator was used to select an X-ray energy of 7790 eV
(1.592 A). We chose this energy, because it provided the maxinum resonant enhancement
[9, 10] of the magnetic X-ray scattering from our l)y thin filn. Although the scattering of
X rays from magnetic moments is usually much weaker (-1()-') than from electric charges
(i.e., the usual Thompson scattering), by tuning the X-ray encrgy close to the l)y
absorption edge (at 7792eV), the magnetic scattering is grcutly enhanced [Q. 10]. ,v e
observed a resonant enhancement of the magnetic scattering by a factor of greater than 20
and found that the integrated intensity of magnetic diffraction atI (1) 2 - rI was about 10-5 of
the Dy(002) integrated intensity.

For the magnetic X-ray scattering, a polarization anal%,cr [ lt. II] was used to greatly
reduce the background (non-magnetic) scattering compared to the magnetic signal. In this
analyzer a pyrolytic graphite crystal was set to diffract the (006.) planes at 20 = .K °. t'he
graphite crystal was aligned so the X rays were diffracted perpendicular to the scattering
plane (the plane containing the incident and diffracted X rayss. Ihus. h- :lvcr diffracted
X rays with a polarization in the scattering plane, but supprestd X ras with a polarization
perpendicular to the scattering plane. This reduces the background scattering compared to
the magnetic signal for two reasons: First, the synchrotron radiation is prcdominantly
polarized perpendicular to the (vertical) scattering plane and the polarization is not changed
in the usual (Thompson) scattering of X rays frotm electronic charge: the analyzer suppresses
this background scattering. Second, the magnetic X-ray scattering front helical magnetic
structures results in a change in the X-ray polarization, and thus. the analyzer diffracts these
X rays. In the magnetic scattering experiments, the direction of the diffracted beam was
defined with slits that had a collimation of about 6 mrad; the resulting resolution was 0.013
A

-
t'

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure I shows the temperature dependence of the c-axis lattice constant as the sample
was cooled and then heated over the temperature range 3IM-10K. The data for the film
(points) are qualitatively similar to that of bulk single crystal l)y (line) [12]; however, we
observe differences for temperatures less than about I 10K; the Dy film is strained. Trhe
c-axis lattice parameter exhibits the expected change from contraction to expansion at the
N&I temperature (180K) as the magnetoclastic intetactions compete with thermal
contraction [12, 13]. On cooling below 80K, the transition to ferromagnetic ordering is
accompanied by a gradual increase in lattice constant which appears complete by about 60K.
On warming, the transition is much sharper and centered at about 88K. This hysteretic
behavior is indicative of a strain energy barrier to ferromagnetic ordering and is similar to
the hysteresis observed in magnetometry studies [7].
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Figure 2 shows typical scans of the magnetic X-ray scattering in the helically ordered
antiferromagnetic phase of the l)y film. For this 20 (A thick film, we obtain count rates of
about 50 counts per second (cps) in the magnetic difTraction peak at (00 2+1r) with a
non-magnetic background of -20 cps. Ihis peak count rate is comparable to that expected
in neutron diffraction experiments, although the background is higher. The high background
probably results because the incident beam has a small polari/ation parallel to the scattering
plane, and when these X rays are (Thompson) scattered b the sample, they are not
suppressed by the polarization analy7er. From the width of tle magnetic X-ray scattering
peaks in Fig. 2, we estimate that the magnetic coherence length is '010A. This is
substantially less than the structural coherence length of -73A, which we estimate from the
i)y (002) peak width. This difference is surprising, since the structural and magnetic
coherence lengths are essentially the same in bulk I) and l)xN multilayerq [I]; the cause or

this difference is unclear.
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Figure 2 shows that the magnetic peak position (r) increases and the intensity decreases
at higher temperatures, although the peak width (and hence the magnetic coherence length)
are independent of temperature. The temperature dependence of' the peak position and
intensity are quantified in Vig. 3 for both warming and cooling. As the ferromagnetic
transition is approached on cooling, the peak intensity continuously increases (Fig. 3b). On
cooling, the ferromagnetic transition is not sharp (as expected for a first order transition),
but occurs gradually over the range 90-65K. On warming, however, the transition is sharper
and centered at 85K, in good agreement with the lattice expansion measurements (Fig. I):
this behavior is also indicative of a strain energy harrier to fierromagnetic ordering.

Figure 3a shows the temperature dependence of the magnetic wave vector T (points),
which is qualitatively similar to bulk single crystals (line) [14], although a weaker
dependence is observed above -170K and below I 10K. Since below about I 10K the c-axis
lattice constant is also different from bulk (Fig. I), this suggests that the weaker temperature
dependence below I 10K is caused by magnetoelastic clkccts. We find no evidence for
suppression of the ferromagnetic transition temperature (I c ) in this and thinner films of l)y,
in marked contrast to the complete suppression of Tc observed in l)yY superlattices [I, 2].
In the superlattices coherency strain is observed at all temperatures [I, 2], but in our
Lal: 3 'I)y LIaF 3 sandwich structure, coherency strain is found only below nl110K. Since the
suppression of3 Tc is due to lattice clamping of the I)y, we suggest that the clamping in the
superlattices is more effective than in the sandwich structures and this causes the different
behavior in the ferromagnetic transition of the superlattices and sandwiches. We do not
understand the weaker temperature dependence observed in the sandwich structures above
170K. Finally, we note that Fig. 3b shows that there is hysteretic behavior near 120K; r is
larger on cooling than on warming. Although this has not been reported in bulk Dy before.
it is not clear if this is a bulk or thin film effect.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that good magnetic X-ray scattering signals can be obtained from a
200X)A Dy film with the use of resonant enhanccment and polarization analysis. The
observed count rates are roughly comparable to neutron diffraction measurements, although
the background is significantly larger. Despite this, magnetic X-ray scattering can be
element specific, which will be useful in studies of superlattices and other heterogeneous
materials. To use the technique for investigations of superlatices and much thinner films, a
reduction in the background X-ray scattering will likely he required.

We find that for the present I)y film the lattice and magnetic structures have a
temperature dependence that is similar to bulk )y front room temperature to about I 10K.
Below this, the film behaves differently from bulk: it is strained and the temperature
dependence of the turn-angle is weaker than in bulk. [his suggests that the different
magnetic behavior is due to magnetoelastic effects. [he transition to ferromagnetic ordering
at 86K exhibits temperature hysteresis and we speculate that this arises from a combination
of the strain-energy barrier accompanying the transition and magnetic inhomogeneities in the
film (7].
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FERRIMAGNETIC BEHAVIOR AND MAGNETORESISTANCE
OF Fe/Gd DOUBLE STRUCTURED MULTILAYER FILMS

H. FUJIMORI, Y. KAMIGUCHI, Y. HAYAKAWA, AND K. TAKANASHI
Institute for Materials Research, Tohoku University, Katahira,
Aoba-ku, Sendai 980, Japan

ABSTRACT

We prepared Fe/Gd double structured multilayer films
(DSMLF's). The Fe/Gd DSMLF has a longer period kl, and it is
composed of alternate stacking of two types of Fe/Gd submulti-
layers with a shorter period As. One type of Fe/Gd submulti-
layers has dominant Fe layer magnetization, and the other,
dominant Gd layer magnetization. As was varied in the range
from 12 to lOO , keeping Al to about 250A. The magnetization
of Fe/Gd DSMLF's with Xss36A shows a spin-flop in magnetic
fields lower than IkOe at room temperature. The compensation
temperature Tcomp was found to decrease with increasing Xs.
Tcomp crosses room temperature at Xs=24A, and then the spin-
flop field Hsf at room temperature takes a minimum value of the
order of a few tens oersteds. Thus, we show that Hsf at room
temperature can easily be tuned to a desired value by varying
As. Longitudinal (pl) and transverse (pt) magnetoresistances
show a crossover, depending on the angle between directions of
the electric current and of the Fe layer magnetization.

INTRODUCTION

We reported previously[l] that Fe/Gd multilayer films
behave as 'giant' ferrimagnets, that is, the magnetizations in
Fe and Gd layers are aligned in antiparallel due to the anti-
ferromagnetic exchange interaction between Fe and Gd magnetic
moments at the interface. Consequently, a spin-flop at low
fields and compensation behavior of magnetization was observed.
A remarkable result we obatained is that longitudinal (Pl) and
transverse (pt) magnetoresistances revealed a crossover around
the spin-flop field (Hsf). The magnetization in Fe and Gd
layers begins rotating at Hsf. Anomalous magnetoresistance
depends on the angle between directions of the electric current
and of the magnetization. Therefore, the crossover of Pl and
ot is considered to be due to the change in the angle between
directions of the electric current and of the magnetization ac-
companied with the spin-flop.

The crossover of p1 and pt in Fe/Gd multilayer films sug-
gests the possibility of their application to magnetoresistance
devices. From the viewpoint of application, however, it is
important to obtain the spin-flop of magnetization and/or the
crossover of pi and pt at room temperature (RT). The Gd layer
magnetization in Fe/Gd MLF's almost disappears at RT in the
case of large multilayer periods, because the Curie temperature
of Gd is close to RT. In the case of small multilayer periods,
on the other hand, the Gd layer magnetization remains alive
even at RT, due to the molecular field from the Fe layer magne-
tization. However, Hsf is considerably larger because Hsf in-
creases rapidly with decreasing the multilayer period.[2] Thus,
it is difficult to tune Hsf at RT to an appropriate value for
application. As one approach for this problem, we proposed a

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrp. Proc. Vol. 231. , 112 Materials Research Society
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new type of design of MLF's, that
is, an Fe/Gd double structured
multilayer film (DSMLF) as is
shown in Fig. l.[3.4] The Fe/Gd - Gd
DSMLF is an MLF having a longer M e _e

period Al, which is composed of /F
two types of Fe/Gd submultilayers
having a shorter period As. One ZZZ77-Fn2
type of Fe/Gd submultilayers has .u
dominant Fe layer magnetization, 
and the other, dominant Gd layer

magnetization. The former is
called the Fe-rich submultilayer,
and the latter, the Gd-rich sub- . L.. -,
multilayer, hereafter. It is con- F-77 777e iT
sidered in Fe/Gd DSMLF's that the 0LLLLLLLLLL/Gd

Gd layer magnetization is alive -7 77///777/
even at RT when Xs is small, and
that Hsf is sufficiently low when .2
X1 is large. As described in the _0

previous paper.[3] we observed the (D
spin-flop of magnetization and the "///
crossover of Pl and pt at RT in
Fe/Gd DSMLF's. Hsf was found to
decrease with increasing Xl.[4]

In this paper, we investigate
the As dependence of Hsf, and
indicates that Hsf at RT is easily
controllable by changing As. The Fig. 1. The structure of
behavior of magnetoresistance is Fe/Gd DSMLF.
also investigated in Fe/Gd DSMLF's
with various Xs's.

EXPERIMENTAL

Fe/Gd DSMLF's were prepared by a dual-type rf sputtering.
The details of the sample preparation were described in the pre-
vious papers.[l,41 Xs was varied in the range from 4 to 00A.
keeping A1 to 250A. The ratios of the Fe layer thickness to
the Gd layer thickness in submultilayers with dominant Fe layer
magnetization and with dominant Gd layer magnetization were 3:1
and 1:3. respectively. The total thickness of Fe/Gd DSMLF's
was about 3000A. A standard X-ray diffraction measurement with
6-2e scanning was made for structure analysis. The measurement
of magnetization was made using a vibrating sample magnetometer
in the temperature range from 4.2 to 500K. A conventional four
terminals method was used to measure magnetoresistances at 4.2K.
77K and RT.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure

Figure 2 (a) shows an X-ray diffraction pattern in a low
angle region for the Fe/Gd DSMLF with Xs=20A. Bragg peaks cor-
responding to Xl are observed up to high orders. Odd-order
peaks are more intense than even-order ones, because the thick-
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nesses of Fe-rich and Gd-rich
submultilayers are almost equal (a) \=2504 X:20A
to each other. The Bragg dif- !2
fraction corresponding to Xs Z
leads to the enhancement of
intensities of the eleventh to ,
thirteenth order of peaks. The
calculated pattern based on a Z
step model, where the composi- "
tion is assumed to modulate com-
pletely stepwise, is shown inbI
Fig. 2 (b). The calculation re- (b)
produces the experimental result
fairly well. Therefore, we con- 1.0-
sider that the double structure
as is shown in Fig.l is success-
fully present in our samples. 12

-0.5-
Magnetization

The spin-flop behavior of
magnetization was definitely ob- J.
served at 4.2K and 77K in all 0 2 4 6 8
the prepared samples. At RT. 20(deg.)
however, the spin-flop behavior
was observed only for the
samples with A s36A. For Fig. 2. (a) The X-ray dif-
example, the magnetic field de- fraction pattern in a low
pendences of magnetization (M-H angle region for the Fe/Gd
curves) at RT in the samples DSMLF with As=204.
with As=12, 36 and 56A are (b) The calculated pattern
shown in Fig. 3. In the cases based on a step model.
of Xs=12 and 36A. the M-H
curves show a pattern char-
acteristic of the spin-flop.
while the case of Xs=56A XI: 2O
shows a simple pattern as 600 1 1
is often observed for ordi- T RT Xs=564
nary ferromagnets. The ef- 400-
fective molecular field in
Gd layers from Fe layers is u 200 12
smaller as As is larger,
and consequently, the Gd E 0
layer magnetization is al- t
most dead at RT in the case 2 -200
of large As's. Therefore,
the spin-flop disappears at
RT in the samples with -

Xs>36A.
Figure 4 s hows the tem- -6002  -1 0 2

perature dependences of mag- H (1 0

netization in the samples H(kOe)
with various A5s , which
were measured at the ap- Fig. 3. Magnetization (M) vs.
plied field lower than Hsf. magnetic field (H) curves at
The compensation tempera- room temperature for Fe/Gd
ture Tcomp, where the sum DSMLF's with As=124, 36 , 56
of Gd layer magnetization
is equal to the sum of Fe
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layer magnetization, is 500 1

found to increase with H=O1kOe
decreasing Xs. The 400 X 20A
reason for this is con-
sidered to be as fol-
lows. In the case of 300
s m all er X s, the G d E: 2J

layer magnetization re- 1200_
mains alive even at i
higher temperatures due
to the larger effective 100 36A

molecular field from Fe
layers. Furthermore, 0
the Curie temperature 0 100 200 300 400 500
of the Fe layer magneti T(K)
zation becomes lower
due to structural dis- Fig. 4. Magnetization (M) vs.
order and/or alloying temperature (T) curves for
with Gd. Consequently, Fe/Gd DSMLF's with various Xs.

Tcomp is enhanced when
Xs is small.

The xs dependences of Tcomp

and Hsf at 4.2K. 77K and RT are 400
shown in Fig. 5. Hsf at each tem-
perature takes a minimum value, 2300

when Tcomp crosses the correspond- 020
ing temperature. This result is 3
reasonable, because the colinear 1 ioo-------------
spin structure has no gain of
Zeeman energy at Tcomp, and hence 0.

t h t d i t i 2.0the canted spin structure is 2 . .

stable in an infinitesimal applied ,2 K

field. Figure 5 reveals that Hsf -0-0- nT
is controllable by changing the Xs 1.5 ;

at any temperatures. Particularly,
it is noted that Hsf at RT is o
always 1wer than IkOe in the case 1. 0
of As-36 A, and has a very small
value of the order of a few tens
oersteds* in the case of Xs=24A.
where Tcomp is close to RT. 05

I,.

Magnetoresistance 0
0.0L

The magnetic field depen- 0 50 100

dences of pl and pt for the

samples with As=12, 36 and 564 are Fig. 5. The As  dependences
shown in Figs. 6 (a), (b) and (c), of compensation temperature
respectively, where the M-H curves (Tcomp) and spin-flop field
are also shown for comparison. In (Hsf) at 4.2K, 77K and room
the case of As=l2A. the two cross- temperature for Fe/Gd
overs of pl and pt are definitely DSMLF's.
observed. In the case of xs=36A,

Pt (pl) shows an up and down (down

* In this case, Hsf is camparable to the coercive force. That

is, the spin-flop occurs simultaneously with the motion of
domain walls. Therefore, the exact value of Hsf cannot be

extracted from the M-H curve.
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and up) change accompa-
nied with the spin-flop. (a) X,=250A X,:12A
however, they never 143.4 T=RT
cross. In the case of
Xs=56A, pI and P t show 500

simple anisotropic mag- 143-3- M
netoresistance as is

seen in pure Fe. The E 400
behavior of magnetore- 1 I.3.2
sistance in the three I
typical cases can be 1 200
explained as follows. 143 ' I
The electrical re s is t-
ivity of Fe i s two 143.0 0
orders of magnitude 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
smaller than that of Gd. H (k'e)
This means that in
Fe/Gd DSMLF's most of
the electric current
flows in Fe layers. (b) X,=250A X,=364

Therefore, the magneto- 93.66 TRT

resistance of Fe/Gd
DSMLF's depends mostly P 7
on the angle between 93.57

the directions of the K

electric current and of E M

the Fe layer magnetiza- 93.483

tion. In the case of
Xs=124,Tcomp is higher 93.39350
than RT, that is, the
Gd layer magnetization
points to the direction 9330 150
of the applied field 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
(Happl) lower than Hsf. H kOe)
Wen Happl reaches Hsf,
the Fe layer magnetiza-
tion begins rotating. (c) X10 250A Xs:56A
In larger Happl, the Fe TRT

layer magnetization con- 67.3-

tinues rotating, and 650
finally points to the P5
direction of Happl. In 67.2
this process, the angle M
between the directions E 450

167.1
of the electric current a c

and of the Fe layer mag- -
netization changes by C 67.0 250
180

°
, leading to the

two crossovers of Pl
and P , In the case of 66.9 1 1 1 50
As=36A, on the other 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
hand, Tcomp is lower H (Oe)

than RT, that is, the
Fe layer magnetization Fig. 6. Longitudinal (P1) and
points to the direction transeverse (Pt) magnetoresist-
of Happl lower than Hsf ances vs. magnetic field (H)
at RT. Therefore, the curves at room temperature for
Gd layer magnetization Fe Gd DSMLF's withXs=12R (a),
rotates in Happl larger 36A(b), 56A(c), compared with
than Hsf at RT. The Fe the magnetization (M).
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layer magnetization is also canted from the direction of Happl
due to the interaction with the Gd layer magnetization.
However, the canting angle is small, so that the angle between
the directions of the electric current and of the Fe layer mag-
netization does not change very much. Consequently, Pl and Pt
do not show a so big change as they cross. In the case of As

=

564, the Gd layer magnetization disapears at RT. Therefore,
the spin-flop does not occur, leading to no particular change
in P1 and pt.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Fe/Gd DSMLF's composed of Fe-rich and Gd rich submulti-

layers were prepared by an rf sputtering As was varied in the
range from 12 to lOOA, keeping Xl to 250X. The magetization of
Fe/Gd DSMLF s with Xss36A shows a spin-flop in magnetic fields
lower than IkOe at RT. Tcomp was found to decrease with in-
creasing As. The As dependences of Tcomp and Hsf indicate that
Hsf at a certain temperature takes a minimum value at Xs where
Tcomp coincides with the temperature. Particularly, Hsf at RT
takes a small value of the order of a few tens oersteds in the
case of As=244. Thus, it has been shown that not only changing
Al but also changing As is an effective method for tuning Hsf
at RT to a desired value. Pl and pt at RT show the two cross-
overs with increasing the applied field in the cases of As's
where Tcomp is higher than RT. The behavior of ol and pt in
Fe/Gd DSMLF's can be explained by considering that the magneto-
resistance depends on the angle between the directions of the
electric current and of the Fe layer magnetization.
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OSCILLATION IN THE INTERLAYER COUPLING OF Fe FILMS ACROSS Cr FILMS
MEASURED BY MEANS OF LIGHT SCATTERING FROM SPIN WAVES

AND M(H)-CURVES.

S.DEMOKRITOV*, J.A.WOLF, P.GRUNBERO, W.ZINN.
Forschungszentrrmn Jiilich, IFF, Postfach 1913, D-5170 Jiilich, Federal Republic of Ger-
many.
. permanent address: P.L.Kapitsa Institute for Physical Problems, Moscow, USSR.

ABSTRACT

By means of light scattering from spin waves and magnetooptical Kerr measure-
ments we investigated the exchange interaction of two Fe films across a Cr film as a function
of the Cr thickness dCr, .

Using good quality epitaxial samples with a special wedge geometry of the inter-
spacer we observed up to four full periods of the long range oscilla,.tions of the exchange,
including its ferromagnetic parts. At room temperatures the damining of the oscillations
does not follow the do-dependence predicted by zero-temperature RKKY-type theory.

After a special e-beam treatment of the samples a short-range oscillation with
a period around a lattice constant of Cr are discovered. The value of coupling in the
maximum in this case shows considerable temperature dependence .

The analysis of domain patterns and M(lJ) curves reveals the existence of a non-
collinear interaction, which causes a configuration where the magnetizations of two Fe films
are perpendicular to each other.

INTRODUCTION

It is now well established [1-41 that layered Fe/Cr structures display antiferromag-
netic (AF) type interlayer coupling of the Fe films across the Cr interlayers. The effect
is also of interest because of the remarkable increase in the electrical resistivity of such
samples due to the antiparallel magnetization alignment of adjacent Fe films [2,4,51, which
has a clear application potential. Recently Parkin el al. [4) have reported damped os-
cillations of the coupling as a function of the Cr interlayer thickness dC, . These results
were obtained from the investigation of M(H) curves of multilayered, polycrystalline Fe/Cr
samples and occur also in Co/Ru and Co/Cr. The normal M(H) muethod has the advan-
tage of high sensitivity towards AF type interlayer coupling. It is however disadvantageous
insofar that the evaluation of the M(H) curves does not give any information about ferro-
magnetic (FM) type interlayer coupling. Therefore the nature of 0, coupling for ranges of
dC, between the regions of AF coupling found in the oscillations remained unclear. For a
better theoretical understanding [6-10] of these interesting phenoniena on the other hand
it is important to have a more complete picture based on experimental data.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Samples

In order to achieve high quality samples the preparation was performed in UHV
(better than 2 • 10- 8 Pa) by means of moleculai beam epitaxy (MBE). All samples were
prepared on (100)-GaAs substrates. Based on well known recipes [j I] a 1 nm Fe seed film
was deposited on the substrate so as to maintain the (100) orientation throughout the
layers. Following this a 150 nm Ag buffer layer was evaporated, onlo which the Fe/Cr/Fe
double layer was deposited. The samples were covered by a 50 nm protective overlayer of
ZnS.

The UHV-chamber incorporates an Auger-Electiron-Spectrometer (AES) and a

Mat. Res. Soc. Syrp. Proc. Vol. 231. , 1992 Materials Research Society
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Spot-Profile-Analysis-Low-Energy-Electron-Diffraction (SPA-LEED)-system. With these
methods an in situ check of the quality of the samples was possible. The evaluation of
the spot profile data gives a sensitive method to check the single-crystal-quality of a given
surface. By monitoring the layers using the SPA-LEED we were able to ascertain the high
epitaxial quality of our samples. The surface of a typical (100)-Ag buffer-layer e.g. has
a mean step width of 20 nm and therefore is a good base for the growth of the following
layers. The SPA-LEED also allows a quick check of the epitaxy by comparing given spot.
profiles with previously exactly investigated surfaces. On account of this the reproducible
high quality of our samples could be documented. In addition to this the samples were
investigated with AES. The contamination of the different layers with e.g. oxygen was
found to be negligible. No diffusion of Ga or As through the Ag buffer-layer into the Fe
double layer could be detected.

Characterization of the Fe/Cr/Fe double layers can be performed using the mag-
netooptical Kerr-effect (MOKE). The aquisition of a hysteresis curve always includes the
measurement of the coercive force of the magnetic layers. This coercive force is charac-
teristic of the epitaxial structure of the ferromagnetic layer and is smaller the better this
structure is. Fe-whiskers being ferromagnets with an ideal structure have a typical coercive
force of 0.8 Oe. In our samples the coercive force was between 4 and 5 Oe, which to our
knowledge is the smallest value ever obtained in a film.

The investigation of the coupling characteristics of the Fe/Cr-system was performed
on samples with a special geometry. The Cr-interlayer was deposited in form of a wedge,
having the advantage that a large range of Cr-thicknesses is available on one sample.
The substrates for these wedge-samples were 16 mm long, while the height-difference of
the interlayer was at the most 5-6 rnm. This wedge-geometry does not influence the
magnetic property of the system as the steepest grade of incline was 1 monolayer of Cr
on approximately 0.4 nn. The measurements were also counterchecked with results of
samples with a defined Cr-thickness and no difference was found.

In order to prepare a wedge-formed Cr-layer the sample was moved behind a mask
during the evaporation. A change of the speed of this movement and of the rate of evapo-
ration allows the preparation of wedges with different inclination. The results were never
found to be dependent on the steepness of a wedge. As the movement of the sample and
the evaporation rate were constant the thickness of the Cr-interlayer can be calculated for
every position on the sample. This allows measurements dependent on the Cr-thickness in
extremely small steps with a high precision.

In comparison with samples with a defined Cr-thickness the wedge-samples have
a much higher accuracy. This is due to the preparation conditions which are exactly the
same for all interlayer thicknesses. With multiple samples of defined interlayer thickness
even the most careful preparation cannot eliminate differences due to e.g. slightly differing
anisotropy fields or Fe-thicknesses. Therefore the error with multiple samples is higher
and the correlation between the samples is more problematic.

Experimental

In our experiments the information about the interlayer coupling is obtained from
the behaviour of the low lying spin wave modes in sandwich type structures as well as from
M(11) curves, measured by scanning magnetooptical Kerr effect (MOKE). The spin waves
are detected by means of inelastic Brillouin light scattering (BLS). The latter method
has the advantage that it also allows a determination of FM-type interlayer coupling. To
investigate the different dC, we scanned the probing laser beam across the sample. The
local M(H) curves are obtained via the MOKE and the spin waves are examined by a
frequency analysis of the inelastically scattered light. For both methods we confirmed
by comparison with results obtained from single samples with fixfed dC, that the wedge
geometry does not modify the magnetic behaviour of the films. It should be noted that in
our case the MOKE-method is more sensitive than the BLS-nethod. On the other hand we
used different lasers for the two kinds of experiments and the spot size of the focused laser
beam was smaller in the case of the BLS measnrements (BLS-spotsize p 50/mu, MOKE-
spotsize m 300pr). Therefore in the ranges with rapid changes of the coupling strength
the BLS-method results in a higher resolution while the MOK EI-m'thod is more sensitive
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in the ranges with a gradual change of the coupling strength.
For a quantitative evaluation of the exchange interaction of ferromagnetic films

across an interface the interface exchange energy is written in the form [12]

E, = -2A12-IMlI M21 I

Here A 1 and M2 are the magnetizations of the two films and E., denotes the energy
per surface unit of interface. Instead of A1 2 often another parameter J is used, where
.J = 2A 1 2 . The parameter A1 2 defined by Eq.(l) can be deduced from M(H) curves by
measuring the field Rh where the sample saturates parallel to the external field, against the
torque due to AF coupling. Therefore by this method, as previously stated, only negative
A1 2 (AF coupling) can be determined, for positive A1 2 there is no equivalent torque.
We should note that there is a method with auxiliary layers which makes it possible to
determine FM -type coupling, using magnetonietry [13]. However this method is quite
complicatelI and not very sensitive. The expression for A1 2 from B, depends upon tile
field orientation. Ii the case of B, > B, (anisotropy field of Fe B,, =480 Oe) one can
obtain:

Aid
A12 =-(D3, + B,,) -A- (2)

4
where M and d are respectively the magnetization and the thickness of the ferromagnetic
films and ±B, corresponds to the field orientation along the hard and easy axis. For
multilayers the factor of 4 on the right-hand side of Eq.(2) has to be replaced by 8. For
the situation when B is on the order of the value or smaller than B,,, which is the case
for dcr > 2nm, it is difficult to derive an analytical expression similar to Eq.(2). For this
reason we used the direct :omputation of the energy minimuu t, i alculate A1 2 (dcr,).

The other method to obtain quantitative information on the interlayer exchange is
via the observation of spin wave modes. So far this method is restricted to double layers
because of the complexity of the mode spectra in inultilayers. A detailed description of the
method has been given elsewhere [141. In double layers we detect two spin-wave modes.
The first is the Damon-Eschbach (DE) mode. Its frequency is independent of the interlayer
exchange and can be used to test the magnetic homogeneity of the wedge samples. In our
experiments the DF, mode frequency was constant. with all accuracy of 0.3%. The other
mode is sensitive to the interlayer exchange and is called optical inode. From its frequency
using a fitting procedure we calculate the A1 2 (dC,) dependence. Although for the M(H)
measurements we applied the magnetic field along the easy axis, in the BLS experiments
the orientation of the field along the hard axis has been used as well. It permits a dramatic
decrease of the fitting freedom and an increase of the reliability of the fit. The spectral
width of the peaks corresponding to the light scattering from both modes is around 1 GHz.
However, using the method of the selfcorrelating transformation it i:s possible to find the
position of the peak center with an accuracy better than tile width of time peak, namely
0.1 - 0.2 Glz. In this approach the correlator i(v) is calculated:

h() J f(=A') • A)(,' - ) d,' (3)

where f(v) is the measured peak and f0(m') is the known apparatus function. Unlike f(v)
the correlator h(v) is a smooth, symmetrical function. Its maximun shows us the center
of the measured peak. The accuracy and the reliability of this method was tested with
comparison of the data obtained for stokes and antistokes peaks of 13LS from phonons and
magnons in single films.

Domains were observed magnetooptically in reflection using a digital contrast en-
hancelent scheme [151. In addition to the Kerr effect the linear magnetic birefringence
(the Voigt effect) and the recently discovered magnetooptic gradient effect [16]) were em-
ployed to analyse complicated patterns. Both a mercury arc lanip .electing the green and
yellow spectrum lines and an arqon laser illumination system were used. Due to opaque
GaAs substrates, only the top side of the multilayer system could be investigated. The
magnetooptical contrast thus is mainly determined by the top Fe layer, but the bottom
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layer contributes for thin, transparent iron layers to some extent to I he contrast. In-plane
fields could be applied during domain observations along all direct ions. It was large enough
to saturate the sample along the hard [1101 direction.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Long-period oscillations

Figure 1 shows the oscillating A12 (dc,) dependence as derived from our BLS
and scanning MOKE measurements. The results of both methods coincide very well. In
addition to the well known first AF region around 0.6 1im the data reveal two other AF
regions separated by FM regions. An important feature of the curve in Fig.1 is that even
at large dC, in addition to the oscillatory term there is a monotonically decreasing AF type
contribution which becomes compatible to the coercive force only for dc > 5 nm . We
will discuss this point below in connection with observation of some kinJ of noncollinear
interaction, causing a 90" configuration.

0.80 . . I .. I . .. . ... ..... .

x 1 x 10 (100)-Plane

0 0 * LS
0.40-.. . . MOKE0.0 0 1 L

FM

-- 0.00 0 0 
0

/ 0 AFM

S-0.40o

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

dCr (nm)

Fig.l. Interlayer exchange constant A12 as a function of dCr, at room temperature, obtained
from BLS-measnrements (0 ) and scanning MOKE measurements (E). The size of the to-
ken shows the experimental error. Note the factor of 10 difference in the scaling of the ordi-
nate for the two parts of the graph. FM/AFM denote the ferromagnetic/antiferroinagnetic
type of the coupling. For dCr, > 3.8 nm the BLS data are in agreement with the MOKE
data, but were omitted for reasons of clarity.

In comparison with the data from [4] the damping of the oscillation is much stronger
in our case. We observe the first maximum of AF type coupling at dc, =0.6 nm with the
value of A12  -0.65 10- 3 J/m 2 . For the second maximum around SC, =2.5 m we obtain
A1 2 =-0.03 l0- 3J/m 2 . Hence between the first and second maximui JA1 2 1 decreases by
a factor of 22. In the data reported in [41 there is only a decrease by a factor of 7. In Fig.2
we plotted the amplitude dependence on dC, (the moootonic contribution is subtracted).
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Fig.2 Amplitude of A1 2 -oscillations versus dc,. The (M'3) token pertains to the data in
this paper and the ( A) tokens are based on the data from [4}. The solid line presents the
best power fit which corresponds to a d-4 5 -law.

It is obvious that the damping of the oscillations obeys rather a d 4 r d-o-law than

a dc2-law as predicted by the classical zero-temperature RKKY-theory. To understand
this divergence we investigated the temperature dependence of the value of At 2 for the
first and the second maxima. The Fig.3 shows the measured temperature dependence.
It is clear that the decrease of the A12 value with temperature for the second maximum
(dC, =2.5 nm) is much large than that for the first maximum. From T=5K to T=290K
the former drops by a factor of 2.5, while the latter changes its alue by only 20%. If
one takes into account this fact it is possible to explain the disagreement between results
of the present work (data were obtained at T=290K) and [41, where measurements were
performed at T=4.5K.

Short - period oscillation

The A12 (dC,)-curve in Fig.1 also displays a fine structure in the first AF region
around de -0 ..9 nm. At this point one should recall that the BLS-method is more sensitive
for rapid -changes of A12 whereas the scanning MOXE-method is more sensitive for gradual
changes and small values of A12 . For this reason the fine structure is more pronounced ill
the BLS data. We pay this fine structure here so much attention because it indicates the
existence of further maxima of AF type coupling within that range. From the theory such
maxima are expected (6,7I to occur with a periodicity of the lattice constant no = 0.288 nm
of Cr. The shoulder at 0.9 nm indeed is just around 0.3 nm away frum the main maximum
at 0.6 nm.

A special treatment of the Cr wedge gave us the possibility to reveal this short-
period oscillation. After deposition of the first Fe layer and Cr wedge the sample was
exposed to an electron beam. After that the se-ornd Fe layei as well as covering Ag and
ZnS layers were deposited in the usual way.
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Fig.3. Temperature dependence of the A1 2 values for the first (Z\, d, = 0.6 nm) and the
second (0, dC, =2.5 nm) AF regions.

The A12 (dc 7 )-curve measured on such specially prepared samples is shown in
Fig.4. The short-period oscillation which was visible in Fig.1 as a hardly resolved fine
structure became obvious. It is possible to measure the period of this oscillation with a
good accuracy. It is equal to 0.25±.03 nm. The second difference of the curve in Fig.4
from the one in Fig.1 is the value of A12 , which is approximately three times smaller.
Apparently e-beam treatment reveals the short-period oscillation, but quenches the long-
period one.

For better nderstanding of the processes involved we have measured the tempera-
ture dependence of A1 2 in these e-beam treated samples. The results are shown in Fig.5.
A1 2 at the point of the first short-period maximum (dCr = 0.6 nm) unlike the normal sam-
ple depends dramatically on the temperature. It has a maximum around T=20K and at
this temperature the values of A1 2 for normal and c-beam treated samples are practically
the same. At the point of the second short-period miaximunim (dc, = 0.9 nm) the temper-
ature dependence is not so considerable. And it has a very smoolh and wide maximum
around 200 K.

From the comparison of the data presented here it is clear that I he e-beam treatment
changes the properties of the Cr wedge. What might be the reasons of these changes? The
first reason which has been investigated is the heating of the sample by the e- beam. A small
piese of In attached to the sample shows that the sample temperature never exceeded 430
K (157 'C). We have produced samples which were annehled without e-beam treatment at
430 K and 370 K . The mLgnetic properties of both samples are similar to the properties
of normal samples.
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Fig.4. Interlayer exchange constant A12 as a function of dCr at room temperature, obtained
from BLS measurements on the e-beam treated samples. As before FM/AFM denote the
ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic type of coupling.
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Fig.5. The A1 value versus temperature for the e-beam treated samples. Values of dC,
=16 nin and dCr, =0.9 nm correspond to the first and the second maxima of the short-
period oscillation.
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The second reason which can cause the change of the sampl, properties is an influ-
ence of fhe ions created in the residual gas by the e-beam. This possibility was checked
experimentally. Next to the deposited Cr wedge a 6 nini wide area of Fe film was kept free.
The e-beam was focused on this free Fe surface instead of sweeping along the Cr wedge.
As to the creatini of ions in the residual gas this experiment duplicates the normal e-beam
tretlment. The only difference consists in the lack of the direct interaction between the
e-l)ealn and the Cr wedge. After such modified treatment the sample shows the normal
behavionr with A12 - 0.7 rJ/rn?2 in the first A F region at room temperature and without
any pronounced short-period oscillation.

All these experiments together with the theoretical considerations [6] lead us to the
conclusion that the interaction of the e-beam with Cr wedge changes the structure of the
material (let us say the surface roughness and/or he internal stress become smaller). This
is in agreement with the dramatic change of the temperature dependencies of A 12 in thp
e-beam treated samples. investigations.

Domain observation.90 configuration

Magnetooptical observations [151 reveal a uniqne way to denmoisrate the oscillation
of tie imterlayer exchange. During the Inagnetisatioii reversal tlmuse parts of the wedge
saimple with FM-type couplinhg are characterized by saturation fields which are the same
as in single Fe films. For external fields along time easy axis the coerci e force is aroind 5 0e.
In contrast to this sample sections with A F type coupling show iunch larger saturation
fields which increase together with the strength of the couipling. For external fields in
between the saturation fields of FM and AF type ranges surh saimuples therefore display
zebra like patterns as shown in Fig.6.

-iq
INI

- -.. . . . . .1mm

dcr(nm)
' " ; .. . . .. i. ... .. .. . - - - -.. . . ..-

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
Fig.6. Zebra structure nbserved by Kerr ,microscope on the wedge nample.
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Here the dark areas are already saturated FM type range-; whereas the brighter
areas are tile not yet saturated areas with AF type coupling. More details are revealed
after application of a large magnification. Whereas ranges with FM type coupling behave
essentially in the same way as single uncoupled Fe films, the ranges with AF type cou-
pling show small irregularly shaped domains. This can be understood on the basis of the
requirement for fluxclosure. In the case of FM type coupling as in single Fe filus with
fourfold inplane anisotropy it leads to 180" or 90" straight walls, oriented along the easy
or hard axis of such filns. For AF coupled films of the same thickness on the other hand
due to antiparallel alignment the net moment cancels out.. Therefore the requirement for
fluxclosure disappears. The domain walls now have irregularly curved shapes due to local
variations in the pinning fields.

Of particular interest are the transition zones between ranges of FM and AF type
coupling. We should consider here the so-called exchange length, i.e. the distance in
which spin correlate to each other due to inplane exchange in Fe. This is roughly identical
with the domain wall width and for Fe it is smaller than 100 nim. 'This is far below the
optical resolution of Kerr microscopy and therefore different parts -if the domain patterns
observed can be considered as having no mutual intraplane exchange interaction. We turn
now to the transition zones between FM and AF type interlayer exchange. A domain
pattern which can typically be observed in that range is illustrated in Fig.7. On the left
side one can see the domain pattern visible with tile Kerr setting (the Voigt setting picture
is not shown). The arrow in the middle picture indicates the p!ace of observation in the
zebra structure. The picture oni the rightliand side shows the schmatic of the observed
domains, includin trhe magnetization directions. In the single films the magnetization
directions are again along the easy axis but for tile two films they are orthogonal with
respect to each other. Because of the limited space we can not go. into details, they are
published elsewhere 151. We can only note that all details of this figulre can easily be
rationalized except for the fact that the magnetization directions in the lower and upper
filn are always perpendicular. In order to account for this observatimi we have to assume
that an interaction is present which produces this orientation.

VI~m

F AF

a)

Fig.7. Analysis of a domain pattern of the transition zone. a) -pattern observed using
the Kerr setting, the shown scale bar corresponds to 20 tiLm. b) - z7(bra structure with the
indication of the investigated place. c)- interpretation consistent with pictures observed
by means of Kerr and Voigt setting.
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Fig.8. Magnetization curves, measured by scanning MOKE on the wedge sample for
different dC, and different AF regions. Magnetic field is applied along the easy axis. Note
different scales for H-axis.

Such interaction, if it exists, should be revealed in the M(H) curves. The examples
of curves obtained by scanning magnetooptical Kerr measurements are shown in Fig.8.
As we mentioned, in Fe films there exists the crystallographic fourfold anisotropy. The
presented dependencies correspond to the situation when the magnetic field is applied
along the easy axis. Note the different field scales in these pictures. The form of these
pictures was reproducible for different samples. In one sample the curves obtained for both
easy axes were identical. The curves b and c in Fig.8 demonstrate the existence of some
phase with the total magnetization of 1/2M,. For the curve b this phase exists in the field
region from 100 Oe to 270 Oe and for the curve c from 0 to 60 Oe. In both cases these
intervals are much larger than the coercive force ( 5 Oe). It means that this phase has a
real stable origin and can not present some metastable alignment.

The observed domain pattern and M(Il) curves can be understood if we introduce
in the energy expression some noncollinear interaction. This inter.%ction might be either
bilinear exchange with the contribution in (1) like

( • )2
(4

B 12 - ( 1  i(4

or an interaction of the Dzyaloshinskii type

(' D"(Mr '/))
2  (a

B 1 2 .(f .A I 1121

where 4D is a unit vector, perpendicular to the film plane. At the i orresponding sign and

value of the constant B1 2 the observed 90" configuration becomes energetically preferable.
We note here that the classic Dzyaloshinskii interaction like the following /D -(M × M 2 )
is symmetrically forbidden because of the inversion which exchanges the equivalent Fe
films. For the same reason nD is not a real vector , but it is what in liquid crystal
physics is called a director. It yields the axis only, but the two directions of this axis
are equivalent. The expressions (4) and (4a) correspond to the interactions with different
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origin (exchange and spin-orbital coupling), but at the condition of in-plane magnetization
the dependence of the energy on the magnetization directions of the films in both cases
are the same. Thus, from the described experiments it is impt(ssible to choose between
these two interactions. One can do it if the in-plane magnetization will be destroyed, but
it requires a high field (20-25 kG) and is a subject of further investigations. The analysis
of the energy expression including the term (4) shows that the behavior of the system
depends on the relation between A12 and B12 . When A1 2 >B12 , the system consistently
passed the antiparallel, 90' and parallel configurations (Fig.8b). The 90' configuration
corresponds to the energy minimum and is stable in some region of the applied field. But
when A1 2 <B12 the situation changes. Even in zero field the 90' configuration is stable and
the system never has antiparallel configuration, as we can see in the experiment (Fig.8c).
Bearing in mind the existence of such noncollinear interaction we should note that Fig.l
presents in fact the sum of A1 2 and B12.

From this consideration it is possible to understand the origin of the peculiar domain
patterns, observed in the transition zones. In these zones around points, where A1 2 (dC,)
changes the sign, its value is smaller than the value of B12 and the 90 orientation become
stable in small fields.

The values of A1 2 and B12 were measured for samples with different dF,. It was
found that both values are roughly proportional to 1/dF,. That fact confirms the surface
origin of these interactions.
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Abstract

We show that oscillatory interlayer exchange coupling of thin magnetic layers through
metals is a general phenomenon present in almost all the transition and noble metals.
Surprisingly the period of the oscillations is approximately the same, about 10A. in all
these metals with the sole exception of Cr for which the period is significantly longer.
The strength of the coupling varies systematically throughout the 3d, 4d and 5d tran-
sition metals increasing exponentially along each of the transition metal periods and
increasing from the 5d to 4d to 3d periods. These results appear to be inconsistent
with simple Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) based models.

Introduction

The discovery of long-period oscillations in the magnetic interlayer coupling of thin
Fe and Co layers separated by thin Cr or Ru layers in sputtcred multilayers[l] has
prompted much work on the origin of the magnetic coupling[2-1 I]. Whilst early ex-
periments on single crystal Fe/Cr multilayers and sandwiches showed no evidence for
oscillations in the interlayer magnetic coupling, later work on single crystal Fe/Cr/Fe
wedges has not only confirmed the existence of long period oscillations but has shown
the presence of additional short period oscillations with oscillation periods of just 2
Cr monolayers[12-14]. Whilst early speculations on the origin of the antiferromag-
nctic coupling in Fc/Cr multilayers and sandwiches werc based on the unique mag-
netic character of Cr the discovery of similar and stronger antiferromagnetic coupling
in Co/Ru ruled out such modcls[l]. More recently antiferromagnetic coupling and
oscillations in the coupling have been found in numerous transition metals[ 15] as well
as a number of noble metals including Cu[l6-20].

Sample preparalion

lhe samples (lesciil)c(l in this paper were deposited by standard ic magnetron sput-
tering methods in a computer controlled sputtering system. The base pressure of the
system was lxIt '. The multilayers were grown close to room temperature at dc-
position rates of 2A/scc in 3.25 mTorr Ar. An important advantage of such a system
comparel to MBE (molecular beam epitaxy) techniques is its great speed and versa-
tility. Series of up to 20 related structures can be grown in a matter of a few hours.
Although the absolutc accuracy of individual layer thicknesses is no more than -5%
very high relative accuracy of layer thicknesses from one structure to another in the
same series is obtained. The resulting structures are polycrystalline, although usually
textured along a particular crystallographic direction. Impurity levels of for example,
oxygen and carbon are low, and typically below that of the anger sensitivity for these
species (-I atomic%). Moreover structures with flat contiguous layers can be grown
fot a wide variety of magnetic and non-magnetic spacer layer combinations. Figure
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F:igure 1: Auger sputter depthi profile of a Co/Ru multilarer of the formSi( It )I,,( l0OA)I[Co(22A) Ru(3oA)] Ru( 5OA).

I shows a typical auger sputter depth profile of a Co/Ru multilayered structure. Thesc

data were taken with rotation of the sample (Zalar rotation) during the sputtering
process to improve depth resolution. The data are consistent with the growth of a
multilayer with flat well defincd multilayers, although the depth resolution of such a
technique is limited to -IOA. The data shows no evidcncc for oxygen contamination
above the background. Note that the silicon auger signal within the multilayer is not
significant.

Results and Discussion

Typical in-plane magnetic hysteresis loops and transverse in-planc magnetoresistance
data for two antiferromagnetically coupled Co/Cr multilayers are shown in Figure 2.
The magnetic hysteresis loops show approximately zero moment in zero field consistent
with antiferromagnelic alignment of successive Co layers in the structure. In contrast
to similarly grown Fe/Cr inultilaycrs[l, 21] the hysteresis loop shows a pronounced
double S-shaped loop. Such a loop is consistent with some sort of effective spin-flop
field where the Co moments arrange themselves approximately perpendicular to the
applied field. Since the Co layers have much higher magnetic anisotropy than equiv-
alent Fe layers a higher effective spin-flop field is expected. The antifcrrornagnctic
coupling strength, as deduced from the field required to align the individual magnetic
moments or the Co layers, is lower by about a factor of 2-3 than in comparable Fc!Cr
multilayers. In contrast the magnitude of the saturation magnetotesistance is more
than 20 times smaller.

Figure 2 shows evidence for oscillations in the antiferromagnetic interlayer exchange
coupling in a series of Co/Cr multilayers as a function of Cr spacer layer thickness.
Parallel oscillations in the saturation magnetoresistance are also observed. [le period
of the oscillations is similar to that found in Fe/Cr multilayers although the phase of
the oscillations is shifted towards reduced Cr layer thicknesses.

The temperature dependence of the interlayer exchange coupling depends sensitively
on the magnetic and non-magnetic layer materials. Figure 4 shows typical in-plane
magnetic hysteresis loops at 6.5 K and 400 K for representative antiferromagnetically
coupled Fe/Cr and Co/Ru samples. The coupling is much larger in the latter sample
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Figure 2: Magnetoresis lance versus field curves (4.2 K) and magnetic hysteresis loops (300 K)
for two Co/Cr multilayered structures, SI Il)ICr(90A)/(Co(1I2A)/Cr(t)]ofCr(40A), for Cr spa-
rer layer th~icknoesses of (a) and (br). M.A and (c) and (d). 7.oA

6 300 K (0)

0

2.5

2.0 4 2K (5)

1.5 ~

0.5 0

0
0 10 20 30

Cf layer thickness (A)

Figuire 3: IDependence of (a) saturation field (300 K) and (b) satur ation mnagnetoresistance (4.2
K) on Cr layer thickness. t, for Cnl/Cr multilayers of the form (0. 0)
Si(l lt)/Cr(90A)/[r-o( a 2A)/Cr(t)Jn,/Cr(4oA) and ( + )
Si(l I l)/Cr(io.5A)/[co( i 7A)/Cr(t)]o/Cr(53A). IThe sattriatio,,field W,~' is the field at which thle
mnagnetibation attains 90% of the saturation volue.

as represented by thc higher saturation Field. Thc dlata also shows a stronger deC-
pendence of the coupling strcngth on temperature in the Co/Ru samplc compared to
Fe/Cr. Figurc 5 shows the dletailced dependence of thc coupling strength on temper-
aturc for tcmpcraturcs in the range 6.5 to 620 K. Thc coupling strength is propor-
tional to the saturation Field, lJ, ,, which we definc as the Field at which the magnetic
moment is 80%</ of the saturation moment averaged over the four quadrants of tile
magnetic hysteresis loop. The error bars in the Figure represent the variation in the
individual saturation fields for the four quadrants. For temperatures below 400 K tile
dlata were measuredl in a squid magnetometer hut for higher temperatures a vibrating

sapemagnetometer, which has lower sensitivity, was used. The coupling strength
dlecreases with increasing temperature. For the range of temperature shown in Figure
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Figure 5: Dependence of saturation field Il I on tenipera lure for nmultilro'ers. (a)
Si(I I II )Cr( I ioA)/[ie(lI6A)/cr-(9A)]/Ci(55A) and (b)
Si( I II )Il?u( iooA)/Ko-(22A)/Rui(6A)]/Rd(50A).

5 the data arc rcproduciblc oil cycling uip and downl in tempcrature. Howcvci for both
Fe/Cr and Co/Ru cycling to higher tempcraturcs rcsults ill irreversible rCelUtiofls in
coupling strength presumably as a rcsult of intcrdliffusioll (if thc individual layers. The
tcmpcrature dependence of the coupling strcngth is much larger for the Co/Ru sample
compared1 to the Fe/Cr sample. Within RKKY based nmodels the temperature de-
pendlencc of the coupling stiengtli is dleterminced by thcrmal smcaring of thc Fermi
surfacc as described by the Fermi-Dirac function. Such models predict that thc ex-
change coupling strength will vary with temperature, T, as (TIO/ sinh(T/l) where I de-
pendls on the details of the Fermi surface lopology[4, I I]. Suich a functiolnal form
well describes the data in Fig. 5. The smooth lines drawn through the data in Figure
5 are fits to the data of this functional form (normalized to the measured values- of
1HOW at low temperatures). Values of I are 500 2.5K for the Fe/Cr sample and
.321 IOK for the Co/Ru sample. The temperature tleperntlece of the coupling
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strength is obviously unrelated to the Curie temperature, Tc, of the magnetic layer
since Tc is considerably higher for Co than Fe. Indeed for the temperature range in-
cluded in Fig. 5 the variation in the magnetization of the samples is only a few percent.
However, for the Fe/Cr sample, taking into account this variation would indicate an
even smaller temperature dependence of the interlayer exchange coupling.

Finally characteristics of the interlayer coupling for a variety of transition metals in
Co based multilayers are summarized in Table I. This table is described in more detail
elsewhere[15]. We have similar although less extensive data for multilayers based on
Fe, Ni and Ni based alloys. These data show that antiferromagnetic coupling and
oscillations in the magnetic coupling is not limited to a small subset of magnetic mul-
tilayers but rather that this is the usual behaviour of most metals. The table shows
that the period of the oscillations is similar for most metals with the particular exccp-
tion of Cr for which the period is significantly longer. In no case have we found any
evidence for a significant dependence of the oscillation period on the magnetic material
although the phase of the oscillation is extremely sensitive to the magnetic
material[l, 15, 22]. The phase of the oscillation also varies from clement to element
for the same magnetic material (see Table I). Since the coupling strength falls off ra-
pidly with increasing spacer layer thickness[l, 14-16, 22] coupling strengths must be
compared for the same equivalent spacer layer thickness. By assuming that the cou-
pling strength falls off as 1/2 where t is the spacer layer thickness, values of the in-
terlayer coupling strengths for the same t can be calculated. These values (for t = 3
A ) are plotted versus number of d electrons in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows that the
coupling strength systematically varies throughout the periodic table from small values
towards the bottom left hand side of the table to larger values towards the top right
hand side. In some cases we observe no coupling. For Ti, Zr and Hf we find no evi-
dence for significant magnetic interlayer coupling but for these elements the trends in
coupling strength displayed in Fig. 6 would suggest very weak coupling. In other cases
- Pd, Pt, Ag and Au - the presence of antiferromagnetic coupling, particularly if it is
weak, may be obscured by structural defects such as pin-holes through the spacer
lavers.

Within RK K Y and related models the oscillation period is related to the inverse length
of wave-vectors which span or nest the Fermi surface according to appropriate
rules[4, I I]. Since the topology of the Fermi surfaces of the elements shown in Table
I which display oscillatory coupling arc very different one would conclude that the
period of the oscillations should vary widely from element to element. Indeed these
elements have different crystal structures and moreover these films are polycrvstalline
withI different oricntations of the structures along the film growth axis. In a particular
film structure the cryslallitcs arc oriented in a variety of directions, although usually
there is some prefcrential orientation. Thus the universal oscillation period which we
find for most of the elements, excluding Cr, is quite surprising. Again the strength of
the coupling should depend, within RKKY like models, on the details of the Fermi
suiface topology. Thus it is surprising that the strength of the interlayer exchange
coupling varies so systematically throughout the periodic table.

(onclusions

Oscillatory interlayer exchange coupling is shown to be a general property of almost
all the transition and noble metals. The oscillation period appears to be approximately
thc same for all metals at about 1OA, with the exception of Cr for which the petiod is
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about twice as long. Oscillatory intcrlayer coupling is found in multilaycrs cornprised
of all the 3d transition metal ferromagncts, Ni. Co and Fe as, well as various alloys of
thewc metals. Surprisingly the strength of thc coupling varies systematically through-
out thc periodic table inceasing rapidly along each of the 3d. 4d and 5d periods and
from the 5d to 4d to 3d pcriods. These results appear to he at odds with simple
RKKY or RKKY related models.
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ABSTRACT

The temperature dependence of the magnet ic hyperfine (hf.) fields near the
interfaces in epitaxial Fe/Cr and partly epitaxial Fe/Gd bilayers were measured using57 Fe Conversion Electron M6ssbauer Spectroscopy (GEMS). It was found that the
Fe-Cr magnetic interaction extends only up to the second Fe-neighbor at the Fe/Cr
interface, whereas the interaction range at the Fe/Gd interface is four times larger. For
comparison the hf. fields and magnetic moments for Fe/Cr multilayers were obtained
performing LMTO (Linear Muffin Tin Orbital) band structure calculations. The Neel
temperature of a thin Cr-interlayer in a Fe, Cr/Fe sandwich structure was determined
in dependence of the Cr-layer thickness.

Introduction

Recently, the study of the magnetic properties of thin layered structures with
antiferromagnetic (AF) interlayer coupling [1] has gained wide interest.This is mainly
due to the large magnetoresistance effect which was detected first in an Fe/Cr/Fe
sandwich structure [2,3j. Because the possible mechanisms of the AF interlayer coup-
ling are still a matter of discussion we have investigated the local magnetic interactions
near the interfaces in Fe/Cr and Fe/Gd film systems with monolayer (ML) resolution
by means of 5TFe Conversion Electron Mossbauer Spectroscopy (GEMS). Such experi-
ments are also highly attractive with respect to the recent progress of band structure
calculations providing now magnetic moments and hyperfine (hf.) fields at interfaces
and surfaces [4-6] in thin film structures. This work concentrates mainly on our results
of the Fe/Cr system. It extends the measurements at T=300K presented in ref. [7] to
lower temperatures and provides information on the range of the magnetic interaction
at the Fe/Cr interface. In addition, we performed LMTO (Linear Muffin Tin Orbital)
band structure calculations of Fe/Cr multilayers in order to determine theoretically
the hf fields and magnetic moments at the Fe/Cr interface.

Experimental

The in-situ CEMS experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
system [8] combining a film preparation chamber and a CEMS chamber. Thin film
structures were prepared by evaporation in UHV with the following composition:
GaAs(l10)/30nm 5Fe/2 ML 57Fe/d ML S6Fe/4nm Cr and GaAs(1l0)/15nm 5SFe/2
ML 57Fe/d ML 56Fe/3nm Gd. By varying the thickness d of the interlayer of the
non-Mossbauer effect (ME) isotope S6Fe one can shift the 57 Fe probe laver from the
interface. The Fe/Cr films grow with an epitaxial structure as has been proven by
Rutherford backscattering (channelling) analysis. In the Fe/Gd system only the
Fe-film grows epitaxially, whereas the Gd-film is amorphous. Nevertheless, in both
cases the interfaces are sharply defined (1-2 ML) without interdiffusion. Details of the
sample preparation are given in ref [7]. The ME-source was (57Co)Rh.

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. '1992 Materials Research Society
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Results and discussion

As described in ref. [7] all ME-spectra of the Fe/Cr interface region as measured
using the 5'Fe probe layer technique could be decomposed into 4 subspectra with hf.
field values of Bhf = -33.4, -30.6, -26.4 and -220 T at T=300K. From an analysis of
Fe-Cr alloys the transferred hf. field contributions AB 1 = 3.19 T and AB 2 = 2.15 T
caused by one Cr-atom in the next and second nearest neighbor shell around an
Fe-atom are known [91. Based on these data the four subspectra could be attributed [7]
to a bulk-like Fe-site (- 33.4 T) and Fe atoms at flat regions (-22.0 T) and step
positions (-30.6, -26.4 T) directly at the Fe/Cr interface. Correspondingly, on moving
the STFe probe layer further than 2 ML from the interface the three interface sub-
spectra disappear and only the bulk-like spectrum remains. This reflects the sharpness
of the interface.

As a function of temperature all four subspectra fulfil a Bloch spin wave law
AB/B(0) = b - T3/2 as it is usually observed for thin magnetic films. By extrapolation
of the Btt data of the bulk-like subspectrum to T = 0 K we obtained the saturation
hf. fields. These values are plotted in Fig. I as a function of the distance d from the
Fe/Cr interface. Similar to the results at T = 300 K [7 the hf. field is strongly reduced
to -23.7 T in the first Fe-ML at the interface compared with the bulk value Bhf
(bulk) = -34.3 T (at T = 0 K). However, in the 2nd and 3rd Fe-ML Bhf is slightly
enhanced by about 2% and approaches the bulk value already in the 4th Fe--ML.

So far, theoretical calculations are available only for the magnetic moments at
the Fe/Cr interface [4,101. In order to gain also theoretical data of the corresponding
hI. fields we performed LMTO calculations of the bandstructure of (100) oriented
Fe/Cr multilavers with 3Fe/3Cr, 7Fe/3Cr, llFe/5Cr and l3Fe/7Cr sequences. Scalar
relativistic effects are taken into account in the calculations which improves (increases)
the absolut B, values by about 5% for 3d-elements (Fe,Cr) compared with a
non-relativistic treatment. The results of the magnetic moments, the hi. fields and the
contributions of core polarization and conduction electron polarization are shown in
Fig. 2 for the 13Fe/7Cr multilayer sequence. The magnetic moments are slightly
reduced in the first and enhanced in the second Fe-ML in agreement with ref [10].
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While the absolute values of Bhf are too small, as it is also found for pure Fe, their
distance dependence with respect to the interface agrees very well with the experimen-
tal data of Fig. 1.

As mentioned before, the hf. field data of the individual ME-subspectra related
to interface effects follow a Bloch T3/2 spin wave law. This is shown in Fig. 3 for the
Bhf data attributed to flat (ideal) interface regions. The film structure was
GaAs(110)/56Fe/d ML Cr/56 Fe with varying Cr-interlayer thickness. This corresponds
exactly to the Fe/Cr structure revealing the AF interlayer coupling [I. At both inter-
faces a thin (2 ML) 57Fe probe layer was intercalated. Despite the scattering of the
data points a discontinuity in the T3 /2 behavior can be seen which shifts to lower
temperatures with increasing Cr-interlayer thickness d. Because the sample with the
largest thickness d(Cr) = 20 ML exhibits this discontinuity near the NWel temperature
of bulk-Cr (TN= 311 K) it is supposed that this effect may reflect the onset of mag-

netic order (Neel temperature) of the Cr-interlayer. The 57Fe probe layer at the inter-
face is expected to sense the transition from paramagnetic to the antiferromagnetic
state of the Cr-layer via the transferred hf. fields. In Fig. 4 we have plotted the differ-
ent temperatures TD where the discontinuity is occuring versus the thickness d of the

Cr-interlayer. The result is a smooth curve which can be fitted by the power law

(TD(-) - TD(d)) / T D() = c. d- A with c = 1.65 T 0.6 and X = L.0T0.2. For TD (')
we have used TN(bulk-Cr) = 311 K. We believe that the smooth variation of TD with

d supports our interpretation that TD is equivalent to the Nel temperature TN of the

Cr-interlayer.
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Fig.3: T312 temperature dependence of Fig.4: Temperature TD as obtained
the hf. fields Bhf measured D
directly at the Fe/!Cr interface from the data of Fig.3 versus
for Fe/d ML Cr/Fe sandwich the Cr interlayer thickness d
structures (see text). (see text).
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Such a power law is usually used to describe the thickness dependence of the
Curie temperature of thin ferromagnetic films [11,12]. The constant c ranges from 1 to
10 in various experiments, while the shift exponent A is predicted to vary between 1.0
and 2.0, depending on whether free-surface or periodic boundary conditions are
assumed [11,14]. For the so far most often investigated Ni-films experimental values of
A = 1.42 - 1.44 are found recently [13,14]. Because our system contains an antiferro-
magnetic film bordered by two ferromagnetic films it seems to be not surprising that
our result of A = 1.0 deviates from the Ni-data. Furthermore, our TD may be some-

what shifted with respect to the true TN(Cr-interlayer) by local Fe-Cr alloying effects

at the interface. This possibility might be deduced from the magnetic Fe-Cr phase
diagram '15] which reveals a strong influence of Fe impurities on TN(Cr).

The essential consequence of the data of Fig. 4 is, that TN(C:-interlayer)

amounts to 180 - 230 K for interlayer thicknesses of d = 4 - 8 ML, i.e. for the thick-
ness range where the AF coupling of the Fe-layers is observed. Because the AF coupl-
ing occurs even at 300 K, apparently, it can be mediated via a paramagnetic Cr-inter-
layer. This finding is in agreement with the recent theoretical model of Wang et al. [16]
which explains the AF coupling by a RKKY-like interaction through a paramagnetic
Cr film.

The other useful information one can obtain from the T3./2 temperature depend-
ence of the hf. fields is the spin wave parameter b. This b-parameter is approximately
related to the magnetic exchange parameter J by b oc j-32. According to Mathon [17]
J should represent at interfaces and surfaces essentially the inter-plane exchange inter-
action between two neighboring Fe-MLs perpendicular to the film plane. In order to
analyze the range of the magnetic Cr-Fe interaction we measured the spin wave para-
meter b as a function of the distance d from the Fe/Cr interface. As shown in Fig. 5
the b-parameter is strongly enhanced at the interface, i.e. the inter-plane exchange is
reduced The data can be fitted by an exponential law b(d) = b(bulk) + 14.0.
exp(-d/ ), where d is given in Fe-ML and the interaction length amounts to 6 = 0.7
ML b (bulk) is determined to be 5.5 • 10-6 K 3 2. Consequently, the Fe-Cr inter-
action is of short range and extends up to the second Fe neighbor only. As a
mechanism for this interaction we suggest a direct exchange interaction by the overlap
of the 3d-orbitals of Fe and Cr. Any polarization of conduction electrons should play a
minor role.

For comparison, we have investigated in the same way the distance dependence
of the 7 Fe hf. fields and of the spin wave parameter b for the Fe/Gd interface. It is
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known [18] that the magnetic interaction between Gd and Fe atoms is also antiferro-
magnetic. The experiments, especially the measurements of the temperature depend-
ences are not yet fully completed. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the Fe/Gd interface
will be given elsewhere [19]. Fig. 6 shows the magnetic hf. field at 300 K within the Fe
film as a function of the distance d from the Gd/Fe interface. Again we found a strong
reduction of Bhf in the first Fe-ML and a peak-like enhancement in the following few
MLs. But in contrast to the Fe/Cr system Bhf remains below the bulk value up to
about 16 Fe-ML suggesting a much longer interaction range for the Gd/Fe interface.
This explanation is supported by preliminary data of the spin wave parameter b. Also
for the Fe/Gd system the b-parameter seems to follow an exponential distance law
b(d) = b(bulk) + 26.1.exp(-d/65). But here the interaction length is found to be
6 = 2.7 ML which is about four times larger compared with Fe/Cr. Possible reasons for
such a long interaction range may be (I) a pronounced conduction electron polarization
within the Fe film induced by the large Gd spin moment (7 MB) and/or (II)a stronger
hybridization of the Gd - 5d wavefunction with the Fe - (3d,4s) orbitals compared
with the Cr - 3d orbitals.

Conclusion

The band structure calculations of the Fe/Cr interface reveal the essential fea-
tures of the hf. fields near the interface very well. The peak-like enhancement of Bhf in
the second and third Fe-ML at the interface which is observed for both the Fe/Cr and
Fe/Gd structures is mainly due to the modificau.o of the conduction electron polari-
zation at the interface. For a detailed understanding o, the observed long range of the
Gd-Fe interaction band structure calculations of the Fe/Gd interface are needed.
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ABSTRACT

We report results of X-ray diffractometry and magnetic measurements
performed on Ag/Ni superlattices prepared by triode dc-sputtering. The
X-ray results suggest structural coherence and interface sharpness whatever
the thickness of the elemental layers with (111) textures for both Ag and
Ni. Magnetization measurements confirm the existence of sharp interfaces.
They also indicate that the magnetic moments preferentially lie in the
plane of the layers whatever the Ag or Ni thicknesses. We also present
evidence of the oscillatory character of the magnetic coupling of the Ni
layers through the non-magnetic Ag layers, which correlates with both
magnetoresistance and low-angle neutron diffraction experiments.

INTRODUCTION

Since the observation of oscillatory magnetic coupling in Gd/Y
superlattices (1], and the possible correlation between magnetization and
resistivity behaviors in Fe/Cr superlattices [2], interest in multilayered
materials has increased considerably. Antiferromagnetic coupling between
ferromagnetic layers separated by non-magnetic or antiferromagnetic ones
has been observed in different types of multilayers [2-4]. Furthermore,
oscillatory magnetic coupling has been also observed in Co/Cu [5,6], Co/Ru,
Co/Cr and Fe/Cr [7] superlattices, and Fe/Cu/Fe (8] sandwich structures.
All these results are related to the existence of exchange-dominated
collective spin-wave excitations indicated by Brillouin light scattering
experiments in multilayered systems [9-11].

In this paper we report recent results on the Ag/Ni multilayered
system. The choice of this system was motivated by the fact that non-
miscible Ag and Ni elements could produce sharp interfaces in superlattice
samples, and also because it is the first Ni-based system investigated up
to now from the point of view of possible interlayer magnetic coupling.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Layers of Ag and Ni were alternately deposited on glass substrates, at
100 K, by dc-sputtering, in order to prepare Ag.Ni¥ samples -referred to
later on as (x,y)- where x and y are layer thicknesses, with x ranging from
about 5 to 40 A and y ranging from about 2 to 20 A. As described elsewhere
[12], the samples were grown with deposition rates of 0.98 A/sec for Ag and
0.85 A/sec for Ni. Total thicknesses were usually of the order of 5 Pm.
X-ray scattering experiments were carried out using the Co Koe radiation
(X = 1.7903 A) in both reflection and transmission geometries. Magnetiza-
tion measurements were performed with a SQUID magnetometer at temperatures
between 5 and 300 K.

Maet. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 11992 Mateials Research Society
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figs. 1(a) to 1(d) show typical large-angle diffraction spectra in
reflection geometry. The spectra are characteristic of coherent superlat-
tices with (111) Ag and Ni textures. Figs. 1(e) to 1(h) present the corres-
ponding simulated spectra, obtained by assuming a rectangular composition
profile (no chemical mixing) and constant Ag and Ni (111) interplanar
distances (no relaxation) [12]. One sees that the relative intensities of
the superlattice peaks agree quite well with the experimental ones, even
for the smallest periods studied.

Further support to this model is given by the magnetization results.
Interfacial phenomena in magnetic multilayers (like for example interdif-
fusion or lattice deformation) are usually related to the so called "dead
layer" by simple models supposing that the magnetic atoms at the interface
carry no magnetic moment [15]. Under this assumption, the variation of the
magnetization with the thickness of the magnetic layer can be written as:

M, t = N (t - 2 t0.)

where M. is the multilayer saturation magnetization (in Bohr magnetons per
magnetic atom), M. is the magnetization of the "live" magnetic layer, t is
the total thickness of the magnetic element layer, and tn, is the "dead
layer" thickness at each interface. We have performed a systematic study of
this effect at 5 K for samples (tA , tNi) with tAg2 8, 14 and 18 A. As can
be seen in Fig. 2, a linear variation of M. tNI vS tNi is obtained, and a
linear regression through the three sets of data points leads to the values
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tnm 0.62 A and M. ! 0.598 p (practically identical to the bulk value
for Ni 0.60 P.). The uncertainty on the value of t., is estimated at
about 0.32 A (from the scatter of the data points in Fig. 2 and keeping
constant the above value of MN). These results are thus in agreement with
the X-ray results, which also suggest sharp interfaces.

Fig. 3 shows normalized hysteresis curves obtained at 5 K with in-
plane and perpendicular applied magnetic fields for (11,8), (40,8) and
(11,17) samples. In all cases the easy magnetization axis lies in the plane
of the layers, but the shape of the hysteresis curves seems to depend
mainly on the Ag layer thickness. It is possible to classify the samples in
two groups, those samples with a high saturation field and low remanence on
the one hand , and those with a low saturation field and high remanence on
the other hand. This difference can be interpreted as a result of oscilla-
tions in the interlayer magnetic coupling. For samples with Ag thicknesses
between 10 A and 15 A the Ni layers are coupled antiferromagnetically; for
the other samples with Ag thicknesses below 10 A or above 15 A the anti-
ferromagnetic coupling is weaker, or the interlayer magnetic coupling is
ferromagnetic, or the Ni layers are decoupled. From our measurements it is
not possible to distinguish between these possibilities.

The differences between these samples can be characterized by the
variation of the saturation field Hsat, defined as the difference between
the coercive field and that at the intercept of the low-field and high-
field slopes. Fig. 4 shows the variation of Hsat with the Ag layer thick-
ness, at a measurement temperature of 5 K. It presents a maximum at an Ag
thickness of between 11 and 12 A, and then decreases very rapidly at larger
thicknesses. A very weak second maximum can be observed at about 30 A Ag. A
similar behavior is also observed for samples with different Ni layer
thicknesses (10 A and 16 A). This indicates that the antiferromagnetic
coupling is mostly dependent on the Ag thickness whatever the thickness of
the Ni layer.

2.0
o tNi = 8A
+ tNi = 10A

X tNi = 16A

1.0

0 .0 -
0 10 20 30 40

Ag thickness (A)
Fig. 4: Saturation field at 5 K versus Ag layer thickness for three sets of
samples with different Ni thicknesses.
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The present results are in agreement with those published recently for
different superlattice structures. For example, the thickness of the non-
magnetic spacer for which the saturation field is maximum is about 8 A for
Cr [7] and Cu [5,6], and about 11 A for Ag. A major difference between our
results and those obtained by Kwo et al [1], Mosca et al [6] and Parkin et
al [7] is related to the number of observed periods of oscillation. These
authors have observed several periods, while in Fig. 4 the second oscil-
lation is hardly observable.

In addition, magnetoresistance measurements [14] on the same samples
show a variation of the magnetoresistive effect very close to the one of
the saturation field, with a maximum effect of 25 % at 4.2 K for the same
Ag thickness of 11 A. Finally, recent low-angle neutron experiments on
similar samples [15] indicate a doubling of the chemical period, thus
confirming the antiparallel arrangement of the magnetic moments in succes-
sive Ni layers

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the results presented in this paper give indication of
an oscillatory magnetic coupling in Ag/Ni superlattices prepared by dc-
sputtering. The coupling is maximum for an Ag layer thickness of about 11 A
and is highly damped for larger thicknesses. Such an effect has been
observed for series with different Ni thicknesses (8, 10 and 16 A), and
seems to be confirmed by neutron scattering experiments. Preliminary
results also indicate a similar dependence of the magnetoresistive effect
on the thickness of the nonmagnetic spacer.

One of the authors (CAS) acknowledges support by the brazilian agencies
CAPES and CNPq/RHAE during his stay at Grenoble.
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ABSTRACT

The effect of layer structure perturbations on antiferromagnetic coupling in Fe-Cr-Fe trilayer systems is
investigated. By varying the sputtering pressure, the layer structure of Fe-Cr-Fe trilayers is
systematically altered, as indicated by changes in the low angle superlattice spectra of multilayers
fabricated under identical conditions. The effect of topographic roughness is investigated by
fabricating identical trilayers on Cr buffer layers of different thickness. Scanning tunneling microscopy
is used to measure surface roughness. In each case the saturation field is measured as a function of Cr
interlayer thickness by means of tapered Cr interlayer structures in which the thickness of the spacer
varies linearly from 0 to 28 A upon a single substrate. Antiferromagnetic coupling is measured locally
by means of the magneto-optic Kerr effect. Results show that although the coupling is diminished by
structural perturbations, it is a remarkably robust effect which persists even in instances of poor layer
structure.

INTRODUCTION

There is much current interest in the exchange coupling of ferromagnetic thin films through non-
magnetic interlayers. In selected systems it has been found that ferromagnetic layers couple
antiferromagnetically through a non-magnetic spacer of appropriate thickness [1,2,31. It has since been
discovered that the antiferromagnetic coupling (AFC) is a oscillatory function of interlayer thickness
such that subsequent antiferromagnetic excursions appear at even larger interlayer thicknesses [4]. The
antiparallel orientation of moments in the ferromagnetic layers is accompanied by a dramatic increase
in magnetoresistance (giant magnetoresistance) [5,61, endowing the phenomenon with a practical
significance for sensor applications. The Fe-Cr system is the most studied system exhibiting this effect,
an it has been demonstrated in Fe-Cr films produced by a variety of processes. For purposes of
comparison, the Fe-Cr system was selected in this experiment as well. The objective of this study was
to examine the effect of layer structure on the phenomenon, with the expectation that this will aid in
its eventual understanding.

BACKGROUND

It has long been known that sputtering pressure plays an important role in determining the the physical
properties and morphology of sputter deposited films [7]. By a process known as thermalization, the
initial energy of the sputtered atom is diminished through collisions with the sputtering gas atoms 181,
and the fraction of initial energy lost increases exponentially with sputtering pressure 191, Adatoms
arriving with higher energy are more able to seek out low energy attachment locations than are the less
energetic adatoms, and since the bulk structure of a vapor deposited film is determined largely by
behavior at the growing interface, this has important consequences to the final structure of the film.
We have found sputtering pressure to have dramatic effects on the layer structure of Fe-Cr-Fe
multilayer films. Rapid degradation of ideal layer structure occurs as pressure is increased from I to 10
mT. This was used in the present study to examine the influence of layer structure on antiferromagnetic
exchange coupling. The effects of topographic roughness were also investigated by fabricating Fe-Cr-Fe
trilayers on chromium buffer layers of various thickness.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 11992 Materials Research Society
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Because both the sign and magnitude of the coupling are strong functions of interlayer thicknessl]01,
comparative studies are complicated by the difficulty of fabricating two individual multilayer
systems with identical coupling. In this study the problem was approached by fabricating an entire
range of Fe-Cr-Fe trilayer films and then locating the thickness at which the AFC is strongest.
Coupling strengths were then compared relative to this point. To circumvent the need to fabricate many
individual samples, we varied the Cr interlayer thickness systematically on a single substrate and
used a localized magnetic probe (the magneto-optic Kerr effect, MOKE) to study the exchange coupling.

EXPERIMENTAL

Deposition System and Film Preparation

All multilayers and tapered trilayers were prepared by sputter deposition in a compact UHV system

with a base pressure of 4 10
-9 

Torr. Three individually shuttered magnetron sources face the substrate
at a distance of 6". All films were sputter-deposited on polished, vapor degreased polycrystalline
quartz disks. The sputtering pressure was varied between 1.4 and 10 mT argon using a precision needle
valve capable of maintaining the desired sputtering pressure to within .01 mT of the desired value for
the duration of the run. Sputtering pressure was monitored throughout the deposition by means of a
capacitance manometer. In all cases the deposition rate was held constant at 1.0 A/s with .05 A/s
maximum uncertainty. Rates were monitored both by profilometry and by linear regression analysis of
the low angle superlattice peaks.

Tapered Fe-Cr-Fe trilayer films with Cr buffer and cap (Quartz/XACr/25Fe/0-28Cr/25Fe/lOCr) were
fabricated by partially masking the substrate while rotating it at constant angular velocity during
deposition of the Cr interlayer. The 0-28A thickness regime brackets the first antiferromagnetic
excursion of the Fe-Cr-Fe system. This is the strongest excursion 141 and is most easily recognized from
hysteresis loops. The 25A Fe layer thickness was selected because it is thick enough to allow well
developed bulk ferromagnetism yet thin enough to insure that the difference in integrated laser
intensity reflected by each Fe layer is less than 20%. The IOA Cr buffer was used to mitigate substrate
effects on the lower Fe layer, while the I0A Cr cap was used to prevent oxidation of the upper Fe layer.
Two sets of films were fabricated in order to investigate the influence of layer roughness and
topographic roughness respectively. In the first case tapered trilayers were fabricated at argon
pressures of 1.4, 3.0, 5.0 and 10.0 mT. Under identical conditions, multilayer films were deposited for
structural analysis. In the second set of films, identical trilayers were fabricated but with Cr buffer
layer thickness of 10, 100, 500, and 1000 .

Magnetic Characterization and Structural Analysis

A conventional Kerr magnetometry system with phase sensitive detection was employed 111,12.
Following the laser beam, the train of optical components is as follows: He-Ne laser, photoelastic
modulator, 250 mm converging lens, aperture, sample, Glan-Thomson polarizer, photodiode. The size of
the laser spot at the substrate was less than 0.5 mm, and the angle of incidence was fixed at 550 with
respect to the sample normal. The maximum applied field of the electromagnet was ± 2.53 kG. Low-
angle x-ray diffraction was used to characterize the layer roughness of the multilayer films sputtered
at different argon pressures. This was performed in a standard powder diffractometer at two-theta
angles ranging from 0.5 to 100. For the trilayers deposited on the various Cr buffer layers, the STM was
used to determine the average roughness of the film surfaces. The analysis was carried out
immediately after deposition.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of Sputtering Pressure on Layer Roughness

Figure 1 shows a series of Fe-Cr low angle superlattice spectra from identical structures
(20o[25AFe/3OCrj) sputtered at a variety of pressures. With increasing sputtering pressure, the higher
order harmonics are attenuated with increasing severity. In addition, the peaks systematically
broaden with increasing two-theta. The 10 mT structure shows only a single, broad superlattice peak.
These effects are caused both by thickness fluctuations within each layer comprising the film and
alloying between the two constituents at interfaces.

101

101

101

2 4 6 8 10
Two Theta (dog)

Fig. 1: Low angle XRD spectra from 20.(25AFeI/30Cr) multilayers sputtered at several argon pressures.

Buffer Layer Thickness and Topographic Roughness

For each tapered trilayer prepared on Cr buffer of different thickness, a square area of approximately
3,(),A was imaged using a scanning tunneling microscope. Figure 2 shows two images, one from the bare
quartz substrate (coated with I0A chromium to facilitate tunneling) and another from an identical
substrate with a 10A Cr buffer and Fe-Cr-Fe trilayer. In the latter, a distinct topography has evolved
consisting of hill-like features approximately 300A in lateral dimension. Image analysis allows the
calculation of average roughness for each surface. This is defined as the full width at half maximum of

the surface height histogram. The bare substrate showed an average roughness of less than 4A while

that of the buffer+ trilayer was nearly 20A. Figure 3 is a compilation of roughness values for all of the

buffer+trilayer systems. The trend indicates that by varying the buffer layer thickness, the
topography of the superimposed trilayer is also modified.
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Fig. 2: STMt images of bare substrate and Fig. 3: Surface roughness of Fe-Cr-Fe trilaver deposited on
substrate + 1O0ACr + Fe-Cr trilayer Cr buffer layers of various thickness

Characteristic Shape and Trend of Hysteresis Loops

Fig. 4 shows the typical hysteresis behavior observed in all of the tapered trilayers we studied.
Coupling is initially ferromagnetic with square loops. At approximately 5-9 A Cr, some degree of
antiferromagnetic coupling becomes evident as manifested by an increase in the saturation field (H s )

and a reduction of the area enclosed in by the loop. Hs is directly related to the exchange energy for
antiferromagnetically coupled systems and is used here as a measure of its strength 110,131. Hs increases
rapidly (over 5-9A) to values beyond 2.5 kG. It then decreases gradually with increasing chromium
thickness until at approximately 28 A at which point ferromagnetic coupling is once again observed.
The shape of the loops was isotropic with respect to in-plane orientation of the applied magnetic field.
In is interesting to note that the shape of the loops is not symmetric about the thickness at which
maximum antiferromagnetic coupling occurs (t* 11.5A) . For thinner chromium interlayers (9.5A) a
weak but squarish open loop is observed at low fields. This may be due to residual ferromagnetic
coupling through pinholes in the thin chromium interlayer. At Cr interlayers beyond t*, a wasp-waist
loop is routinely observed, similar to that observed along the hard axis of epitaxial prepared Fe-Cr-Fe
trilayer structures prepared by Grinberg et. al.16]. This behavior was common to all of the tapered
trilayer structures we examined.

Effect of Layer Roughness and Topography on Antiferromagnetic Coupling

Figs. 5 and 6 respectively show the low angle superlattice spectra and saturation field values (Hs)
obtained from multilayers and tapered trilayers sputtered at a variety of pressures. It is evident that
the location of both the onset and the maximum excursion in AFC (W) is relatively insensitive to
sputtering pressure over most of the range studied. Further work is needed to confirm the slight shift
exhibited by the 10 mT trilayer. Since we are unable to access fields higher than 2.5 kG, it is not
possible to determine how the maximum antiferromagnetic coupling is affected in the first two cases
(asterisks denote instances in which we were unable to saturate the films). However, the 3.0, 5.0 and
10.0 mT samples show a systematic decrease in coupling strength indicating that perturbations to the
layer structure degrade antiferromagnetic coupling. It is worth noting that shape of the H s curve is
asymmetric about t*. As it is approached from smaller interlayer thicknesses the coupling increases
rapidly. Beyond t*, the coupling decreases again, but more gradually. This tendency is also reflected in
the raw loops shown in Fig. 4, and may result from the same effects mentioned there. Perhaps the most
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interesting aspect of the data is the tenacity of the coupling with respect to severe perturbations to the
layering. In light of the poor layer quality reflected in the 10.0 mT multilayer. it is indeed amazing
that anti ferromagnetic coupling is present at all. Kerr magnetometry was also carried out onl the
trilayers deposited on the different buffer layers, and the results are presented in Fig. 7. Here a
dramatic decrease in AFC is observed, while the location of tr appears to remain largely unchanged.
The results indicated that topographic roughness of the underlayer has a strong bearing on the
magnitude of the antiferromaignetic coupling between the iron layers.

20Cr1.5 Cr 175 CrC

_ _ _ _ _ _ 1 2 3- 2 1 0 33 - 1 0 1 2
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Fig. 5: 25-(20Cr/25Fe)+ 10Cr superlattices sputtered at Fig. 6: Hs for corresponding tapered trilayer films.
Sk'veral pressures. Note decay of harmonics. Maximum Hs decreases with argon pressure.
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CONCLUSIONS
2.0 • er

it appears that the antiferromagnetic exchange in Fe-Cr-Fe
trilayers is a robust phenomenon with respect to 1.0
perturbations to ideal layer structure. Though diminished
in strength, the effect is observed even in instances where no 0.0L
evidence of layer structure is observed in the low angle x- n iooK Cr t

ray diffraction spectra from identically prepared F 2.0 o
multilayer films. The strength of the antiferromagnetic . eo \
exchange of the trilayer system is also affected by the -
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Topographically rougher surfaces decrease the maximum _______ur_

observed exchange interaction. The chromium interlayer - 2.0: 500 Cr Buffer

thickness at which the antiferromagnetic exchange is
maximum (t*) does not appear to be as strong function of C 0 a-,- -_.- '.
either layer roughness or topographic roughness, though 0.0
more precise thickness measurements are required to confirm 1000A Cr Buffer i
this. In all cases, the peak in saturation field as a function 2.01
of Cr interlayer thickness was found to be asymmetric about 1.
t*. For thinner Cr interlayers it rises sharply toward its 1.0
maximum value. For thicker interlayers it decreases again,
but more gradually. This appears to be related to similar 0.0
asymmetries in the shape of the hysteresis loops for 0 5 10 15 20 25
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Fig. 7: Effect of surface topography on Hs
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Abstract

We have grown a series of Fe(ll0)/Ag(l1l)/Fe(110) sandwich structures using a PHI
430Bl MBE system and analyzed their magnetic properties using transmission M6ssbauier
spectroscopy. The heterostructures consisted of two 30-monolayer (ML) 5"Fe(l 10) slabs
separated by an intervening Ag( 11) layer 2 to 35 ML thick, with a 2 ML s7Fe M6ssbauer
probe layer placed at one of the Fe/Ag interfaces. We found that temperature dependence
of the hyperfine field in the probe layer and the saturation hyperfine field value as well
stronly depend on the Ag interlaver thickness. This result demonstrates that there exists
an interlayer magnetic exchange interaction between the Fe layers across Ag. In addition.
preliminary evidence suggests that this is probably an RKKY interaction.

In recent years, great effort, both experimental and theoretical, has been made to
study the magnetic exchange interaction between magnetic layers across a nonmagnetic
or magnetic intervening layer. In rare earth siiperlattices, this magnetic coupling leads to
coherent magnetic structure and can be explained by R KKN; interaction between locahized
4f elctrons mediated by conduction electrons in the intervening layer'. In 3d transition
metal heterostures, similar magnetic coupling has also been observed across Cr or Cu
spacer layers3 6 . However, as the 3d electrons are not completely localized, the nature of
the magnetic coupling is less well understood. In order to better understand the magnetic
coupling in 3d transition metal heterostructores, we carried out an investigation on the
Fe( 110)/Ag(l 11)/Fe( 10) sandwich system. We found conclusive evidence for magnetic
coupling between the Fe layers across the Ag( Ill) layer less than about 20 ML thick
and less conclusive evidence for an oscillatory behavior as the thickness of the Ag( 110)
interlayer is varied.

Fe and Ag are chosen as the heterostructure connstituents for the following resorts.
First, Fe and Ag are mutually immiscible and can be epitaxially grown on each other.
Thus, sharp and flat interfaces may be formed. Secondly, since there is very little d-band
overlap between Fe and Ag, the magnetic property of Fe is only minimally affected by
Ag. The Fe(l 10)/Ag( I1 )/Fe( 110) heterostructure samples were made using a PIll 43013
MBE system equiped with RHEED and residual gas analysis. The detailed growth proce-
dures are as follows: A Ag( 11) base of about 2000 A thick was first grown on a synthetic
Fe-free mica substrate held at i8o *C. The substrate was then cooled to 100 'C, and 30
ML of 'Fe and 2 ML of "'Fe, both of (110) orientation, were subsequently deposited.
Then, a thin Ag(11l) interlayer of 2 to 35 ML thick was deposited followed by the growth
of another 30 ML of "'Fe. Finally, 1000 A of Ag was deposited to protect the film from

Mat, Re*. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. ' 1"2 Materials Research Society
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oxidation for ex-situ magnetic and structural analysis. The lowered substrate tempera-
ture during the heterostructure growth was a measure to prevent possible interdiffusion
between 

56 Fe an( 57 Fe. A total of six samples were made wit It the Ag( lll) interlayer
being 2, 5, 8, 12, 20. and 35 Nil, thick. ln-situ RIIED and ex-situ X-ray measurements
indicated that high quality, single crystalline Fe( 110)/Ag(l 11 )/Fe(l 10) heterostructures
have been fabricated.

The 2 ML "Fe was used as a probe for M6ssbauer measurements, which can very
accurately measure the magnetic hyperfine field. This probe layer is deliberately placed
at the Fe/Ag interface so that any magnetic exchange interaction b3etween the the two
Fe layers across the Ag interlayer can be most sensitively detected. The temperature
dependence of the hyperfine field for Fe. II(7), is knowin7 to be proportional to the
temperature dependence of the magnetization, M(T). At the Fe(l 10)/Ag(11l ) interface.
the hyperfine field has been found to follow a bulk-like Bloch 73/2 law:

11s(T)/Hs(O) = I - Bs x T 31  (1)

with Bs significantly enhaced and 1s(O) slightly enhanced over the bulk values,-. The-
oretically, the enhancement of the factor Bs has been predicted by lado' ° and by Mills
et al" for a free standing surface, and is also exlected for an Fe/Ag interface. This
enhancement is mainly caused by the weakened magnetic exchange interactions among
the Fe atoms at the surface (or interface) owing to the reduced coordination number.
'[he enhancement of Hs(O) is related to the enhanced magnetic moment at the surface
or interface' 2. In essence, therefore, the enhancenent of both B,; and Hs(O) is simply
a surface effect. Our heterost tre samples have such a form that any mlagnetic exchange
interaction between the separated Fe layers will be most sensitively detected by the " Fe
probe layer. If such a magnetic exchange interaction indeed exists for certain Ag inter-
layer thicknesses, then. hot hI P. and 11,;(0) should decrease from t lie values in the Fe/Ag
interface case and approach their bulk values. These changes are expected because the
interlayer coupling serves to partially restore the bulk character (or equivalently, reduce
the surface effect) at t lie Fe surface (inteeface) where t It Fe probe is placed. A simple
model calculation on such a lieterostructure by Qiu (I al qualitatively predicted such a
trend 3 .

Transmission MNss)auier spectroscopy measurements were perforlied for all of the
samples in the temperature range from -1.2 N to 300 K with the incident -y-ray" direction
perpendicular to the film plane. The Nl6ssbauer spect ra of the six samples are shown inl
Fig. 1(a). All of them show a 3:1:1 ratio for the intensities of the ot ter, middle. and
inner lines. For our experimental arrangement, such a line intensity ratio indicates that
the magnetic moment of Fe in the probe layer lie in the film plane. This is expected
because the large shape anisot ropy favors an in-plane orientation for the magnetization.
The relatively narrow linewidths, about 0.-I mm/s at half niaximum, suggest that a flat
and sharp Fe(I l0)/Ag( ll ) interface has been formed. Otherwise, a rough interface
would have resulted in much broadened absorpt ion lines. The spectra obtained at higher
temperatures all show similar narrow linewidths. Fig. 1(h) shows the M6ssbauer spectra
at 300 K. The complete absence of central features further attests to the high quality of
these films.

From these excellent NMl ssbauer spectra, we have accuratcly determined the iv\-
perfine fielh values for all of tlie films at various teiperatures. For each filn, the
temperature dependence of the hyperfine field follows the expected Bloch 7"

/2 law:
!1s(T) = Ils(O)( - /isT 3 /2 ). The magnitudes of /,;(0) arid Bs are determined froi
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Fig. 1: M6ssbauer spectra of the Fe( 110)/Ag(111)/Fe(110) heterostructures at (a) 300
K and (b) 4.2 K. The thickness of the Ag interlayer is shown to the right of each spectrum.
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Table 1: Values of Hs(O) and Bs for all of the six films. The bulk values for a Fe are
also included for comparison.

Ag Thickness (ML) Hs(O) (kOe) Bs (10-6 K- 3 /2 )

0 340.0 6.20
2 344.9 8.62
5 344.3 7.70
8 345.4 9.27
12 344.4 9.18
20 347.0 10.67

35 347.0 11.32
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least squares fits, and are summerized in Table 1 for all of the six films. To be more illus-
trative, we also plotted in Fig. 2 the results of Hs(O) and Bs against the Ag interlayer
thickness.

It is clear that the values of Hs(O) and Bs for all films are greater than bulk Fe
values, which we took as those obtained from our thick a Fe calibration foil. When the
thickness of the Ag interlayer exceeds 20 ML, Hs(O) and Bs are roughly stabilized at
347 kOe and 11 x 10- 6 K- 3/ 2 , respectively, which are close to the values of 348 kOe
and 12 x 10-6 K- 31 2 reported for Fe interfaceed with Ag s . As the thickness of the Ag
interlayer is reduced, Hs(O) and Bs become smaller. The most interesting feature in
Fig. 3 is the indication of an oscillatory behavior for Hs(O) and Bs as the Ag interlayer
thickness is varied. Since the oscillation amplitude almost falls within the uncertainties
of the data points, however, we are not absolutely sure of its reality.

The above results demonstrate that there exists magnetic interaction between the two
Fe layers through the Ag interlayer. We believe that this interaction is not due to pin
holes in the Ag interlayer which would allow for the formation of Fe magnetic bridges
connecting the two otherwise separated Fe layers. The reasons are as follows: (1) From
surface energy arguments, Ag is expected to wet Fe very well, hence continuous and full
coverage of Ag on Fe is possible. Recent growth characterization of Ag(I 11) on Fc( 110)
with Auger spectroscopy revealed breaks or kinks in the Auger signal 4 . indicating the
growth proceeds in a layer-by-layer manner and therefore should be pin-hole free. (2)
If there are pin holes in the Ag interlayer, the interaction between the two Fe layers
separated by 2 ML of Ag ought to be larger than by 5 ML of Ag. This would make
tls(O) and Bs smaller, or more bulk-like, for the 2 ML (Ag) sample than those for the
5 ML (Ag) sample. Thus, we can conclude that the interaction is not caused by the pin
holes. The remaining quastion is whether the interaction between the Fe layers across
the Ag interlayer is an RKKY interaction. The typical signature of an RKKY interaction
is the oscillatory characteristcs in both the strength and the sign of the interaction as
the separation between the two magnetic moments is varied. Our results indeed seem
to indicate the presence of such oscillations in both Hs(O) and Bs. But as we pointed
out, the oscillation amplitude is too small to be absolutely sure of its reality, though we
would like to believe it.

In rare earth superlattices, the RKKY interaction can lead to an anit-domain struc-
ture, in which the neighboring ferromagnetic layers are antiferromagnetically coupled. In
this case, the in-plane saturation field will be enhanced compared with the ferromagnzt-
ically coupled case. We measured the in-plane saturation field at 5 K for all six samples
with a SQUID magnetometer, and found no sizable variations. Several possibilities may
explain this inconclusive result. In the Fe/Ag/Fe system, the RKKY interaction is due
to the exchange interaction between the less localized 3d magnetic moment of Fe and the
s-p electrons of Ag and may be significantly weaker than the rare earth case. This would
make it harder to observe the variations in the saturation field in our samples. Also,
our samples are in a sandwich form instead of a superlattice and the thickness of the
Fe layers are relatively large (30 ML). Thus, the enhancement of the saturation field is
probably overwhelmed by the bulk behavior of Fe. Of course, other mechanisms may be
responsible for the interaction between the Fe layers. Further investigations are planned
in order to clarify this important issue.

In conclusion, we have made a series of Fe(I 10)/Ag( Ill )/Fe( 110) heterostructures
and studied the magnetic exchange interaction through the Ag interlayer. By using
M6ssbauer spectrscopy, the temperature dependence of the hyperfine field in the 2ML of
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Fig. 2: Bs and Hs(O) versus the Ag interlayer thickness. The solid line is a guide for
the eye.
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"7Fe placed at the Fe(110)/Ag(ll1) interface has been determined. Both Bs and Hs(O)
change with the Ag interlayer thickness, indicating that there is a magnetic exchange
interaction between the separated Fe layers across the Ag. The observed oscillatory
behavior of both Bs and Hs(O), though still preliminary and its absolute reality needs
to be confirmed with further experimental effort, seems to suggest that the interaction
is RKKY in nature.
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THEORY OF OSCILLATORY EXCHANGE BETWEEN MAGNETIC LAYERS THROUGH A NONNAGNETIC
TRANSITION-METAL SPACER

J. MATHON
Dept. of Mathematics, City University, London ECIV OHB, UK

ABSTRACT

A general theory of oscillations in the exchange coupling between two
transition metal ferromagnets separated by a nonmagnetic transition metal
spacer is developed. A close analogy between oscillations in the exchange
coupling and de Haas-van Alphen oscillations is established and exploited to
show that the period, asymptotic decay, and temperature dependence of the
oscillations are determined by properties of the d band Fermi surface in the
spacer layer. The theory accounts qualitatively and even semiquantitatively
for all the salient experimental features of the oscillations in the
exchange coupling observed recently in Co/Ru, Co/Cr, and Fe/Cr
superlattices.

Antiferromagnetic coupling between the iron layers in Fe/Cr/Fe
sandwiches and superlattices has been observed by several experimental
techniques [1], [2], and [3]. Recently, Parkin et al. [4] reported
oscillations in the exchange coupling and magnetoresistance as a function of
the thickness of the nonmagnetic spacer layer in Co/Ru, Co/Cr and Fe/Cr
superlattices.

To explain the observed oscillations in the exchange coupling, we
proposed a new mechanism for the exchange coupling through a nonmagnetic
transition metal spacer and evaluated the coupling for a sandwich with a
simple cubic tight-binding band structure [5]. In this paper we describe a
more general theory of the exchange coupling in the asymptotic limit of a
large thickness of the spacer layer which is valid for an arbitrary
tight-binding band, arbitrary orientations of the layers, and finite
temperatures. It is shown that such a tight-binding model can produce the
following experimental features of the oscillations in the exchange
coupling: (i) long oscillation period of the order of 10 interatomic
distances; (ii) variable sign of the coupling for small thicknesses of the
spacer layer; (iiI) large overall amplitude of the coupling and an
asymptotic decrease proportional to the inverse square of the spacer
thickness; (iv) strong temperature dependence of the exchange coupling on a
scale 9100K.

It is also shown that there is a close analogy between oscillations in
the exchange coupling as a function of the spacer thickness and oscillations
of the magnetisation as a function of the applied field in the de Haas-van
Alphen effect. As in the de Haas-van Alphen effect, the period, asymptotic
decay, and temperature dependence of the oscillations in the exchange
coupling are shown to be determined by properties of the d band Fermi
surface in the spacer layer.

To obtain the exchange coupling we calculate the difference in energy
between parallel and antiparallel orientations of the magnetic moments of
two infinitely thick magnetic layers separated by a nonmagnetic spacer
containing N-1 at. planes. The ferromagnetic metal is assumed to have a full
majority spin d band and a partially occupied minority spin d band. The
nonmagnetic metal has equal numbers of holes in each spin sub-band. The

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 11992 Materials Research Society
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densities of states in the spin sub-bands in thenonmagnetic spacer layers the iferromage 
and

n tis 
together With the sPatial varlation of the hole

densities p, p, are shown schematically 
in Figs. la and b for the parallel
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Fig.. Schematic representation 

of the densities
the d band and of the densities of holes p in a sandwich
for ferromagnetic 

(a) and antIferromagneti 
c b)allgnements 

of the magnetic layers.
and antiparallel 

orientations 
of the layer moments. For simplicity we assume

that the number of d holes per atom of each Spin in the bulk nonmagnetic
metal Is equal to the nUmber of holes in the bulk ferromagnetic 

metal, which

Is a reasonable approximation 
to the actual situation in Co/Ru, Co/Cr and

Fe/Cr systems It is also assumed that the exchange splitting in the

ferromagnetic 
layers is so large that holes of the wrong spin are completely

excluded, it follows that the intra-atomic 
Coulomb interaction 

between holes

of Opposite spin plays no role; holes of opposite spin completely avoid each

other except in the spacer layer where we assume no interaction. 
The total

energies of the two configurations 
may, therefore, be calculated as sums of

one-electron 
energies,

It is clear from Fig. I that In the ferromagnetic 
cofgr 

t here

are no available states for down spin holes in the two ferromagnets 
and,therefore, they become trappte 

wofrmaesan

therehand, cay meove t ed In the spacer layer. Up spin holes, on the

other hand, can move freely across both Interfaces.

In the antiferromagnetic 
configuration, 

up spin holes can cross the

left interface but encounter a high potential barrier at the right interface

which causes their density to go to zero in the right ferromagnet.

Similarly, 
the density of down Spin holes goes to zero at the left

interface. It is, therefore, clear that in either configuration, 
deviations

from bulk hole densities occur in the spacer layer near the Interfaces with

the ferromagnetic 
layers. For the ferromagnetic 

configuration, 
Fig. la, both

interface effects occur In the down-spln hole density and, therefore,
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interfere with each other. In the antiferromagnetic configuration, Fig. ib,
the interface effects at each end of the spacer layer occur in opposite spin
densities and no interference takes place. The exchange coupling between the
ferromagnetic layers, which is given by the difference in energy between the
two configurations, is therefore determined entirely by the interference
effect in the down-spin band of the spacer layer. It is then clear that the
energy difference AE(N-I)=Ett-Et,, is given by

AE(N-I) = E(N-1) - E(-) (1)

where E(N-l) is the kinetic energy of the down-spin holes trapped in the
spacer layer of a sandwich with ferromagnetically aligned magnetic layers
measured relative to a N-i plane reference state with bulk density. The term
E(.) is subtracted in Eq. (1) to eliminate the two independent interface
effects, present in both configurations, and thus Isolate the required net
interference effect.

To conserve the number of particles we must consider instead of the
total energy of holes in the spacer layer their thermodynamic potential

WN-I) = E(N-l)-E n(N-ll (Z)
F

where E is the Fermi energy and n(N-l) is the number of holes in the spacer
F

measured again relative to the bulk reference state. The change in energy
between the two configurations conserving the number of particles is,
therefore, given by

Mf(N-I) = I(N-l) - . (3)

Following Parkin et al. [4] we finally define an exchange coupling constant
per unit area for a spacer layer of N-1 at. planes by

J(N-l) = A&(N-I)/A . (4)

At finite temperatures the total thermodynamic potential n -+Q2 istot ref

clearly given by

tot
=  

T) + - r'~o=- 1~n[l exp-4k ]~2 (5)

k r

where p is the chemical potential, E(kr) is the hole energy, k is the
wavevector parallel to the sandwich and r labels the discrete energy levels
of holes (k B=1).

Since the exchange potentials are equivalent in our model to two

infinitely high potential barriers, we simply require the dependence of the

thermodynamic potential 92 of size-quantised holes in a layer of N-I at.

planes on the thickness of the layer d=Na. This is a familiar problem in the

theory of de Haas-van Alphen effect where two-dimensional quantisation of

the carrier energy in a magnetic field takes place in a plane perpendicular

to the field. In the present problem, we have one-dimensional quantisatlon

in the direction perpendicular to the sandwich Induced by the exchange
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potential. We can, therefore, adapt the conventional theory of the de
Haas-van Alphen effect [61 to determine the thermodynamic potential Q.

To evaluate the discrete sum over r in Eq.(5), we apply the Poisson
summation formula

0 (r) = 2Re 0 I(<) e2 niscdC + nonoscillatory term (6)

r=I =
0

where the discrete quantum number r is replaced by a continuous variable C.
It is easy to show that the oscillatory term in the Poisson formula

picks from Ut.t precisely the required interference contribution AM. The

exchange coupling J is, therefore, given by

N-i

J = -2T 
I  

Re jjdkxdkyjdln(l+exp[(p-E(kx k .C))/T]exp(2visC) (7)
(21r)' -If~kdk

Bz 0

where the integral with respect to kx,ky is over the two-dimensional

Brillouin zone in the sandwich plane which is assumed to be parallel to the
x,y plane.

To proceed further, we have to make some assumption about the size
quantisatlon of the carrier energy. In [5] we modelled the spacer layer by a
simple cubic tight-binding band

c(kx, k ) = - [cos(k a) + cos(k a) + cos(k a)) (8)

where the energy is measured in units of the hopping 21t1. For such a band
and a sandwich parallel to the x,y plane, the quantisation of k is given by

k r r 2 ... , N-I (9)

where a is the distance between neighboring planes. One can easily show that
the same quantisation Is obtained for any single band and any orientation of
the sandwich. Hence E(k k )=c(k, k .w/Na).

Assuming the qtiantisation (9), integrating in Eq.(7) by parts with

respect to C and then passing from Integration over to Integration over
the energy c, we obtain

N-1I I (I' ,o
J (1 Rej dc 41+expf(c-p)/Tl

-  
dkxdky exp2lsNak (10)

(2w)0 -2
0 Bz
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For large N, the factor exp(2isNak oscillates rapidly and only the

regions in the kx,k plane where kz (c,kx ky) is stationary with respect to

k *k contribute to the Brillouin zone integral. We can, therefore, use the
x y

method of stationary phase to approximate the integral for large N. The

remaining energy integral is evaluated as in the conventional theory of de
Haas-van Alphen effect 16]. i.e only the contribution from the vicinity of

c=p is included. This leads to the following general asymptotic formula:

k k /2 exp[1sNak 0()]

J(N-1) I RIe Z . Za

4mNa )s1a8k 28k 2 1
-IY T slnh[2wsNaT-

5
]

a- = I, both 2nd derivatives >0

a-= -i, both derivatives <0

c- = I, one derivative >0 , the other <0 (11)

Here, ko(p) is an extremal radius of the Fermi surface in the direction

perpendicular to the layers and all the derivatives in Eq (11) are taken at
the stationary po'nt k°k°(p,k°(p),k° (p)).

Z Z x y

The consequences of the general asymptotic formula for J(N) are:
(i) The exchange coupling J oscillates with a period N --u/ak (P)

p 
z

determined by the calliper measurement of the Fermi surface;

(i) the amplitude contains a factor determined by the curvature of the

Fermi surface at its extremal points;

(iii) the temperature dependence of the oscillations is governed by the

velocity of carriers at the extremal points; 2

iv) the asymptotic decay at T=O is proportional to 1/N

To Illustrate the properties (i)-(iv) of the general formula (11) we
applied it to a sandwich with the simple cubic band structure (8) and with

the layers parallel to the xy-plane. Oscillations in J are determined by

the extrema of the bulk Fermi surface in the spacer layer in the direction
perpendicular to the layers. These can be seen in the cross section of the

Fermi surface by a plane perpendicular to the xy-plane and passing through

the origin. Such cross sections are shown in Fig.2 for three different

I I'

Fig.Z. Cross sections of the Fermi
(a) (b. surface in the spacer layer by

a plane perpendicular to the

layers and passing through the
. .origin for three fillings of

the band: E-2.5 (a), -1.05 (b)

(b) and -0.95 (c).
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fillings of the band (8): E =-2.5 (a), -1.05 (b) and -0.95 (c) (the band

edges are at ±3.0 in our energy units).
Long period oscillations of J with a period N of about ten interatomic

p

distances are obtained for E =-1.05. They are due to a simple maximum of the

Fermi surface at k =k =0. The long period oscillations are shown in Fig.3
xY

together with the corresponding calliper measurement of the Fermi surface
(the inset).

We found in [5] by direct evaluation of 60 that the strength of J for

N=2 is Jilerg.cm . This is in qualitative agreement with the largest value-2
of exchange Ja6erg.cm observed for Co/Ru. The period and the initial sign
(antiferromagnetic) of the oscillations are also as observed for Co/Ru.

For E =-0.95 the Fermi surface develops four necks of a small diameter

at (0,±i/a) and (±m/a,O). The necks on the opposite faces of the Brillouin

zone combine into two saddle points which lead again to long period
oscillations. These are shown also in Fig.3. It is interesting to note that

the initial sign of the oscillations for E =-0.95 is ferromagnetic. This

comes about because the factor a in Eq.(1) has value o1 for a saddle

point, which leads to a phase shift in the oscillations.

0.3 ~ period-' E -1.05

- , ,one maximum

0 0.2 at k=k=O

0.1

CO)

r,, E -C.95

-0.1 I \-// F

(3 four necks
-0.2 / . /Iat (0,±fl/a), (±5,0)

-0.2 ,, 1

0 10 20 30 40 50

N

Fig.3. Long period oscillations of the exchange for E =-1.05 and -0.95.F

The dependence of the amplitude of oscillations in J on the curvature

of the Fermi surface is shown in Fig.4 where the oscillations for E =-I.O
(

(case b in Fig. 2) are compared with the oscillations for E =-2.5 (case a in
F
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Fig.2). In the case of EF=-2.5 the Fermi surface is almost spherical, its

curvature is small and, therefore, the oscillation amplitude is much larger
than for the long period oscillations at E =-1.05.

F

X;

Zil 0 a c -

* , r

S-1 i

-2
0 10 20 30

N

Fig. 4. Comparison of the amplitudes and periods of oscillations
in the exchange coupling for two different fillings of
the band: E =-1.05 (circles) and E =-2.5 (squares)

F F

The temperature dependence of the oscillations in J is controlled in

our theory by the sinh factor in Eq.(11) which has exactly the same form

as in the de Haas-van Alphen effect provided the following correspondence

is made:

ak a
N (12)ac

where w is an effective "cyclotron" frequency. Substituting in Eq.(12)

typical values of E , it is easy to see that the effective cyclotron

frequency in the present problem is h alO
3
K for small N. The dominant

temperature dependent factor in Eq. (11) is T/sinh(2xT/h&, ) and hence the

temperature dependence of the exchange coupling Is on the scale 9100K, as
observed by Parkin et al. [4]. The calculated temperature dependence of J is

shown in Fig.5 for E =-1.05.
F
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The calculated temperature dependence of J is stronger than observed. This
is not surprising since the simple tight-binding model underestimates the
strength of the coupling by a factor of about six. For this particular Fermi
surface, the same factor appears in the the sinh function which controls the
temperature dependence but this time it leads to an enhancement of the
effect of temperature.

Our exact asymptotic formula (11) also allows us to assess the
feasibility of direct numerical calculations of J. Every such calculation is
either for a slab [7, 8] or for a cluster of atoms [9]. In slab
calculations, Brillouin zone summations over a two-dimensional zone have to
be done numerically and it turns out that these summations are the main
factor that limits the accuracy of such calculations.

In our approach, "brute-force" calculation of J means direct evaluation
of the thermodynamic potential AQ of magnetic carriers trapped in the spacer
layer. This involves a two-dimensional BZ sum over k , k . Any discrete

summation means that the wave vectors k , k effectively become quantized as

If periodic (or other) boundary conditions were imposed over a region with
transverese dimension L. It is clear that to obtain reliable results for a
layer structure, the length L must be much larger than the thickness of the
structure d. Taking L/dalO0 and the number of atomic planes in the spacer
Na5O, which is needed to see long period oscillations, the number of k
points In the two-dimensional zone is 12.5x10. However, even using this
huge number of ordinary k-space points the computed results for J amount to

more or less random noise. The situation improves somewhat when one uses
special Cunnigham points [10) and the results are shown In Fig. 6 for 16 640
and 1 050 624 Cunningham points in the two-dimensional BZ.
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Fig.6. Direct evaluation of the energy differenece AD for
E =-l.05 using 16 640 (squares) and 1 050 624 (circles)F

points in the 2D Brillouln zone.

It is clear that well-defined oscillations are obtained only for a106 k
points and this number is several orders of magnitude larger than the number
of k points used in conventional first-principle band calculations. We
believe that this is the most likely reason why the first-principle
calculations have so far failed to reproduce the observed long period
oscillations in J.

Finally, we wish to mention a connection between the oscillations of J
obtained in our theory and RKKY. Our asymptotic results obtained for a
one-band model concerning the period, rate of decay, and even the
temperature dependence of J are directly comparable with the asymptotic RCIKY
results obtained by Roth et al. (11] for a general shape of the Fermi
surface. It is only necessary to transpose their results to the appropriate
planar geometry. However, the overall amplitude of the exchange coupling,
Its initial sign and behavior at short distances are all model dependent
features and cannot be predicted from the conventional RKKY theory.

Even more importantly, the exchange coupling In our theory is directly
related to the size and shape of the d band Fermi surafce which is not the
same as the observed Fermi surface. It is, therefore, essential to extend
the calculations to include the sp band. It is expected that hybridization
effects will modify the the simple direct relationship to the observed
Fermi surface.
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ABSTRACT

Recent experiments have confirmed the main features of the interlayer coupling
we calculated for Fe/Cr multilayers. We discuss the origins of these features and
present new results on the interlayer coupling for Fe/Mo(100) multilayered structures.
We find they share many of the features seen in Fe/Cr structures; in particular the
rapid oscillations of the coupling which are suppressed by the roughness of the
interfaces in sputtered superlattices.

IRON-CHROMIUM

Recent experiments using SEMPA [1], BLS and MOKE [2] have borne out four
key features of the interlayer magnetic coupling we calculated for Fe/Cr multilayers
[3]: 1) short wavelength oscillations are present; they are associated with the Fermi
surface nesting features that give rise to the spin-density-wave instability in chromium,
2) long wavelength oscillations also exist, 3) it is the roughness of the interfaces
between iron and chromium layers that filters out or attenuates the short wavelength
oscillations, and leaves the residual long wavelength oscillations seen in sputtered
Fe/Cr superlattices, and 4) for very thin thicknesses of chromium the coupling is
antiferromagnetic irrespective of the sharpness of the interface.

In Fig. 1 we reproduce our calculated interlayer coupling in Fe/Cr which shows
these three features.

-. 100
S=.0 Fig. I.The interlayer

0.00 coupling J(z) of
0 . - 0.25 Fe/Cr(100) calculated

N :. =with Eh=0.08Ry, and
p=O (dotted line) for
smooth interfaces and

0 -A. p=.25 (solid line) for
rough interfaces. The

o units of J are rydbergs
-50 where V is expressed in

Eh 0.08 Ry rydbergs. Positive J

bo ~r epr e se n ts
S 0 0ferromagnetic coupling.' -100 _! . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Thickness of Cr(A)
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The details of the calculations are given in Ref. 1. For perfectly smooth interfaces
p =0 (see Eq. (1) below), we see the rapid oscillations with a wavelength X.-3A These
come from the Fermi surface nesting features that also produce the spin-density-wave
instability in paramagnetic chromium. The rapid oscillations are amplitude modulated
with a period of 1.-33A, due to their interference with another oscillation with
q-1.05x2in/a, see the insert to Fig. 1 of Wang et al., Ref. 3. In addition the rapid
oscillations ride on a slowly varying background with a much longer period, see Fig.
1 p=0.25. In fact the coupling is aperiodic and can not be characterized by one
period; it does not have one simple origin. Rather the long wavelength oscillations
come from a competition between the two terms which contribute to the coupling. The
first one has its main contributions coming from about the Fermi surface; it is
predominantly ferromagnetic and has been dubbed a RKKY-like term [4]. The long
wavelength oscillation in this term with 1.-15A can be traced back to the relatively
sharp feature in the coupling j,(q) at q-0.2x2n/a, see insert to Fig. 1 of Wang et al.,
Ref. 3. The second term has contributions far away from the Fermi surface; it
provides antiferromagnetic coupling and is called the superexchange term [4].

For perfectly smooth interfaces p=0, it is difficult to discern the long
wavelength oscillations on which the higher frequencies ride. However, the effect of
roughness of the interfaces on the interlayer coupling is to attenuate the high frequency
(short period) oscillations, and thereby bare the long wavelength oscillations. We have
taken account of interface roughness by introducing a structure form factor [3],

f(cq) = (1-2p) + 2p cos (qa/2). (1)

We note that for p=0 it is one and does not affect the coupling; however for rough
interfaces with p = 1/4

f()~~, 1 / 4= -( + cos (qa/2)}. (2)

This has the propertry that it vanishes for %=2n/a. As the short wavelength
oscillations come from the nesting feature on the Fermi surface, qsow-0.95 x 271/a, we
can easily see why this factor, which represents interface roughness, effectively removes
these high frequency oscillations and leaves only the slowly varying background which
is characterized by much smaller wave vectors.

That the coupling is antiferromagnetic for very thin chromium layers, in the
range 8-17A, see Fig. 1, is a consequence of (a) the strong antiferromagnetic
background coupling which persists even for p= 1/4, and b) a node in the rapid
oscillations at t,,-14A because of the beat phenomenon mentioned before. This
phenomenon is even clearer at tc,-52A; there the "background" coupling (p= 1/4) is
nearly zero so that a node in the rapid oscillations produces a zero in the coupling.
The beat phenomenon is quite striking, and there is another no, 86A, see Fry et
al., Ref. 3.

Finally, the oscillations in the coupling seen in sputtered Fe/Cr superlattices
(rough interfaces) are determined by the competition between the two terms entering
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the coupling [3]. They are controlled, in our simplified model of the coupling, by the
position Eh of the local d state of iron in chromium. While the rapid oscillations are
not adjustable (they come from a nesting feature in the Fermi surface of chromium),
the nodes where our coupling goes through zero can be adjusted by choosing E,; see
Fig. 2 of Wang et al., Ref. 3.

IRON-MOLYBENUM

Sputtered Fe/Mo superlattices were recently grown and characterized by large
angle x-ray diffraction profiles, Kerr-rotation, and magnetoresistance measurements
[5]. The diffraction profiles and the low magnetoresistance indicate an enhanced
structural order and perhaps sharper interfaces in these superlattices compared to
Fe/Cr superlattices. We have calculated the coupling of iron layers across
molybdenum (100) spacer layers by using the same model as for Fe/Cr[3], but with the
band structure for bulk paramagnetic molybdenum [6].

Molybdenum and chromium have similar susceptibilities [7]; there is a feature
at q,-0.95 x 2K/a which produces rapid oscillations in the coupling with a wavelength
X-3.3A. These are amplitude modulated by neighboring peaks in the coupling jl(q);
while similar to the structure shown in the insert of Fig. 1 of Wang et al., Ref. 3, the
peaks in Mo are less pronounced, broader and of different amplitudes. Therefore the
beat phenomena in Mo, see Figs. 2 and 3, are not as pronounced as for Cr, see Fig.
1.

10
5" . = 0.00 Fig. 2. The interlayer

,- p=0.25 coupling J(z) for
5 Fe/Mo(100) calculated

with Eh=0.16Ry, and
N . .for p=0 (dotted line)

0 .. and p=0.25 (solid line).
The units of J are

-, rydbergs when V is
.5 :expressed in rydbergs.

U

60 Eh =0.16 Ry

0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Thickness of Mo(A)

The structure form factor Eq. (1) plays the same role in Mo as for Cr, and effectively
filters out the rapid oscillations coming from q0 when the interfaces are rough
(p = 1/4). However as noted above it is thought that the sputtered Fe/Mo
superlattices [5] have a higher degree of order, and smoother interfaces than Fe/Cr
superlattices; therefore a lower value of p is more appropriate for these structures and
vestiges of the rapid oscillations may be seen in these sputtered superlattices, see Fig.
3.
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In Fig. 4 we show the interlayer coupling for Fe/Mo(100) for three values of
Eh.

Fig. 4. The interlayer
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We have used p =0.25, which is perhaps too large for the sputtered Fe/Mo
superlattices [5], to remove the rapid oscillations so that the background coupling is
more evident. Only for Eh=0.16Ry is there some ferromagnectic coupling. From Fig.
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3 we see that Eh=0.16Ry and p-0.16 bears a resemblance to the oscillations between
ferro and antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling as a function of tMo that can be inferred
from the data on Kerr-rotations for Fe(25A)/Mo(to), see Figs. 2 and 4 in Ref. 5.
However it should be cautioned that we have calculated the interlayer coupling for
Fe/Mo(100), whereas the existing data is for sputtered films with a (110) texture
grown on sapphire [5].

SUMMARY

Our model calculation of the interlayer coupling in transition-metal
multilayered structures has been able to reproduce the salient features observed in
Fe/Cr. The rapid oscillations, induced by the spin-density-wave instability, seen in
epitaxially grown sandwich structures are attenuated by the roughness of the interfaces
in sputtered superlattices. Our preliminary results for Fe/Mo(100) bear a reasonable
resemblance to recent data on sputtered Fe/Mo superlattices with a (110) texture.

We would like to thank S.D. Bader, S. Demokritov, and D.T. Pierce for
preprints of their work, and for very helpful discussions. The work at the University
of Texas at Arlington was supported in part by the Robert A. Welch Foundation; tha.
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ABSTRACT

By carrying out accurate first-principles superlattice calculations, we
determined the exchange coupling in bcc Fe/Cu and fcc Co/Cu multilayers as a
function of the Cu spacer thickness. The fact that we can obtain long-range
oscillatory coupling directly from first principles suggests that our theoretical
model includes the underlying physical mechanism, and that such coupling is
indeed a band structure effect. The exchange coupling depends on the interfacial
orientation as well as on the Cu spacer thickness. In bcc [001] Fe/Cu, fcc [001]
Co/Cu, and fcc [110] Co/Cu, the coupling has both long and short-range oscillatory
components, while in fcc [111] Co/Cu. the long-range component dominates. Using
a simplified model for the Fermi surface of the Cu spacer. we can relate the
short-range oscillations to electronic transitions across the Fermi sphere, and the
long-range oscillations to electronic transitions between spheres in adjacent zones
in extended k-space, i.e.. to interzonal transitions.

INTRODUCTION

The discovery of long-range oscillatory exchange coupling in transition metal
multilayers [1] has stimulated considerable theoretical and experimental interest.
The present symposium expresses this. Here we summarize the results of our
recent first-principles band structure calculations which demonstrate that long as
well as short-range oscillatory coupling can be obtained from such calculations
provided they are carried out with sufficiently high accuracy. To our knowledge.
these are the first multilayer calculations leading to long-range oscillatory coupling
which do not rely on empirical parameters or adjustments of theory to experiment.
The only input parameters are the crystal structure, lattice constant, and chemical
composition.

THEORETICAL APPROACH AND RESULTS

Our first-principles self-consistent spin-polarized ASW/ASA band structure
calculations are based on local spin density functional theory [2]. We consider
idealized superlattices all of whose atoms lie on a common bcc or fcc lattice. (We
use the terms superlattice and multilayer interchangeably.) All interfaces are
atomically abrupt. All atoms in each plane parallel to the interfaces are
magnetically equivalent: they have the same spin (up or down). We calculate the
total energies of corresponding pairs of Co/Cu multilayers, Co(m)Cu(n)Co(m)Cu(n)
and Co(m)Cu(n)Co'(m)Cu(n), where m and n are the number of Co and Cu
monolayers in half the unit cell, and the two Co slabs Co(m) and Co'(m) In the full
unit cell are constrained to be ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically coupled.
By comparing the total energies of corresponding partners, we are able to
determine the favored structure (lower total energy) and the interaction energy

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 11992 Materials Research Society
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(total energy difference). These calculations are then repeated for a range of Co

and Cu spacer thicknesses, as well as for progressively finer k-space sampling

meshes to check the convergence of the solutions. For the fcc Co/Cu system we

also examined different interfacial orientiations.
Our previous ASW/ASA studies of bcc Fe/Cr and bcc Fe/Cu multilayers [3]

did not at first lead to long-range oscillatory coupling. After convincing ourselves

that the difficulty was not due to geometrical idealizations, for example, using

body-centered cubic rather than more realistic body-centered tetragonal structures.

we decided to improve the numerical accuracy of our ASW/ASA computer codes

by tightening up some of th:- algorithms. After doing so, we were able to obtain

short-range oscillatory coupling as well as the beginning of the first long-range

oscillation in bcc [001] Fe/Cu, as can be seen in Fig. 1(a). If there were no long-

bcc [001] Fe/Cu fcc [001](110](111] Co/Cu
2- 2
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range oscillatory component, but only a short-range component, the calculated
points would oscillate more or less symmetrically about the zero of energy as a
function of Cu thickness. Even with the small number of calculated points shown
in Fig. 1(a), it is clear that the short-range oscillation is with respect to a moving
average which represents the beginning of the long-range oscillation.

In experimental samples, the short-range oscillations are suppressed by
interfacial roughness. We can simulate interfacial roughness by averaging adjacent
solutions [Co(m)Cu(n), Co(m)Cu(n+ 1)]. This is equivalent to using the moving
average of the calculated points just mentioned. Note that the long-range
component shifts from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic coupling at several A, in
agreement with experiment [4].

In Fig. 1(b) we compare our calculated results for three different interfacial
orientations for fcc Co/Cu. The [001] and [110] solutions contain short as well as
long-range components, while the [111] solution contains principally a long-range
component. Note that the short-range components for [001] and [110] are out of
phase with one another. It is difficult to estimate the half-period of the long-range
component from the limited number of points available, but rough estimates are
consistent with 5 ± 1 A, the value observed in polycrystalline samples [5].

CONVERGENCE STUDIES

To illustrate the convergence of our solutions as a function of the number of
k-points sampled in the reduced zone, in Fig. 1(c) we compare solutions for fcc
[001] Co/Cu based on 864, 1536, and 2904 k-points. Although detailed features
such as phase and amplitude change at first, there are clear indications that the
solutions are indeed converging as the number of k-points is increased, and that
long and short-range oscillatory behavior are stable features.

The results shown in Fig. 1 for bcc [001] Fe/Cu and fcc [111] Co/Cu are
based on 864 k-points, while those for fcc [110] Co/Cu are based on 1944 k-points.
Our convergence studies indicate that these solutions are sufficiently stable to
reveal the essential features of the coupling energy vs spacer thickness.
particularly the presence of short and/or long-range oscillatory components.

We have checked many of these ASW/ASA results for Co/Cu using entirely
different computer programs and calculational methods (LMTO/ASA). The
ASW/ASA studies reported here are based on direct k-point sampling in the
reduced zone, while our LMTO/ASA calculations utilize the tetrahedron k-space
integration scheme, which is more accurate. For fcc [111 ] Co/Cu, both approaches
yield similar results, though the coupling obtained with the LMTO/ASA method is
weaker than that given by the ASW/ASA method. A detailed account of our
LMTO/ASA studies will be reported elsewhere [6].

THEORETICAL MODELS

With a view to understanding the physical origin ot long-range exchange
coupling, we consider various generalizations of RKKY theory. In 1968 Cullen et
al [7] showed that the indirect exchange interaction in many-valley magnetic
semiconductors can exhibit new and interesting features due to intervalley
transitions. The inclusion of these transitions among the intermediate states of
RKKY perturbation theory gives rise to additional oscillalions or beats having a
period I/Ko . where K. is Ihe separation of the centers of the valleys in the reduced
zone. Clearly, long-range oscillations can occur if the valleys (or analogous Fermi
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surface segments) lie close together in the reduced zone. Since such band
structures can be generated in multilayers by superzone folding, Ref. 7 provides a
clue as to possible mechanisms.

As is well known from earlier work on magnetically ordered rare earth
metals [8,9], the Fermi surface of a multilayer can be generated by folding the
Fermi surface of the bulk solid in extended k-space into the reduced zone of the
multilayer. The folding is actually accomplished by translating the contents of
adjacent zones into the central zone by reciprocal lattice vectors. This construction
is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we begin with the Fermi surface of bulk fcc Cu [10],
and fold or translate it into the reduced zones of "multilayers" of pure Cu containing
two and four Cu atoms per unit cell, Cu(2) and Cu(4). Note that the dogbone orbit
originally part of extended k-space of bulk Cu is fully enclosed by the reduced zone
of the Cu(4) "multilayer." In this way, closely spaced exlremal [11] Fermi surface
segments in adjacent zones in the extended k-space of the spacer can become
closely spaced segments within the reduced zone of the "multilayer" itself, possibly
giving rise to long-range exchange coupling.

(a)

[001]

[ 10](c)

[11ilk---] /(d)

Figure 2. Band structure of fcc Cu. (a) Fermi surface enclosed by reduced zone. (b)
Cross-section passing through necks. Arrows denote directions in reciprocal
space. (c) Corresponding cross-section in extended k-space showing formation of
dogbone contours. The reduced zone of the fcc [001] "multilayer" containing two
Cu atoms per unit cell Is defined by the second Brillouin zone of fcc Cu. Its
cross-section is denoted here by the interior rectangle. (d) Reduced zone of fcc
[001] "multilayer" containing four Cu atoms per unit cell. The central dogbone orbit
has been superimposed by zone folding.
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As the number of Co and Cu monolayers in the multilayer supercell
increases, the size and location of the superzone boundaries will change.
Nevertheless, multilayers with progressively larger supercells will have common
features in their respective reduced zones for a given interfacial orientation. Since
long-range oscillatory coupling is a feature of a series of multilayers having
progressively thicker spacers, the physical mechanism must involve features
common to each of the members of such a series. Moreover. the same mechanism
must apply to sandwich geometries. The common feature, of course, is the
translation of adjacent zones into the central zone by reciprocal lattice vectors. In
this way we arrive at the idea that interzonal transitions are involved.

Recent RKKY-type perturbation calculations [ 12,13] have demonstrated that
long-range exchange coupling can be produced when the band structure is
favorable. For the model band structure of Ref. 12. the essential requirement is
close approach of the Fermi surface to the zone boundaries. For a realistic band
model of bcc Fe/Cr [13]. the electronic transitions responsible for the long-range
coupling have not yet been identified, owing to the complexity of the Cr band
qtructure. In a number of recent papers [14-17], it has been suggested or implied

[18] that interzonal transitions having short spanning vectors are responsible for
ltig-range exchange coupling. None of these papers provides a satisfactory
theoretical justification for this idea.

Independently, we have been drawn to the interzonal transition mechanism
by the analogy [19] with Ref. 7. In effect, we are suggesting that interzonal
transitions that might not play an important role in bulk solids could be activated
or enhanced by the broken symmetry induced by multilayer (or sandwich)
geometries. After the present work was completed, Schrieffer pointed out in a
private communication that interzonal transitions can in principle contribute to the
RKKY interaction in bulk solids as well as in multilayers in various ways. In a
subsequent joint paper [20] we will present and illustrate a generalized RKKY
perturbation theory which provides a theoretical basis for the interzonal transition
mechanism in bulk solids and multilayers.

THEORETICAL INTERPRETATION

Our detailed ASW/ASA (and LMTO/ASA) band calculations indicate that the
Fermi surfaces of Co/Cu multilayers are considerably more complicated than the
simple pictures shown in Fig. 2. Multilayer Fermi surfaces reflect the presence of
Co as well as Cu slabs. There are different Fermi surfaces for spin up and spin
down electrons. In addition to Co/Cu hybridization at the interfaces, there are
discontinuities at the zone boundaries induced by the broken symmetry (superzone
folding). Moreover, the differences between the magnetic moments of the Co atoms
in corresponding ferromagnetically and antiferromagnetically coupled Co/Cu
multilayers are comparable to the differences in the induced Cu atom moments.
Thus. long-range exchange coupling may well involve changes in the magnetic
structure of the Co slabs as well as in the Cu spacers as a function of spacer
thickness. We will discuss these complications in a subsequent paper [6].

For the purposes of discussion, we will confine our attention here to the
induced spin polarization in the Cu spacers, as given by RKKY perturbation theory.
It is remarkable that many of our calculated results describing the orientation
dependence of the long and short-range oscillatory components (cf. Fig. 1) can be
intepreted in terms of the Fermi surface for bulk Cu shown in Fig. 2. As will be
seen, it is essential to take inter7,onal as well as intrazonal transitions into account.
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fcc [001] Co/Cu: The short-range oscillations are undoubtedly due to
across-the-sphere transitions in the reduced zone. These are the normal RKKY
oscillations. We attribute the long-range oscillatory component to interzonal
transitions parallel to the minor axis of the dogbone, both in the midsection and
near the corners. The spanning vectors for these intrasphere and intersphere
transitions are consistent with the estimated periods of the short and long-range
oscillations, respectively. Similar remarks apply to bcc [0011 Fe/Cu.

fcc [110] Co/Cu: We attribute the long-range oscillatory component to
transitions across each of four necks whose axes are perpendicular to the [110]
direction, namely, the [11], [111], [T11], and [il] axes. The four necks shown
in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) do not play a role since they are oriented along axes that are
not perpendicular to the [110] direction. We attribute the short-range oscillations
to across-the-sphere (normal RKKY) transitions as well as to intersphere transitions
parallel to the major axis of the dogbone. As already noted, the [001) and [110]
short-range oscillations are out of phase with one another. If the intersphere
transitions are more important than the intrasphere transitions for [110], then the
crucial comparison involves the intersphere transitions for [110] and the normal
(across-the sphere) transitions for [001]. Since the former connect concave Fermi
surface sections, and the latter convex sections, these two sets of transitions would
have opposite phases [11], thus providing a possible explanation.

fcc [111] Co/Cu: We have not found significant short-range oscillations for
this orientation in the present studies. The absence (or near-absence) of
short-range oscillations implies the suppression of normal (across-the-sphere)
transitions. According to our simple model, such transitions cannot take place
since the extremal sections are absent, having been replaced by the empty neck
interiors. The long-range oscillatory component is most probably due to transitions
across the waists of the dogbones. Since these transitions are not parallel to the
interface normal, as for the other two orientations, the coupling strength is reduced
by the cosine of the angle between the transition vector and the interface normal.

To recapitulate, we have shown that many of our calculated results for fcc
Co/Cu multilayers can be interpreted in terms of simplified pictures which take
interzonal as well as intrazonal transitions into account. We have not actually
proved that such interpretations are correct, but the fact that we can explain so
many features of our results this way should not be dismissed lightly. In spite of
their apparent success, simplified models such as those shown in Fig. 2 above and
treated in Refs. 14 to 17 should be treated with caution since they neglect matrix
element effects, zone boundary discontinuities, and the effects of Co/Cu hybridation
at the interfaces [6].

DISCUSSION

In comparing theoretical and experimental results, it is important to bear in
mind that our idealized interfaces can differ considerably from experimental
interfaces at the atomic level. Moreover, experimental interfaces are known to be
sensitive to growth conditions. For example, long-range oscillations are not
observed in [111] Co/Cu multilayers grown by molecular beam epitaxy [21]. but
such oscillations are observed in sputter-deposited Co/Cu samples having a
preferred [111] texture [1,5]. According to de Jonge [22], NMR measurements
indicate that interfaces are slightly sharper for evaporated polycrystalline Co/Cu
multltayers compared with sputtered Co/Cu multilayers, but the interfaces may be
flatter for the latter. We tend to believe that the interfaces in the MBE-grown
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samples are more nearly like our idealized interface models than are the
sputter-deposited samples, but this remains to be seen.

Experimental estimates of exchange coupling strengths [1] yield values that
are roughly one order of magnitude smaller than the strengths we obtain from
ASW/ASA first-principles calculations. A substantial fraction of this discrepancy
disappears when the calculations are carried out using more sophisticated k-space
integration schemes, such as the tetrahedron method employed in our LMTO/ASA
studies [6 1. As for the remainder, in our view the most likely explanation is that a
significant fraction of the coupling strength is lost due to structural imperfections
at or near the interface. Similar differences between theoretical and experimental
coupling strengths were noted earlier in studies of permalloy/MnFe ferromagnetic
/ antiferromagnetic interfaces [23]. Another factor that could play a role in
polycrystalline materials is partial cancellation between different grains having
different crystallographic orientations and opposite exchange coupling phases.
Since theoretical coupling strengths are larger than their experimental
counterparts, there is hope that experimental strengths can be enhanced by
improving the structural (and hence magnetic) match across interfaces.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated for the first time that long and short-range oscillatory
coupling can be obtained directly from first-principles band calculations, and that
this coupling depends on interfacial orientation. These calculations are based on
local spin density functional theory, assuming collinear magnetism (spin up or spin
down). It is significant that we did not have to introduce spin-orbit coupling,
non-collinear spin arrangements, or electron correlation effects beyond those
already included in local spin density functional theory.

We have also demonstrated that many of our calculated results can be
interpreted in terms of simplified Fermi surface models, with specific and
identifiable interzonal and intrazonal transitions playing key roles. It is important
to understand why such simplified models work as well as they do, given the
complexity of actual Co/Cu multilayer band structures [6]. It is also important to
put the interzonal transition mechanism and interpretations based on this
mechanism on a firm theoretical basis [20]. Finally, it is important to test the
universality of such interpretations by examining other multilayer spacer materials
having more complicated Fermi surfaces than fcc Cu. We are currently
investigating other types of magnetic multilayers with this In mind.

We encourage experimentalists to test our predictions, particularly the
orientation dependence of the short-range coupling, by using more structurally
perfect samples than are presently available [1,4,5].
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ABSTRACT

Using ab-initio spin-polarized layer Korringa-Kohn- Rostoker (LKKR) band struc-
ture calculations, we investigated the possibility of having a stable ferromagnetic ground
state in 4d transition metal (TM)-Ag(001) sandwiches (TM = Tc, Ru, 11h, and Pd).
In contrast to recent calculations performed on systems with TM overlayers on Ag
(001). we find that the TM sandwich configuration gives a paramagnetic ground state.
While excellent agreement in general is obtained for the layer- projected densities of
states (LDOS), the sandwich configuration lowers the densities of states at the Fermi
energy (Er) in the case of Rh and Ru by a small amount which seemingly prevents the
marginal ferromagnetic instability predicted by Eriksson et. al. (Phys. Rev. Lett. 66,
1350 (1991)) from occurring.

INTRODUCTION

Recent theoretical calculations by Eriksson et. al. [1] have predicted ferromagnetism
and metaniagnetism in systems where certain 4d transition metal (TM) monolayers
are chemisorbed on a Ag(001) surface. Rh overlayers on Ag(001) were predicted to be
ferromagnetic with a moment of 1.3 2PB per unit cell, while Ra overlayers were predicted
to have a low spin (0. 2 9 !'B per unit cell) ferromagnetic ground state and two higher
spin (0. 771'B and 3 .4 2PB per unit cell) metamagnetic states. The Ru/Ag ferromagnetic
state was found to be tenuously stabilized below the paramagnetic state by less than
17Ry per atom, and the Rh/Ag ferromagnetic state was stabilized by 2.4mnRy per
atom. In contrast, neighboring TMs, Tc and Pd, were found to have paramagnetic
ground states. Calculations of Zhu et al. [2] also predict that Pd overlayers on Ag(001)
are paramagnetic. It was our intent to investigate whether the layered ferromagnetic
states remain stabilized and/or the paramagnetic overlayers become ferromagnetic when
iii a sandwich configuration.

CALCULATIONAL DETAILS

Using ab-initio spin-polarized layer Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (LKKR) band struc-
ture calculations, the electronic structure of TM sandwiches (TM = Tc, Ru. Rh. and
Pd) consisting of a single TM layer sandwiched between two seni infinite spaces of
Ag(001) planes has been determined. The LKKR technique [3] is ideally suited for
studies of systems which have such a layered topology, since the technique only requires
two dimensional periodicity. Schematically the LKKR method self-consistently solves
for the one-electron Green's function of the system, dividing the wavefunction scatter-
ing paths into interlayer and intralayer scattering. The potential is approximated to be
of the muffin- tin form. while exchange- correlation effects are treated within the local
spin density approximation. Semi- relativistic effects [4] are taken into account.

Mai. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. '1992 Materials Research Society
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With the one-electron Green's function, G,(r, r', k; E), the layer-projected densities
of states (LDOS) are found from

N,(r;E) =--Imf dk G,(r,r,k;E) (1)

where r denotes the spin species considered. The k integrations are performed using 10
special k-points in the irreducible wedge in the two dimensional Brillouin zone.

In the case of the sandwich calculations, a two-dimensional square lattice is formed
within the layers. The TM layer lattice spacing was taken to be equal to the lattice
spacing of the Ag(001) layers. Spacing between the layers was found by requiring tangent
muffin-tin spheres. The Fermi energy (EF) was taken to be equal to that of the bulk
host, Ag. The possibility of two-dimensional antiferromagnetism was not investigated
here.

RESULTS

LDOS for the four sandwiches considered are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. For a given
sandwich, the TM LDOS and the succeeding two Ag LDOS, denoted by Ag(TM)(I) and
Ag(TM)(I-1), are shown. A certain trend in the bandwidth is immediately apparent
for the TM LDOS: the bandwidth decreases monotonically across the series from Tc to
Pd, with the Pd bandwidth being approximately 25% smaller than the Tc bandwidth.
While the lower band edge remains at approximately the same energy with respect to
EF. it is the lowering in energy of states in the upper edge which is responsible for the
narrowing. These states are found to have primarily TM-d antibonding character with
respect to both the adjacent Ag layer and within the TM layer. In the case of Pd, the
hand is practically completely below EF, with a very tiny LDOS at EF. Ru has the
highest LDOS at Ep in the series considered; consequently it is not too surprising that
the overlayer calculations of Eriksson et. al. found a ferromagnetic ground state. Both
Rh and Tc also have substantial LDOS at EF, with Rh having the smaller bandwidth.

The successive Ag LDOS also show systematic trends in the series. The center of
gravity of the Ag band in the interface layer moves up slightly in energy as one traverses
the series from Tc to Pd. This indicates a greater amount of hybridization in the end
of the series. In the Ag layer below the interface layer, all four LDOS look very similar
indicating that TM hybridization with the second Ag layer is small and that these
systems really are quasi-two-dimensional.

While similar trends can be found in the overlayer calculations, there are two im-
portant, subtle differences: (1) the position of the Ag interface band is a little closer
to Ep- for all TM sandwich configurations, and (2) the magnitude of the LDOS at EF
in the cases of Ru and Rlh is a little smaller in the sandwich configuration. The first
difference indicates that the Ag interface hybridization is seemingly more important in
the sandwich configuration, while the second difference (which may well be a conse-
quence of the first) indicates that the sandwich configuration will have less propensity
to forrmation of a ferromagnetic state. In fact we have found that in contrast to the
overlayer configuration, all TM sandwiches investigated were paramagnetic.

It has been demonstrated in the case of bulk Fe [5) that different forms for exchange
and correlation effects can alter the ground state ordering. To test this possibility in
the case of the TM sandwiches, results using both the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair [6 and the
Janak -Moruzzi-Williains [7] forms were found to agree.
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DISCUSSION

Pd initially seemed to be a promising system for developing two-dimensional ferro-
magnetism because bulk Pd has a rather large paramagnetic susceptibility enhancement
[8]. There is also recent experimental evidence suggesting that the Pd layer in an over-
layer configuration relaxes outward [9] further encouraging ferromagnetism, but because
the Pd band is shifted below EF, the tiny value of the LDOS at EF lowers the Stoner
product to below the threshold of ferromagnetic instability,

N(EF)I < 1 (2)

where I is the exchange-correlation integral [8]. This finding is corroborated by similar
theoretical results in overlayer configurations obtained by Eriksson et. al. and Zhu et
a., and Fink et al. [10] have found paramagnetism for Pd overlayers experimentally.

In agreement with the overlayer calculations of Eriksson et. al., we found a quali-
tatively similar shape for the LDOS in Rh, Ru, and Tc sandwiches; however we found
a higher spectral weight at low energies (3 - 4eV below EF) with an accompanying
reduction in weight in the central peak just below EF. The marginal ferromagnetism
in Rh and Ru in the case of overlayers does not occur in the sandwiches. It would seem
that the slight reduction in LDOS at EF causes the Stoner product to fall just below
one. For the Tc sandwich, the large bandwidth of Tc spread the spectral weight over a
larger energy range and further suppressed N(Eb').

The fundamental difference between the overlayer and sandwich configurations is
the reduced coordination of the TM layer. It is possible that this effect, which slightly
increases the tendency toward ferromagnetism by narrowing the bandwidth of the TM
layer, is sufficient to push the TM layer into a ferromagnetic state. However it should
also be noted that the two configurations used very different models for the substrate-
TM interaction. The overlayer calculation of Eriksson et. a!. ignored surface-relaxation
effects, and the Ag lattice constant was used for all the spacings. It is thought that a
surface layer of Ru will contract when deposited on Ag [2] and certainly the layer spacing
determined by tangent muffin-tin spheres will yield a smaller layer spacing from bulk
Ag since the muffin-tin radii of the TM is smaller than that of Ag. The differences
in spectral weight at low energies for the TM LDOS might well be attributable to the
decrease in TM -Ag layer spacing which would tend to increase interlayer hybridization
and shift spectral weight to energies closer to the Ag band. This shift in spectral weight
would lower N(EF) and tend to inhibit ferromagnetism.
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EXCHANGE COUPLING IN COPPER BASED MULTILAYERS
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95120-6099.

Abstract

Giant magnetoresistance values exceeding 65% at room temperature arc reported in
antiferromagnetically coupled Co/Cu multilayers grown on Fe buffer layers using
magnetron sputter deposition. For such samples the saturation fields exceed 10 kOc.
However by taking advantage of the rapid decrease of the Co interlayer magnetic ex-
change coupling with increasing Cu spacer layer thickness, large magnetoresistance
values exceeding 35% can be obtained at room temperature for saturation fields of just
a few hundred oersted.

Introduction

The transport properties of metal multilayers and sandwiches has become an area of
great interest following the discovery of dramatic enhancements of the magnetoresis-
tance of multilayered films containing thin magnetic layers sandwiched about thin
metal layers[l-4]. The giant magnetoresistance (GMR) phenomenon has been found
in a variety of systems. Very large effects are found in Fe/Cr multilayers, both in
single crystal multilayers prepared by molecular beam epitaxy[2, 3] and in polycrys-
talline multilayers prepared by sputter deposition techniques[4]. At room temperature
saturation magnetoresistance values of about 15% are found in such structures.
However by far the highest values of magnetoresistance have been reported in Co/Cu
multilayers grown by magnetron sputter deposition[5-7]. Using such growth tech-
niques high quality multilayered structures containing thin copper layers can be read-
ily obtained[7].

Sample preparation

Sample preparation was carried out using conventional dc magnetron sputtering in a
high vacuum deposition system with a base pressure of -l x 10- Torr. The samples
were prepared in an argon atmosphere of 3.25 mTorr at deposition rates of r-2A/ sec
at a deposition temperatures of -40°C. Families of up to 20 multilayered structures
were prepared sequentially via computer control of the substrate platform and shutters
placed between the platform and each magnctron source. A substrate is placed under
a source and the shutter opened for a controlled length of time. The same substrate
is successively placed under the appropriate sources until the programmed structure
for that substrate is completed. The structures obtained are polycrystalline but the
level of contaminants is low and comparable to that typically obtained in molecular
beam epitaxy growth of single crystal material. Auger sputter depth profiles of a
number of samples gave no evidence for oxygen or carbon concentrations above the
auger sensitivity for these species (-l at%).

Mat. Ras. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Figure I The upper part of the figure shows the dependence of the room temperature saturation
transverse magnetoresistance on Cu spacer layer thicknes t, -. *f a series of samples of the form
Si(l00)/Fe(45A)I[Co(lOA)ICu(c.)]i,/Cu(55 - tc.A). The Iwi'er part of the figure shows room
temperature resistance versus field curves for structures ,ptinied to have very large magnetore-
sistance. The structures are (a) Si(I00)/IFe(5OA)/[(,,(gA)/(ut48.3A)]o'/Cu(5OA) and (h)
Si(iO0)/Fe(50A)I[Co(9A)ICu(20A)],0/Fe(25A). The resislivities ,f the films in zero field are
29.0 ,p&cm and 18.0 p2cm respectively.

Results and Discussion

Figure I show magnetoresistance data for Co/Cu %amples grown on thin Fe buffer
layers. The saturation mognetoresistance (the increase in resistance in low fields di-
vided by the high field resistance) oscillates as a function of Cu spacer layer thickness
with :i period of about IOA[6]. The oscillations parallel oscillations in the magnetic
coupling from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic of the Co layers via the Cu spacer
layers. These data are similar to those previously reported for the Fe/Cr and Co; Ru
systems[4]. In the latter systems the antiferromagnetic arrangement of the magnetic
Fe and Co layers for certain Cr and Ru layer thicknesses has been established by po-
larized neutron reflectivity studies[g, 9]. Antiferromagnetic coupling in Co/Cu single
crystalline superlattices was originally reported by Cebollada et al[l0] who have re-
cently found evidence for oscillatory coupling in single crystalline (100) Co/Cu;Co
sandwiches[l I] with a similar period to that we find in polycrystalline CoiCu multi-
layers. We also find evidence for indirect antiferrmagnetic exchange coupling via Cu
spacer layers sandwiched between Nij1 Fej, layers[ 12 1, Co and Fe layers[5], and Co
and Ni layers[5]. In each case the magnetic coupling oscillates as a function of Cu
layer thickness with a period of approximately I0 angstjoin with parallel oscillations
in saturation magnetoresistance. The phase of the ocillations is similar in each of
these cases.
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For well defined layered structures the largest magnetoresitance values are found for
multilayers containing thin Co and Cu layers _8A thick. This results from the domi-
nant role of interfacial scattering causing the GMR eff'ect. Figure 1(a) shows a satu-
ration magnetoresistance value of more than 65%6 in such a sample. For such thin
Cu layers the Co layers are strongly antiferromagneticallI coupled and thus the satu-
ration field is very large. The magnetic coupling strength dec33 rapidly with in-
creasing Cu thickness whereas the saturation magnetoresistance decays much more
slowly as approximately the inverse Cu layer thickness. I hus in structures with Cu
layer thicknesses corresponding to the second antiferiornagnetic oscillation, saturation
magnetoresistance values of about half that at the first antiferromagnetic oscillation
are found for saturation fields more than 20 times smaller as shown in Figure I(b).
The saturation field at the second oscillation can be further reduced by growing
structures on Ru buffer layers as shown in Figure 2.

The magnetic and transport properties of the Co ('u miiltilavers are surprisingly re-
producible for the same growth conditions. Ihowexe. s aring these conditions can
substantially alter the properties. In particular, for gr wth on silicon substrates, the
buffer layer onto which the multilayered structute is grown is very important[7].
Figure 3 shows a comparison of two identical Co Cu multila|yers grown on 50A thick
Cu and Fe buffer layers with respectively 50A [hick Fe and Cu capping layers. The
capping layers were chosen such that the structures hame the same total layer thick-
nesses of Cu and Fe as well as Co. This is important in oider to compare the magne-
toresistance of these samples since Cu is much nme comducting than Fe and thus
shunts the sensing current away from the multilaver more than Fe. For the samples
in Fig. 3 the magnetoresistance of the multilayer grown on Fe is - 60% higher than
that grown on Cu. The magnetic data in Fig. 3 show that the sample grown on Fe
has a moment in zero field corresponding to tha t f the Fe buffer layer. This is con-
sistent with an almost perfect antiferromagnetic arfangement of the Co layers. In
contrast the multilayer grown on Cu has a zero field moment considerably larger than
that of the Fe moment in this structure suggesting incomiplete antiferromagnetic
alignment. Both auger sputter depth profiles and cross section transmission electron
micrographs show that the Co and Cu layers are more iegularly layered when grown
on Fe buffer layers[7]. These conclusions are also consistent with x-ray diffraction
studies. Figure 4 shows both low and high angle x-iax diffraction patterns taken with
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Figure 3: Resistance and magnetization versus field curves for two samples of the form
Si(l00)/hufferlayer/[Co(IOA)ICu(9A)]4,cappinglayer. (a) and (c) correspond to a sample
grown ni a 50A thick Fe layer with a 50A capping layer, whereas (c) and (d) are for a sample
grown on 50ACu with a 5OAFe cap. The resistivities of the films in zero field are 19.5 Mlcm and
22.0 pucm respectiveiy.

a Cu x-ray source for the same two samples of Fig.3. The multilayer grown on Cu
shows only a weak first order reflection whereas that for the sample grown on Fe is
well defined. In the latter case the peak position corresponds to a period of -22A
somewhat larger than the nominal multilayer period of 19A. The latter is inferred
from the measured thicknesses of -I000A thick calibration films made at the same
time as the multilayers. We ascribe this difference to a reduced density in the multi-
layer films. The high angle x-ray data shown in Fig. 4(b) shows for both samples a
strong (11) reflection with a much weaker (200) reflection. The relative intensities
of these reflections is about 5 times larger than expected for completely randomly ori-
ented crystallites. Thus the films are (I 1l) textured.

Finally Figure 5 shows a comparison of the dependence of the saturation magnetore-
sistance on Cu layer thickness for Co/Cu multilayers grown on Fe and Cu buffer lay-
ers. These data were measured at 4.2 K. Again, for thin Cu spacer layers, these data
show diminished magnetorcsistance values for growth on Cu buffer layers compared
to growth on Fe buffer layers. However for thicker Cu spacer layers the two series of
samples show very similar values of saturation magnetoresistance. These data are thus
consistent with partial direct magnetic coupling of the Co layers for thin Cu layers for
structures grown on Cu, perhaps resulting from the poor layered morphology. With
thicker Cu layers this presumably becomes less important. Figure 5 shows that the
period of the oscillation is similar for both sets of samples but that there is a significant
shift in the phase of the oscillations towards thicker Cu layers for the structures grown
on Cu. Ihis again is presumably simply a result of the poorer structural integrity of
these samplcs.
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Figure 4: Low and high angle x-ray, diffraction ;'alfernko/ b'r CW' u tnulihaver satnples. ,fihc
firin si( i00))/iFe(5oA)/[co( it)A)/Cu(9Afl1,,CnSoiAI. and
Si( 100)/ Cu(5oA)/['o j oA)/C(9A)I,1Fe(5oA).

Conclusions

Vcry large magnetoresistance values are found in Co Cu niultlavers grown by mag-
netron sputter &~position. The saturation magnetoresislane oscillates with incrc. sine
Cu spacer layer thickness as a consequence of oscillations in the magnetic coupling J
Cu from ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic. For 0ii la~t'i thicknesses corresponding
to the first anti ferrom agnetic oscillation saturation inagnetoresistance values exceeding
65% at room temperature are found with satirat oil fields oft about 10 kOe. At the
second antiferromagnetic oscillation tnagnectoiesistance galues oft more than 35". are
found] for saturation Fields 20 times small,:r. I hie uise oft I-e buffer lavers was shown
to give rise to more perfect layered structuores withI hipghr nilagntleiresiStan1ce valUes
than similar structures grown on Cu for thin Cu spacei averis. For thicker Cu lavets
there is little difference in the magnitudle oif the niagneloresistanee. For structure"
grown on Cu or Fe buffer layers the period of oscilla ioins ill nagnetilresistance is I lie
same but the phase of' the oscillaht ions is shifted t iva o s thIiic ker (ii la% eis for sIt ii-
lures grown oin Cu.
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Figure 5: D~ependence of saturation transverse magnetreistance 'in Cu spacer layer thickness
for two families of similar samples grown on (a) Fe huffer layers and (h) Cu buffer layers. The
structures are (a) Si(100)IFe(45A)I(Co(IOA)/('n,(,,.,)]4,(u,(55- ',A). and (h
si( l00)ICu(50A)I[co(9A)Cu(tc.)IoICu(65 - ,.
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MAGNETISM AND MAGNETORESISTANCE OF MULTILAYERS WITH TWO MAGNETIC COMPONENTS.
I. Cu-BASED FILMS

H. YAMAMOTO- , T. OKUYAMA'" , H. DOHNOMAE- and T. SHINJO
hIsttut for (hrmzoal R.s'arch. hyoto I rirersty. (Ui. l'.oto-fu 611, Japan

ABSTRACT

Magnetoresistance (MR) properties were studied in Cu/Co/Cu/Ni0 Fe0
system, and a large MR ratio was observed in weak external fields. In the
course of field sweeping, these two magnetic components (Co and Ni(Fe)) are
oriented antiparallel, because of the difference of coercive forces, and
then the resistivity is greatly enhanced. The MR ratio was observed to
be 10% at 300K, and 32% at 20K, respectively, in a multilayer [Cu(55A)/
Co(25A)/Cu(55A)/Ni4oFeo(25A)] ×15

INTRODUCTION

Recently, a large magnetoresistance (MR) effect has been a topic
in the foundamental and applied physics. Baibich et al. found that
the reduction of resistance in an Fe/Cr multilayers reaches about 50% at
4.2K in 20 kOe[t1. More recently, two groups reported that the Co/Cu
multilayers show more larger MR changes[2,3]. The MR ratio in a Co/Cu
multilayer reaches 50% at room temperature (RT), and up to 120% at 4.2K,
respectively. In Fe/Cr and Co/Cu systems, the magnetizations of adjacent
magnetic layers couple antiparallel in weak external fields, due to an
antiferromagnetic interlayer interaction across a non magnetic layer if the
thickness is a proper value. At this situation, the resistivity of these
samples is high. In higher external fields enough for the ferromagnetic
orientation, the spin-dependent scattering mechanism does not work and the
resistivity decreases. The origin of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
effect is believed to be the scattering of the conduction electrons by the
magnetic spins of d-electrons.

Firstly, Grdnberg et al. [4] found that in Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches the
adjacent Fe layers coupled antiferromagnetically across Cr layer. Hosoito
et al. [5] and Barthelemy et al.[6] studied the magnetic structure in
Fe/Cr multilayers by means of neutron diffraction and confirmed that the
antiparallel orientation of adjacent Fe layers is realized in weak external
fields.

The authors found that a Cu/Co/Cu/Ni(Fe) multilayer shows a large MR at
weak fields[7]. This system realizes an antiparallel magnetic orientation
by a differnt cause from Fe/Cr or Co/Cu systems. In the Cu/Co/Cu/Ni(Fe)
system, the magnetic layers are well separated by intervening nonmagnetic Cu
layers. The exchange coupling between the magnetic layers is negligible
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Thus a "giant ferrimagnetic state" is induced in the magnetization process
because of the different coercive fields. The resistivity increases
sharply due to the spin-dependent scattering when the magnetizations are
antiparallel. It is a great merit for technical applications that a weak

field can induce a large MR change.

EXPERIMENTAL

Multilayers consisting of two magnetic components were prepared by

successively depositing Cu, Co, Cu and Ni(Fe) alloy layers on glass
substrates using alternate vapor deposition technique by E-guns in ultrahigh

vacuum. Residual gas pressure was in the range of 10
-
10 torr. Ni(8Owt%)-

Fe(20wt%) alloy, Co and Cu metals were used as the evaporation sources.
The composition of deposited Ni(Fe) alloy layer is believed to be almost

the same as that of evaporation source. The deposition rate was in
the range 0.2 - 0.5 A/s on the substrates at RT. The multilayers were
analyzed by X-ray diffractometory. The dimension of the samples for the

MR measurements was 0.3 x 10 mm
2 .  

The resistance was measured using
the conventional four-terminal method. The direction of the current was
in-plane. The external fields applied in an in-plane direction at the right

angles with that of the current. The MH curve was obtained by a vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM) and a superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID). Most of the MR curves and the MH curves were measured between ±500

Oe. MR ratio was defined as Ip/pox 100 %, where jI. is the resistivity at
the ferromagnetically saturated state.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
1.0 L

Magnetization and Resistance 
1A.

If the Cu layer is enough - 0
thick to separate the magnetic

layers, the magnetizations of _ 0
two magnetic components turn
over almost independently.

Since the effective anisotropies -500 0 500
of Co and Ni(Fe) layers are

different, the magnetizations 10
of two magnetic layers turn

over at different magnetic ,,
fields. That is to say, the 0
magnetization of the soft compo- -4

nent reverses in the low external (d \
field region (IH< 50 Oe), - _

while the hard components reverse 0 0

at IHI> 50 Oe. The resistance 0

is increasing abruptly with -500 0 500

reversing the Ni(Fe) magne- FXTR.NAL FIEL:..,

tization. The maximum resistance

was obtained at the external Fig. 1 Magnetic hysteresis loop (A)

field where the directions and magnetoresistance (B), at RT

of two magnetic components of amultilayer [Cu(50A)/Co(30A)/
are oriented antiparallel with Cu(50A)/Ni (Fe) (30A)]x 15.

each L.ner (Fig 1). We have
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observed MR ratio Ap/po (H=3
kOe) of 10% at RT and 33%
at OK, respectively, in a

multilayer [Cu(50A)/Co(30A)/ 8.0 P
Cu(50A)/Ni(Fe)(3OA)] x 15. / A

Figure 2 shows 0' -. i\, . p

the MR effect as a o

function of temperature, c 6.0 - .0
which is the peak value A * A A o
against the resistance 0 o P.+AP

at H=3 kOe. The base o o op,

resistivity 110 (H
=3 kOe) 4.0 o

decrease with the decrease
of temperature. Above 0 100 200 300
100K, the P0 decrease
linearly. While below '/ K
100K, gradually the diffe-
rential value of po Fig.2 Specific resistivities of the
becomes smaller. Figure Cu/Co/Cu/Ni(Fe) sample at the peaks(
3 shows the absolute ) and at H3 kfe (0),
change a6 a function
of temperature. The
absolute resistivity change
'ij increases monotoniously,
with the decrease of
temperature. The A,-
at 20K (: 1.31 ill rr) 1.5 - -400

proved to be nearly 000000 0

twice the value at 300K -300

(-- 0.(pQ - cm) . This - 300
result shows that the 1.0 -
magnetic contribution A -20
in the spin-dependent

scattering at 20K is 0.5-
2 times larger than 100
that at 300K. On the
other hand, the bulk
magnetization is almost '0

equal in the range of 0 100 200 300

OK - 300K in a multilayer T K
[Cu(55A)/Co(25A)/Cu(55A)/
Ni(Fe) (25A)] x 15, because
the Curie temperatures Fig.3 Magnetization at H=3 kOe, Ms,
of both components are and the magnetic contribution to the
much higher than RT resistivity, Ap, as a function of
(Fig.3). It is an temperature in a multilayer [Cu(55A)/
important clue for the Co(25A)/Cu(55A)/Ni(Fe)(25A)]xlS.
understanding of the
MR effect.

Dependence of MR on Annealing Temperatures

Petroff et al. studied the dependence of MR on annealing temperatures
in the Fe/Cr multilayers[8].
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In Fe/Cr system, the iO.0
MR change increases with
annealing temperatures. They
concluded a mixing at Fe/Cr
interfaces to a certain extent 0

is favorite to enhance the 9.0 0 0 0 0 0

spin-dependent scattering. e
In order to know the influence
of an annealing on Cu/Co/
Cu/Ni(Fe) system, a heat
treatment experiment was 8.0
carried out. Figure 4
shows the MR ratio for various
annealing temperatures in 0 100 200 300

a multilayer [Cu(55A)/Co(25A)/ T / °C
Cu (55A)/Ni(Fe) (25A)] ×15. The
samples were annealed for Fig.4 Dependence of MR on annealing
I hour in a ultrahigh vacuum temperatures.
at 50*C - 300°C.

The MR ratio does not increase as a result of annealing in this
system. The difference of MR ratio of each sample was in the range of
experimental errors. Because Cu-Ni(Fe) and Cu-Co are not the combinations
to make solubility compounds, heat treatments at moderate temperatures do
not induce a significant change. On the other hand, for a technical use,
multilayers of this system have a good heatproof characteristic below 300*C.

Hr ..100 - Hr = 120, -

----- r 100
Hr =50- .!I,

Hr 30

Hrn 305

Hr 10 Hr :10

-500 0 500 -100 0 100
H / Oe H / Oe

Fig.5 Magnetic minor loops Fig.6 MR minor loops of
of (Cu(55A)/Co(25A)/Cu(55A)/ [Cu(55A)/Co(25A)/Cu(55A)/
Ni(Fe)(25A)]x15 for Ni(Fe)(25A)]x15 for
various Hr. various Hr.
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Minor Loops

The dependence of MR on the magnetic structure has been studied by
changing appled fields in the range of a few Oe. The minor loops of
MH and MR in a multilayer [Cu(55A)/Co(25A)/Cu(55A)/Ni(Fe)(25A)]xl5, are
respectively shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The field was swept between ±
Hr after applying -200 Oe, where Hr is the reverse point of the external
field, Because the rotation of the hard component (Co layer) needs a
higher field, the magnetization and the resistance change reversibly for
IHrI<30 Oe. Then, the MR ratio increases sharply. Especialy in the range
IHrI<20 Oe, the field dependence of resistance is almost linear. This is
an important result for technical applications. As Hr is increased above
30 Oe, the hard component rotates gradually. Because the reversals of soft
component and hard one occur in different ranges of field, the MH curves
become hysteretic. The area of MH hysteresis loop increases gradually with
Hr. The resistance decreases with rotating Co magnetization and the MR
curves become hysteretic with sweeping between ±Hr (>50 Oe),too. The MR
loops have two peak values at ±50 Oe where giant ferrimagnetic state is
realized, respectively. As +Hr is below 50 Oe, the MR loop does not have
the peak value at -50 Oe. With incresing of +Hr, the peak value at -50 Oe
becomes high. At +Hr=500 Oe, the two peak values are almost equal, since
the Co magnetization is saturated (Fig.l).

Dependence of MR on the Cu layer thickness

The dependence
of MR on the thickness
of the Cu layer
was studied in [Cu(d)/ o M 0.

NiFe(25A)/Cu(d)/ o---- - APo o

Co(25A)I x5 (Fig,). _-.\o/
The magnetization 4 .4 C:

process and MR curve 0
change dramatically 3 0 o.3 0 'o
with the Cu layer
thickness, d(Cu). 2 ..2
This result suggests Z 4 0.
t h a t t h e r e i s a f 4- ---- o .
ferromagnetic type S

interlayer coupling 0.0
0 30 40 so o To so so too

between two magnetic
layers. As d(Cu) d(CU)/A
is thin, there is
a strong interlayer
coupling, then the Fig.7 MR ratio and resistivity at RT
MH curves show single as a function of Cu layer thickness
ferromagnetic hysteresis dCu)) in a multilayer [Cu(d)/Co(25A)/
loops because of Cu(d)/Ni(Fe)(25A)]x5 ; H=500 Oe.
the magnetizations
of Ni(Fe) and Co
layers rotate almost
at the same field.

As d(Cu)>55A, the antiparallel orientation is realized because the
magnetizations of two magnetic layers turn over at different fields. It
is interesting to note that the curvature of MH curve for d(Cu)=72A is
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slightly different from that for d(Cu)=55A, which means a weak interlayer
coupling between two magnetic layers exists even above d(Cu)=55A. Parkin et
al. studied the dependence of MR on the Cr or Ru layer thicknesses in Fe/Cr
or Co/Ru systems[9]. The MR changes were found to depend oscillatorily
on the nonmagnetic layer thickness. They argued that the origin of the
oscillations is a Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) type interaction.
In the present work, the dependence of MR in the region where d(Cu) is
smaller than 50A, is necessary to examine in more detail.

SUMMARY

Because of the difference of coercive fields in the two magnetic
components, "giant ferrimagnetic states" is realized at weak fields in the
system Cu/Co/Cu/Ni(Fe) and the resistance is increasing by the spin-dependent
scattering. With varing layer thicknesses or layer number, the magnetization
process and the MR change are controlled. These results show that a large
MR effect in this system is useful for technical applications.
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MAGNETISM AND MAGNETORESISTANCE OF MULTILAYERS WITH TWO MAGNETIC
COMPONENTS. II. Au-BASED FILMS
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Institute for Chemical Research,KyOto University,
UjiKyoto-fu 611, Japan

ABSTRACT

Magnetoresistance(MR) properties of Au-based multilayers
including two magnetic components, i.e.[Au/Co/Au/Ni(Fe)]xn, were
investigated and compared with those of Cu-based films. The
interlayer coupling between Co and Ni(Fe) through Au layer was
found to be strongly antiferromagnetic if the thickness is less
than 35A. Antiparallel alignment of magnetizations caused by the
difference in the coercive fields of Co and Ni(Fe) layers is
realized when the Au layer thickness is larger than 50A. Then, the
resistance is enhanced by the spin-dependent scattering but the
observed MR ratio is smaller than the case of Cu-based
multilayers.

INTRODUCTION

In the preceding paper[l], MR properties of Cu-based
multilayers including two magnetic components, Co and Ni(Fe)
(permalloy), were described. If the spacing Cu layers are thick
enough, each magnetic layer is isolated and in the course of
external field sweeping, the magnetizations of Co and Ni(Fe)
layers are oriented antiparallel to each other, in a certain field
region, because the coercive fields are different. Then, a large
enhancement of resistance occurred due to the spin-dependent
scattering. In order to study the mechanism of the spin-dependent
scattering and also to look for the condition to realize larger
MR changes, it is of significant importance to examine the MR
properties of other systems, with replacing the Cu layers by some
other non-magnetic metal. In this paper, experimental results on
Au-based multilayers are introduced and compared with the Cu-based
ones. Some results of other systems will be mentioned very
briefly.

EXPERIMENTAL

Samples were prepared by succeedingly depositing Au,Co,Au and
permalloy(NieoFe20 ) in ultrahigh vacuum, onto glass substrates at
room temperature. The base vacuum was in 10-' Torr range and in
10 9 Torr during the deposition. Typical deposition rate was
0.3A/sec. The magnetic layer thicknesses were always 25A and the
Au layer thickness was varied from 15A to 100A. The deposition of
the four-layers-unit was repeated up to 15 times. The artificial
periodic structures were confirmed by X-ray diffraction. Cross-
sections of some samples were observed by transmission electron
microscope (TEM). Four-terminal resistivity measurements were
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applied to the samples with the size of 0.3xlOmm. The
direction of the external field was in the film plane,
perpendicularly to the electric current(ixl0

4 
A). The MR ratio is

expressed as the difference from the resistance at H=3kOe, which
is taken as the standard resistance at the full saturation.

RESULTS

An example of X-ray diffraction pattern for a Au/Co/Au/
Ni(Fe) multilayer is shown in Fig.l. Observed peaks are rather
sharp since the densities of Au and 3d metals are different. Such
X-ray patterns indicate that the artificial periodic structure has

been established as designed and each interface is sufficiently
sharp. The structure is regarded as texture with

Au(lll)/Ni(Fe)(lll)/Co(O01) epitaxy. The coherence length
estimated from the X-ray line broadening is about 250A. It is more
than twice of the artificial period (the four layers' thickness)
and suggests that the crystallographic quality of the sample is
fairly good. Figure 2 is an example of the cross-sectional

106 -

6

0030

10 2 t )

0 i6 32 40 29(e) 50

Fig.l.X-ray diffraction patern

for [Au(30A)/Co(25A)/Au(30A)/
Ni,0Fe 20 (25A)] x15.

Fig.2.Cross-section of the
same sample as Fig.l by TEM
observation.
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Fig.3.Magnetic hysteresis Fig.4.MR curves for the same
curves for the sample samples as Fig.3.
[Au(d)/Co(25A)/Au(d)/Ni(Fe)
(25A)]xl5, as a function of
the Au layer thickness, d(Alx).

observation by TEM, which also indicates the establishment of
artificial periodicity.

Magnetic hysteresis curves for the [Au/Co/Au/Ni(Fe)] samples
are shown in Fig. 3. The Au layer thickness,d(Au), was varied from
15 to 1OOA, while the magnetic layer thicknesses, d(Co) and
d(Ni(Fe)), were constantly 25A. When d(Au) is less than 50A, two
magnetic components are not independent with each other but
coupled antiferromagnetically. The saturation field corresponds
to the strength of antiferromagnetic coupling and becomes larger
if d(Au) is smaller. The magnetic structure is therefore
determined by the competition between the interlayer
antiferromagnetic coupling and the external field. In this case,
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an antiparallel alignment of magnetizations is caused by the
interlayer coupling and therefore realized in the vicinity of zero
field.

Figure 4 shows an example of resistance enhancement caused
by the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling. The peaks are
observed at small fields and the hysteresis (the difference
between field increasing and decreasing) is rather small. The
interlayer coupling, Co-Au-Ni(Fe) is indeed a very interesting
problem. However, the main subject of this paper is the region
where the interlayer coupling is very small. A further discussion
on the interlayer magnetic coupling will be given in a forthcoming
paper[2]. If d(Au) is larger than 50A, the interlayer coupling
becomes negligible and two magnetic components behave
independently. In the couse of field sweeping, an antiparallel
alignment is realized becuase of the difference of coercive
fields. Then, as also shown in Fig.4, the resistance is enhanced
by the spin-dependent scattering as was already demonstrated in
the Cu-based multilayers[l]. As long as the non-magnetic spacing
layer, Cu or Au, is thick enough, the MR properties of Au-based
films are qualitatively the same as those of Cu-based ones.

The observed MR ratio at room temperature of Au-based films
is shown in Fig.5a as a function of d(Au). As mentioned already,
there are two causes for the antiparallel alignment. The
interlayer coupling is dominant in smaller d(Au) region, while the
difference of coercive fields is the dominant reason for
antiparallel magnetizations in larger d(Au) region. As is shown
in the figure, the resultant MR ratio changes gradually and the
values at d(Au)=50,80 and 100A are nearly the same. The two
regions cannot be clearly separated but two mechanisms are
superposing at the boundary. The maximum value at room temperature
does not exceed 5%, which is smaller than that in Cu-based
multilayers. In Fig.5b, the specific resistance values of po and
Ap are expressed as a function of d(Au). po is the base resistance
and Ap the MR change (peak height), respectively. It is to be
noted that the absolute magnetic contribution does not change
greatly. The increase of resistance with the decrease of d(Au) is
due to the change of 3d/Au ratio and crystallographic reasons.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

The Ap value at d(Au)=50A is about 0.5pOcm. This is
comparable to the largest value in the Cu-based samples, which was
about 0.6p0cm. Therefore it is likely that the spin dependent
scattering at Au/3d itself is not smaller than that at Cu/3d
interfaces. Because the base resistance po in Au layer is higher
than that in Cu, eventually the observed MR ratio turns out to be
smaller in Au-based films.

Several Al-based samples were also prepared with the same
procedure. An example of hysteresis curve is shown in Fig.6, which
indicates that the magnetic layers are well separated and an
antiparallel alignment is certainly established. Nevertheless, the
MR curve shows no peak at all. The resistivity of the Al-based
multilayers is one order larger than that of Cu-ones. Therefore,
an MR ratio should be one order smaller even if there works a
similar spin-dependent scattering at the interface between Al and
3d metals. However it is certain that the magnetic contribution
is less than O.lpQcm. Therefore the spin-dependent scattering at
Al/3d seems to be much less effective than that at Cu/3d or Au/3d.

A systematic investigation on other systems is in progress.
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NMR study on the nanostructure of Co/X multilayers

W. J. M. DE JONGE. H. A. M. DE GRONCKEL and K. KOPINGA,
Department of Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT),
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands,

P. PANISSOD,
IPCMS, 4 rue Blaise Pascal, 67070 Strasbourg, France,

F. J. A. DEN BROEDER,
Philips Research Ldboratories, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

The nanostructure and local strain of [111] FCC Co/Cu and Co/Ni multilayers is
studied by means of nuclear magnetic resonance. The atomic topology of the interface can
be deduced from the NMR spectrum, the local strains from the shift in the hyperfine fields.
The results show that the Co/Cu interface is a mixed monolayer and that the Co layers,
including the interface, have uniform (tensile) strain inversely proportional to the Co thick-
ness (within experimental error) with the proportionality constant depending on the Cu
thickness. In Co/Nt the interface consists of two mixed layers and the Co layers have uni-
form compressive strain inversely proportional to the Co thickness.

The new phenomena observed in thin films and magnetic multilayers -e.g., change in
preferential direction of the magnetic moment [1], giant magnetoresistance [2], dimension-
ality effects [3], etc.- are strongly determined by structural and interfacial perfection of
the films and the presence of strains [4]. In multilayers information on these vital para-
meters is generally hard to obtain. For surfaces, detailed information on the topology can
be obtained by many experimental techniques from surface physics. For interfaces and
individual layers embedded in the multilayer structure such information is much more
difficult to obtain. In principle techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
Mossbauer spectroscopy provide the possibility to probe the multilayers and the interfaces
on a nanoscopic scale.

In this contribution we will demonstrate the potential power of nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) for the research of the nanostructure of multilayered materials. We will
show that a clear distinction can be made between interface and bulk atoms and that
detailed information on the topology of the interface and the strain within the layer can
be obtained. To this purpose the interface structure and local strains of various Co/X (X
= Ni, Cu, Pd, Ir, Au) multilayers have been studied with NMR. We will emphasize the
results on [IlI] FCC Co/Cu and Co/Ni. Preliminary results on the former system have
been published elsewhere [5].

The Co/Cu multilayers were prepared at the Philips Research Laboratories by
e-beam evaporation in HV on oxidized silicon substrates (12x4x0.4 mm 3 ) at room temper-
ature. The deposition was started with a base layer of 200 A Cu, the deposition rate was
in the order of a few A/s and the total thickness of the multilayers was about 2000 A.
Chemical analysis was used to check the amount of Co. Values of the layer thicknesses
quoted below are accurate to about 5%. X-ray diffractometry at high and low scattering
angles confirmed the 1111] FCC texture and the superlattice modulation. The Co/Ni
multilayers were prepared by MBE on oxidized silicon substrates using a base layer of
300 A Au which was annealed at 150 0C for 20 minutes prior to the multilayer deposition.
The deposition rate was about 0.5 A/s.

NMR experiments were performed with and without a magnetic field. The in-field
spectra were recorded in fields (up to 5 T) applied parallel to the film plane at a tempera

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Figure 1. 'dR spin echo intensity as function of resonance frequency for a
40-(2 k Co - 42 A Cu) /II

I 
multilayer in zero field as recorded. The

solid ,me represents the result of a fit with seven Gaussians. Each Gaussian
(denoted by the dotted lines) corresponds to Co atoms in a specific environ-
,nent. The dependence of the spin echo ntensity on the square of the frequen-
cy has been incorporated in the fitting program. The inset shows that appli-
cation of a magnetic field reduces the line broadening due to inhomogeneous
magnetization, thereby clearly resolving the first satellite from the main line.

ture of 1.4 K with the incoherent spin echo spectrometer at EUT. The zero field spectra
were recorded at constant r.f. field strength with the automated coherent spin echo spec-
trometer at the IPCMS. The sensitivity of both installations amounts to roughly 1016 Co
spins at 1.4 K.

Fig. 1 and 2 show typical examples of a NMR spectrum. Fig. I shows the spin echo

intensity for a 40x(12.3 A Co + 42 A Cu) multilayer versus frequency in zero field. Fig. 2
shows the spin echo intensity for a 50x(12.3 A Co + 42 A Ni) multilayer as function of
the hyperfine field, expressed in terms of the zero field resonance frequencies, in a magnet-
ic field applied parallel to the film plane. Spectra for different thicknesses of Co (or Cu,

Co .L2A N;) FCC i

Figure 2. NMR spin echo inten- 50x(12A Co 42A N)
sity as function of the hyperfine 2" r
field, expressed in terms of zero 0

field resonance frequencies for 5 0
a 50-(12 ACo 4 42 A Ni) o
[fill multilayer. The spectrum "
was recorded at 1.35 K with a - 0

magnetic field applied parallel o 1 0 0
to the filmplane. The arrows 1 0 0 0 0
denote the hyperfine field for o o0 4
bulk Co in a FCC and a HCP c: 0, HCPI
structure. The spectrum is CL
corrected for enhancement. 0 o P

170 190 210 230
frequency (MHz)
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Figure 3. In field spectra of Co Cu2 1 multilayers (Fig Sa, left part of the figure) and of Co.Ni42
multilayers (Fig. Sb, right part of the figure) showing the systematic increase in intensity ratio
between the main line and the most intense satellite as function of the Co thickness tco (ezpressed
in monolayers). For easy comparison the spectra have been normalized to the most intense satellite
(n intensity as well as in frequency). The insets show the ratio of intensity of bulk to interface as
function of Co thickness.

respectively, Ni) are qualitatively similar, but shifted in frequency. The main line in the
spectrum appears close to the value of FCC surrounded bulk Co (217 MHz). The shift of
this line with respect to the bulk value is caused by strain in the Co layer, as we will
argue in detail later. At the high frequency side there is practically no intensity, indicat-
ing that in our samples the amount of HCP Co and the number of stacking faults is very
small. This is in marked contrast with measurements on Co/Pd, Co/Ir and Co/Au [6]as
well as recent X-ray and NMR experiments on some Co/Cu multilayers [71 where stack-
ing faults and fractions of HCP Co up to 40% are reported. Since the intensity ratio be-
tween the main line and the lower frequency part of the spectrum increases systematically
with tco as shown in Fig. 3, the part of the spectrum below the main line is assigned to
Co atoms at the interfaces where one or more nearest neighbor Co atoms are replaced by
Cu, respectively, Ni. This assignment is supported by the observation that the spin-spin
relaxation time T2 for the satellites is typically twice the value measured for the main
(bulk) peak, evidencing a different origin of the signals. From the inset of Fig. 3a it ap-
pears that for Co/Cu the intensity ratio between the main line and most intense satellite
varies as nco-2, indicating unambiguously that the mixed layer is only one layer thick.

To analyse the interface spectrum of Co/Cu (Fig. 1) more quantitatively we fitted
the intensity by Gaussian lines. Since the spectrum originates from Co atoms with one or
more Cu atoms in their nearest neighbor shell, it should consist of a number of absorption
lines shifted with respect to the bulk FCC line by approximately 18 MHz per substituted
Cu atom as deduced from experiments in diluted alloys [8). The solid line in Fig. 1 shows
that the structure of the spectrum is indeed well fitted by (seven) approximately equally
spaced Gaussians (denoted by the dotted lines) with an average spacing of 19 t 3 MHz.
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All parameters in the fit were free except for the linewidth, which was constrained to have
the same value for all lines. We stress that the fit was insensitive to changes of the start-
ing parameters and always converged to the same positions and intensities for the lines.
Attempts to reduce the number of lines gave evident misfit whereas attempts to introduce
more than seven lines resulted in a merging of the supplementary lines into one of the
seven within less than 1 MHz. We are thus very confident that the reconstructed spec-
trum with seven lines represents the actual hyperfine field distribution to a fair degree of
correctness.

Given this result the various lines can thus be assigned to Co nuclei having 12 Co
neighbors ("bulk" atoms) and nuclei having 11 to 6 Co neighbors ("interface atoms"). The
existence of Co sites with an environment different from 12 Co neighbors ("bulk" atoms)
or 9 Co neighbors (sites in perfectly flat interface layers have 9 Co neighbors for the [1111
oriented growth) is obviously related to interface roughness.

In order to substantiate this conclusion somewhat more we have compared the ex-
perimental intensity of the satellite spectrum with a complete random distribution as well
as a more structured model. The latter model, which is schematically shown in Fig. 4,

contains monoatomic steps with an average
width equal to the average distance d

CU between them. Since the edges of a step are

,nterf ae( _ not necessarily perfectly straight an aver-
T age length I of its straight sections is also

Co X introduced. Angles between the straight
sections are symmetry determined, i. e.,

if a 1200 (Cu rich angle) and 2400 (Co rich

angle), and assumed to be equally proba-
Cu ble. The relative occurrences of the various
$ neighborhoods in the two tentative models

MULTILAYER CROSS-SECTION determines the intensity. A surprizing
agreement (within 10%) between the step
model (with d and I in the order of two
atomic distances) and the experimental
data was obtained. These values for d and 1
show that in the interface monolayer atom-
ic steps are quite numerous. However, it
must be stressed that the observed distri-
bution of neighborhoods clearly differs

1from the limiting case of a random distri-
bution of 50% Co and 50% Cu in a flat but

INTERFACE TOP VIEW diffused interface layer. This means that in
Figure 4. Schematic view of a Co/Cu multi- the mixed interface layer the Co atoms
layer with atomic step defects in the interface prefer to be surrounded by Co and the Cu
monolayer. The steps have an average length atoms by Cu, which is not unlikely.
d equal to the average distance between them. In the
The average length of the straight parts of the case of Co/Ni the fact that there is more
edges of the steps is denoted by 1. than one satellite visible (Fig. 2) also

directly indicates that the interfaces are
rather thoroughly mixed. From the inset of Fig. 3b it appears that the intensity ratio
between the main line and most intense satellite varies as nco-4, indicating that, in
contrast to Co/Cu, there are at least two mixed layers at each interface. This makes the
interpretation in terms of a specific interface structure model much more complicated.
Preliminary analysis, however, seems to indicate that the interface layers may not be
completely randomly diffused but contain numerous mono-atomic and bi-atomic steps.

We will now focus on the dependence of the spectra on the Co thickness (tco). NMR
spectra have been recorded by field-sweeps at constant r.f. frequencies for multilayer
samples having a Cu layer thickness of 21 A and 42 A, respectively, a Ni layer thickness
of 42 A, and a Co layer thickness ranging from 6 A to 40 A. The observed positions of the
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Figure 5. a) Hyperfine field Bhf derived from in-field spectra as function of inverse Co thickness
1/t for /l111 FCC Co/Cu and Co/Ni multzlayers. The solid lines represent least squares fits of a
straight line to the data.

b) Hyperfine field Bhf derived from in-field spectra as function of inverse Co thickness
1/tif for [111/ FCC Co/Cu multilayers unth a Cu thickness of 42 A. The squares represent the
hyperfine field of Co atoms unth 12 Co atoms as nearest neighbor ("bulk" atoms). The triangle
(data taken from ref. 8) and circles represent the hyperfine field of Co atoms unth 11 Co nearest
neighbors and 1 Cu nearest neigbor (atoms at the interface).

main line are plotted in Fig. 5a as ABhf against 1/tco. The hyperfine field Bhf was ob-
tained from the resonance field BO and the frequency f by the relation f = ,(Bhf-Bo),
where ' = 10.054 MHz/T is the '5 Co nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. The "bulk" value
Bhaf = 21.54 T observed for a 1000 A thick Co layer is used as reference value. It is ob-
vious that in the multilayers Bhf is shifted from the bulk value by an amount ABhf de-
pending on t0 o. From pressure experiments as well as theoretical calculations it is known
that the magnitude of the hyperfine field is related to the atomic volume (V) or, alternati-
vely, the strain [9]. Using the proportionality of ABhf/Bhf to AV/V (Ahf/Bhf
-1.16 AV/V for isotropic pressure) the data indicate that the strain in the Co layers as
probed by the bulk atoms seems to be inversely proportional to the Co thickness for Co
thicknesses from 6 A up to bulk. The sign and magnitude of the strain, however, clearly
depend on the chemical composition of the multilayer (Fig. 5a). For Co/Ni the strain in
the Co layers is compressive while for Co/Cu the strain is tensile (and depends on tcu).
Since the lattice mismatch between Co and Ni is about +0.6% and between Co and Cu
about -2.0% this strongly suggests that the strain in the Co layers is related to the lattice
mismatch. If we compare the magnitude of the strain in Co/Cu for tcu = 42 A with the
magnitude of the strain in Co/Ni (t5, = 42 A) we even find a perfect agreement between
the ratio of the strains and the ratio of the mismatches.
For the interface atoms the same analysis can be performed to probe the strain at the
interface. This provides us with the unique opportunity to probe the variation of strain in
the whole Co layer. Figure 5b reveals that for Co/Cu (the results for Co/Ni are not shown
but are analogous), within experimental accuracy, the relative shift ABhf/Bhf of the
hyperfine field of the "interface" atoms is equal to the relative shift of the "bulk" atoms.
This strongly indicates that the atomic distances within the Co layers are equal on a
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***University of Minnesota, Dept. of Electrical Engineering, Minneapolis MN 55455

ABSTRACT

We describe measurements on the magnetic properties of Co-Cu superlattices
in which the Co layer thickness was fixed at 20 A and the Cu thickness was varied
from 4 A to 24 A. The samples were grown on Ge-buffered (110) GaAs by molecular
beam epitaxy. X-ray scattering and in-situ RHEED indicate that the multilayers are
oriented in the (111) direction with the Co layers stacked in an fcc arrangement. Our
interest in this series of samples lies in their unusual hysteresis curves which show
distinct transitions. We have found that the appearance of these transitions is directly
related to the Cu thickness, indicating the presence of complex spin configurations as a
consequence of competing interactions. The results are not consistent with a simple
RKKY antiferromagnetic coupling.

INTRODUCTION

Co-Cu multilayers have received attention recently due to their unusual
magnetic properties.[l] The motivation behind the work described here stems from
our previous studies in which the Co thickness was varied while keeping the Cu laver
fixed at 20 A.[2] For this superlattice configuration, the samples exhibited a cross-
over from the magnetic easy axis lying in the film plane to an easy axis perpendicular
to the film plane when the Co layer thickness is 4 10 A (see Figure 1).

3

0 Figure 1:
0 tc20 4) Magnetic anisotropy of

c.Co-Cu superlanticcs with

20A Cu layers, as a function
0 of Co layer thickncss. Inset:

parallel epitaxial strain of
cobalt layers. From Rcf.121.

- - T=300 K
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The experimental values for the effective anisotropy, Kff, agree with the theoretical
values (solid curve) which were calculated[2] from an energy equation containing
three contributions; shape, magnetocrystalline, and magnetostriction[3] anisotropy.
The values for the magnetostriction anisotropy were based on x-ray measurements of
the epitaxial strain.

Thus the samples with fixed non-magnetic layer thickness and variable Co
thickness have effective anisotropy values which are relatively well understood. In
this paper we are interested in investigating the magnetic properties of samples
composed of fixed Co thickness and variable Cu thickness, in the context of interlayer
magnetic coupling[4].

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The superlattices were grown under UHV conditions on GaAs(1 10) substrates
held at 50°C in a Vacuum Generators V-80M MBE system. The substrates were
annealed at 600"C for 15 minutes prior to the deposition of a 500 A buffer layer of
epitaxial Ge(l10). Two additional buffer layers of Co(110) and Cu(1ll) were
required to assure the proper orientation of the multilayers. The multilayers were
grown with alternating layers of 20 A Co(Ill) and x A of Cu(ll1), where x varied
from 4 A to 24 A for each sample. The Co layers grow with fcc stacking.

The Co was deposited from an electron beam hearth at a rate of 0.3 A/sec and
Cu was deposited from an effusion cell at 0.5 A/sec. The total superlattice thickness
was -3000 A for all samples. Epitaxial quality and crystallographic orientation were
characterized by in-situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED).
Magnetization measurements were performed using a Quantum Design SQUID
magnetometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our current research is based on five samples in which the Co layer thickness
was fixed at 20 A and the Cu layer thicknesses were 4, 12, 16, 20 and 24 A.
Representative data from the sample composed of 20 A Co/ 16 A Cu superlattice
layers are shown in Figure 2.

o 1000L)
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Figure 2:
0 Parallel and perpendicular

0__ hysteresis loops for 20 A
Co - 16 A Cu superlattices.
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The hysteresis curves were recorded at a temperature of 5K for magnetic fields parallel
and perpendicular to the film plane. Since the effective anisotropy is defined as the
difference in area between the parallel and perpendicular field hysteresis curves, it is
evident that the magnetic easy axis lies in the plane of the film. This is expected since
the Co thickness (20 A) is larger than the cross-over thickness of 10 A.[2]

We illustrate how the magnetic properties of the samples change as a function
of the non-magnetic layer thickness by examining a plot of the effective anisotropy
versus Cu layer thickness (Figure 3).

-1 .0.8
0

S - 0.8
V7

ID 4parluel H
0.2 0 perp H

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 00 o15 20 25 30

Figure 3: Figure 4:
Magnetic anisotropy of Co-Cu superlattices with Remnant magnetization as a function of Cu
20 A Co layers as a function of Cu layer layer thickness for applied magnetic field
thickness. T = 5 K. parallel and perpendicular to film plane. T= 5 K.

We first notice that Kff is negative and thus the magnetic easy axis of all five samples
lies in the plane of the film, as expected. However, the value of Kef f depends on the
Cu thickness in a complicated manner. There appear to be marked variations on a
length scale (> 10 A) similar to that reported recently in sputtered Co-Cu
superlattices[4]. For example the maximum value of the anisotropy here occurs at tcu
- 20 A and this coincides with a peak in the transverse magnetoresistance.

We also observe a non-monotonic Cu-thickness dependence in the remnant
magnetization for an applied magnetic field perpendicular and parallel to the film
plane. (Figure 4) It is interesting that the parallel remnant magnetization, Mr, is quite
large in our samples, which is not consistent with the antiferromagnetic exchange
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coupLling mechanism suggested recently for these materials[4]. In fact we observe a
peak in M, at a Cu thickness where there is supposed to be antiferromagnetic coupling.
Note that the interfaces in our samples are very sharp[5] so that one cannot ascribe the
behavior of Mr to interface roughening [4] in this case.

An important clue to the nature of the interlayer coupling mechanism can be
seen in the low-field hysteresis loops. A recent calculation[6] for ferromagnetic
multilayers with antiferromagnetic coupling showed the presence of sub-loops in the
parallel field hysteresis. We did not observe such features in the parallel orientation;
however, for perpendicular fields (see Fig 5) there are distinct transistions in the
hysteresis curves prior to saturation. This suggests that the interlayer coupling may be
considerably more complex than the RKKY mechanism suggested previously[4]. The
multiple low-field transitions suggest a complex series of spin configurations akin to
those appearing in ANNNI models[7]; these are normally the result of competing
interactions in the system.

1000

0
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500 perp H Figure 5:
Parallcl and perpendicular

hysteresis loops for

0 20 A Co - 4 A Cu
0D superlatticcs at T= 5K.

S-500
0

-1000 1"

-10 -5 0 5 10
H (k0e)

The sub-loops or transitions were observed in the perpendicular field hysteresis
curves for three of the five samples. Table I summarizes the relationship between the
appearance of the sub-loops, the Cu thickness, and the position of the sub-loops with
respect to the applied magnetic field. One can see that the value of the applied field
where the transitions occur is strongly dependent on the Cu thickness.
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SAMPLE # Cu THICKNESS(A) Ht(Oe)
248 4 2000
247 12 4000
250 16 -

246 20 4000
251 24 -

Table I: Approximate transition field (H1) as a function of Cu layer thickness.

CONCLUSIONS

We have grown epitaxial Co-Cu (111) superlattices exhibiting unusual
magnetic properties. Both the effective anisotropy energy and the remnant
magnetization show non-monotonic behavior as a function of Cu thickness. This
strong dependence on the thickness of the non-magnetic spacing layer indicates the
presence of an interlayer coupling mechanism, perhaps resulting from competing
interactions. We also find evidence for a series of complex spin configurations
indicated by abrupt transitions in the perpendicular field hysteresis curves. The
appearance of these transitions is dependent on the Cu layer thickness.
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ABSTRACT

Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches and (Fe/Cr)q multilayers were prepared by ion
beam sputtering on MgO(100) substrates by changing acceleration volta-
ges.Lower acceleration voltage was crucial to obtain multilayers with
high quality interfaces.Single crystalline Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches were
prepared with ambient substrate temperature having a relation of Fe(1
00)<1l0>//MgO(1OO)<lOO>.On the substrates with elevated temperature
above 150tc.however,polycrystalline films were grown.Magnetic coupling
between Fe-layers through intervening Cr layers was investigated by
FMR using 9.4GHz, in which three resonance lines were observed for sin-
gle crystalline Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches and (Fe/Cr) multilayers with ant-
iferromagnetic Fe-layer interactions.while a single resonance line
was observed for the polycrystalline films.Magnetoresistance measured
on (20AFe/12ACr)s single crystalline multilayers showed anisotropy in
saturation fields Hs which are about 2 times lower in the applied fie-
ld parallel to Fe<100> than to Fe<llO>,which is consistent with the
magnetization process for the films.It was found that the shapes of
the magnetoresistance curve vs magnetic field differ for H//Fe<lO0 >

and H//Fe<ll0>.

INTRODUCT ION

Recently.multilayer films consisting of ferromagnetic layers sep-
arated by non-magnetic layers have been shown to have a variety of in-
teresting magnetic and electron transport properties.Several multilay-
er structures with layer thicknesses below 1OOA have been observed to
exhibit unusual coupling, in which the successive ferromagnetic layers
are antiparallel in low fields and can be made parallel by application
of an external field; large changes in the resistivity are observed in
some cases,as the magnetizations in successive layers are made parall-
el.

Such behavier has been observed in Fe/Cr multilayers which is or-
iginated from antiferromagnetic Fe-layer interactions through interve
ning Cr layers.The giant magnetoresistance(GMR)in the Fe/Cr multilaye-
rshowever,has been observed only in the multilayer films prepared by
ultra high vacuum(URV)systems,such as MBE""or UIHV sputteringk The me-
chanisms for the unusual MR and coupling properties are not understood.

This paper reports results of investigations on Fe/Cr multilayers
prepared by ion beam sputtering with a base pressure of 2x1O' Torr to
test the processing influence on magnetic and MR properties.The !9,ma-
gnetization and FMR were measured as a function of substrate temperat
ures.Fe/Cr/Fe sandwich films were also investigated.

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. , 1" Mate ials Research Society
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EXPERIMENT

Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches and (Fe/Cr)n multilayer thin films with diff-

erent Cr thicknesses were prepared by ion beam sputtering from Fe and
Cr targets on MgO(100) substrates in a cryo-pumped vacuum system with
a base pressure of 2xl0VTorr. Sputtering was carried out using 2x10'4

Torr Ar ions.Acceleration voltage for the sputtering was changed from

300V to lkV.Substrate temperature was varied between room temperature
(RT)and 500"C.The film structure was determined by X-ray diffraction
and transmission electron microscopy.Thicknesses were determined from
rates measured using thick samples made in separate depositions.Magne-

tic properties were measured by VSM and FMR with 9.4GHz frequency, in
which magnetic fields were applied in the film plane.MR was measured

using a conventional four point probe method as a function of applied
magnetic field at room temperature and at 77K.Resistivity was observed
to vary little with the angle between the applied field and the cur
rent.

-//MO (11001

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Lower accelaration voltage was
crucial to obtain multilayers with
high quality interfaces.Figure.1
shows magnetization curves at RT '
for low and high magnetic field for t

(13ACr/40AFe),6 on MO(100) substrate

prepared using 300,500 and 1k volts v,.tW
as accelaration voltages.The magne-
tic field was applied paralell to
the MgO(100)<100>.Each magnetization
curve exhibits a hysteresis with
multi-stepswhich will be associated
with the antiferromagnetic(AF) int- _ 1 m .
erlayer couplings between the Fe - -
layers across the Cr layers.The H kOe)
numbers of steps are the fewest and
saturation field is the lowest for _,_o_

films prepared by 300V,which sugge- M .
sts that higher interface quality may
be prepared by lowering the accela-
ration voltage.This is consistent
with the small angle X-ray diffrac- - ,it 41 . W 0
tion results with more diffraction -O La

lines as lower acceleration voltage. "two)
Hereafter.all the films were prepa- v-,_300v

red by 300V.

Fig.l.Magnetization curves at RT of

FpCrFP .andwichp (l3ACr/40AFe),i multilayers on gO
(100) substrates for various accel-

Figure.2(a) shows hysteresis eration voltages.

curves for 40AFe/nACr/40AFe sandwi-
ches with n'5.13 and 30 with an
applied field parallel to MgO(100)<100>.The hysteresis curves for n-5
and 30 show saturation for small fields and are typical for ferromagn-

etism. The films with n=13,however,exhibit stepmise hysteresis.which
is also shown for larger fields in Fig.2(b).The magnetization is line-

ar to H in the small field, and shows a sudden jump at H-60 Oefollow-
ed by a slow approach to saturation above Hs-625 Oe. This is a typical
magnetization process for the applied field parallel to Fe(100)<l10>'

)
.

which means that the sandwiches are single crystals with a relation of
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MgO(100)<l00>//Fe(100)<110>.
FMR data measured on Fe/Cr/Fe sandwich films with different Cr

thicknesses on RT substrates revealed one.three and two resonance lin-
es for 5A.10A and 30ACr thicknesses.respectively as shown in Fig.3.in
which the magnetic field was applied for Fe(100)<110>.The film with 10
A Cr thickness exhibits a pattern typical for antiferromagnetic Fe-
layer alignment .The single FMR line for the 5A Cr thick films sugges-
ts the strong interactions between Cr intervening Fe-layers.The two
resonance lines for the 30A Cr sandwiches imply that the Fe-layer int-
eractions are weak and that the Fe magnetic anisotropies are little
different in the two Fe layers.Rresonance field H_,resonance line wi-
dthLH and crystalline magnetic anisotropy K. were estimated as shown
in Table 1 using the following relation: (,/ )-=(H ,+4 Ms+K,/Ms) (I -K,
/Ms) .Ms was used as the values by VSM measurements.K, is comparable to
the bulk Fe value (4.72x10erg/cm3) for 5A Cr films and decreases with
increasing Cr thickness.Figure.4 shows FMR patterns for 30AFe/10ACr/30
AFe prepared with different substrate temperatures.Three resonance li-
nesobserved for the RT substrate filmare changed to one resonance
line for both the films with 150C and 300c substrate temperatures.This

means that Fe/Cr single crystalline multilayer films will not grow at
elevated temperatures above 150r on MgO(100)susbstrate.

(FP!Cr) mu] ti lavers

Figure.5 shows an FMR pattern for (13ACr/40AFe),s on the RT MgO(10
0) substrate.This pattern also shows AF single crystalline like behav-
aoras suggested from the comparison in Fig.3(b),although it has fine
structures around magnetic field of about 500 Oe.The single crystalli-
ne like nature in this film was also confirmed by TEDobserved with
spot type patterns.

n:5 M Hs=6250e

I I II I I 2 5 0e .2.
-200 -100 I00 200 -

H (O) i

n=13

H (00) Fig.2(b).A hysteresis curve for

n 30 M 40AFe/13ACr/40AFe.

-200 -400 I00 2

Fig.2(a).Hysteresis curves for
40AFe/nACr/40AFe sandwiches with
n=5,13 and 30 with applied field
parallel to MgO(100)<100>.
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4CFe/5Cr/40F~
(a) Ts AR. T.

0 --- 5OV H 00)

(b)

4'0 500 X)
H (08)

(c) Ts 300%

OFeOCr4OMgOO-- 500 1000
H (0.)

I Fig.4.FMR for 30AFe/1OACr/30AFe
0 50 000 1500 sandwiches for three substrate

H 10e) temperatures.

Fig.3.FR for sandwiches on MgO
(100) substrates .Magnetic field
is applied parallel to Fe(100)<110>.

Table 1.Resonance fields(Hr),resonance line width(AH) and crystalline
magnetic anisotropy(K,) obtained by FMR.Saturation magnetization(Ms)
was measured by VSM.

Hres (0e) AH (0e) Ms (emu/cc) KI (erg/cc)

40Fe/5Cr/4OFe 760 50 1680 4. Ixi0

160 83

30Fe/OCr/3OFe 530 33 1670 3. 4x10

925 33

955 35 B

40Fe/3OCr/4OFe 1570 3. llO

1030 20
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The MR value depends on Fe layer thickness as well as Cu thickne-
ss.It was quite small with 0.5 % for the films in Fig.5.Figure 6 shows
MR curves for (20AFe/12ACr),; multilayers as a function of magnetic fi-
elds at RT with different applied field direction of H//Fe<1l0> and
H//Fe"100>.The current was applied parallel or perpendicular to the
field in the film plane.The MR values were little different between
both current directions.It is noticed that saturation field Hs is ani-
sotropic for the field direction applied.and is about 2 times lower
for H//Fe<l00> than for H//Fe<ll0>.This can be understood by consider-
ing the easy magnetization axis of Fe<100>.Also attention should be
paid to the shapes of the MR curvature in Fig.7 differing between H//
Fe<100> and H//Fe<ll0>.The latter shows a conventional curve similar
to that for Fe/ Cr superlattices grown on GaAs substrates.measured
with a field parallel to Fe<ll0>.The former hanging bell type, however,
has not been observed for Fe/Cr multilayers.

The magnetization curves are shown in Fig.7 for the multilayers
shown in Fig.6.The magnetization is almost linear to the fieldup to
saturation for H//Fe<100>,which is understood by easy axis magnetizat-
ion process of single crystalline Fe multilayers with large antiferro-
magnetic layer couplingO.Such magnetization curve has also been found
for Fe/Cr/Fr sandwiches on GaAs(ll0) substrate via the magneto-optic
Kerr effect with magnetic field parallel to Fe<100>'J.The magnetization
curve for H//Fe<1l0> having a small loop around the origin and satura-
ting with a curvature can be compared with the magnetization curve for
sandwiches in Fig.2(b).

The maximum MR value was 2.4% at RT (6.2% at 77K) in the present
investigationwhich is quite small compared with the that for multila-
yers grown on MgO substrates by MBE exhibiting 12.5% at RTVThe reason
for this is not clear,but it might be due to the differece between
base pressure and interface structure.

I (20Fe/2Cr15

(13C,/4OFellts/MgO

HIP. (110)

APIP-Z.4%

I I I I I ! I t I-5 0 5

H (ke)

0 500 1000 1500S
H (0e) 0

H IFe (100) 4
Fig.5.FMR for (13ACr/40AFe), f HPIe -2 .4 %
multilayers with ambient subst- I
rate temperature. H .S' 25 kOe

-5 0
H (kOe)

Fig.6. Magnetoresistance curves
for (20AFe/12ACr),,.
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(20Oe/itC) 1 6  (20 Fe/ICr 18

b

5H (IcOe) 5 5H (kOe) 5

Fig.7.Magnetization curves for
(20AFe/l2ACr),s with applied fields
parallel to Fe<ll0> and Fe<l00>.
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MAGNETISM AND MAGNETORESISTANCE OF Fe/Cr COMPOSITE MULTILAYERS.

SATORU ARAKI, YOSHIKAZU NARUMIYA and TERUYA SHINJO'.
R&D Center, TDK Corporation, 15-7 Higashi Owada 2, Ichikawa, Chiba 272. Japan.
*Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, UJI, Kyoto 611, Japan.

ABSTRACT

Fe/Cr multilayers with composite layered structures were prepared onto
igO (100) and glass substrates by alternate deposition in ultrahigh vacuum. A
multilayer with two thicknesses of Fe layers shows a larger MR change. 6.2 %
at RT and 13.5 % at 77 K, than a simple type ones with the applied field
upto 3 kOe. This Is due to the ferrImagnetically coupled Fe layers. For the
multilayers of Cr-composite type, the MR ratio could be enhanced, 12.9 % at
RT with the field of 2 T.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, many studies have been concentrated on large
magnetoresistance (MR) of multilayers having antiferromagnetic coupling
between adjacent magnetic liyers. This phenomenon is of considerable interest
also from technical viewpoints. The giant magnetoresistance can be arisen by
several mechanisms [1-[71. GrUnberg et al. have reported for sandwiched
Fe/Cr/Fe ill and found the antiferromagnetic interlayer coupling between Fe
layers across a Cr intervending layer [21. Baibich et al. have reported that
the decrease of resistance In an Fe/Cr multilayer by applying 20 kOe was 46 %
at 4.2 K [31. The reason is attributed to the interlayer antiferromagnetic
coupling between Fe layers through Cr. In weak fields, magnetizations of
adjacent Fe layers are antiparallel and the resistivity Is high because of
the spin dependent scattering. If an applied field Is sufficiently high for
saturation, all magnetizations are aligned parallel to the applied field, so
that the spin dependent scattering does not occur. This antiferromagnetic
alignment of magnetization in Fe/Cr multilayers was directly confirmed by
using neutron diffraction technique by Hosoito et al.181 and by Barthelemy et
al.[9]. The results of ferromagnetic resonance also showed the exsistence of
the antiferromagnetic coupling modes in Fe layers [101[111. Very recently,
many theoretical papers have been reported to discuss the mechanism of spin
dependent scattering 1121-1141.

In this paper we report about Fe/Cr multilayers with composite layered
structures in order to study the giant magnetoresistance phenomena In

Simple Type _ Fe,30A
Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of Ce;15 -i Fe
conposite layered structures C' Fe

of F/Cr multilayers. Cr Cr Fe
layer thickness is fixed 15 Cr
A for Fe-composite types,
and Fe is fixed 30 A for Cr-

composite ones. Compoile Types

Fe; __ Cr;yA
( 100s.1 , ) (o y - )

(a)Fe Compoute (b)Cr Composite

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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relation with the magnetic structures. The schematic drawing of these
composite multilayers is shown in Fig.l. We present the following two types
of composite structures: (a)Fe-composite type, (Cr-thickness is fixed), and
(b)Cr-composite type, (Fe-thickness is fixed). Namely either Fe or Cr layers
consist of two thicknesses to modify the magnetic structures.

EXPERIMENTAL

Fe/Cr multilayers were prepared onto glass and MgO(l00) single crystal
substrates, using electron-beam evaporation In Molecular Beam Epitaxy system.
Achieved initial pressure was typically 6xlO

-
1

1 
Torr. The background pressure

during deposition was maintained In the early range of 10
-
9 Torr. The

typical deposition rate was controlled at around 0.5 A/sec for both
materials. The substrate temperature (Ts) was changed in the range from room
temperature (RT) to 450 °C . Each layer thickness was monitored during
deposition with a quartz oscillator. The deposition was always started from
Fe, and finished with Cr layer. The surface was not covered by any protecting
layer. The number of Fe/Cr bilayers in each sample was changed from 15 to 50.

The artificial perlodicities structures and crystal structures were
checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD). Grain sizes of the multilayers were
estimated from scanning electron microscope (SEN) observation of the film
surfaces. Magnetic hysteresis curves were measured by vibrating sample
magnetometer (VSM) with the fields applied upto 15 kOe at RT. The
magnetoresistance (MR) properties were measured with magnetic fields upto 20
kOe at RT, and 7kOe at 77K, respectively, using conventional dc 4-terminal
method. The samples for MR measurements were stripes, 0.3x1O mm

2
. The

measuring dc current was between 14 to 80 pA and the direction in in-plane
and perpendicularly to the external field.

Fe(20)-Cr(I5),5 o Ie(100)1Cr(15)1io

sub. MgO sub. Glass

Fe(30)-Cr(x)
15 -field upto 2T

measured RT

°o 10 c10
- 0

001

0 10 2C 30
so . . 70 a. 5 soCr LAYER THICKNESS. A

2 THETA ,deg
Fig.3; Magnetoresistance ratio as

Fig.2; X-ray diffraction patterns a function of Cr layer thickness.
of the simple type multilayers. Thp data was measured with the
Arrows indicate satellite peaks, field upto 2 1' and at RT.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simple Type Multilayers

For typical examples of XRD pattern, results on two kinds of the
multilayers are shown in Fig.2. For the multilayer with 20 A of Fe and 15 A
of Cr. up to 5th Bragg reflections were observed. It is reasonable that the
2nd reflection is weak, because the thickness ratio of Fe and Cr layers is
close to 1:1. For the multilayer with 100 A of Fe and 15 A of Cr, ripple
peaks are observed around the 1st Bragg reflection. These ripple peaks are
derived from the total reflection of the film's thickness. It is thus
believed that the superstructure Is realized satisfactorily as designed. As
for the crystal structure of the samples deposited onto MgO(0) single
crystal substrates XRD results indicate that crystallographic (100) plane is
orientated in the plane. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Fe and
Cr (200) rocking peaks decreased below 1.0 deg when Ts Increased above 120
C, (that of the substrate was 0.2 deg) 1151. It is certain that Fe and Cr
are epitaxially grown onto the MgO substrates. The samples formed on glass
substrates showed typical polycrystalline patternss with sharp interfaces.
From a SEM photograph of the film surface, the grain size of the sample on
glass substrate was estimated to be about 500 A, whereas the sample on MgO
substrate has almost continuous surfaces. These results agree quantitatively
with the XRD results.

The remanent magnetization (Mr), of the sample on glass substrates took
the minimum for Ts of around 180 C , whereas Mr of the sample on MgO
substrate was about 0.1 of the saturation value, Ms. In all cases. So the
growth temperature was chosen as 200 C. A further discussion on
crystallographic aspects will appear elsewhere [16].

The chn-e of the MR ratio, A p /p (H=0). Is conventionally expressed as
follows:

A p /p (H=O)= p (1t=O)-p (H...)I/p (H=O), (1)

where H... is 20kOc at RT and 7kOe at 77K. Figure 3 shows the MR ratio as a
function of Cr layer thicknesses. The MR ratio takes the maximum for the
sample with Cr layer thickness, t(Cr), of 15 A, and decreases rapidly at
t(Cr) of 20 A. Quantitatively these data are consistent with other works
[1711181.

< 0 ------- 
-

0

o ___ __

-50 15 -15 0 15
APPLIED FIELD (kOe)

Fig.4; M' 2netilationj curves for Fe-composite type multilayers with
various he layer thicknesses. x. of [Fe(30)-Cr(I5)-Fe(x)-Cr(15).
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Multilayers with two Fe layer thicknesses

In the Fe-composite series, the Cr layer thickness was fixed to be 15 A.
For Fe layer thicknesses: one Is fixed to be 30 A, the other, x, Is chosen
from 15 A to 100 A. This composition is expressed as [Fe(30)-Cr(15)-Fe(x)-
Cr(15)]. For the composite type samples it is hard to judge the
superstructures from small angle XRD patterns because the wavelength of the
compositional modulation is not unique. However, as discussed before, rather
sharp interfaces were confirmed for the two samples of simple type, i.e.
(Fe,Cr)=(30,15) and (x,15), so that the structure of the composite type
samples was suggested to be well performed.

Magnetization curves of composite samples are shown in Fig.4. The
remanent magnetization, Mr, of Fe-composite samples becomes larger with
increasing x. A simple model is assumed here: at weak fields the moment of
the thicker Fe was aligned parallel to the field, and that of thinner Fe was
aligned antiparallel to the field. Accordingly, the magnetization at zero
field is expressed as the difference between the magnetization of thicker Fe
and that of thinner layers. The calculated Mr are shown in Fig.5 as the solid
line. Here the Mr of simple samples have always limited values of about 0.1.
The Mr of simple type samples Is caused from the imperfectness of the
antiferromagnetic compensation. The calculated data fit the measured one if
we assume that the imperfectness of the antiferromagnetic compensation in
composite samples is comparable to that of the simple type.

The profiles of magnetoresistance at RT with the fields applied upto
7kOe are shown in Fig.6. It is clear that the composite multilayer with x=20
A has larger MR change at weak fields than that of the simple type
multilayer, (i.e. x=30 A). The MR ratio of this composite sample is 6.2% at
RT and 13.5 % at 77K with the field of 3kOe. For our knowledge this is a
relatively large value among the valus for Fe/Cr multilayers with the field
of 3kOe.

The main reason is the perfectness of the antiparallel orientation of
magnetizations. For the composite type, magnetizations of thicker Fe layers
are oriented to the field uniformly, and those of thinner Fe layers are
oriented antiparallel to the magnetization of thicker Fe, (i.e.
ferrimagnetic orientation). Thus a perfectly oriented ferrimagnetic state is
rather easily established. On the other hand, in the case of simple type
multilayers with antiferromagnetic coupling, the nucleation of
antiferromagnetic domains occur randomly and accordingly many antiphase
boundaries are formed, which decrease the effect of spin dependent

A SIMPLE
o OOMRmeas. Fig.5; Remanent magnetization for
o compen. the simple and composite
-CALCULATED multilayers. Rectangulars were

10 measured data for composite types,

and circles were the difference

0between rectangulars and triangles.

S Solid line was calculated from the
model that the Fe moment was

0.5 applied field.
a °a

01
0 50 100

Fe LAYERE THICKNESS,
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scattering. Compared with simple and Fe-composite types, ferrimagnetic
orientation of Fe-composite structure Is more suitable to obtain a perfect
antiparallel alignment.

Magnetization process of ferrimagnetic Fe-composite type would differ
from that of antiferromagnetic simple type. In the former case, the
magnetization of thicker Fe is almost pinned to the field direction and that
of thin Fe rotates rather easily. The experimental results support this
hypothesis, that is, the saturation field for Fe-compsite sample of x=20 A
was smaller than the simple one. And it is likely that ferrimagnetic
structures of Fe-composite multilayers exhibit large MR ratios at weak fields
by choosing moderate Fe layer thicknesses. For a further discussion, a
theoretical calculation of magnetization process Is required.

In addition, there is some contribition of the decrease of non-magnetic
resistance. The zero field specific resistances for composite samples of
x<30 A are about 20 % smaller than that of Fe(30)-Cr(15) simple sample. As
the results MR ratio of the composite types of x<30 A is larger than that of
simple type. These differences of non-magnetic resistances would be derived
from the difference of microscopic structures.

Multilayers with two Cr layer thicknesses

In this series Fe layer thickness was fixed to be 30 A, one Cr layer
thickness was fixed to be 10 A, and the other was varied from 15 A to 30 A,
which Is namely expressed as [Fe(30)-Cr(lO)-Fe(30)-Cr(y)].

The MR profiles for two simple types and a composite type of multilayers
are shown in Fig.7, which is an example that the MR effect Is enhanced by
fabricating the Cr-composite layers. For the simple types, because the sample
with d(Cr)=l0 A has a stronger antiferromagnetic coupling energy than the
sample with d(Cr)=20 A, the former has a larger MR ratio than the latter,
and MR ratios are 9.3 % of d(Cr)=l0 A and 2.9 % of d(Cr)=20 A, respectively.
The MR ratio of the composite sample of y=20 A, 12.9 %, Is much larger than
the two simple ones. However, the other Cr composite types. y=15 A and y=30
A. did not enhance the MR ratio.

The saturation field Is reduced with the Increase of y from 15 A. If the

sub. MgO(100) MIEASURED RT
0 -o- e(30)-Cr15) -

Fe(20)-CIS5)
-0- Fe(3OCrI5)(20)CO5

0 ~MEASURED RT

44

12 -

02
COMPOSITE

05 0 5 10 15 20

APPLIED FIELD ,ke APPLIED FIELD. kOe

Fig.61 MR profiles for simple and Fig.7Y MR profiles for simple and
Fe composite types of multilayers. Cr composite types of multilayers.
Composite type indicates larger MR Cr composite type shows larger
change below 7kOe than the simple change than the simple ones.
ones.
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interlayer interaction is strongly antiferromagnetic, the saturation field
becomes very large. On the other hand, If It is weak, magnetizatons at zero
field are not oriented perfectly antiparailel. In order to choose an
appropriate Cr layer thickness, there Is a dilemma concerning the strength of
interaction. A practical solution might be a composite type multilayers. By
choosing two Cr thicknesses; one Is strong, while the other Is weakly
anti ferromagnetic, It may be possible that antiparallel orientation Is well
established at weak fields but can be reoriented rather easily by moderate
fields.

SUM.MARY

Molecular Beam Epitaxy grown Fe/Cr composite multilayers with two kinds
of Fe or Cr layer thicknesses exhibit enhanced MR ratios for the field
applied upto 7kOe. This is due to the change of magnetization process: from
anti ferromagnet Ic to ferrimagnetic spin flopping. Cr composite multilayers
with Cr layer thicknesses of 10 A and 20 A have a larger saturated MR ratio
than the simple type multilayer.
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MAGNETORESISTANCE OF MAGNETICALLY UNCOUPLED
MULTILAYERED STRUCTURES
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ABSTRACT

The magnetoresistive effect first observed in Fe/Cr and other antiferromagnetically coupled
metallic multilayered structure, has also been observed, albeit somewhat attenuated, in structures
where the magnetic layers are not coupled. We explain the magnetoresistive effect in these systems
that are nominally uncoupled, and we provide a new interpretation for the magnetoresistance of
Co/Cu, Fe/Cr and Co/Ru by considering these multilayered structures to consist of, not only ferro
and antiferromagnetically aligned layers, but also mixtures of the two which have zero magnetiza-
tion.

PRESENT UNDERSTANDING

Our present understanding of the "giant" magnetoresistance (MR) for currents in the plane of
the layers (CIP) of multilayered structure (MS) was developed in Ref.[ I]. The large negative MR
comes from the spin-dependent scattering of conduction electrons. We write the scattering potential
as

V (c)=v+j0.M,

and

p=jl=-+, (I)

where

ct=p /p.

All the symbols are defined in Ref. 1. The origin of the scattering for transition metal MS is the s-d
mixing or hybridization term rather than the Coulomb exchange interaction which is dominant in
rare-earth strutures.

At T=OK the potential in Eq(1) reduces to

V(oi)=V±jo (2)

where the ± refers to magnetizations of the layers pointing either up or down. In Fig. I we show this
spin-dependent scattering potential for the H--O arniferromagnctic (AF) state, and for the H>H,
(saturation field) ferromagnetically (F) aligned state. In the AF state the scattering is the same in

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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each spin channel. In the F state the scattering is weaker in the spin-down channel, therefore the
mean free path (mfp) X >. As the spin channels carry the current "in-parallel", i.e., e:: a(s), most
of the current will be carried by the path of least resistance. This produces a "shon-circuit" effect, so
that

p(H,)<p(H =O); (3)

this is the origin of the negative magnetoresistance in MS. However beware there are exceptions to
this negative MR. see Ref. 1

The role of the external field is solely to reorient the AF aligned layers for H=O. so they are
parallel for H H,. We do not consider the usual effect of the field on the trajectory of the conduction
electrons (the Lorentz force); for MS the MR we described above dwarfs this effect. The field
needed to align the layers H, is proportional to the strength of the coupling between layers J. how-
ever the MR is norproporrional to J.

For flux-sensing applications a figure of merit is the ratio of the magnetoresistance to the
saturation field. As H, goes very roughly as i/ , where t,,,. is the thickness of a non-magnetic
spacer between magnetic layers, one should choose large r., to lower the field H. This is counter-
manded by the anrenuanon of the MR effect due to the effect of the mfp. i.e.. conduction electrons
contribute a MR effect only as long as they can distinguish between the scatering_potenials VA and
VF. see Fig.l. within the distance X that they remain in a state with momentum k. Thus. for a given
mfp if the distance between magnetic layers t, , increases the MR decreases, and an optimum t_
keeps MR as large as possible, while minimizing H,

B
/-tC _ E

Ly " D

A

b)N Flg.2 a).% sketch of tie interlayer coupling in MS
as a cfion of die thickness of the non-
magnetic layers :... b) What one expects for

the MR of the sae MS
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Fig.3.The MR for Co(10;),Cu(tc.) taken from S. S. P. Parki. R. Blhadra
and K. P. Rc'he, Phys. Rev. LeIu. , 2152(199 1).

FERRO, ANTIFE.RRO AND NO COUPLING

If J(t_) oscillates between F and AF coupling as shown in Fig.2a. one expects this reflects
itself in the MR in the manner shown in Fig.2b. We stress that the decay in the MR with t,,, is due to
the effect of mfp. and not that J is decreasing with r,. Up till now. the conventional interpretation
has been that peaks in the MR represent MS with layers that are AF aligned, and troughs represent F
aligned layers. However, this is not what has been seen. As shown in Fig.3 for Co/Cu the troughs do
not go to zero as they should for F aligned MS. and as we will show the peaks are not as high as
they would be if the layers were AF aligned.

Our explanation for this unexpected behavior is as follows. In regions A and B the coupling is
sufficiently strong to overcome random coercive or pinning forces that oppose realignment within
the magnetic layers, so that the MS is purely AF aligned in region A and F aligned in B. However
for larger r,_ the coupling is no longer strong enough compared to the pinning forces to uniquely
define the magnetic configuration of the multilayers. This occurs in region E where the layers are
completely uncoupled and in regions C and D near the nodes where the coupling goes through zero.

While the state with zero magnetization M=0 is niqtue for AF coupled MS, it is ill-defined
where there is no coupling. For example for four spins all six configurations in Fig.4 have M=0 and
the same energy. However the resistivities of these configurations are different,

P=PAF>P0>P. (4)

In a MS with no coupling the CIP-conductivity is

N 0i (5)

,"" . " Fig.4Jtlusaitio sng four spins of the different
coiguratiom which have M=o and the same
energy when the layers ame not magnetcally

coupled. Note that contiguranons a have three,( 16 Pairs of AF aligned layers. 0 has two. am Y
has one pair of .AF aligned layers,
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As some configurations have adjacent layers that are ferromagnetically aligned, a, is closer to

OF,,o>OAF, see Eq(3). It follows that when one averages over all configurations for a MS with no

coupling (UN) that

FUN(M=O)>o,;'(M=-O) (6)

or

pUN(M=))<pAF(M=O).

The MR ratio is defined as

Ra 
p (H )- p (H

,
)  

(7)
p(H0 )

As p(H,) is the same for UN and AF coupled MS, we find by using our result Eq(6) that for the

CIP-MR

J/ //n -(8)

We conclude that for MS with weakly coupled regions C and D or uncoupled regions E. the CIP-MR

is attenuated with respect to the value one expects on the basis of AF coupled layers.

,,. 

~ 
c 

ou-

40 -

'. . t(co,-Is ,i

- -'• ,. Fig.5a) The CIP-MR for Co(15.A ),Cu(t) as
-0 estimated by taking the layers F. AF aligned.

and mixtures of the two with M=O. The later

nis labelled as "uncoupled". The squares
o 114 F-Coopled represent data at T=4.2K from Ref.2, and A.

o 20 40 8o Fen.. prvate communication. b) The CIP.MR

Thickness ot Cu layer (A5) for Co(t)Cu(20A ) by assuming F. AF.

i I "uncoupled". and the dashed curve wtuch

0- represents the MS as 55% AF and 45%
- C./c. "uncoupled". The latter is obtained by lining

t(cu-).2 (). the data in pan a. hlle data represented by
80 Xsquares come from A. Fert et al., private comn-
c munication The parameters we use in the fitsr= 40 ; 

a re h -o=4 O , ;Lc,=75A , w=03 pc. .2 and

=. F , p,=0.52. That the datum at tc.=604falls tar

S u ...... below our predicted value may be due to a
0- O#oej, - change in the cobalt layer structure at larger

thicknesses; S. S. P. Parkin. pnvate commum-

a F-C-p-d Cation.

a 20 40 60
Th ok- of C. i.y.r (A)
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20 '. -

S20 - \ - Fig.6 The CIP-MR for Fe (20A)/Cr (t) as
7° / estimated by taking the layers F,

AF, and "uncoupled". The squares
10 - represent data from Ref.3 at

T=4.5K. The parameters used in the
fits are XF.=)Lcr=40X , w,=0.3,

S-cped - r--pF,=0. 23 and p,=0.
4 2.

07

0 20 40 60
Thickmess of Cr layer (J)

We have analyzed the CIP-MR data on Co/Cu, Fe/Cr and Co/Ru. Except for the first AF peak
and F points, e.g., at rc.--4=and tc,=12. and 15* for Co/Cu. the MS are neither competely AF nor
F aligned, therefore we do not attempt to fit our AF-coupled curves in Figs. 5 thn 7 to go through
the subsequent peaks in the CIP-MR. Rather we fit the "uncoupled" curve, calculated by using Eq(5)
and (7), to fit the CIP-MR in the region where the oscillations die out. e.g., for tc.?50A in Co/Cu,
see Fig.3. With this interpretation we are able to fit the data as shown in Figs.5 thin 7. with mfp's
that are able to nearly reproduce the resistivides p,,(H,) that have been observed. For example, with
the parameters (mfp's) used to fit Co/Cu. see Fig.5, we find p,,(H)=20$fk'm for Co(l5A)Cu(9A).
while the experimental value is 17.1 pfkm[2]. If we fit the AF coupled curve so it goes through all
the peaks in the CIP-MR we would find smaller mfp's L,=19X and Xc,=30%. and an unreasonably
large p,=0.65 which corresponds to a-22, see Eq(l). With these parameters the fit to the data in
Fig.5b would not be as good, and the resistivides would be much too large, e.g., for Co (15,)/Cu (9
) P// (H.)=37pAS2cm.

Another example of our interpretation that MS have mixtures of F and AF regions is given in
Fig.6 where we have fit the data on sputtered samples of Fe/Crf3]. Here it is clear that the oscillation
in the MR asymptotically approach the uncoupled curve, and that only the first peak represent a NIS

, , i , , c / , i -

Ca,,Ru

4 t(co)-s (A)I

Cal Fig.7.The CIP-MR for Co(20A)lRu(r)
.*& as estimated by taking the layers F.

,, 2 AF and "uncoupled". The squares
-represent data from Ref.3 at
- T--4.5K. The paratesers used in the

fits am )cL,-=40A. X,=3OA.
0 1-= IL-=- =- w,=0.25, pc.=0.08 and p,=0.2.

0 10 20 30 40
Thickness of Ru layer (1)
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in which all layers are AF aligned. If we assumed all peaks represented MS in which all layers are
AF ali ned we find .Fe=)c,= 9Awhich is unreasonably small; these parameters yield for Fe(20A
)/Cr(9A) p,(H,)=46lvQcm, while we find 26pflcm by using the parameters quoted for Fig.6.
Finally in Fig.7 we present an analysis of the CIP-MR for Co/Ru. For these MS all peaks other than
the first seem to represent mixtures of F and AF alignments with M=O: the troughs seem to represent
structures which are ferromagnetically aligned, and the oscillations in the MR approach the F cou-
pled line. These results are at variance with those on Co/Cu and Fe/Cr, and are not understood.

In summary we have provided a new interpretation of the CIP-MR for MS as mixtures of F and
AF aligned layers. With this interpretation we find parameters that are much closer to fitting other
data, e.g., resistivities, than if we interpret the peaks in the MR as corresponding to MS with only
AF aligned layers.

We would like to thank A. Fert for sending us data and a preprint of his group's work on
Co/Cu, and S. S. P. Parkin for preprints of his work on Co/Cu. This work was supported in part by
the National Science Foundation and Center for Magnetic Recording Research of UCSD, and by a
grant from the New York University Technology Transfer Fund.
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ABSTRACT

Recent experiments have tested the assumption that a spin-dependent asymmetry in scattering is
responsible for the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) in Fe/Cr multilayers by introducing
additional impurities (with different spin-dependent scattering asymmetries) at the interfaces.
This paper presents a theoretical calculation based on a Boltzmann transport equation approach
which is appropriate for these new experiments. We find that when impurities (Mn, V) are
introduced which have a spin-dependent scattering asymmetry similar to that of Cr in Fe the
GMR is not substantially changed. When impurities (Al, Ir) with a spin-dependent scattering
asNynmetry opposite to that of Cr in Fe are introduced there is a rapid degredation of the GMR.
Our results are compared with experiment and good agreement is found provided that the
maenitude of the scattering asymmetry in Al is reduced somewhat from low-temperature
published values. It is argued that thermal effects could indeed provide such a reduction. We
also point out that the thermal conductivity shouta undergo changes with magnetic field in these
structures, since the thermal conductivity also depends "1pon electron mobility.

INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments[ 1,21 have demonstrated that Fe/Cr multilayer structures with
antiferromagnetic coupling between the Fe layers can exhibit giant magnetoresistance (GMR)
effects, i.e, the resistivity of the structure changes markedly when an applied magnetic field is
used to overcome the antiferromagnetic coupling, leaving the structure in a state where all the
Fe spins are aligned. At low temperatures, the resistivity can change by 30%-50%, and at
room temperature changes of 10% have been measured.

Theoretical investigations of GMR have focused upon the effects of spin-dependent
scattering at the interfaces and in the bulk Fe[3-5]. We can understand the basic idea behind
these models by looking at the following simple picture. First, we note that in Fe with Cr
impurities, spin-down electrons experience less scattering than spin-up electrons. We can then
imagine that as a given electron passes from one Fe layer to the next, the amount of scattering
that it will encounter depends upon the directions of the magnetizations in the Fe layers. For
example, if all the Fe layers have their magnetizations in the same direction, a spin-down
electron passes relatively easily through the entire structure, while a spin-up electron scatters
strongly at each interface and in the bulk Fe. On the other hand, if the Fe layers are aligned
anti-parallel, then spin-down electrons leaving one layer will be strongly scattered at the next
Fe layer, since their spins are now aligned with the magnetization (i.e. they are now locally
spin up). The spin-up electrons are still strongly scatterd in the bulk Fe and at the interfaces.
Therefore, the resistivity of the structure should be greater in the anti-aligned state, since there
is more overall scattering.

Recent experiments by Baumgart, et. al.[61, demonstate the effects of spin-dependent
scattering on the GMR in Fe/Cr multilayers by introducing impurities at the Fe/Cr interfaces.
These impurities, when alloyed with Fe, exhibit known asymmetries for scattering spin-up and
spin-down electrons. The results of the experiments show that when the impurites have
spin-dependent bulk scattering asymmetry (Nb) similar to that of Cr in Fe, there is little effect
on the GMR, but when the asymmetry is inverse (1/ Nb) to that of Cr in Fe, the GMR is
rapidly degraded. Furthermore, these results are roughly independent of whether the impurity
is added at only one Fe/Cr interface/unit cell, or whether the impurity is present at both Fe/Cr
interfacestunit cell. This supports the idea that it is the number (and type) of scattering centers
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which is the principal parameter influencing the GMR.
The purpose of the present paper is to account theoretically for the results of Baumgart,

et. a]. by extending the calculation of ref. [41 to include the following. 1) Rather than assuming
a sharp interface at the Fe/Cr boundaries as has been used previously, we assume that there are
thin regions where the Fe and Cr are mixed. We examine the effect of diffusion of Fe into Cr,
although other combinations are possible. Given a region where the Fe and Cr are mixed we
assume that there is bilk asymmetric scattering in the mixing region, rather than asymmetric
scattering at the interfaces. The transmission coefficients at the interfaces are assumed to be
spin-independent. 2) It is assumed that the introduction of the impurity scatterers changes the
composition of the mixing region, principally the (net) bulk scattering asymmetry and mean
free path.

In addition, we demonstrate that the thermal conductivity of the Fe/Cr superlattice
structure might undergo large changes with applied field, since the calculation utilized to find
the electrical resistivity differs only slightly from the heat flow calculation.

THEORY

In this section we present the theory for calculating the resistivity and thermal
conductivity of a magnetic multilayer structure. We consider a unit cell composed of two films
of Fe separated by a film of Cr, with thin regions of overlap at the interfaces. The geometry of
a single period structure is shown in figure 1. Physically, the mixing region, m, represents a
layer in which Fe has penetrated into the Cr (or vice-versa), creating a layer of mixed Fe and
Cr. The addition of impurities at the interfaces then simply introduces a third material into the
mixing region, provided the layer of added impuritiy is thin. We assume that a static electric
field is applied along the z-axis, parallel to the interfaces, as shown. A magnetic field will also
be applied along the x-axis, in order to overcome the antiferromagnetic coupling between the
Fe layers. In the absense of a magnetic field and for anitiferromagnetically-coupled Fe layers.
the Fe magnetizations lie parallel or antiparallel to the x-axis.

Fe m Cr m Fe

X

-c -b -a z= a b z c

Figuri. The geometry of a single period of the Fe(15A)/n/Cr(12A)/m/Fe(l5A) structure.
The center of the structure is at z=0, and the boundaries of the mixing region are at z---±a and

z=--b. An electric field is applied along the x-axis, as shown.

Following ref. [41, we assume that the electron transport through the structure is
governed by the Boltzrnan equaton, and that the electron distribution functionf may be
thought of as the Fermi-Dirac distribution plus corrections due to the interfaces and the electric
field:

f. )o (v) + g (1)zV)
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where the arrows refer to the distributions for spin-up (spin-down) electrons, fo is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution, and g is the correction term. For brevity, we will suppress writing
the functional dependance of g on z and v from now on. Substituting (1) into the Boltzman
equation and keeping only linear terms yields

ag + _ eE afo
az t4) Vz mv av,

(2)
where e is the electron charge. E is the applied electric field. t is the spin-dependent relaxation
time, and m is the electron effective mass in each region. As usual, we assume that we may
separate g into two parts, g+ for electrons with positive vz and g. for electrons with negative
v,. The general solution to (2) may then be written

In eE o I [ + F+ exp( - Z

" v z

(3)
where F is an arbitrary function of v, which is determined by the boundary conditions.

The solutions (3) may be written in each layer, which gives a set of functions F to be
determined. We therefore construct enough boundary conditions to determine these and solve
the resulting coupled set of equations numerically. Once the Fs are known, and thus the g's.
the current density in each region may be written

J,(z) = -2e( ) f(vz) d v
(4)

where m is the effective mass in each region. The current in the whole structure may be easily
calculated by integrating the current density over z, and thus the effective resistivity for the
entire structure may easily be found.

We may also examine the heat flux in the presence of a thermal gradient within an Fe/Cr
structure in order to calculate the thermal conductivity. The Boltzman equation in the absence of
electric or magnetic fields may be written in the relaxation time approximation as

V.Vf = -

(5)
If we now impose a thermal gradient parallel to the interfaces (along z), then we note that fo
becomes a function of z through T(z). insertion of equation (1) into (5) gives, after some
rearrangement

,g(I) T g(I) E -. 9 f, )

g 9 (aT)
az z vT " E 5Z

(6)
where E is the electron energy, 4. is the chemical potential. and the term in parenthesis is the
thermal gradient. The solutions to (6) arm easily written down:

-z

%1 )4. ('E - g)4.) af (ai) LT IF) e" ]g = T E az/

(7)
Note that this expression differs from (3) only in the multiplying factors in front. Therefore,
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for a given electron energy, the same boundary conditions will apply, and the functions F may
be easily determined in manner analogous to that above. The hear flux equation

Q, = "( f vkz)[E-gd5

(8)
is then solved to find the thermal conductivity. Although we do not give explicit numerical
examples of the thermal conductivity analysis in the next section. we have shown that the
calculation proceeds in a similar fashion, and thus one should expect to obtain changes of up to
50% in the thermal conductivity as a function of applied field

RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of numerical calculations for the resistivity of
Fe'C: multilavers. In order to compare with experimental results, we study the addition of Al
and Mn to the interfaces of an FeI 15 ,)/Cr(12A) multilaver structure. We note that the
scattering asymmetry for Mn in Fe is similar to that for Cr in Fe. and the asymmetry of Al in Fe
is roughlv the inverse of that for Cr in Fe. as discussed the introduction.

The input parameters for the problem are: I) XFe. the arithmetic mean of the mean free
paths for spin up and spin down electrons in the Fe: 2) NbFe. the bulk scattering asymmetry (=
P 'p-) in Fe; 3) Xm , the arithmetic mean of the mean free paths in the mixing region; 4) Nbm.
the bulk scattering asymmetry in the mixing region; and 5) & C . the mean free path
(spin-independent) in Cr. The individual mean free paths for spin up and spin down electrons
in the Fe and mixing layers may be calculated from the arithmetic mean of the mean free paths
and the bulk scattering asymmetries. The other parameters are the thickness of the mixing
region (t=b-a in figure 1), and the individual thicknesses of the Fe and Cr layers. A bit of
algebra allows us to write the resistivity of the structure calculated in the theory section entirely
in terms of the above parameters.

As we pointed out earlier, in the absense of impurities there is a region of thickness t at
the interfaces where the Fe and Cr are mixed. When the impurities are added, wFe assume that
i) they affect the mean free path and the scattering asymmetry in the mixing layer. ii) the
distance between Fe layers is increased by the thickness per period of added impurity, and iii)
that the thickness t=b-a of the mixing layer is constant. To arrive at the bulk scattering
asymmetry and mean free path in the mixing region as a function of impurity thickness, we use
the following averaging scheme. The net individual resistivities for spin up (p) and spin down
(p-) electrons in the mixing layer may be calculated from Matthiessen's rule (neglecting spin
mixing), weighted by the thickness of impurity, and the asymmetry is then the ratio of the new
resistivities Nbm=P'/ p'. Explicitly,

gpc* b + gc K gc + g(l/K)

where Nm is the bulk asymetry of the impurity in Fe, NCr is the bulk asymmetry of Cr in Fe.
K pCrtJ pm-,, and g and gCr are the geometric weighting factors given by

where M is the thickness/period af impurity (recall that the mixing layer is present at both
interfaces in the unit cell and thus half the total thickness resides at each interface .The mean
free path in the mixing region is also affected by the inclusion of impurities as follows:
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mp m

where
lP _ .0 g o (P l + P I

M C crPM + I

gQJpC'P )+fl(p. p;)

is the ratio of the arithmetic means of the resistances in the mixing region with (numerator) and
without (denominator) impurities, and XmO is the mean free path in the mixing layer without
impu-ities. Note that the subscripts Cr and m on the resistivities refer to the value of the
msls"Uvities of these elements when mixed with Fe.

stat to r the we plot the %7 change n the resistivity of the structure from the Fe-aligned
stae e-antiarallel state. ( p -p7-)/ p7T, as a function of the thickness per period of
added impur ,v. The added impurities shown in figure 2 are Al and Mn, and the experimental
points at shown as heavy dots (Al), and heavy squares (Mn). At zero added impurity (mixing
rez-on of Fe-Cr only), we achieve a fit assuming that the mean free path and bulk scatteringasvrrn,.en, in Fe are AFe=3 A and NbFe= 2 , respectively, the mean free path and asymme-y
in the mixinz layer are m =18 A and NC,.=4 .4, respectively, the thickness of the mixing
layer is --4 A, and the mean free path in Cr is XCr =20 A. We have set the transmission
probabii-i,' T=' since the effective interface scattering is taken into account in the thin mixing
re eon. The plots for .,n agree quite well with experiment using the averaging scheme outlined
above and :he two published [71 values for the bulk asymmetry of Mn in Fe, Nm = 4 (solid
line) and Nm = 6.5 (dashed line).

10
8 - Mn

Al
0r M (A)

0 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 2. The percent change in the magnetoresistance as a function of thickness per period of

added impurity. The upper set of curves is for Mn impurities, and the lower set is for Al
impurities. The heavy squares are the experimental data for Mn, while the heavy dots are the
experimental data for Al. both taken from ref (6). For Mn, the solid curve is calculated using
the value for bulk scattering asymmetry Nm=4 , while the dashed curved is calculated using

Nm6.5. For Al. the dashed line is obtained for N --0.117 the dotted line for Nm=.28 1, and
the solid line for Nm=. 468. Note that .468 is a smller asymmetry than .117, as explained in

the text.

Theoretical curves for the addition of Al impurity are also shown in figure 2 for
different values of bulk asymmetry. Here the dashed curve is obtained using the published
value (Nm = .1 1-). the dotted cur'e is for 2.4Nm, and the solid curve is for 4Nm. For
self-consistency, we note that the multiplying factors must also act on the parameter K above.
i.e. we use K, 6.42K and 0.25K, respectively. The effect of the multiplying factor is to
reduce the net bulk asymmetry of Al in the Fe-Cr mixing layer: i.e. 0.117 is a rather large
asymmetry' (compare the magnitude 1/0.117 = 8.5 to the value 4.4 for Cr), whereas 4 times
0.117 is a rather small asymmetry (1/0.468 = 2). We note that since the latter produces the best
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fit. the experiment seems to show that the scattering asymmetry of Al in an Fe-Cr background
is smaller than that for Al in Fe. We note that the values of C (=I/Nb) and p are taken from
low temperature data. The large impurity concentration of Cr in Fe near the interfaces probably
means that the values for Cr in Fe are still reasonable. However, at room temp, spin
independent scattering due to phonons and other mechanisms will reduce the asymmetry of
lower concentration impurities. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to expect a smaller
asymmetry in the case of Al impurities, as the experiment seems to show.

We note that for some values of parameters our calculations show that the GMR
reaches a minimum and then begins to get larger as more impurity is added (see the dotted and
dashed curves in Fig. 2. The reason for this is as follows. In the present model the GMR
depends upon the magnitude of the bulk scattering asymmetry, and therefore as M gets
larger, the magnitude of the asymmetry in the mixing region reaches a minimum when the
asymmetries for the Cr and Al "cancel" one another, and then gets larger as the Al asymmetry
begins to dominate. This upturn is not seen experimentally. One reason for the difference
between experiment and theory is that our model neglects any changes in the antiferromagnetic
coupling as M increases. Experiments have shown that the antiferromagnetic coupling between
the Fe layers depends upon the thickness of the Cr layers [8], ie. the antiferromagneac
coupling dissapears by the time dCr=19A, and the present theoretical model does not account
for the decay of the antiferromagneric coupling [9j.

In addition, we note that the value of t =4A we chose for figure 2 is fixed by fitting the
experimental values along with reasonable choices for the other parameters, such as mean free
paths. It is not the only possibility. We point out that the effect of larger t is to increase the
GXvR due to the increased number of scaterers, and therefore to fit the data we would need to
reduce the bulk asymmetry. For instance, if we let t=5A , then to fit the data we would need
NCr = 3.25 (all other parameters the same) instead of 4.4. We could also adjust the mean free
paths (increase the distance between scattering events to compensate for the increase in the
number of scatterers), but since the effect of changing the mean free paths on the GMR is much
smaller than the effect of the asymmetries, we get quickly out of the range of reasonable mean
free paths at room temperature. For example, if t=5A and NCr=4 .4 , then to match the data we
need to let lm=7 0 A, which is very long for room temperature. The reason for the relative
insensitivity of the GMR to mean free path comes from the bulk asymmetry in the Fe
(NbFe=2), which by itself accounts for roughly 35% of the GMR, i.e. if we let NbFe=l, SO
that there is no bulk asymmetry in the Fe, then with all other parameters the same, we find the
GMR drops from 9.4% to 5.9%.

When larger values of t are used in the calculation, with the corresponding lower values
for the asymmetries, the major features seen in figure 2 are the same. The value of t=4A is a
reasonable minimum, since we would expect that the penetration of one material into another
ought to be around one atomic diameter in ultra-thin films.
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ABSTRACT

We present the first quantitative experimental study of the morphology of amorphous solid
surfaces formed by non-equilibrium processes and compare the results with theories developed to
explain the formation of such surfaces.

I. INTRODUCTION

The preparation of surfaces and the growth of thin films are areas of great technological im-
portance, with applications including such diverse fields as optics, chemical analyses, fabrication
of microelectronic and recording devices, containment vessels for fusion reactors and manufacture
of composite materials. A feature common to all these applications is that the surface preparation
processes used are far from chemical equilibrium. Many of the processes involve an energetic ion
beam, plasma or gas that is used to modify a surface, either by etching or depositing material. The
electrical, optical and mechanical properties of the resulting systems depend strongly on the new
surface morphology, which in turn depends on the kinetics of the processes that modify the
surface. There have been many experimental studies of the morphology of surfaces created far
from equilibrium, but so far most of these studies have been more descriptive than quantitative.
With the introduction of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy
(AFM), it is now possible to obtain a detailed three dimensional topograph of a surface h(r), which
is the height of the surface at position r, with atomic scale resolution. One can compare the surface
topographs for different processing conditions to empirically optimize the morphology of the
desired surface and, as we shall demonstrate below, also understand the details of the kinetic
processes that produce the observed morphology.

On the theoretical side there has been in recent years considerable progress in our
understanding of the morphology of surfaces growing far from equilibrium as well as an enlarged
capability for numerical simulation of film-growth under realistic conditions. On the experimental
side, the STM presents us with a tool with unprecedented possibilities for quantitative
characterization of surfaces over length scales ranging from IA up to 104A. In particular, we can
measure the topographical profile of the height of the surface h(r) with a lateral resolution of I-2A
and a vertical resolution better than IA for a rough surface. From h(r), we can calculate the height-
correlation function in reciprocal space, <lh(q) >, which has become the focus for the theoretical
descriptions referred to above. Thus, the STM allows us to obtain "real-space" and "momentum-
space" representations of a surface on a side by side basis, whereas most electron or photon
scattering techniques can only be used to obtain <lh(q)12>, because of the loss of phase
information.

A) Sputtring

Sputtering is the most commonly used technique for the preparation of technologically
relevant thin films.[ 1-3] The sputter process deposits fairly energetic atoms or ions on a growing
surface. The incoming particles move along ballistic trajectories predominantly along the normal to
the substrate surface. Once they reach the surface, the atoms move around by surface diffusion or
by evaporation/recondensation until they reach a site where the binding energy is particularly high.
At very low deposition rates, this process can preserve the crystallinity and facetting, by stepflow
and island growth, as for instance described by the classical model of Burton. Cabrera and
Frank.J4,5] However, for lower temperatures and economically reasonable deposition rates, the
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atoms coalesce into microcrystallites and the film will be amorphous. It has been known since
1870 (!) that such films develop fascinating morphologies. The nature of the morphology depends
on a variety of factors such as temperature, deposition rate and incidence angle of the beam, but the
observed morphologies are commonly classified by the structure zone model (SZM ) proposed by
Movchan and Demchishin[7 land expanded by Thornton.181 Our primary interest is "Zone I" with
T]T(mclting) less then 0.3 or so, where there exists a columnar fine-grained micro-structure. The
boundaries between the columns are of low adatom density and they play a significant role in
determining the mechanical and transport properties of the film as well as its durability and
stability. Columnar structures were first observed[9] using small angle electron scattering for
sputtered Pd films. Since then, there have been many reports of columnar microstructure in
studies by fractography, TEM, small angle electron scattering and X-ray scattering.[10] This
columnar structure has strong effects on the magnetic, optical and mechanical properties of a
film.j 10]

The large-scale, macroscopic morphology has been investigated in the materials-science lit-
erature since the early 1950's. Konig and Hellwig[17] first pointed out the geometrical
"shadowing" effect. Protruding parts of a surface shield deeper lying sections. In particular for
uncollimated incoming beams, this leads to enhancement of the surface roughness.[8] This mecha-
nism for roughening competes with a variety of annealing mechanisms first discussed by
Herring[18] At modest temperatures when the vapor pressure of the substrate is low, the dominant
annealing mechanism is surface diffusion. As the vapor pressure rises, evaporation-recon-
densation starts to play a role. Shadowing and surface diffusion have been invoked[8]to explain
the "universal" classification of thin-film microstructure: the shadowing should lead to Zone I
micro-structure of low-density tapered columns with domed tops. Increased temperature increases
the surface diffusion constant leading to wider, smoother columnar grains.[8] Shadowing and
surface diffusion are also believed [9 ]to be the important factors in the evolution of rough "cone-
like" surface topologies observed during sputter e of surfaces.J20]

There have been extensive numerical investigations of surface growth close to
equilibrium.[21] Much of the earlier work was based on the solid-on-solid (SOS) model as
pioneered by Gilmer[22] More recently, the growth morphology of chemical vapor deposition[23]
(CVD) and molecular beam epitaxy[24] (MBE) have been investigated. Numerical studies of
surfaces fa from equilibrium were stimulated by observations of the microstructures of amorphous
thin films. The first numerical studies of roughening due to shadowing were based on the "ballistic
aggregation model" of Vold.[25] Sticky spheres were constrained to approach a substrate on
straight-line ballistic trajectories. Leamy and Gilmer[26] showed that shadowing on an atomic
scale produces the "tangent-rule" for the growth direction. Very large-scale simulations[ 27,28] of
this ballistic aggregation model revealed deposits consisting of quasi-fracta[29] tree-like structure
riddled with holes but obeying the tangent rule.

Real coatings, though, are smooth over distances of 100 - 1000 A, which is the result of
various annealing mechanisms. Surface diffusion can be included to some extent in computer
simulations[30,31] and it indeed produces a more compact deposit. The ballistic aggregation
model with surface diffusion included is thus believed to contain the basic physical mechanisms to
understand the columnar structure. Because of computational limitations, at present it is difficult to
perform numerical simulations on a system with more than 100 x 100 lattice constants. Thus, it is
not practical to use atomic-scale simulations to study the macroscopic evolution of real columnar
structures for length-scales exceeding 1000 A and time-scales exceeding nanoseconds.

Numerical simulation of macroscopic evolution is possible if we do not attempt to describe
the surface down to atomic lenghts as illustrated by the work of Srolovitz[32] and Ling and
Anderson.[33] Continuum theories are thus aimed at understanding the macroscopic evolution and
should be complementary to numerical studies. To model the macroscopic properties of amor-
phous thin-film growth, a number of continuum models have been used in the materials science
literature, in particular in the context of electron-beam etching of masks for micro-electronics
applications: Carter[34] reviewed a very elegant approach based on the construction of an eikonal
equation for the evolution of the surface of a growing film ("Huyghens Construction") and applied
it to sputter erosion. Macroscopic evolution based on shadowing was also used extensively in
simulationsJ35] of sputter deposition onto patterned substrates. The success of these methods
suggested that they could also be used for understanding the macroscopic evolution of the
columnar microstructure. Continuum models have also been used for understanding the early
stages of thin film evolution.136,371
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C) Scaling Theories

Apart from the effort to model the structure of sputtered films, there has been an explosion
of interest in the general features of non-equilibrium surfaces.138] This work has centered on local
growth contiuum SOS models but with atomicity included through s in the incoming
current. A scaling description[39-41] was proposed for this class of models in terms of the evolu-
tion of the surface roughness. Let h(r,t) be the time dependent height profile of the film. Then the
height correlation function

C (q,t) = <lh(q,t)12 > (1a)

= (2,)2 i'r ((h(0) - h(r))2 )t / Area (lb)

with (.)t indicating a sample average after exposure time t. This correlation function should have
the general form

C (q,t) - q-V F(t qZ) (2)

would predict a power law decrease proportional to q-V in C(qt) for q > t-I/z and C(q,t) - tv/z
for q 5 t'l/z. Under conditions of rotational invariance, z = 2 - ax with 20C = v-2, so there is only
one free exponent (say a). This scaling law has been verified for a wide variety of local growth
models.[38] Particularly influential was the KPZ model[42] where

Oh/at = yV2h + J + J/2 (Vh) 2 + rl(r,t) (3)

with ya measure of the surface annealing, J the average deposition current and Tl(r,t) the shot-noise
fluctuations around the average current. In "1 + 1" dimensions (d= I substrate), scaling is obeyed
142) for the KPZ model with a=0.5. Many models have been investigated[43-56] and it has been
found that in "2 + I" dimensions (i.e. physical substrates) ac depends on the degree of non-
linearity. For very weak non-linearity (Edwards-Wilkenson Model)157] x -4 0 while a -* 4.0
for strong coupling. As a function of the non-linearity there appears to be a phase-transition for
discrete but not for continuum models. The connection of the KPZ model with sputtered films is
that the Huyghens construction, mentioned above, can be approximated for smooth surfaces by
Eq. 3 with y = TI = 0. Moreover, if we define an "active" surface for deposition by ballistic
aggregation and fit this surface with an h(r,t), then the results appear to agree with the scaling
predictions. There have, however, been few studies that investigated the experimental relevance of
the scaling approach for thin film growth.[58]

II) MACROSCOPIC THEORY OFTHIN-FILM GROWTH

In this section we discuss the analytical and numerical work done at UCLA aimed at
investigating for the concrete case of sputtered films whether the scaling ansatz in general and the
KPZ model in particular provide a viable description. The apriori questions were as follows:

(i) The shadow-mechanism is only local when applied to individual atoms. For a non-flat
surface, shadowing is a nolocal roughening mechanism. For non-local growth models (e.g.
DLA) there is no reason to assume that Eq. 3 correctly gives the asymptotic (i.e. large length and
time scale) properties. In particular the SOS description is invalid for DLA because the surface
develops "overhangs".

(ii) Sputtered films anneal at lower temperatures by surface diffusion. This is described by
a V4 h terml8] rather than a V 2 h term, which is more appropriate for an evaporation-
recondensation mechanism.[59] How does this affect the conclusions?
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(iii) The surfaces of Zone I thin films look very different from those created by numerical
simulation of the KPZ model. In the latter case the characteristic "domed top" and cauliflower
structure of Zone I are missing. This question is related to the subsurface groove/void network.
In general, SOS models cannot be expected to account for the d=3 internal structure of a film, yet
the groove structure is of crucial importance for the physical properties of thin films. Of course.
ballistic deposition does create an internal structure but, as we have seen. it is computationally
difficult to allow annealing to proceed sufficiently to create >1000A scale structures.

A) Column /Grooe NIcrosrructure

To ans" er these questions we have developed[60] a "shadow model" for the growth of the
groove microstructure, based on the macroscopic description for sputtered films used in the mi-
croelectronics applications[35]. We extended these descriptions to the submicron regime by in-
cluding shot-noise and surface diffusion. In this model, the local growth rate vn is controlled by
the flux RJ(6), with J(0) a dimensionless vector, and by surface diffusion:

.(S)

vn = D d2Wds 2 + R re J(0).n(s) dO + Tl(rt) (4)

with D proportional ia3 the surface diffusion constant. Next, K is the local curvature, s the
arclength (in 1+1 dimeision), n(s) the local surface normal, and 0 -(s), which determine the limits
of integration in Eq. 4, are the exposure angles at point s on the surface (Fig.la). For D=rl=O, this
model has been very icessful in describing the macroscopic morphology of sputtered films. (Eq.
4 is actually a generai zation. due to Bales and Zangwill,163] of our model which used the SOS
approximation).

For D=O. wc succeededl60] in solving Eq. 4 analytically in the SOS approximation
producing a self-sim'! r mountain landscape. However, the columnar structure was controlled bN
the substrate roughne, rather then by the shot-noise. Numerical simulation of Eq. 4 for "1=0 by
Bales and Zangwill[t.,'] beyond the SOS approximation revealed a columnar/groove structure. The
groove structure shoo ed amazing similarity with experimental results[62] (see Fig. I b). The initial
characteristic length ;-ale of the columnar structure was again found to be set by the substrate
roughness. The columnar structure appeared to coarsen with h, as noted by Messier and Yehoda.
but the process cou!d not be followed long enough because of computer limitation. The
column/groove struL. .ire of Zone I is thus determined by the substrate surface roughness and not
bv the shot noise (as had been frequently assumed on the basis of ballistic deposition simulationsi.
,e establishedl 62] a criterion for the initial substrate roughness to be small enough so film-quality
would not be affecte. by column/groove microstructure. Quantitative comparisons between theory
and experiment (ST,,' studies) were found to be feasible to some extent.[62]

a)
b)

Fig. 1 a) Surface profile h(x). Incident particles can reach the surface from all directions
within the cone defined by the angles O(s) and O-(s).

b) Growth of a surface, with no shot noise, according to Eq. 4. (from ref. 62)
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B) Coarsening and Scaling

The non-local algorithm for columnar growth revealed the origin of the groove structure
and their connection to the initial roughness. However, the algorithm was very computer intensive
and could not be used to obtain the long-time evolution of the groove structure as for instance seen
in the sputter deposition of amorphous graphite films by Messier and Yehodal 12-14) To that
purpose, we investigatedI64] the connection between our non-local growth algorithm, and the
Huyghens Construction, which is much less computer intensive. Via numerical simulation of Eq.
4 we found[64] that the Huvehens Construction actually produces mathematical sineularities
("cusp") at exactly the location where the tnuch more accurate "eQuation of motion" Eq. 4 pro-
duced grooves. The evolution of cusps in the Huyghens construction in the presence of noise
leads to scaling for the "coarsening length" ,c(h) (the mean distane between grooves) with ex-
ponents which agree well with experiment 12-14] In the KPZ model annealing erases the cusp

C) Surface Diffusion

We thus have found that for sputtered thin films a reasonably realistic non-local growth law
(Eq. 4) can be approximated by the local Huyghens Construction. The Huyghens Construction is
apparently a very powerful tool which can be used also at shorter length scales - provided the cusp
singularity structure is tracked. If, with the above mentioned proviso, we can use the Huyghens
Construction, does the KPZ model describe the surface structure of sputtered films correctly on
length scales less than the coarsening length? Recall that on length scales less than TC(h), the
surface of Zone I columns is (sometimes) self-similar[ 13]

This issue was investigated by Golubovic and Bruinsma. Surface diffusion would
contribute a "V4h" term and evaporation-recondensation[551 a "V2 h" term to the KPZ model:

h/,)t = DV 4h + V Y 2 h + J + J/2 (Vh) 2 + fl(rt). (5)

A renormalization group treatment demonstrated that the KPZ description for non-conservatie
noise[67] is valid provided y is sufficiently positive. For pure surface diffusion. y = 0, the surface
becomes unstable towards a new fixed point because of breakdown of the SOS condition. In
practice this means that KPZ can be used but only for growth problems with substantial evap-
oration-recondensation and for length scales less than the coarsening length c(h).

Golubovic and Karunasiri[68] then investigated both analytically and numerically what will
happen for pure surface diffusion, i.e. sputtering at low temperatures. They concluded that the
surface will undergo a form of spinodal decomposition into a mountain landscape with cones that
have a characteristic length scale that increases with time. This form of coarsening is fundamen-
tally different from that associated with the Huyghens Construction as it is not controlled by the
substrate roughness.

We thus can briefly summarize the results of the past theoretical effort as follows:
I. The column/groove microstructure is essentially a "deterministic" effect resulting

from reproduction and coarsening of the initial substrate roughness through the shadowing effect.
2. If surface diffusion is the dominant annealing mechanism then the surface evolves

via a spinodal decomposition mechanism leading to a coarsening mountain structure. If there is
substantial annealing by evaporation/recondensation, then the scaling theories should apply.

Ill. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

This section will present the status of experimental studies. First, we will briefly review
the techniques that have been used in the past to characterize deposited films and rough surfaces.
Then, a substantial portion of this section will present the results and analyses of our studies of
sputter etching of graphite surfaces. The discussion will demonstrate the general data collection
and analysis tools that we have developed and will continue to follow in our future work, since
they are substantially different from anything that has been done previously. Sputter etching and
rapid film growth share the same surface annealing characteristics, so the analyses are valid for
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both cases. It will also show the value of having a joint theoretical/experimental effort, since the
two sides of the project have reinforced each other greatly.

A) Review of Analyses of Roith Surfaces

As mentioned pre, iously,19,10] the only method used in the past to obtain information
about C(q) for the surfaces of sputtered films was low-angle scattering of electrons or x-rays[69-
71] Historically, these experiments were very important for determining the structural properties
of rough surfaces, but it is not possible to reconstruct h(r) from C(q) because the phase
information is lost in the scattering process. Thus, scattering experiments must be supplemented if
one is to obtain a real-space picture of the rough surface.

A great deal of experimental work involving rough surfaces has been performed with
different forms of microscopy,J 12-14] especially scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TENI). An advantage of electron microscope techniques is that
they can be used to obtain valuable information about the cross section and internal structure of a
film, as long as the sectioning process does not damage the film too heavily. This is especially
useful in characterizing intergranular voids and grooves. However, most researchers do not obtain
a quantitative height profile of the surfaces they investigate, but rather analyze the lateral inhomo-
geneities of the surface by examining the variation in the gray scale of their micrographs. One of
the major results from this work is the near universality of the cauliflower morphology that is ob-
served on films of essentially anything grown under the proper conditions by a vapor deposition
process. 12-14]

Rasigni et.al.[72,73] have developed a method to obtain quantitative height profiles of
rough surfaces. They use a microdensitometer to digitize the gray scale of a TEM image of a
carbon replica of the surface, and then assign a height scale to the digitized image based on various
calibrations they can make. They have been primarily concerned w% ith calculating various moments
that characterize the surface, such as the autoco, ariance function (or real-space height-height cor-
relation function), defined by

G(Ir 2 - r1l) = (h(r2 )h(rl)) - (h(r) 2). (6)

This function, which is the Fourier transform of C(q) from Eq. 1 above, is used by Rasigni
et al.17 2 ,731 primarily to characterize the degree of roughness of the surface, the length scale over
which correlation of surface structure appears and to model the scattering of light from their rough
surfaces. They have not related G(r) to any theories of film growth, although they could simply
Fourier transform it to find C(Iq) and follow the prescriptions outlined above. The problems with
this TEM technique are that it is very labor intensive, forming the carbon replicas can damage the
surfaces on which they are made, and the resolution is no better that I(X)A.

Most of the film growth studies performed with STM have involved relatively smooth sur-
faces produced by evaporation of films onto flat substrates.174,75] Denley has emphasized the
study of rough surfaces with STM.1 76 1 He showed that the roughness of an evaporated Au film,
defined as the average peak-to-peak height of the surface over an area imaged in a STM topograph,
depended strongly on the temperature of the substrate during the deposition. He observed that the
surface roughness was minimized for a substrate temperature of 300'C, which demonstrates the
importance of kinetic processes even for evaporated films. He has also used STM topographs to
determine the fractal dimension of rough surfaces, in an attempt to characterize different
roughening processes.

Schonenberger et al.[77] have used STM to study conducting films of Fe304 deposited
onto Si (1() substrates by sputtering. The surfaces of the deposited material were characterized
by the now familiar domelike terminations of columnar grains of oxide with lateral dimensions in
the 200-5XM A range. The mean diameter of the grains and the surface corrugation increased
significantly with increasing substrate temperature, with the rms corrugation always 10% of the
grain diameter. The domes were smooth and featureless. The results that were obtained depended
strongly on the tips that were used, with etched Au and Ptlr thermocouple wire tips producing the
smallest tip artifacts in the images. The authors did not have a theoretical model to explain the
morphology of their surfaces.
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Poirier and White[78] have examined the effects of ion bombardment and annealing on
TiO 2 (001) surfaces, and then examined the growth of Rh films on the rutile surface. They have
observed that bombarded surfaces roughen, and that the rough surfaces become smoother with the
initial stages of annealing. However, after annealing for 2 hours at 510'C, the surface roughens
again to expose (011) and (114) facets. When Rh is evaporated onto an unfaceted surface, it forms
a cauliflower pattern on the rutile. The STM topographs of these various surfaces are qualitatively
similar to those collected in our laborato-y from graphite surfaces sputtered etched at the higher ion
doses. This is an indication of the universality of the processes that occur for etching and
deposition of material from the vapor.

The recent work of Mitchell and Bonnell[79] on the analysis of sputter-deposited films and
rough fracture surfaces by STM is the closest to ours in terms of the manner in which the data are
represented. These researchers accumulate single STM line scans of their surfaces with 1000-2000
data points in the scan. Each scan is then Fourier transformed to yield a high quality power
spectrum, and several of the power spectra are averaged to further improve the signal to noise ra-
tio. If a substantial portion of the plot of the logarithm of the power spectrum versus the logarithm
of the wavenumber is linear, then the surface displays a fractal character over the corresponding
length scales and the fractal dimension is related to the slope of the line segment. At the present
time, these characterizations have not been extended to the understanding of the mechanisms that
give rise to the particular fractal dimensionality that is observed.

There have been several STM studies of sputtered surfaces,[80-89] but most of them have
emphasized the very low ion dose limit so that they could examine the damage created by a single
ion impact with the surface[80-87] or examine surface morphology after the removal of a single
monolaver of material[88,89] For the case of ion bombardment of graphite with 50 keV Ar' ions,
the surface is characterized by hillocks rather than depressions at the ion-impact sites.[85-87]
These hillocks, which are roughly I0OA in radius and IA high, are presumed to be the result of
interplanar stresses caused by the collision cascade that leads to a local volume expansion of the
graphite.[871 The atomic order of the surface in the area around the hillocks is also severely dis-
torted. Michely and Comsa[88,891have examintd the initial stages of ion etching of single crystal
metal surfaces such as Pt( 11 ) with keV energy He+ and Ar + ions. With the heavier projectile,
which has a sputter yield > 1, the surfaces are characterized by hexagonal vacancy islands. For
He+ , which has a sputter yield << 1, the surfaces exhibit a variety of hillocks, adatom islands, and
dislocations that intersect the surface. In all of these studies, the surfaces were still dominated by
the structures of the underlying substrate material.

B) STM Analysis of Sputter-Etched Graphite

In contrast to the above sputtering studies, we have examined surfaces bombarded with in-
termediate ion doses designed to remove between 10 and 10(X) atomic layers from the substrate.
The surface chosen for our initial investigations %as the cleaved ((00)I) face of highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). This surface is inert in air and is easily imaged with the STM[83-86]
Graphite also has a rigid lattice, with a melting temperature of -38N)°C. This indicates that surface
diffusion should be minimal at room temperature and thus bombardment induced topography is
"frozen in" and can be observed with the STM long after sputtering has occurred. Aside from
experimental convenience, sputtering of graphite is intrinsically interesting to many different
communities of researchers. Besides its basic theoretical interest, this work has relevance to the
investigation of plasma-surface interactions at the limiters in tokamac reactors,[90] the mechanisms
of diamond film growth,[91] and erosion of surfaces of composit materials in low earth orbit.192]

Freshly cleaved graphite samples were examined with the STM before sputter etching. The
STM was operated at atmospheric pressure in the constant current mode, with a tunnel current of
0.5 nA and a sample to tip bias of -100 nV. The tips used were either made from Au or Ptlr wire.
Low magnification topographs (24(X) A x 24(X) , image size) showed atomically flat areas over
many thousands of square Angstroms, while at higher magnifications (25 A x 2"5 A) the atomic
scale features of clean graphite were easily observed.

After stable images of clean graphite were obtained, the samples were transferred to the
sample treatment chamber of a KRATOS XSAM-800 surface analytical system. The graphite
surfaces were sputter etched with a beam of 5 keV Ar+ ions, rastered over a 9 mm 2 area on the
sample and incident at an angle of 60' to the surface normal. The beam flux incident on the sample
was determined by using an electrometer to measure the ion bean current. A small positive bias
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(45 volts) was applied to the sample to suppress secondary electron emission. The experimental
parameters that have been varied so far were the flux J incident on the sample, the total ion fluence
Q = Jt for a given exposure time t, and the substrate temperature T.

The graphite samples were re-examined with the STM after etching using identical operat-
ing parameters and, if possible, the same tunneling tip used prior to sputtering. The results shown
here were reproducible from sample to sample and even with different tunneling tips. The surfaces
were stable for several days, but after prolonged exposure to the air tip noise dominated the
images. The images used for the data analysis were usually collected within a couple of hours of
the first removal of the sample from the vacuum chamber.

The study of rough surfaces with an STM presents special problems associated with the tip
and various imaging artifacts that may arise. Asymmetric tips produce artificial anisotropy in the
images and blunt tips will fail to resolve closely spaced features.[93] Surfaces with very sharp
protrusions will yield images of the sides of the tunneling tip instead of the surface features.[941
We have been very careful to characterize and understand these artifacts. First, we always scan a
cleaved graphite surface with the tips that are used to image a rough surface to ensure that the tip is
capable of producing atomic-resolution images that are free of distortion. Second, we collect
dozens of images from each sample to make certain that features are reproducible and that the
features scale properly as the image area is changed. Finally, we analyze the images to determine
the average and maximum slopes of the features that are imaged. In all the sputtered sample work
on which we have reported, the surface structures never form an angle greater than 350 with respect
to the horizontal plane of the sample. We do observe structures that can be attributed to tip imaging
artifacts, but images with such features are never included in our data analysis.

So far we have analyzed over 1,00 STM topographs collected from more than 15 bom-
barded samples. The three different incident ion fluxes reported here were J1 = 6.9 x 1013, j-.
3.5 x 1014 and J3 

= 6.9 x 1014 ions/cm 2 sec. By varyingthe time of exposure to the ion beam,
the total fluences obtained were Q, = 1016, Q2 1017 and Q3 = 1018 ions/cm 2 , which
correspond to removing 10, 100 and 10(0 monolayers of carbon, respectively, assuming a sputter
yield of one atom per ion.[95,96] A matrix of STM topographs collected for the three fluxes and
three fluences is shown in Fig. 2, with the lateral scale of 2400A for all the images. In addition to
the ambient temperature experiments, etching was also performed at substrate temperatures of
approximately 600K and 900K for the 12 flux and Q2 fluence, with the corresponding topographs
shown in Fig. 3. The surface roughness has been greatly exagerated in the topographs because of
the expanded z-axis scale. One feature of the data presented in Fig. 2 that surprises many people is
the strong dependence of the surface morphology on the ion flux. Based on the results of the
theoretical work at UCLA described above, we anticipated that the flux would be important and
therefore intentionally performed experiments to character the flux dependence.

The primary new feature that we have brought to this research area is the analysis of the
data, which is assisted greatly by the coupling between the theoretical and experimental groups.
The calculation of the auto-covariance function G(r) with Eq. 6 provided a quantitative determi-
nation in real space of the surface roughness and the short range lateral correlation.[72,73]
Selected plots of G(r) vs. r are shown in Fig. 4. For a totally random surface, G(r) resembles a
delta function; G(0) is the variance of the surface height h(r) (or the square of the interface width
8)172,73J and G(r>>0)=0. The fact that the peaks in the G(r) plots of Fig. 4 have a finite autoco-
variance length ?. means that the surfaces have some type of correlation in their structure, which is
not often visible in the STM topograph. Higher fluxes produce more disordered surfaces (smaller
X), A hereas higher fluences produce more correlated surfaces (larger X).

Selected correlation functions C(q) calculated with Eq. 1 from the height profiles of Figs. 2
and 3 are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 2 Matrx of STM zopographs of graphite surfaces sputtered with 5 keV Ar ions. The
columns and rows of the matrix are labeled with the fluences and fluxes that caused
the roughening for each surface imaged. The images all represent 2400 x 2400,A regions of
the surfaces, and the scale perpendicular to the surface varies from image to image. The
surface roughness is greatly exagerated so that the different surface features can be
emphasized.
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T, 300 K

T2 600K

T3 =900 K

(Q2 = o1 7 Cin 2 , -12 3. x 10 CM-2 s-1)

Fig. 3 STM topographs for surfaces sputtered with flux J2 and fluence Q2. The surfaces were
held at approximately 300, 600 and 900K during the sputtering process. Elevated
temperatures result in surfaces that are much smoother.
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Fig. 4 Plots of the autocovariance function G as a function of length for selected surfaces imaged
in Fig. 2. The interface width 5 is the square root of G(O), and the autocovariance length .

is indicated on each of the plots. The conditions for the plots are as follows: (a) J, Q:
(b) J2, QI; (c) J 3 , QI; (d) J1, Q2: and (e) J1, Q3.

Fig. 5 Height correlation functions:

(a) (lh(q) 12) for the data in Fig. 2, with Q = 1016 ions/cm 2 (0), 1017
ions/cm 2 (0), and 1018 ions/cm 2 (0). The crossover wavevector qo = 1/, is
indicated for each curve and a I/q2 7 dependence is shown for comparison in the
large q regime.

(b) (Ih(q) 12 ) for topographs with the same pyrameters as in Fig. 5a, except that
the flux is higher: J = 3.5 x 1014 ions/cm sec. Note that there is a significant flux
dependence, with (Ih(q) 12 ) larger (the surfaces are rougher) for the higher flux.

(c) Temperature dependence of (Ih(q) 12 ) from Fig. 3, with J2 . Q2 and the temperature
of the substrate T = 300K (J), T = 600K (0) and T = 900K (*). A l/q 4

dependence is shown for comparison in the large q regime. Note that (Ih(q)12 )
decreases (the surfaces are smoother) with increasing T.
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The average (Ih(q)12) was obtained for each sample bs summing the two-dimensional power
spectrum. Ih(q)12 , over the azimuthal a2l1e at increens of I for each value of q. The variance of
C(q) was also calculated to provide the error bars in Fig. 5 for the correlation function of each
sample. If the surface is random, Cq) will be a constant for all values of q, but if correlation is
present in the surface features Ctq) will have some functional dependence on q. Examining the
behavior of the correlation function allowed us to detmihie the scaling behavior of the surfaces as
a function of the wavevector q and to make comparisons to the theories of sputter erosion
morphology.[97,98] Because of the absence of phase information in the height correlation
function, however, it is less sensitive to uncorrelatd -- but prominent -- surface features, which
are much more easily visible in the real-space STM topographs. Thus, having both types of data
available for exactly the same region of the -surface helps greatly in understanding the structure of
the surface.

The creation of correlated structures by paricle radiation, sshich is a stochastic process that
might be expected to form a totally random surface, at first seems counter-intuitive. However. the
theoretical analyses of the previous section sho% ed that the correlation arises from the various
surface healing mechanisms, such as surface diffusion and evaporation-recondensation. We ex-
amined a linear version of Eq. 5 above and tested its predictions by comparing the asymptotic
limits to our experimental data.197,98] In the linear response approximation

gihiqt)i )t = - ',041. ( 11 iii! "q it) t7

where w q) is the q-dependent healing rate of a sirface modulation of s avevecior q and qnq.t is
the reciprocal-space shot noise term. I-or the cae of isotropic radiation erosion. %hich ka, not
strictlx valid because tle sample %%as etched h an ion beam. and including annealing h\ an
evaporation/recondensat ion-like inechanism and surface difulitsiot the healing rate is

(q) - Jiq , lq:
2 -D ti'4,  (I

with J the flux, y the healii,g rate for redeposition, and D proportional to the surface diffusion
constant. Equation 7 can be solved analyticall, to yield the correlation function

C, (I t exp 1- 2%%(It)

By expanding the exponential ii Eql. (9) one can see that for small q, (;q,t) is proportional to i
and independent of q, while for large q, C(Tq.t is proportional to \wLq r- I and therefore tNust .'C-
crease with q, Thus, there are two distinct regions itt plots of C(q,t) vs. q at any given value of t
and Fig. 5 shows that this type of behavior is observed expernitentalls. The transition should
occur at the crossover wavevecior %i I defined by \k'('- I )t = I, which predicts that the cor-
relation length at the knee in the C(q.t) s. q curve is proportional to the Iluence Q = Jt lassuming

(D/J)ti/). From Fig. 5a. we see that 4 increases with Q, albeit more slowly than linearly. lit
Fig. 5b, we show C(q.t) for the same three fluences as for Fig. 5a, but with J increased by a
factor of 5. Indeed, within the uncertainties of the experimental data, does not appear to hase
changed significantly for surfaces sputtered with the higher flux, even though these surfaces were
rougher, i.e. had larger values of C(q,t), for all values of q.

We also investigated the limiting behavior of Cq.t) for large values of q. At this limit, the
healing function w(q) o- Il2 + Dq 4, so that C(q,t) should decrease at least as fast as q-2 . depend-
ing on the relative values of y and D. The observed functional dependence for samples sputter
etched at roughly 3(M(K is C(q,) - q-2 .7, so apparently two different mechanisms are involved in
the healing process. Since the diffusion constant D is stronglN temperatiire dependent. a q-4 tail
,hould characterize C(q,t) for surfaces sputtered at elevated temperatures. In Fig. 5c. we show
C(q.ut for graphite samples that were sputtered at tercieratures T = 3(X), 61H), and 90 O. Above
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600K. C(qt) drops more sharply with q and, for large q,, has a tail with an approximately q-4
dependence. At the lower surface temperatures, the q- healing process is apparently more
important. The substra te temperatures during sputter etching are much too low for the process
responsible for the q-'T behavior of C(qt) to be evaporation/recondensation. However, the
incident ions create a localized thermal spike when hitting the surface that can result in the forma-
tion of impact craters. Thus, the q-2 mechanism for healing the surface might be characterized as a"sputter/redeposition" process in which aton . move from one spot on the surface to another as
flying debris from the impact of the ion. 14]

By expanding the exponential term in Eq.(9) for the limit q -, 0, we see that the interface
width, W = (Ih(q--0)12 )tl/ 2 , should be proportional to (Jt) ,'2 = Q/ 2 , a prediction which is in-
dependent of the healing rate function, w(q), and consistent with the stochastic nature of particle
radiation. For large Q (ie. long times) and q > 0, the exponential term is small and can be ne-
glected, making C(q,t) independent of the fluence, i.e. there should be a saturation value Qs above
which C(q,t) does not change with increasing fluence (in real space the morphology would still
evolve, but the moments characterizing the surface would not). From the experimental results in
Figs. 5a and 5b, we see the surprising result that W increases more like Q than Q 1 /2 and that
C(q,t) shows a significant dose dependence at large q. Thus, the linear response theory
qualitatively accounts for the smoothening processes that lead to correlated structures on sputtered
graphite surfaces, but it does not provide a quantitative description of our data because it fails to
predict the Q dependence of the roughening.

We also compared the general scaling description described earlier (Eq. 2) to our
experimenal data. In Fig. 5a, we see an approximate power law dependence in the correlation
function at large q for the lower ion doses, with an associated exponent v of order -2.5 to -2.9,
resulting in z - 1.6 - 1.8 and v/z - 1.5. This would mean that for small q, C (q,t) - tv/z should
increase faster than linearly with increasing time (or fluence), while the correlation length at
crossover, 4 - t l / z , should increase more slowly than linearly. Both predictions are valid for the
experimental data collected to date. The values of ot obtained from our experiments are - 0.2 - 0.4,
which corresponds to the regime of weak nonlinearity discussed in the previous section. The
results embodied in Fig. 5 thus appear to be consistent with local growth models, at least at lower
fluences, which illustates the close relationship between sputter etching and film growth.

In summary, we obtained quantitative height profiles for the initial stages of sputter etching
(removal of 10-1000 monolayers) of an initially smooth surface. Ion bombarded graphite surfaces
evolve a rough morphology characterized by the divergence of the correlation length, as predicted
by linear response theory. By examining the q-dependence of the height correlation function, we
were able to determine that two healing mechanisms, sputter/redeposition and surface diffusion,
were important for forming the correlated structures on the surface. However, the experimental
height-height correlation function is not quantitatively consistent with a linear response model.
because it does not predict the correct fluence dependence of the surface roughening, but does have
features in common with the scaling theory for sputter growth. Our work is the first to relate
quantitative experimental data on the morphology of solid surfaces formed by nonequilibrium
processes to the theories that have been developed to explain their fomiation
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ABSTRACT

6 to 80 A thin Ni(111) films were prepared on smooth and rough W(110)

substrates in UHV and characterized by LEED and Auger spectroscopies. The

measurements of the magnetic properties were carried out in situ by ferromagnetic

resonance at 9 GHz between 300 and 600 K. We found that the effective aisotropies,

which consist of surface, crystal, and stress induced anisotropy, increase with

decreasing film thickness and temperature. The roughness of the substrate results in

the drastic decrease of the effective anisotropy. This is attributed to the change of the

surface structure and the stress within the Ni films. Furthermore we found that the

Curie temperature T, and the critical exponent 0 of Ni films on the smooth and rough

substrates show no change.

PACS numbers: 75.70.AK, 75.50.Cc

INTRODUCTION

Ultrathin magnetic films of few layers thickness only, are of great interest for

technological applications. For "magnetic engineering" the determination of the Curie

temperature Tc and anisotropy energy and its dependence on the film preparation are
important. A question of choice would be how sensitive is Tc and the anisotropy

energy on the growth modus and the substrate conditions. Recently our understanding

of the magnetic properties in ferromagnetic thin films has advanced considerably

through improved experimental techniques. Much work in this field has been

concentrated on the determination of the magnetk anisotropy. Ferromagnetic

resonance [1-5], the magneto-optic Kerr effect [6-9], and magnetometry [10] have

also been widely used for such studies. The most fascinating features observed in the

experiment are the dependence of the orientation of the easy direction of the

magnetization as a function of the film thickness d and the growth conditions. In the

present work we present a ferro- and paramagnetic resonance study (FMR ald EPR)
of ultrathin Ni(lll) films in UHV. The resonance experiment is performed in the

Mat. Res, Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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identical UHV chamber directly after the film was deposited and characterized.

Magnetic resonance has the advantage of supplying two independent informations at

once: (i) the resonance field Hr yields local fields and magnetization and (ii) the line

width gives information on relaxation, spin fluctuations and consequently T. Whereas

(i) is well established (e.g.,[1, 2] ), the latter (ii) became possible only very recently in

particular for Tc+ [11, 12 ].
The FMR resonance conditions for a thin film are [13] for H in the plane:

(W)
2 

- H_ [H, + 4M - -Kef] , for Hr ,> - 4wM (1)

L,) 
2 

= 
2 K ff A~M 2  ft 2K(2( ) =[. _41rM] - Hr for Hr < - e - 4,M (2)

where w/2r is the microwave frequency, Hr is the external resonance field, and Keff the

effective anisotropy energy. Keff<O means that the magnetization M favors lying in the

film plane (planar anisotropy). Kefr>O means that M favors lying perpendicular to the

film plane (perpendicular anisotropy). From eqs. (1) and (2), Keff may be determined if

M is known.

EXPERIMENT

In order to study the influence of the substrate roughness on the magnetic

anisotropy and critical behavior two sorts of W(110) substrates were prepared in UHV.

The W(110) surface as substrate was cleaned by several cycles of Ar ion bombardment

followed by annealing cyclesThe result was a smooth surface with a sharp LEED

pattern and low diffuse background. To get a rough W substrate we sputtered again

gently for 3 to 5 minutes. Thib surface did still show the bcc (110) LEED pattern, but

the diffuse background was increased considerably and the LEED spot size was also

enlarged by a factor of 3. No complete structural analysis in real space (STM) has

been made so far, but we refer the two surfaces to be : " smooth" conventional flat over

100 A or more; and "rough" showing in addition small craters one to two atomic layers

deep and a mean separation of 20 to 50 A [14]. The ratio depth(u)/width( ) of the

craters is probably of the order of 0.05 to 0.1. The 6 to 80A Ni(lll) films were

prepared on both W substrates and characterized with Auger and LEED in UHV as

described earlier [12]. The magnetic resonance at 9 GHz was performed in situ on

freshly evaporated films with the external field in or perpendicular to the film plane.

The temperature of the films was varied from 300 to 600 K. In the present

communication we report only [151 on data for the external field lying in the film

plane and oriented along the [001] direction of the bcc(ll0) substrate. This is identical
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Fig. 1 FMR signal of a 30A-rough Ni film. The signals at 300, 509, and 546K are

taken with the same gain and a scan time of 4 minutes. The gain was increased
by a factor of 3.5 and 17 respectively, for higher temperatures.

to the [110] direction of the fcc(111) Ni film. Along this direction the misfit beween Ni

and W is about 3.6%. Fig.1 shows the experimental spectra for the 30 rough film at
various temperatures. The signal is the derivative with respect to the magnetic field of
the microwave power absorption for a (standing) spin wave at a uniform mode. These
signals are free of noise and can easily be detected. Only at 588K, 5K below Tc, the
resonance gets broader and consequently looses in amplitude.

ANALYSIS

The resonance fields H, obtained with the external field parallel to the film
plane are plotted in Fig.2. It should be noted that the anisotropy and the
magnetization in thin films are known to be strongly dependent upon the temperature
[16]. In addition, the Curie temperatures in thin films are thickness dependent
[12,16]. Therefore the analysis and comparison of the resonance field and the effective

anisotropy for thin films should be performed for different thicknesses at the same
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H /kG

2.0

1.020 Ibulk I I
3oA

6A

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 T/Tc 1.0

reduced temperature

Fig. 2: Field for resonance Hr as function of reduced temperature T/T. Note:Aa
comparison of Hr between different films is meaningful only at the same reduced
temperature. Fig.2a shows the results for 80 to 13A films on a smooth substrate
and Fig.2b for 30 to 6A on a rough substrate. For comparison both figures show
the same bulk data taken from a Ni single crystal with Hr in the (111) plane.

reduced temperature, not at the same absolute temperature. To analyse the H(T/Tc)
we apply equation (1) (Keff will be negative) and use for M(t) the value from bulk Ni
measurements[17] or the value given by Bergholz and Gradmann[16], both values
agree to within a few percent. It is already clear from eye inspection in fig.2 that
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TABLE I

Experimental results for Ni(111)/W(110); Keff and Han are calculated using

eqs. (1)and (3). Magnetization data and thickness dependent Curie temperatures

T, are taken from refs. [12,16].

d W(110) Tc:(d) T/Tc(d) Keff H,,n

(A) substrate (K) (105erg/cm3) (kG)

6 rough 371 0.9 -27.2(8) 24.5(1)

8 " 435 0.9 -11.4(8) 12.1(1)

15 " 512 0.9 -0.67(9) 3.73(8)

30 " 593 0.9 -0.39(7) 3.50(6)

20 smooth 557 0.9 -17.09(9) 16.60(8)

30 " 592 0.9 -2.42(7) 5.10(6)

80 " 619 0.9 -0.74(7) 3.78(6)

bulk - 630 0.9 1.30(6) 2.18(5)

1Keff increases dramatically the thinner the film is. For T/Tc a 0.7, 0.85, and 0.94

corresponding to d = 30, 20, 13A thick films Hr tends to zero applied field: the

resonance vanishes. For similar Ni films on a "rough" substrate Hr shifts, in contrast,

very little with respect to the bulk values and is detectable over a large temperature

range. In particular for two films of the same mass deposition and an effective

thickness of 30A, Keff differs by a factor of 6 at a reduced temperature of 90%. This is

at T=533K (Table I). For thinner films this effect is even larger at T/T, = 0.95. Keff

for a 13A--smooth and a 15A-rough film differs by a factor of 15. To compare these

anisotropy energies with the ones found using other experimental techniques

(e.g.,SMOKE) we list in the last column of Tab I the corresponding anisotropy fields:

Han = 4rM - 2K (3)

We now turn to the analysis of line width AHpp. As has been discussed

previously (12] AHpp shows a peak like broadening in the vicinity of the ferromagnetic

phase transition. A broadening of the FMR line width at higher temperature has been
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reported frequently in the literature. Only very seldom one was able to pass through

the phase trasition, coming from the low temperature side and follow the signal into

the paramagnetic regime. In fig.3 this is shown for various films. As one can see from

Tab.I : 15k is a rough, 20k a smooth film and for 30A we show both rough and

smooth films. Tc is a monotonic function of d and does not depend on the roughness or

smoothness of the substrate. A quantitative fit for Tc (for details see [12]) yields the

numbers given in the second column of Tab.I. For the two effective 30k thick films

both Tc's agree within 1K!

The Tc tail of the AHpp peak can be fitted to a function proportional to M-i

[12]. This gives the possibility to determine the exponent /3from M ( t "-a This is shown

in Fig.4 for the two 30A films. Both slopes are identical within the experimental error

with 3 = 0.33(4). The inset of Fig.4 shows the AHpp(T) data on an enlarged scale. The

maxima of the smooth(A) and rough films(*) coincide. The absolute values of AHpp

show a different temperature dependence, however the power law of AH has the same

exponent.

DISCUSSION

Different approaches exist in the literature to analyze the anisotropy energy of

thin films. A phenomenological treatment is:

Keff = Kcry + Kme + 2Ks/d (4)

The effective anisotropy is decomposed into magnetocrystalline, magnetoelastic (stress

induced), and surface contributions. As can be seen from our experimental data Keff of

the smooth and rough films increases dramatically with decreasing thickness. This can

not be attributed to Ks only. Kme will also depend on the film thickness, as it does

depend on the roughness of the substate. At t = 0.9 Keff(rough)/Ke'f(smooth) is 0.17

for a 30A film. There are two effects to be considered: (i) a change in K. caused by the

structure of the surface and (ii) a change in K.e caused by stress in the film. The first

effect was discussed by Bruno et al. [18]. Roughness of the surfaces or interfaces reduces

K,. The relative change is given by

AKs/Ks = - 2o/c (5)

a and being the vertical (depth) and lateral (width) dimension of a rough structure,

and AK. = K(rough) - K.(smooth). From our discussions about the structure of the

surface after sputtering we would get a/ z 0.05 to 0.1. After eq. (5) the reduction of

K, should be 10 to 20%. This is much smaller than the experimental values. From
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Tab.! one gets for example for the 30A film and for t = 0.9 a AKs/Ks of 84%

assuming Kcry and Kme constant. The effect on Kue (ii) is known through the

magnetostrictive effect. It is shown that the mismatch between the Ni layers and the

W substrate is large and causes a large stress for smooth films[15]. Therefore it would

be reasonable to expect that the larger stress in the smooth films results in a larger

Kme. The quantitative calculation of this effect is complicated, because one needs to

know the distribution of the stress in a film, as both effects (i) and (ii) are

superimposed and cannot be separated easily from our experimental data.

With regard to the critical behavior, the important fact is that we found that

the Curie temperature Tc and the critical exponent (3 of both 30k films show no

change. Thus there is no significant influence of the roughness of the substrate on Tc

and (3. In fact, only the finite size effect dominates the Curie temperature for our films.

In conclusion we have shown that the roughness of the substrate has a very

strong influence on the magnetic anisotropy in a thin film. This fact should be of

considerable help in interpreting the contradictory experimental results of the magnetic

anisotropy in a thin film. In contrast to the anisotropy, the Curie temperature Tc and

critical exponent 6 are not affected by the roughness of the substrate.
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ABSTRACT

Theoretical investigations of the magnetization and Curie temperature of ferro-
magnetic ultrathin films in the presence of magnetic anisotropy and long-range dipolar
interactions are presented. The Curie temperature of fcc (001) cobalt ultrathin films is
calculated and compared with experimental results on Co/Cu (001) films. The influ-
ence of an external magnetic field, and the surface gradient of the magnetization are
also discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

For more than 60 years, the problem of two-dimensional ferromagnetism has
been-and still is-a matter of controversy. It has been addressed for the first time in
1930 by F. Bloch [1], who pointed out that a two-dimensional Heisenberg spin system
cannot be ferromagnetically ordered at finite temperature. Bloch's conjecture, based
on a spin-wave argument, has been later rigorously proved by Mermin and Wagner
[21, whose theorem states that a two-dimensional spin system cannot exhibit any long-
range magnetic order (neither ferromagnetic, nor antiferromagnetic or other) at finite
temperature, provided that

(i) the interaction is isotropic,

(ii) the interaction is short-ranged (more precisely, it must decrease more rapidly than
1/0t).

This theorem has stimulated a very important experimental activity, in order
to check its prediction. In particular, the recent progress of preparation and charac-
terization techniques under ultrahigh-vacuum conditions has enabled to prepare clean
transition-metal single-crystal ultrathin films of high structural quality down to one
atomic layer (AL) [33. Such metallic monolayers are currently among the best experi-
mental realizations of the theorists' concept of a two-dimensional system. Netherthe-
less, they unambiguously ferromagnetic order persiting down to I AL, with fairly high
Curie temperatures (100 to 300 K) [3J.

The apparent contradiction between theoretical predictions and experimental re-
sults can be removed if one remarks that none of the two basic hypotheses of the
Mermin-Wagner theorem is actually fulfilled in a real system:

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1"2 Materials Research Society
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(i) According to Curie's symmetry principle [4], the properties of a physical system
must reflect its underlying structural symmetry. A two-dimensional system is
therefore intrinsically anisotropic: the axis normal to the plane is not equivalent
to an axis lying in the plane. Indeed. ultrathin films have been found to exhibit
strongly enhanced magnetic anisotropies [5].

(ii) The dipolar interactions, which are always present in a spin system, decrease like
I/r 3 .

The magnetic anisotropy and the dipolar interactions are several orders of magnitude
weaker than the exchange interaction. In three-dimensional systems, they induce only
small corrections to the pure Heisenberg behavior, and can therefore be neglected
in a first approximation. The situation is completely different in the case of a two-
dimensional system: as a matter of fact minute deviations from the ideal Heisenberg
case discussed by Mermin and Wagner will drastically modify its qualitative behavior.

It is therefore necessary to take into account the magnetic anisotropy and the
long-range dipolar interactions, in order to correctly interprete the experimental ob-
servations. In the past, many authors have discussed the thermodynamics of a two-
dimensional spin system when either the magnetic anisotropy [6] or the long-range
dipolar interactions [7] are considered.

In the present paper, the magnetic anisotropy and the dipolar interactions are
both taken into account, on an equal footing. The study of this problem has been
undertaken for the first time very recently [8]. For this purpose, we have used the
Green-function theory of ferromagnetism, within the random-phase approximation [9]

It is found that the behavior of the system depends crucially on the effective
anisotropy resulting from the competition between the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
and the shape anisotropy (due to the dipolar interactions):

(i) When the effective anisotropy leads to an easy-magnetization axis perpendicular
to the film plane, a gap occurs at the bottom of the spin-wave spectrum. As a
consequence of this gap, long-range ferromagnetic order is allowed, with a non-

zero Curie temperature. In this case the long range of the dipolar interactions
produces only small corrections.

(ii) The situation is completely different when the effective anisotropy favors an easy-
magnetization plane. Since the spins can be freely rotated within the plane, the
spin-wave spectrum remains gapless. The effective anisotropy alone is therefore
not able to stabilize the ferromagnetic order at non-zero temperature. In this
case, the long range of the dipolar interactions turns out to play the decisive r6le
in stabilizing the ferromagnetic order at non-zero temperature.

The Curie temperature T, of ultrathin films has been calculated. For monolayers, ap-
proximated analytical expressions of T, are given, allowing a physically traniparent
interpretation of the respective influence of exchange, anisotropy, and dip, la inter-
actions Numerical calculations of T, have been performed for ultrathin films with
thickness ranging between 1 and 20 AL, allowing quantitative comparison with ex-
perimental results. In particular, the case of fcc (001) cobalt films on (001) copper
single-crystal substrates, which has been widely investigated experimentally [10, 11],
will be discussed in detail.

The influence of an applied magnetic field has been also investigated. It is found
that two-dimensional ferromagnets are much more sensitive to an external field than
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three-dimensional ones, particularly in the easy-plane case. This can lead to very seri-
ous difficulties for the experimental determination of the dependence of the spontaneous
magnetization versus temperature.

The depth-profile of the magnetization has been calculated. Important surface
magnetization gradients are exhibited only by fairly thick films, whereas ultrathin films
remain very homogeneously magnetized up to the Curie temperature.

2 MODEL

The ultrathin film is described by an array of localized spins S, and is assumed
to have a fcc structure, with the (001) axis normal to the film plane. The exchange
interaction is represented by a Heisenberg Hamiltonian

"i. = - 1: 19 J (1)
b(1)

where the indices i and j label the atomic sites, J is the exchange integral, and the
notation (t,j) indicates that the sum is restricted to nearest neighbors pairs. The
dipolar Hamiltonian is given by the usual expression

2(2)

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy is introduced as a pseudo-dipolar interaction be-
tween nearest neighbors.

K= -7 f [, - , •3

One easily checks that in the bulk, the different terms cancel out and give no net
anisotropy, whereas at the interfaces the missing neighbors give rise to the magnetic
interface anisotropy. Actually, this is the form used originally by Niel to introduce
the concept of interface anisotropy [12] The sign convention contained in the above
equation implies that positive (negative) values of K favor perpendicular (in plane)
magnetization.

The strength of the different interactions is best expressed in field units; we
therefore define the exchange field H,,, the interface anisotropy field H', and the
dipolar field H , given respectively by

2MBH.. = 23S , (4)

2MBH5i = 2KS , and (5)
2pBHa = 4rM0. (6)

The numerical calculations will be done for cobalt films, and we give to the parameters
the bulk values, i.e S = 0.86, 4wM 0 = 18.2 kOe, and H.. = 1870 kOe. The interface
anisotropy H' is a variable parameter; values ranging between -50 and +50 kOe are
representative for ultrathin films [5].

Since the dipolar interactions contribute to the total anisotropy field ma the shape
anisotropy, the direction spontaneously assumed by the magnetization is determined
by the sign of the effectlVe ansotropy field H'K, given by

HA1- = H" - 4N M, (7)N
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where N is the number of atomic planes, for positive (negative) values of H, the
spontaneous magnetization lies perpendicular to the plane (in the plane).

3 GREEN-FUNCTION THEORY

The formalism of the Green-function theory of ferromagnetism will be briefly
sketched below; the reader is refered to the original papers on this subject for more
details [9]. Let us consider the double-time temperature-dependent Green-function

G (t ((S ,(t); exp(aS,'(t'))S; (t'))) , (8)

where (A and B being operators in the Heisenberg representation)

((A(t); B(t'))) =_ -,0(t - t')([A(t); B(t')]) . (9)

In the above equation the square brackets indicate the commutator, the angular brack-
ets the thermodynamical average, and 0(t) = 0 for t < 0 (respectively 0(t) = 1 for
t > 0). The energy dependent Green functions ((A; B)),E and G ,(E, a) are the Fourier
transform with respect to the time of ((A(t); B(t'))) and G*(t - t', a), respectively.
The former is related to the correlation function (B(t')A(t)) by the spectral theorem

(B(t')A(t)) i [ + ((A; B ((A; B)),%.-,, ,(_ (10)_+0 exp(hw/kaT) - 1

With the help of this theorem. the knowledge of G-,(E, a) thus yields the correlation
function (exp(aS,)S,- S,). The later can finally be related to (S,) (i.e. to the magnetic
moment at site i) by using the relation

S';S, -- S(S + 1)-_ S, _ (S:1 )2 .(1

The equation of motion of G*,(E, a) is

EG* (E, a) = 6 +(([S,*- ;exp(aS)s-)) , (12)

where
who) ([S _= exp(crS')S,-]) . (13)

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 12 is a higher order Green function,
since it contains terms of the form ((SSl ; exp(oS,)S-)). Eq. (12) can be linearized
by the RPA decoupling procedure, which consists in performing the substitution

s.,' -. (s*.*)s," + s.'(s ,') - (s,*.')(s,1.") (14)

in the commutator [S,; "]. One thus gets a set of linear equations that must be solved
self-consistently, since it contains the thermodynamical averages (S,). The problem is
then equivalent to diagonalizing a spin-wave Hamiltonian with self-consistently renor-
malized interaction parameters The physical interpretation of the RPA is that some
correlations between the motions of spins located on different atoms are neglected It
is a good approximation at low temperature where the spins are almost frozen, and at
high temperature where all motions are decorrelated. In these two extreme regimes it
yields the results of the spin-wave theory and of the molecular field theory, respectively
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In the intermediate regime, it provides a useful interpolation and, in particular, gives
a good approximation of the Curie temperature.

Most complications arise for the lack of translational symmetry along the direction
normal to the plane, and from the dipolar interactions, which couple the left (S + ) and
right polarized (S-) spin operators. As a consequence the polarization of the normal
modes is no longer circular, but elliptical. The detailed formalism will be presented
elsewhere [13].

In the case of a single atomic layer, the Curie temperature is given as a function
of the spin-wave spectrum at zero kelvin by the simple expression

kBT, = S--. (J N'E dE) . (15)

In the above equation, the effective density of states N'r(E) is the product of the usual
density of states N(E) and of a factor D(E) which takes into account the ellipticity
of the spin waves. The factor D(E) measures the spin reduction due to the excitation
of a spin wave of energy E; for a circularly polarized spin wave, D(E) = 1, but for an
elliptically polarized spin wave, one has D(E) > 1, and D(E) increases to infinity as
the ellipticity increases (8].

4 CURIE TEMPERATURE OF A MONOATOMIC LAYER

It is clear from Eq. 15 that the Curie temperature a monoatomic film is governed
by the effective density of states at the bottom of the spin-wave spectrum. For a
pure two-dimensional Heisenberg system, the effective density of states is constant for
E - 0+ , and the integral diverges in Eq. 15, giving T, = 0, in agreement with the
Mermin-Wagner theorem.

If the magnetic anisotropy and the long-range dipolar interactions are taken into
account, the spin-wave spectrum is strongly modified [8], and one obtains a non-zero
Curie temperature.

(i) In the case of a perpendicular easy-axis (H ? > 0), the effective anisotropy opens
a gap of width

A = 2,3 BH (16)

at the bottom of the spin-wave spectrum, as shown on Fig. la. This gap prevents
the divergence of the integral in Eq. 15, and leads to a non-zero Curie temperature

4r(S+ 1) 2JS
3 ln(4r2JS/A) (17)

In this case, the inclusion of the long range of the dipolar interactions gives only
a negligible correction to the above result.

(ii) In the case of easy-plane anisotropy (H? < 0), one has a completely different
situation. As can be seen on Fig. lb, if only the effective anisotropy is taken into
account, the effective density of states N'r(E) remains step-like at E = 0 (solid
line), thus yielding T, = 0. If also the long range of the dipolar interactions is
considered (dashed line), a depletion (pseudo-gap) of width

ld( .I~f jr1/2
( M8~ 2JS 1(8
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(a) HKe ff > 0 (b) HKeff <0

Figure 1: Sketch of N**(E) as a function of E at the bottom of the spin-wave spectrum,
when taking into account the effective anisotropy only (solid line), or both the long range of
the dipolar interactions and the effective anisotropy (dashed line). (a): perpendicular easy
ayis (HK' > 0). (b): easy-plane anisotropy (H? < 0).

appears at the bottom of the spin-wave spectrum. This pseudo-gap removes the
divergence of the integral in Eq. 15, and one obtains for the Curie temperature

41(S + 1) 2JS
3 ln(4w2JS/A') "

The concept of pseudo-gap has been already introduced in a previous publication
[8].

It is quite remarkable that the Curie temperatures of monolayers with perpendic-
ular easy axis and with easy-plane anisotropy are given by very similar formulae (Eqs.
17 and 19), although the mechanism of stabilization of the ferromagnetism is quite
different in both cases. However, A' is generally expected to be about one order of
magnitude smaller than A, because of the occurence of the very large exchange energy
at the denominator in Eq. 18. Therefore, for similar systems, the Curie temperature
should be higher in the case of perpendicular easy axis than in the case of easy-plane

anisotropy.
If we consider the respective r6le of the different interactions, we see that the Curie

temperature is proportional to the exchange energy, whereas the anisotropy and tht
dipolar interactions enter the expression of T, only as a logarithm. Although the latter
must be non-zero in order to stabilize the ferromagnetic order at non-zero temperature,
the Curie temperature will not depend very sensitively on them. In this sense, they
play merely the role of a trigger for the ferromagnetism. On the other hand, T,. is
expected to be strongly influenced by the exchange energy and by the coordination
number; thus larger T,'s should be observed for hcp (0001) or fcr (111) monolayers
(coordination 6), than for fcc (001) monolayers (coordination 4).
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5 CURIE TEMPERATURE OF FCC (001) COBALT FILMS

The Curie temperature of fcc (001) cobalt ultrathin films grown onto (001) single-
crystal copper substrates has been experimentally investigated by different groups. It is
a very interesting test-system for our calculations, since it has an easy-plane anisotropy,
the case for which the long range of the dipolar interactions plays a decisive role.
However, it has given rise to much controversy.

(i) The group of D. Pescia in Ziirich and Jilich has found that the Curie temperature
of one atomic layer of fcc (001) cobalt on (001) copper is much higher than 450 K
[10]. Actually they found no significant variation of the magnetization up to 450 K,
and did not measure at higher temperature in order to prevent any alteration of
the samples.

(ii) On the other hand, a collaboration between the groups of 3. Kirschner in Berlin
and R. Miranda in Madrid has studied the same system, and finds that the Curie
temperature of the monolayer is lower than 50 K.

This strong contradiction is puzzling. It is clear that at least in one case, the system un-
der investigation is not the claimed clean monolayer. The most convincing structural
information is given by the Berlin-Madrid group who used jointly the Auger-breaks
method, the medium-energy electron-diffraction (MEED) intensity oscilations, and the
thermal energy atomic scattering (TEAS) intensity oscillations for the thickness cal-
ibration, and very recently performed in situ scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)
investigations of the growth mode [11]. The Zirich-Jiilich group relied mainly on the
Auger-breaks method for the thickness calibration [10], which might be misleading [14].

In order to tentatively explain their surprisingly high monolayer Curie temper-
ature, the Ziirich-Jiilich group suggested that such a high Curie temperature might
be due the long-range dipolar interactions (10]. This interpretation is in contradiction
with our numerical calculations (see below), which yield T, = 145 K for one atomic
layer; therefore, according to the present theoretical model, the dipolar interactions
cannot explain the high monolayer Curie temperature reported by the Zurich-Jilich
group Moreover, if this interpretation were correct, the reported effect should be uni-
versal, since the dipolar interactions are present in every system; however, such a high
monolayer Curie temperature has never been observed for any other system.

We have performed numerical calculations of the Curie temperature for ultra-
thin fcc (001) cobalt films. Since the effective anisotropy is dominated by the shape
anisotropy, we have set Hs = 0. The long range of the dipolar interaction is taken
into account. The calculations have been performed by solving numerically the self-
consistent RPA equations and sampling the first two-dimensional Brillouin zone. No
other approximation than the RPA has been made. The results are displayed on Fig. 2
(solid circles), compared with the experimental data for Co/Cu (001) from the Berlin-
Madrid group (open squares) (11]. One observes a fairly good agreement between the
theoretical and experimental results, except for cobalt thicknesses smaller than 2 AL
However, this discrepancy can tentatively be explained as follows. The Berlin-Madrid
group reports a significant drop of the Curie temperature under coating with copper,
as shown on Fig 2. This indicates that the contact between Co and Cu tends to reduce
the Curie temperature, and this effect should be the stronger, the thinner the cobalt
film Thus the discrepancy at very low cobalt thickness can be ascribed to the influence
of the copper substrate, which is not considered in the theoretical calculations.
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Figure 2: Curie temperature of ultrathin fcc (001) Co films: theoretical results (solid circles),
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the effect of coating with Cu
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Table I: Magnetization deviation AM(H) = M(H) - M(0) (normalized to the ground state
magnefization MO) induced by an external field H at T12, calculated for bulk fcc Co and for
Co monolayers with perrt ndicular easy axis (H? > 0) and easy plane anisotropy (H? < 0)

H (Oe) AM(H)/Mo at T,/2

bulk Co Co monolayer
perpendicular in plane

T= = 1388 K T, = 235 K Tc = 145 K
1 < 10 - 3  < 10 -7 0.7 x 10 -7

10 < 10- 3  < 10 - 3  4.0 x 10 - 2

102 < 10
- 3  < 10- 3  9.1 X I0 - 2

103 0 1 X 10 - 2  0.5 X 10 - 2 13.3 X 10 - 2

10' 0.2 x 10 - 2 3.6 x 10-2 18.1 x 10 - 2

105 1.5 x 10 - 2 12.2 x 10-' 24 3 x 10 - 2

6 FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE MAGNETIZATION

The quantity of primary interest in a ferromagnet is the spontaneo s magneti-
zation (the order parameter). Because of the general tendency of magnetic bodies to
break into domains, the magnetization measured in zero field (the remanent magne-
tization) is usually smaller than the spontaneous magnetization. The sample can be
brought into technical saturation by applying an external field, but the magnetization
is then modified by the field. Fortunately, in three-dimensional ferromagnets, the in-
fluence of an external field on the magnetization is very weak, at least at temperatures
well below T,, thus allowing the spontaneous magnetization to be measured to a good
accuracy. It is not clear a priort that this holds also for two-dimensional ferromagnets.

We have calculated the magnetization deviation AM(H) = M(H) - M(O) in-
duced by an external field H at Tc12, for bulk cobalt, and for cobalt monolayers with
perpendicular easy axis (HV > 0) and easy plane anisotropy (H? < 0). The field was
applied along the easy axis (respectively in the easy plane). The results are displayed in
Table I. As mentioned above, it is seen that the magnetizaticn of a three-dimensional
ferromagnet is very insensitive to an external field: a field of about 100 kOe is needed in
order to induce a magnetization deviation of 1 percent. The sensibility to the external
field appears to be much greater for two-dimensional ferromagnets. in particular in the
case of easy-plane anisotropy. In the latter case, minute fields are sufficient to induce a
sizable increase of the magnetization. Much care should be given to this problem when
attempting to measure the temperature dependence of the spontaneous iagnetization
in ultrathin films, especially as the Curie temperature is approached.

7 MAGNETIZATION PROFILE

For the surface of a semi-infinite ferromagnet, the magnetization versus temper-
ature is known to drop twice as fast as for the bulk 1151. This leads to a strong sutface
gradient of the magnetization. Much effort has been done to experimentally observe
this surface magnetization gradient in ultrathin films [16] or at the surface of a bulk
ferromagnet [17]. However, as discussed by Korecki et al. [18], it is not clear that
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Figure 3: Reduced magnetization profile at T, calculated for fcc (001) cobalt ultratlun films
of various thicknespiee
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the same gradient is to be expected at the surface of an ultrathin film and of a bulk
ferromagnet.

In order to study the magnetization profile we define the normalized layer-depen-
dent magnetization m(l, T) by

Y M(l, T)
m(l,NT) - (T) I to N), (20)

E M(n, T)
n=1

where M(l, T) is the magnetization of layer I at temperature T, and N the number of
atomic layers The normalization is done with respect to the average magnetization of
the film This allows the magnetization profile at T, to be defined by

m(l,T,) = lim m(1,T) (21)

The magnetization profile at T, of various fcc (001) cobalt ultrathin films (with H5 = 0)
has been calculated. The results are shown on Fig. 3. Since the surface magnetization
gradient increases from zero whith increasing temperature, m(l, T,) represents an upper
limit for the surface gradient. This figure clearly shows that for films consisting of only
a few atomic layers, the magnetization remains very homogeneous up to the Curie
temperature. Important magnetization gradients are exhibited only by fairly thick
films. These conclusions are well supported by the experimental observations of Korecki
et al. [18].

8 CONCLUSION

A random-phase approximation Green-function theory of two-dimensional fer-
romagriets with magnetic anisotropy and dipolar interactions has been presented. It
yields a physically transparent interpretation of the respective r6le of the different in-
teractions with respect to the stabilization of the long-range ferromagnetic order at
non-zero in two-dimensional ferromagnets. Quantitative calculations of the Curie tem-
perature of ultrathin fcc (001) cobalt films are in good agreerment with experimental
results of the Berlin-Madrid group [11] for Co/Cu (001) films; the very high monolayer
Curie temperature reported for the same system by the Ziirich-Jiilich group [10] is
inconsistent with the present theoretical investigations. It has been shown that unlike
bulk materials, ultrathin films are very sensitive to an external magnetic film, espe-
rially in the case of easy-plane anisotropy. Finally, we have discussed the problem of
the magnetization gradient at the surface of ultrathin films.
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MORPHOLOGY AND MAGNETIC PHASE TRANSITIONS
OF MONOLAYER-RANGE Fe FILMS ON Au(001)

Y.-F. LIEW AND G.-C. WANG
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Department of Physics, Troy, NY 12180-3590

ABSTRACT

We have studied the morphology and magnetic phase transitions of monolayer-range
Fe films on a reconstructed Au(001) surface using the combination of High-Resolution
Low-Energy Electron Diffraction (HRLEED) and Surface Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect
(SMOKE) techniques. Through the measurement of energy dependent angular profiles
of the specularly diffracted beam, we discovered a simple method to determine not only
the interfacial spacings (Fe-Au and Fe-Fe) but also to detect the build up of the second
layer. For a one-level (2-D) Fe films with coverage of - 0.6 monolayer (ML) perpendicu-
lar magnetization was observed. For a 1 ML equivalent 3-D film both perpendicular and
in-plane magnetization were observed. The magnetic phase transitions of these magnetic
islands showed finite size broadening effect. The perpendicular saturation magnetiza-
tion decreases with temperature above 100'C but never vanishes and the magnetization
curve has no hysteresis loop above - 120C. The implication of superparamagnetism is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The study of magnetic properties of thin films, in particular the magnetic phase transi-
tion and magnetic anisotropy, has attracted considerable interest. Theoretical predictions
on perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in ultrathin ferromagnetic films[l, 2] provide the
impetus for researchers to study and engineer such a system. Both the properties men-
tioned, among others, are of great technological importance to the data storage industry.
Despite the wealth of experimental data, many questions still awaits conclusive experi-
mental confirmation and answers[1, 3]. One example is the magnetic phase transition of
2-D magnetic films. The strong coverage dependence of the magnetic phase transitions
and magnetic anisotropy in films of submonolayer coverage remains unsolved. Many dis-
agreements are attributed to the uncertain morphology of the films. The growth and
characterization of such fims is itself a challenging task. In particular the determina-
tion of the submonolayer coverage and morphology of ultrathin film demands a highly
surface sensitive tool with a very good resolution. Among the advanced techniques that
has been used are Auger electron spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron forward scattering,
Low-energy electron diffraction and Scanning tunneling microscopy[4-61. We have used a
High-Resolution Low-Energy Electron Diffractometer (HRLEED)[71 with angular inten-
sity distribution analysis to monitor and study the growth, coverage and morphology of
ultrathin Fe films grown on the reconstructed Au(001) surface.

In this paper we present the effect of morphology of monolayer-range Fe films/Au(001)
on the magnetic phase transitions and magnetic anisotropy. We show that perpendicular
magnetization is present in both 2-D and 3-D films even though we have incomplete
covering of the substrate. Interestingly, for the case of a 1 ML equivalent 3-D Fe film,
in-plane magnetization was also observed.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1 1"2 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL

The experiment is performed in a UHV chamber with a base pressure of about
1 - 2 x 10- 0 torr. It is equipped with a CMA Auger system, a sputter ion gun, and a
High-Resolution Low-Energy Electron Diffractometer with a narrow instrumental width
of - 6 x 10-3A-' or a resolving power of better than 2000 A[81. It also has a rotatable
electromagnet for Surface Magneto-Optic Kerr Effect (SMOKE) studyl9]. The prepara-
tion and characterization of the Au(001) substrate has been described elsewhere[10'.

The Fe source is a resistively heated high purity Fe wire enclosed in a tantulum-
stainless steel housing. The Fe beam is constrained by a Ta spout of 10 mm in diameter
and 25 mm long directed perpendicular to the substrate surface. The flux is easily
changed by varying the current through the iron filament. The growth is monitored by
both the HRLEED and AES. The exposure dependent angular profiles of the specular
beam and superlattice beam were measured to determine the coverage and morphology of
the films. The Auger Signal-Time (AST) plot shows clear break points for both the Au(69
eV) and Fe(701 eV) Auger signals. Each break point corresponds to the completion of a
layer.

For the SMOKE experiment, the sample is rotated into the gap between the poles
of the electromagnet. The magnet can be oriented to have the magnetic field, B, in the
plane of the sample or perpendicular to the sample. The B-field is changed periodically
by ramping a saw-tooth current through the coil of the electromagnet. A polarized 5mW
He-Ne laser beam is shined onto the sample and the reflected beam is passed through
an analyzer and into a photocell detector. The variation in the intensity of the reflected
beam at the detector is plotted against the periodic sawtooth voltage to give the surface
magnetic hysteresis loop.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The detail shape of the angular intensity distribution of a diffraction spot (angular
profile) is very sensitive to defects, like steps, present on the surface of the sample. These
small changes in the angular profile are easily detected by the HRLEED. In contrast,
the broad instrument response function of most LEEDs (- 10- 2 A-1) would have buried
these small changes in the angular profile. The measured HRLEED angular profile can
be fitted to a model function to yield information on the average size of the overlayer
islands, domains or terraces and also their separation and size distributions. The width
of the angular profile reflects the average size of the ordered region while the tail of the
profile gives the size distribution of these ordered regions.

For a 2-D island growth mode in the monolayer-range, at the out-of-phase diffraction
condition (to be discussed later), the full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the (00)
beam broadens with increasing adlayer-substrate step density. The width peaks at half
coverage, 8 - 1/2, where the step density is at its maximum and narrows down to
its original value at 8 = 1 when the substrate is completely covered by one layer of
adatomsilli. Figure l(a) illustrates this. The film was grown at a substrate temperature
of 85°C. At the cummulative exposure time of about 3 min, which coresponds to 8 = 1/2,
the FWHM measured at 21.5 eV is at a maximum. On further exposure to the Fe beam
the FWHM narrows and at 6 ± 1 min when one layer of Fe has been deposited on the
Au(001) surface, the FWHM is at its original value. The average island size is about
360 A, which is as good as the substrate surface would allows. In addition we see that
the FWHM of the (01) superlattice beam broadens until the beam vanishes at about 4
min corresponding to a coverage of about one half. The (0 ) beam reflects the super-
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periodicity of the surface reconstruction present on the top most layer of the substrate
and is thus very useful for monitoring the uncovered area (reconstruction domains) on
the substrate. In the case of 3-D islanding where the film was grown at slower deposition
rate and a substrate temperature of 105°C (see Fig. 1(b)) the width of the (00) beam does
not return to its initial value indicating that the resultant islands are smaller than the
ordered regions on the substrate. However, we still see the initial broadening due to the
increasing Fe-Au step density and at about 11 ± I nin the FWHM reaches a maximum.
Similarly the width of the (0- ) beam also broadens until the beam disappears at 9 =I min
corresponding to a coverage of about 1/2 ML. Additional Fe deposit does not increase
the size of the first layer Fe islands appreciably, as shown by the nearly constant FWHM
after 11 rain, but results in the build up of the second Fe layer above the incomplete
first layer (to be explained in the next paragraph). The narrowing of the profile due to
the increase in the island size of the first layer is offset by the increase in the Fe-Fe step
density resulting from the build up of the second Fe layer on top of the first. Therefore
although 1 ML equivalent of material was deposited the Au surface is not completely
covered by Fe.

We can determine the presence of the second Fe layer above the first more convincingly
by measuring the FWHMs of the (00) beam angular profiles at different primary electron
energies, E. By changing the energy of the electrons incident on a surface with step
height, t, we can vary the path difference between electrons scattered from different
terraces. If the path difference for a given step height t, is equal to an integral number of
wavelength, X = 150.4eV/E, we have constructive interference and the diffraction beam
is at its narrowest. This is the in-phase condition. At the out-of-phase condition, the
path difference between electrons scattered from different terraces is half-integral number
of wavelength and thus we have destructive interference and the diffraction spot is at its
broadest. Therefore the FWHM of the (00) beam from a stepped surface is expected to
broaden and narrow with increasing electron energy as in Fig. 2 for the clean Au. The
amplitude of this width oscillation depends on the step density on the surface. Using
the out-of-phase condition and Eq. 1 the step height coresponding to the peaks in the
FWHM vs Energy plot can be determined12j.

E,(eV) = 150.4 

(1

where 6 is the angle of incident of the electron and n may take on integral or half
integral values corresponding to the in-phase and out-of-phase conditions, respectively.
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Figure 1: FWHM of the (00) beam, a, and (0 ) beam, *, as a function of deposition
time for (a) one layer (2-D) island growth and (b) double layer (3-D) island growth.
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This gives us a simple method to determine the presence of Fe-Fe steps and Fe-Au
steps in addition to any Au-Au steps on the sample. In general, the analysis can be
carried over to any heteroexpitaxial system for which the relative phase difference of
the atomic scattering factor between the adlayer and the substrate is a slowly varying
function of energy[131.

The FWHM vs Energy plot for a 2-D Fe layer is shown in Fig. 3(a) and that of a 3-D
layer is shown in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(a) we see a peak at 29 eV. Using Eq. 1 and n = 2

we obtained a step height of 1.71 ±0.03 A. In Fig. 3(b) in addition to the 29 eV peak we
also observed a peak at 45 eV. With n = - this gives a step height of 1.37 ± 0.03 Awhich
we attribute to the presence of the second Fe layer above the first. If we use the bulk
lattice constants, the average step height of Au (2.04 A) and Fe (1.44 A) comes out to be
1.74 A. Therefore in the 2-D film we have a contraction of 2% between Fe and Au, and
the 3-D film a contraction of 5% between Fe and Fe. These contractions are expected in
metals surfaces where smoothing of surface electron charge densities[141 occur.

Longitudinal and polar Kerr measurements using the SMOKE technique were made
on a 2-D 0.6 ML (one layer) and a 3-D 1 ML equivalent (double layer) Fe films. From
the FWHM of the angular profiles, the average size of the 2-D islands and 3-D islands
are estimated to be - 65 A and - 75 A. Even for these incompletely covering ultrathin
Fe films, polar Kerr hysteresis loops were present in both types of films. In addition,
square longitudinal Kerr hysteresis loop was also detected in the 3-D I ML equivalent
film indicating a strong zero field magnetization in the plane of the film. The 2-D film has
no in-plane magnetization but shows a strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy with
the magnetization normal to the surface. The spin-orbit coupling strength (which favors
perpendicular spin orientation) in such film is thus greater than the magnetostatic dipole
interaction (which favors in-plane magnetization)[2].

These films also exhibit magnetic phase transitions. The temperature dependent
magnetization curves (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)) for both films show a drop that starts at
about 1000C but in both cases the magnetizations never vanish. However, the magnetic
hysteresis loops close up at - 1200C. This disappearance of hysteresis is consistent with
the films going superparamagentic, analogous to the 3-D superparamagnetism observed
in fine Fe particles of radius -, 125 A[15]. In the 2-D case the magnetic island each
forms domain with definite magnetization direction. At low temperatures the ensemble
of domains with large magnetic moments are aligned. At - 120*C these ensembles are
randomized giving the film a paramagnetic characteristic. The susceptibilities of the
closed loops are large ( - 50% of the original susceptibility).

0.06
ClsssAn(001)

.0.06 4Ioo..
0.04

0.02 9

0.00
10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Energy (eV)

Figure 2: FWHM of the (00) beam vs energy for a clean Au(00l) surface. @ are data
taken from a stepped region and ( from a region of relatively low step density.
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Figure 3: FWHM of the (00) beam vs energy for (a) a 0.6 ML one layer (2-D) Fe film
and (b) a 1 ML equivalent double layer (3-D) Fe film.
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Figure 4: The temperature dependent polar Kerr contrast of the (a) 0.6 ML 2-D Fe film
and (b) the I ML equivalent 3-D Fe film.

The magnetization curves are reversible. The width of the transition is broad (- 20°C
to 30*C ), suggestive of a distribution of finite size magnetic islands. HRLEED angular
profile measurement of the films as a function of film temperature shows that these
Fe films are stable up to a temperature of - 180°C where slight interdiffusion of Fe
into Au sets in. At this temperature the AES peak-to-peak signals are still unchanged.
Therefore for thicker films with critical temperatures greater then - 2000C, the decrease
in magnetization is due to the loss of Fe by diffusion in addition to that due to spin
disordering.

CONCLUSION

The HRLEED with spot profile analysis is a powerful tool for in-situ monitoring of
ultrathin film growth. We have used it to accurately determine the coverage and the
morphology of ultrathin monolayer-range Fe filnb deposited on a Au(001) surface. The
energy dependent angular profile together with a simple data analysis allows us to detect
the build up of a second Fe layer on top of the first. The use of the (0,) superlattice
beam on the reconstructed Au(001) subtrate gives complementary information on the
clean uncovered region of the Au(001) surface. Even for films that did not completely
cover the surface, polar Kerr hysteresis loops were detected. The one layer 2-D 0.6 ML
Fe films shows a strong perpendicular magnetic anisotropy For the double layer 3-D
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Fe film, square longitudinal Kerr hysteresis loop was also detected. The temperature
dependent magnetic phase transition curves are reversible and the transition broadens
due to finite size effect. Closed hysteresis loops at temperatures above (- 120°C) suggest
that the films ae superparamagnetic.
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A BS I RAC I

We report the electronic structure of Pd(001) films with various thicknesses,
within a self-consistent real-space description of the Hubbard Hamiltonian. We point
out that the onset of ferromagnetism in Pd films is not a surface effect, but is directly
related to the thickness of the slab: when the lattice parameter increases, films of two
or three planes become ferromagnetic. Films with increasing thicknesses (from five
layers to the bulk size) need a greater increase of the lattice parameter. An important
supplementary lattice expansion is necessary to obtain a free-standing ferromagnetic
monolayer. The surprising experimental results of Pd films on Ag or Fe substrate, are
well described within this framework.

INTRODUCTION

The Pd is a very intriging system. Due to this high paramagnetic susceptibility,
Pd can be seen as a good candidate which needs only a small configuration variation
to become ferromagnetic. A very simple description relates the onset of magnetism
through the well-known Stoner criterion. Thus a reduction of the coordination
number, as in the surface or more drastically in a monolayer, would increase the
density of states at the Fermi level, leading to onset of ferromagnetism. Even if this
model is extremely crude, it indicates a trend which seems to apply to 3d transition
metal film or overlayer [ I I or even in Rh film [ 2 1. Of course detailed calculations
are needed and the fine structure of the density of states plays a major role. Let us
mention that ferromagnetic arrangement is surely the simplest one and usually more
complex arrangements must be considered (antiferromagnetic coupling in a
monolayer or between layers for instance). The richness of magnetic arrangements is
very large, but, one can expect that, for Pd, ferromagnetic coupling is the most usual
1 3 ] (some antiferromagnetic coupling has been reported recently by Victoria and
MacLaren in CoPd multilayers calculations [ 4 1 ).

Using Electron Capture Spectroscopy, Rau and coworkers did not find evidence
for magnetism on a Pd(001) surface but preliminary results of Pd thin films
epitaxially grown on Ag(001) substrate, have shown existence of ferromagnetic ar-
rangement at the topmost layer of Pd film [ 5 ] . Using the Surface Magneto-Optic
Kerr Effect (SMOKE), Fink et al did not detect ferromagnetism in the ease of a Pd
monolayer on Ag semi-infinite crystal [ 6 ] .The experiments of Rau have been
performed with the Pd film, thicker than 2 layers and thus the contradiction between
Rau and Erskine groups [6 ] is only apparent: these results seem to indicate that, a
Pd film with the Ag lattice spacing (at least in the plane parallel to the interface
Pd'Ag) is experimentally not magnetic in the monolayer case and ferromagnetic for
a higher number of Pd planes. This interpretation got more credit with the recent
results of Celinski et al[ 7 1 : Pd films were grown on Fe(001), with an expanded
lattice of 5/o. For thickness up to four monolayers, ferromagnetic Pd is found but one
additional layer of Pd destroys the ferromagnetism and only a small polarization at
the Fe/Pd interface remains.

Theoretical calculations have shown that, without spin-orbit coupling, a 5-6%
Pd lattice expansion, leads to onset of ferromagnetism ( a higher value of 10% was
reported if spin-orbit coupling is considered [ 8-10 1 ). The case of Pd with the Fe or
Ag lattice parameter is just near the critical bulk expansion value.

Ma,. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1912 Materials Reaearch Society
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In this paper, we will investigate in details the electronic and magnetic structure
of Pd films. We will show that a Pd monolayer needs an important increase of the
lattice parameter to be ferromagnetic, contrary to thicker films and that a specific
"film" effect occurs.

Ft)RMAI ISM

A tight-binding Hubbard Hamiltonian, in the unrestricted Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation is used [ I I. The spin polarized local densities of states are computed
by using the recursion method [ 12 ] which allows a calculation in the real space.
Thirteen levels of the continued fraction are used in order to reach good convergence
of the Green's fonction matrix elements. In this calculation only "d" orbitals are
considered. Hopping integrals are taken spin independent.

The main quantity in this problem is the diagonal part of the Hamiltonian,
given by:

E = E+ - a -

where i is the index of the ith atomic plane (all the atoms in the same plane parallel
to the surface are equivalent) and a the spin. E, is the paramagnetic metallic d level
and U is the intra-atomic Coulomb integrals which is known from the literature [ 13
1 AN, is the variation of charge as compared to bulk paramagnetic case. J is the
exchange integral. Using LMTO framework, systematical values for J have been
derived [ 14 ] . In our previous work [ 15 ] , these values have been used.

In this work, we will investigate systematically the local magnetic moment
versus the Pd exchange integral J. J is known to decrease, when the lattice parameter
a increases, slower [ 8 ] as the band width which varies roughly as a r I law . Thus
by scaling, the curve g. = ,(J) is similar to the curve p, = u,(a).

As we have shown for Fe and V films [ 11,16,17 ] canonical integrals [ 18 ]
reproduce quite well the magnetic properties of transition metals and are used in this
work. Finally let us mention that monolayer and bilayer are obviously neutral, and
charge transfer is allowed between layers, requiring only global charge neutrality.

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF Pd FILMS.

On figure 1, we report the magnetic moments versus J for different configu-
rations. The critical value for onset of ferromagnetism of a Pd film with n layers is
called Jg,

I.Bulk ferromagnetism

The electronic occupation has been taken 9.52 electrons. In this case, the bulk
Fermi level falls near a peak of the local density of states (cf figure 2). The transition
para-ferro is second-order but is very nearly a sharp transition. The critical value
J,* is directly given by the Stoner criterion (i.e Jft,, = 1 / nld*(Er) when nb,1I(EF) is
the local density of states of the paramagnetic band normalized to 5 electrons per
spin). Good agreement with ab-initio calculation is found [ 8-10]
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2. Monolayer

Onset of ferromagnetism occurs for a critical value J, larger than JP.Ylk . The
para-ferro transition is of second order and arises from the particular shape of the
paramagnetic density of states of the monolayer at the top of the band (figure 3).
We can conclude that the free standing Pd monolayer, when only "d" orbitals are
considered, can be ferromagnetic only with an imi,ortant lattice parameter expansion.
This resz:lt is in disagreement with Zhu et al [ 19 ] who reported ferromagnetic state,
and with Huang et al [ 20 ] who used the Fe lattice parameter. Very recently, a
detailed study of Pd film by LMTO approach excludes clearly any possibility of
ferromagnetism and a similar behavior of the paramagnetic density of states at the
Fermi level has been reported [ 21

3. Beyond Pd monolaver

The behavior of two and three Pd layers is opposite to the monolayer behavior.
For a value of J,, = 0.625 eV. the bilayer becomes ferromagnetic. In this case the
Fermi lc~el is in a peak of the density of states (figure 3) and due to the fact that no
important peaks are present till the top of the band, a second order transition occurs.
In the case of the trilayer fully self-consistent calculation shows that the onset of
magnetism is for a J,. < J, (the density of states is reported on figure 4). Let us insist
on the fact that ferromagnetism appears from a unique value of J, : all the three
planes are ferromagnetic or not. Also we notice that the magnetic moment is higher
on the central plane as compared with the surface plane.

4. Ferromagnetism and lattice parameter.

Taking into account that a 5% lattice parameter expansion is mandatory to
have onset of ferromagnetism in Pd bulk, a value of J - 0.58eV for bulk equilibrium
lattice parameter is reasonable. This value is slightly smaller than the LMTO value
given by Christensen (0.65 eV) for Pd with bulk equilibrium lattice parameter [ 14 ]
which has been used in our previous work [ 15 1 concerning Pd films.

The present work indicates clearly that it is not possible to describe
ferromagnetism in free-staniding Pd(001) films by simple coordination arguments. The
main conclusions are:

- free-standing "d" monofayer would require an important increase of the lattice
parameter to be ferromagnetic.

- the critical value of Ja, for n = 2 and 3 is smaller than Jhulk.
- in all cases the most important magnetic moment is found in the most central

atoms and smallest one on the surface planes.

5. Pd, Ag(O1)

The Pd, !Ag(001) system has been investigated with a value of J =0.52 eV 1 16
which is below the value of 0.58 eV which is necessary to have onset of bulk Pd with

the lattice parameter of Ag (epitaxial growth). Different thicknesses ranging from
n - I to II, have been considered and onset of ferromagnetism is found from n = 3
to 6 Pd layers grown on Ag(001), considering always "d" orbitals [ 16 1 . As for the
Pd films, the highest magnetic moment is systematically found on the central layer
Pd atoms, the smallest one on the surface planes. Also first order transition occurs
and one finds that the critical values of J for n _> 7 are greater than 0.52 eV.

We found that a 20% increase of J keep the monolayer of Pd on Ag substrate
paramagnetic. This result is completly in agreement with the experimental results [ 6
] and theoretical predictions [ 2,19
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C'tNC'I [*SION

Hubbard tight-binding Hamiltonian provides an efficient way to perform
systematic studies on transition metal magnetism [ 22 ]. Considering only "d" orbitals,
for bulk equilibrium lattice parameter the free-standing monolayer is paramagnetic.
Increasing the lattice parameter, thicker Pd films become progressively ferromagnetic.
For Pd films on Ag(001), good agreement with experimental results is found. For Pd
films on Fc(00 1), similar behavior is expected. As already shown for Fe, V interface [
23 1 , the influence of the substrate-Pd hybridization would be important only on the
two first Pd planes, which are in all cases polarized due to the presence of Fe
ferromagnetic neighbor atoms. The main effect of the substrate is to expand the
lattice parameter. This expansion is not enough to have bulk Pd ferromagnetism and
similar behavior as with Ag substrate is expected: all planes are polarized for small
Pd thicknesses. For greater thickness, only interface polarization remains. Calcu-
lations are now in progress.
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ABSTRACT

We have investigated the magnetic arrangment of 3d transition-metal stepped
surface by using a self-consistent real-space tight-binding method. As expected, the
presence of steps modifies locaily the properties of a transition-metal surface. We
emphasized the influence of atomic environment. We found for the (100)-Fe surface,
an enhancement of the magnetic moments of the external edge of this step as
compared to the flat surface. The results are not very sensitives to the step length.
More striking is the case of the (100)-V stepped surface where atoms at the external
edge display a large magnetic moment.

INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of transition-metal surfaces are of significant interest,
due to their promising practical applications [ 1 ]. In the last years, the development
of new experimental techniques [ 2 ] for investigating surface physics has led to
considerable progress in the understanding of their geometrical structure and
magnetic properties. Recently [ 3 1 , experiments of vacuum tunneling of spin-
polarized electrons with scanning tunneling microscopy showed an
antiferromagnetism between ferromagnetic terraces, separated by single steps, of the
(100)-Cr surface. This was already conjectured theoretically by Bligel et al[ 4 1 .
Most theoretical works consider ideally flat surfaces, but as confirmed by
experiments, even for the well treated surfaces; remain steps which can modify locally
the magnetic properties of a transition-metal surface or interface.

In this work we present results of the effect of stepped terraces on the magnetic
properties of the (100)-Fe and preliminary results on (100)-V/Fe surfaces

We consider the Hubbard-like Hamiltonian for s,p and d electrons

H = H O + H, (i)

where H0 is the single particle Hamiltonian which can be written in the usual no-
tation as:

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. ' 1992 Materials Research Society
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Ho t',_, % c, (2)

/j

where c,;0 (c) refers to the creation ( annihilation ) operator of an electron with spin
a at atomic site i in the orbital c(a = s, p, d) and t? to the hopping integral between
sites i and j . The interaction Hamiltonian H, in the unrestricted Hartree-Fock ap-
proximation is given by

H, -E (3)

Zia: + n"< > (4)

fa,. i} (,)

Here, Ed = 1/2y_ <, > (E,, - r,) refers to the correction due to double counting,

and hn' to the electron number operator. The intraatomic Coulomb interactions UWJ'
between electrons can be written in terms of the exchange and direct Coulomb
integrals, J,, = U:f - U; and U,? = (U , + U,)12, respectively, where + (-) means

Tt(T.
The number of s, p and d electrons ni(i),(a = s, p, d), and the local magnetic

moments p2(i) at site i given by

p(i) = < n > - < n >

(5)

n()=< ^, > + < rt^' >

are determined self-consistently by requiring

< ni, > = ()d (6)

The local density of states p,, is calculated by using the recursion method [ 5
For the parametrized Slater-Koster hopping integrals t,)#, we take the values chosen
to fit the bulk band structure as reported by Papaconstantopoulos 1 6 1
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The exchange integral is considered only for d electrons i. e. J'O = J and is fitted to
the bulk magnetic moment ub for iron. For vanadium, because bulk is paramagnetic,
we took the ratio JvIJFe as in the LMTO calculations of Christensen et al. [ 7 ]. For
the matrix elements between V and Fe we take the geometric mean of the respective
V-V and Fe-Fe matrix elements. It is very difficult within the tight-binding approxi-
mation to treat charge transfer accuratly at non-symmetrical systems ( e. g. clusters,
surfaces ). To avoid the problem, we impose local charge neutrality for each orbital
component ( i. e. Anv = And = 0 ). Thus a supplementary term is introduced in
equation 4 which is determined by the local neutrality criterion ( let us notice that
within such assumption, the knowledge of the exact value of U, is not needed ). This
restriction seems not to be very important for the values of the local magnetic mo-
ments for different layers, since a charge transfer of less than 0.1d electron is expected
[ 8 ] . To check our approximation (local charge neutrality) we calculated the local

magnetic moments for different layers of the (100)-Fe surface and we obtained the
same results as reported in [ 8 1.

Table I : Local magnetic moments u(i) at different sites i of stepped (100)-Fe surface
(S) and the corresponding sites of the layer under the step (S-I). The size of the step,
in atomic sites, is 4. Results for a monolayer of vanadium (V) adsorbed on steps of
iron is also given. Pure (100)-Fe surface corresponding to a step size of oo is also
reported.

step size layer 'U0) u(2) u (3) p(4)

4 S 2.73 2.76 2.81 2.88

S-I 2.41 2.33 2.35 2.46

V -1.17 -1.64 -1.77 -2.42

4 S 2.19 1.83 1.78 1.79

S-1 2.22 2.23 2.36 2.39

00 S 2.77

S-1 2.35
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Figure I. Geometry of the studied stepped surface. Projection in a (010) plane

In table I, we report the results obtained with six level of the continued fraction
within the recursion method. The geometry is given in figure I. Orientation of the
surface planes is (100). The steps consist of four rows parallel to the direction (100),
with a step height of one atomic plane: index I inuicates the most internal atom.
These steps can be considered as vicinal surface (1,0,7). For pure Fe-terraces we
notice an increase of the local magnetic moment on the external edge (site 4), as
compared to the flat surface. This can be understood by recalling that these atoms
have a small coordination number and therefore the effective bandwith is smaller
than in the flat surface. As shown elsewhere [ 9 1 , this simple picture has strong li-
mitation and especially for d-metals at the end of the serie. Similar effect occurs for
internal edge atom (site I) in the opposite direction since these atoms have larger co-
ordination number with respect to the surface. However, these atoms have as first
neighbors the external edge atoms which have large local magnetic moment; this will
tend to induce larger magnetic moment and thus to compensate the effect of the
largec, coordination number. At the surface, for atoms between the internal and
external edge, magnetic moment is very similar to the value of the pure surface.

We report also in table I preliminary results of one V monolayer adsorbed on

Fe(100) with four row steps. The value of the hopping integrals are those given by
Papaconstantopoulos [ 6 ] , which correspond to bulk equilibrium V lattice parameter
( av = 5.71a.u. ). For Fe, the similar length is ar. = 5.41a.u. . Thus, one can consider
that V hopping integrals have been underestimated, favorising an increase of the
magnetic moment. An improvement of this calculation would be the use of hopping
integrals with distance variation laws. Nevertheless, these results show clearly trends.
We notice, as already found experimentally [ 10 1 and theoretically II II for pure
interface, an antiferromagetic coupling between V and Fe layers. Considerations
made on the coordination number previously hold strongly in that case. The increase
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of the magnetic moment from internal edge to external edge is very important. This

behav';"-t is not surprising. Previous studies [ 12, 13 ] have found that the free
standing V monolayer is strongly ferromagnetic. In our previous calculation of
adsorbate interface, a magnetic moment of -I. 67pB has been found for a V
monolayer adsorbed on semi-infinite (100)-Fe. Let us mention also that we also
varied the length of the step but magnetic moments are only very slightly affected.

For bce V and Fe, the influence of the direct neighboring is clearly emphasized.
The choice of the exchange integral Jv for V is crucial. Thus. a systematical study of
the magnetic moments versus Jv has to be performed. Also. the number of levels of
the continued fraction could be increased. Neverthless the controversial experimental
results of the magnetic nature of (100)-V [ 14 ] can be understood considering steps.
A such study is under progress.
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ABSTRACT

Three series of nanostructured, 2pm thick, Co/Ag composite thin films
(13, 39 and 61 volume % Co) were produced by dc magnetron sputtering at
various substrate temperatures (100-600cC) to determine their magnetic
properties and characterize the microstructure. The films were found to be
composed of finely dispersed Ag and Co particles. The film surfaces become
rougher as the substrate temperature was increased. The crystal lattice
structure of the Co was found to be fcc except at the lower substrate
temperatures (<300*C) in the 61 volume % films where it was found to be a
mixture of fcc and some hcp. The average diffracting particle size of both
the Co and Ag rich phases increase with substrate temperature. The magnetic
coercivity of the films reached a maximum value when the Co particle size
was between i00-150A.

INTRODUCTION

Fine dispersed magnetic particle systems are of interest because of
the opportunities they present for engineering materials with specific
magnetic properties. The structural characteristics of the films control
the magnetic properties of the material. For example, films containing
single domain sized magnetic particles show much enhanced magnetic
coercivity and may be useful as recording media.

Studies have been performed on a variety of small magnetic
particle/metal matrix systems including Fe in a Ag matrix (1] and Fe in a Cu
matrix [21. In this study, Co and Ag were mixed to form nanostructured
composite materials. The average diffracting particle size of the Co and Ag
in these films can be controlled by varying the composition of the films and
the substrate temperature. The effects of substrate temperature on the
surface roughness, crystallite size, and crystal structure of the phases
present were determined. The relationships among the structural
characteristics and the magnetic properties of the films were investigated.

EXP6RIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Co/Ag composite films, about 2pm thick, were prepared by dc magneLtuiv
sputtering using a single target. The targets were made by sintering a
mixture of Co and Ag powders. The substrate temperature during deposition
was varied from 00-600*C. The sputtering gas was 4mtorr of Ar. The Co/Ag
films were prepared using conditions employed in producing Fe/Ag films [Il.

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1"2 MslresrsI Research Society
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The structural characteristics were investigated with a Philips x-ray
diffractometer with a copper tube and a diffracted beam monochromater.
Scanning electron microscope observations were made with a Hitachi S-900 SEM

equipped with a Crew cold cathode FEG and operating in the SE-i mode. Film
compositions and compositional maps were determined using energy dispersive
x-ray analysis. Magnetic properties of the films were determined with a
commercial SQUID magnetometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The films used in this study had compositions Co,Ag ,, CoAg and

CoTAg,. The variation in composition for films prepared at different
substrate temperatures was less than 5 atomic%.

The surface roughness of the films increased with substrate
temperature. scanning electron micrographs of films produced at 100 and
400*C are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. At low substrate temperatures, the films

were relatively flat, while the higher temperature films show large features
which protrude from the surface of the film. These observations are in

agreement with the surface structures predicted by the thin film growth
model developed by Thornton [3].

0.2 pm

Figure 1 Scanning electron micrograph taken at 1.5 kV of CovAgv film
produced at 100*C substrate temperature.

M
Figure 2 scanning electron micrograph taken at 1.5 kV of Co1,Agw film

produced at 4001C substrate temperature.
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The films were also shown to be composed of a fine, uniform dispersion
of Ag and Co. The x-ray compositional maps shown in Figs. 3 and 4 show no
observable segregation of individual components occurring during deposition
at any substrate temperature.

Ag L

Co L

0.1 Pum

Figure 3 Figure 4

Figure 3 Fast x-ray maps for 100*C substrate temperature film. Maps made
with 7 kV beam at 370 tilt. Imaging Ag and Co L radiation.

Figure 4 Fast x-ray maps for 400*C substrate temperature film. Maps made
with 7 kV beam at 370 tilt imaging Ag and Co L radiation.

The x-ray diffraction profiles for the CovmAg films obtained by
varying the substrate temperatures from 100 to 5009C are shown in Fig. S.
As the substrate temperature was increased, the line widths of the
diffraction peaks decreased. The position of the peaks was also dependent
on the substrate temperature. The variations in d-spacing of the Ag(lll)
and Co(200) were very similar to the changes observed in Fe/Ag films
produced at the same substrate temperatures [1].
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Figure 5 X-ray diffraction patterns for Co60Ag%0 films.

The x-ray diffraction patterns show that the films were composed of

fcc Ag and fcc Co. An exception to this was observed in the Co7,Ag2g films at
substrate temperatures less than 3001C. In these films, the Co was a
mixture of fcc and hcp.

The broadening of the diffraction peaks as the substrate temperature
decreases is due to decreasing crystallite size. The average crystallite
sizes for the Ag and Co phases were determined by the Scherrer method (4).
LaB. was used to determine the broadening due to the instrument. The
crystallite size increases with substrate temperature as shown in Figs. 6
and 7. As the substrate temperature was increased the Ag crystallite size
increased from 61A at 100

0
C to 700A at 600

0
C and the Co crystallite size

increased from 150A at 400*C to 321A at 600*C in the Co,0Ag. films. At
substrate temperature of 400

0
C particle size starts to increase rapidly

regardless of the film composition. This is the same temperature at which
the d-spacing of the respective diffracting planes approaches the bulk value
(1). This indicates that all alloying which occurred during low
temperatures deposition was eliminated by diffusion at substrate
temperatures of 400*C and above and the structure consists of separate Ag
and Co particles.

The magnetic coercivity of the films was measured at 6K parallel and
perpendicular to the films. The coercivities obtained in the direction
perpendicular to the film surface are shown in Fig. 8. The maximum value of
coercivity in the Co60Ag60 film was found to be 522 Oe in the 400

0
C substrate

temperature film. The coercivity maxima occur at different substrate
temperatures as the film composition is varied. If the maximum coercivity
points are compared to the corresponding Co particle sizes, it is seen that
the maximum coercivity occurs when the Co particle size is between 100A and
150A. This size is in good agreement with the single domain size for Co
reported by Luborsky [5).

The maximum coercivity values measured perpendicular to the films are
higher than the maximum coercivity values measured parallel to the films.
This anisotropy is due to the shape of the Co particles. This data
indicates that the Co particles are longer in the dimension normal to the
film surface than in the dimension parallel to the film surface. This is
also in good agreement with the data obtained in the Fe/Ag films (1.
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Figures 6 and 7 Average crystallite sizes of silver and cobalt vs.
substrate temperature.
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Figure 8 Coercivity measured perpendicular to film surface vs. substrate
temperature.
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CONCLUSIONS

(1) The surface roughness of the Co/Ag films increased with substrate
temperature.

(2) The films are composed of a fine, uniform dispersion of Co and Ag.

(3) The Ag in the films is always fcc in structure. The Co in the films
is fcc except at low substrate temperatures (<300*C) in the 61 vol. %
Co films.

(4) The crystallite size of both the Co and Ag phases increases with
substrate temperature.

(5) Maximum coercivity is found when the Co crystallite size is between
100A and 150A.
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SMALL d-SPACING AND INTERNAL STRESS OF Co-Cr FILMS
DEPOSITED BY Kr ION SPUTTERING

S.AKIYAMA, S.NAKAGAWA AND M.NAOE
Department of Physical Electronics, Tokyo Institute of Technology,
2-12-1 O-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

ABSTRACT

It is important to control the internal stress of the deposited film

because the magnetic tape is becoming thinner for attaining higher recording
density per volume. Kr gas was used as the working gas in the facing targets
sputtering (FTS) system for depositing Co-Cr films. Kr gas has the larger
ionization cross section and atomic mass than those of Ar, Co and Cr, so
that Kr gas could make stable discharge at lower pressure and the recoiling
of Kr atoms on the surface of the Co-Cr target was more effectively
suppressed. Therefore, Kr ions seem to be more advantageous as working gas
than Ar ions which are the most common working gas. The FTS method with Kr
ions could deposit the stress-free Co-Cr films with good orystallinity.
Actually, A & a and (Mr/Ms)# of Co79Crl2 films deposited on Si wafer by Kr
ion sputtering in the pressure range'of 10 - 5xl0 Torr were as small as
4Q and C.i,respectivel . The compressive stress of 1500-thick Co Cr

eau was smale ta
films was as small as 10 dyne/cm , of which the value was smaller than
10% of that by Ar ion sputtering. Therefore, the combination of the FTS
method and Kr gas seems to be very convenient for solving the problem of the
internal stress.

INTRODUCTION

In this study, the convenient technique of depositing Co-Cr films on
polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) tape substrates has been developed by using
the FTS method. Since tape substrates are becoming thinner for attaining
higher recording density per volume, the internal stress of deposited films
must be enough released. The FTS method has high ability of confining the
7-electrons and can maintain stable discharge even at low working gas
pressure. Ar gas which is the most common sputtering gas could obtain
stable discharge at pressure as low as 0.1 mTorr. However, Kr gas seems to
be more advantageous as the sputtering gas than Ar gas. Since the Kr gas
has larger ionization cross section, atomic mass and ion size than Ar gas,
Kr gas can maintain stable discharge at lower gas pressure, increase the
sputtering yields and promote the ejection of 7-electrons from the target
surface. Moreover, the recoiling of Kr atoms on the target surface was
suppressed because of the larger atomic mass, so that the bombardment of the
recoiled Kr atoms to the depositing films may be prohibited. Therefore, the
combination of the FTS method and Kr gas seems to be very convenient for
solving the problem of the internal stress. In this study, the
crystallinity and magnetic properties of Co-Cr films deposited by using Kr
ions in the FTS equipment were compared with those of Co-Cr films deposited
by using Ar ions.

EXPERIMENTAL

The FTS equipment used for preparing Co-Cr films in this study is shown
in Fig. 1. [1][2) This system was composed of the facing targets sputtering
source, the slit and the can roll. In the source, a pair of targets with
composition of Co 70 Cr 2 1 were located face to face and the permanent
magnets were installed behind the targets to confine the plasma in the space
between the two targets. The substrates were 12pm-thick PEN tape and Si

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231 1992 Materials Research Society
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(FTS) equipment

wafer. The PEN tape was wound around the can roll which was located cut of
the space between the two targets and perpendicular to the target :lan?.
The Si wafer was set on the can roll in the usual case and at the sosition
csoser to the targets in the particular case. The substrate temperature C
was kept at room temperature and the sputtering eases were Ar and Kr.
Some films were deposited on the PEN tape substrate applied the DC bias
voltage, where the 100-thick Co 7 Cr underlayer was beforehand prepared
it as the electrode. The cry sal inity and magnetic properties of the
deposited films were examined by the X-ray diffractometry and the 'Sim,

respectively. The internal stress G of the Co 79 Cr2 1 films deposited on
the PEN tape was calculated by the Stoney's equation based on the
deformation amount of the specimens measured by the cantilever method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the dependence of magnetic properties such as the
perpendicular anisotropic field Hk, the squareness (Mr/Ms a) of the Co-Cr
films deposited on Si wafer at room temperature on the Ar and Kr gas
pressure P and PK. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the crystallinity of
the Co-Cr ims on'f and P. . While Hk, (Mr/Ms)n and the dispersion angle

,l &a became worse at P below 0.1 mTorr, they were excellently goodD ~Ar ..
even at "0r as low as 0.05-O.1 mTorr. Kr ions had the larger ionization
cross section than Ar ions, so that they could mair

t
ain stable discharge at

lower pressure, where the sputtered particles co i obtain large kinetic
energy to become adatoms with higher migration potential on substrate planes
because of the longer mean free path. And Kr ions could transfer larger
momentum to the sputtered particles because of their larger mass.
Therefore, Kr ions were more advantageous as the working gas at lower
pressure than Ar ions, and the Co-Cr films deposited at lower P were
composed of well crystallized grains without inclusion of k and
impurities, and possessed high flexibility with densely parked mire
structure. As shown in Fig. 3, the interplanar spacing d of crystallites
in the films increased with decrease in P and P, , where Kr ions gave
smaller d in Co-Cr films than Ar ions. This 4sult m be attributed to more
remarkable suppression of the bombardment of recoiled Kr atoms to growing
films because of their larger atomic mass. The amount and dire-tion in the
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Fix-ure 5 shows the dependence of the internal stress a of the Co-Cr
f l e <eosited on the PEN tape substrate at room temperature on P and

wh re the substrate was wound around the can roll . The subscripts MD

and 7D to parentheses ,f Ar and Kr in this figure denote the moving

,Ji-ec ,n an-i the traverse direction of the tape, respectively. For both of

14-

(K~ r) TO
12

'0 -Co7,Crz

c (Ar)ro

4 Fig.5 Dependence of internal stress 0
2- in Co 79 Cr films on P ad PKr

7921Ar K
G o - - --..

o o Ar

0, 0

1
l- , Kr K 0

SI I I I

o.1 0.5 1 5
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the directions, a was compressive and tensile at lower and higher P and

respectively. Therefore, both of P and PK had the optimum value
for depositing the stress-free films and ne optimum value ov P as lower
than that of PA* Accordingly, Kr ions were more advantageous Ean Ar ions
for deposting the stress-free Co-Cr films with good erystallinity. The
compressive a of the films deposited at lower P was smaller than that ofK r
the films at lower P . The strong correlation between d and a was
found, so that the dAference in the compressive C between the films
deposited at lower P and PK seemed to correspond to that in d. In order
to confirm this assumptionr, 1500X-thick Co7 Cr2 1 films were deposited at
lower P and P below 0.25 mTorr as the DC -ias voltage was applied to the

PEN tape substrate on which the 100X-thick Co 7Cr underlayer had been
deposited in advance as the electrode. Figure

72 
sXws the dependence of d

and A O@ on the DC bias voltage Vu. This figure indicates that the
bombardments of particles to the growing films increased the value of d. d
of the films deposited in Ar gas at V of 0 V was already lengthened so

largely that, it could not change so much even by applying the moderate bias
voltage to the substrate. On the other hand, d of the films deposited in Kr
gas at V bof 0 V was so short that it could increase very much by
applying e bias voltage, since the accelerated Kr ions with large mass
bombarded the depositing films. Figure 7 shows the dependence of a at
various P and P on V h" The compressive 3 tended to change in
correspondence to ' WhenU he films deposited in Kr gas showed larger
increase in d with the applied bias voltage than ones in Ar gas, the
former films also showed the larger increase in 0 than the latter ones.

These results seems to support the assumption on the origin of the
'-mprossive stress.
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Figure 8 shows the secondary electron images of surface appearance of
the 150CR-thick Co Cr 2 films deposited on the PEN tape at P and PK of
0.25, 0.5, 1.0 an 3. mTorr. The surface appearance of 4e PEN rtape
looked rather uneven. All the specimen films revealed the stripe pattern
very similar to that of the PEN tape. This result means that they were
extremely homogeneous because the FTS method can carry out the plasma-free
sputtering. However, there was the significant difference in the dependences
of the surface appearance on P and P between the films deposited in Ar
and Kr gases. While the f&lms a KrP A  below I mTorr exhibited the
compressive 0 and the sparser stripes, Ahe films at P above 1 mTorr
exhibited the tensile 0 and the crowded stripes. On the other hand, the
films at PKr in the whole range from 0.25 to 3 mTorr exhibited the tensile
C and the crowded stripes. The films with the tensile stress deposited in
both of Ar and Kr gases seemed to exhibit the the crowded stripe pattern.
Therefore, the origin of tensile a could be attributed to the
morphological change in the deposited films.
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CONCLUSION

go Cr0  films were deposited by using Kr ions in the FTS system. Since

Kr atoms has larger ionization cross section and atomic mass than Ar gas

which is the most common working gas.5 Kr gas could maintain stable discharge
at lower pressure in the range of 10 Torr and deposit Co,,Cr21 films with

good crystallinity and sufficient perpendicular magnetic antso ropy. Since

Kr gas could suppress the recoiling of Kr atoms on the target surface, the

deposited films could avoid the increases in d-spacing and the compressive

stress. Therefore, the FTS method with use of Kr ions should be very useful

to the process for depositing the stress-free Co-Cr films with good

crystallinity and flexibility for the perpendicular magnetic recording tape.
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EPITAXIAL ,rMnAl/AIAs/GaAs HETEROSTRUCTURES
WITH PERPENDICULAR MAGNETIZATION
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M.J.S.P. BRASIL, C.C. CHANG, R. RAMESH, LT. FLOREZ, F. DEROSA AND V.G.
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ABSTRACT

Epitaxial films of ferromagnetic TMnA1 with perpendicular magnetization have
been grown on {100}AIAs/GaAs substrates by molecular beam epitaxy. A multistep
growth procedure involving the formation of a template followed by codeposition and
subsequent annealing yields thin epitaxial TMnAl films that exhibit the extraordinary Hall
effect with nearly ideal hysteretic characteristics.

INTRODUCTION

Thin film magnetic recording media with magnetization perpendicular to the
substrate surface offer the potential advantage of higher bit densities over conventional
longitudinal recording media. Magnetic thin films with perpendicular magnetization are
also desirable for magneto-optic recording utilizing the polar magneto-optic Kerr effect.
Since the demagnetizing field in the thin film geometry favors in-plane magnetic moments,
the attainment of perpendicular magnetization depends on the presence of structural
anisotropy that establishes the film normal as the easy magnetization axis. Such
anisotropy may be imposed by, for example, substrate-induced stress, artificial
superlattices of alternating magnetic and nonmagnetic layers, surface anisotropy in
ultrathin films, or crystallographic texture in a film of a material with uniaxial
magnetocrystalline anisotropy. This latter method has been exploited in the present work
to grow perpendicularly magnetized films of -rMnA on AlAs/GaAs substrates. In this
paper, we discuss the relationships between growth conditions, microstructure, and
magnetotransport properties in these heterostructures.

THE MnAI-AIAs MATERIALS SYSTEM

The only known ferromagnetic phase in the Mn-Al system is -rMnAl, a metastable
phase that is formed by quenching the high-temperature hexagonal e phase, at a
composition of 55 at% Mn, through the eutectoid point at 870"C (Fig. 1) [1]. The
structure of the 'r phase consists of alternating Al and Mn planes stacked along the c axis
of the tetragonal unit cell. The Mn-Mn spacing in the basal plane is 0.277 nm (ao) and
the spacing between Mn planes along the c direction is 0.35-0.36 nm (c0 ). The Mn
moments on the Mn sublattice are ferromagnetically coupled and the c axis is the
magnetically easy axis. This uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy is strong, as indicated
by the anisotropy field of 40kOe 12]. Excess Mn is incorporated onto Al sites and is
antiferromagnetically coupled to the Mn sublattice [3]. The structure of rMnAl can also
be visualized as a tetragonally distorted (c/a = 1.28) CsCI structure, the ordered cubic
structure adopted by FeA, CoAl, and NiAl, It is this similarity to the cubic transition
metal aluminides (TM-Al), a class of intermetallics that may be grown as epitaxial films
on IllI-V semiconductors, that initially attracted our attention. In our previous work with
the cubic TM-Al phases, we demonstrated the epitaxial growth of III-V/TM-Al/Ill-V

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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heterostructures with electrically continuous TM-I1 films as thin as 1 run [4]. The epitaxy
is made possible by the close lattice match between 2a (TM-Al) and a0 (GaAs). Since
2a (TMnAI) is also within 2% of a (GaAs), we speculated'that epitaxy of -rMnAl on GaAs
or AlAs with the basal plane of TMnAl parallel to the (100) substrate plane would be
likely (see Fig. 2) [5]. Furthermore, we expected that the net decrease in free energy
associated with epitaxy would favor the formation of the - phase over the formation of e,
the high temperature hexagonal phase, or t (a rhombohedral Al-rich phase) + OMn, the
equilibrium two-phase mixture at low temperatures. All of the above phases have been
identified in Mn-Al films deposited by sputtering onto glass slides [6].

Besides epitaxy, the nearly equiatomic TM-Al phases, including MnAl, exhibit a
high degree of chemical stability on AlAs. The large mole fraction of Al in the TM-Al
decreases or eliminates the thermodynamic driving forces for reaction with AlAs. Also,
the nearly equiatomic TM-Al phases have relatively high melting points, further enhancing
their stability in contact with AlAs, even at temperatures approaching III-V growth and
device processing temperatures (400 - 6000C) [4].

a= 0.277 nmo

•. -4 i-MnAI

1000

5' M' co - 0.354nm

900 /

-800 - AIAs
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50 55 60
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Figure 1. Portion of the Mn-Al phase
diagram adapted from Ref. 1. The ir

phase is formed by quenching the a phase
(-Mn Al) through the eutectoid point
at 8706. 45 

,

0/2 -0.283 nm

Figure 2. Correspondence of the ALAs
and rMnAI structures. In this orientation,
the Mn moments are aligned along the
{100}AIAs substrate normal (from Ref. 5).
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EPITAXIAL GROWTH

The epitaxial growth of MnAI/AIAs/GaAs heterostructures has been performed in
a Riber 1000 MBE system equipped with effusion cell sources for Mn, Al, Ga, As and
dopants. The details of the growth sequence have been described previously [5,7). For
the purposes of this paper, we can summarize the growth procedure as consisting of five
consecutive steps; i) growth of the underlying III-V semiconductor heterostructure under
conventional Ill-V growth conditions, ii) deposition of a thin (0.3 - 5 nm) amorphous Mn-
Al template at about 2(C, iii) solid phase epitaxial growth of the 'rMnAI template
initiating at the MnAI/AIAs interface during annealing at 100 - 30"C, iv) subsequent
codeposition of Mn and Al at about 200"C, and v) annealing at about 400"C following
growth.

MICROSTRUCTURE

The growth of rMnAl films on AlAs has been monitored in situ by reflection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED). Our previously reported RHEED studies [5,7]
have shown that the T phase with the orientation relationship described by Fig. 2 is
formed by solid phase epitaxial growth during the template annealing stage. During
subsequent codeposition of Mn and Al, the epitaxial r phase is in competition with the E
phase and, at low substrate temperatures, with an amorphous phase. These data have
been confirmed by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM). The
XTEM image in Fig. 3 shows a ,MnAl film on AlAs. Note the horizontal lattice fringes
of spacing 0.37 nm which corresponds to the spacing between (001) planes in the ordered

S0.37 nm "MnAICI

3 nm . -

Figure 3. XTEM image of a -rMnAI film on AlAs. The horizontal planes of
spacing 0.37 nm are the (001) planes of -rMrtAl. AlAs appears in <011>
zone-axis orientation.
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tetragonal structure of 'rMnAl. A second phase, identified tentatively as the hexagonal e
phase (Fig. 4) has also been observed. Assuming hexagonal symmetry, we measure lattice
parameters of a = 0.25 nm and c = 0.42 nm. The deviation in these values from the
reported bulk lattice parameters of 0this phase, a = 0.2697 nm and c = 0.4356 nm [1],
suggests a significant departure from the eutectotd composition of 55 at% Mn. It should
be further noted that the E phase is also epitaxial with {1011} planes of spacing 0.2 nm
parallel to the vertical {022} AlAs planes of the same spacing. Because of the lower
symmetry of e, this orientation relationship has at least two, and possibly four, variants.
We have found that the relative amounts of the E and T phases depend sensitively on the
growth temperature and film thickness. RHEED studies indicate that the -r phase is only
favored for very thin films (< 10 nm) grown at temperatures of about 2(XrC. Moreover,
films grown by direct codeposition without the template step consist primarily of the
phase.

EMnAI

(AlAs

Figure 4. XTEM image of a grain of eMnAl in the
predominantly Tr-phase film imaged in Fig. 3. The eMnAl-AIAs
orientation relationship is described in the text.
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MAGNETOTXIONSPORT: THE EXTRAORDINARY HALL EFFECT

It is well known that the Hall effect measured in a ferromagnetic film consists of
an ordinary contribution and an "extraordinary" or "anomalous" contribution [8]. The
extraordinary Hall effect (EHE), which is often much larger than the ordinary effect,
arises from the asymmetric scattering of charged carriers off magnetic atoms. The
transverse voltage that develops as a result of this asymmetry is proportional to the
component of the magnetization that is normal to the film plane. In figure 5 we show a
measurement of the Hall effect in a 5 run film of -rMnAJ grown on an AlAs/GaAs
substrate and patterned in a Hall bar geometry. The 100% remanence and the
rectangular shape of the hysteresis loop are indicative of a very uniform ferromagnetic
film with perpendicular magnetization. In essence, these Hall bars behave as nonvolatile
binary memory elements. We are presently exploring reading and thermomagnetic writing
processes in submicron Hall crosses fabricated from these films.

PROCESSING- MICROSTRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS

Considering the many variables associated with the Mn-Al system and the
multistep epitaxial growth technique, it is an important, but complex, endeavor to establish
the detailed processing-microstructure-property relationships. Our experience thus far is

15 •
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, I * I , I

-10 -5 0 5 10
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Figure 5. Extraordinary Hall effect measured in a 5 nm TMnAI
film with the applied field normal to the film plane. The
measurement was made at 295K The resistivity and the
extraordinary Hall resistivity of the film were found to be 130
pfl-cm and 5 ,ifl-cm, respectively.
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limited, consisting only of about fifty growth runs. Nonetheless, we have observed several
qualitative trends that have permitted some optimization of the growth process: i) The
template step is necessary to obtain epitaxial T-phase films; ii) Postgrowth annealing at
about 400C appears to be necessary to attain rectangular EHE characteristics with
minimum coercive fields (3.5 - 5kOe at 300K). Samples that were not annealed generally
exhibited "soft" EHE loops with large coercive fields (10 - 20kOe) [5,9]; iii) The most
rectangular EHE characteristics are obtained with thin films (<20 rim) that have
compositions near the bulk TMnAI composition of 55 at% Mn. Films of this composition
also appear to be the most resistant to oxidation. We have observed accelerated
deterioration of Mn-rich films in air, whereas thin films with nearly equiatomic
composition have not degraded significantly during storage for months in the laboratory
ambient. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) depth profiles have revealed the formation
of a thin (3-4 nm) protective oxide film that is primarily AI-O on these nearly equiatomic
films. To avoid possible shifts in MnAl stoichiometry associated with oxide formation, we
generally cap the MnAI film with amorphous GaAs prior to removal from the growth
chamber.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated the epitaxial growth of perpendicularly
magnetized 'rMnAl films on a GaAs substrate. These films exhibit rectangular EHE
hysteresis loops indicating a high degree of uniformity in magnetic properties. We have
further shown that these films can withstand typical III-V device processing temperatures
by virtue of their intrinsic chemical stability in contact with AlAs. The compatibility of
such magnetic films with Ill-V semiconductors provides a tantalizing building block for
the fabrication of novel devices integrating magnetic, photonic and electronic effects.
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ORDERING IN Zn0 .rFet0 5Se EPILAYERS GROWN ON IriP
SUBSTRATES BY MOLECULAR BEAMI EPITAXY

L.. SALAMANCA - RIBA*, K. PARK* AND 3. 1..JONNEH1-
l)Depart menit of MIat erials and N uclear Enigi neerinig. Viversi ty of Mary land. (College Park.

NID 20742-2115
-* Naval Research Laboratory, Washington. DC' 20:375-5000

A13 S THA ('T

We have observe!d an ordered structure in Zno.sFeosSe epilayers grown onl (001 )[ll)
substrates using transmission electron microscopy. The ordered structure of Zrro-5rFeo5SC ha.,
Fe atoms occupying the (0,0,0) arid (1, '. 0) sites aid Zn atoms occupying thle (0. 1. ') and

(10. ~)sites in thle zituc-blende unit cell. Ordering is observed in both electron dliffractioni
patterins and cross-sectional highi-resolution lattice images along the < 100 > and < 110 >
direct ions. '[his ordered structure consists of alternating ZriSe and FeSe nioriolayers along
the < 100 > arid < 110 > directions. Computer image simtulations of the high-resolution
irruages uinder various thicknesses, and defocusing conditions have been obtained anid are
coinptared with those obtained experiment ally.

IN'I'hODI_('TION

Diluted NIagnet ic Sem iiconuductors ( DNI S) - our smutiiriagnet ic si n urdruct ors - at'
tirary or ituiaternary semnicoriuc tiniig coipndpriis w hose fattricres at' made ill) of part ial
suibstitut ion of magnetic ions [11. DMS alloys are of considerable inte'rest in the area of
lieterostriuctures aiid suiperlattices because the lattice paranmeter. energy gal). arid effective'
mnass can be "tuned" in) - controlled fashioii by varying the cormposition [2).hit uifltv
bas recently been exploited in the fabrication of lDNIS superlattices. ZnSe. withI a large diect
banrd gap of 2.7 eV at room temrperattire. has potential applications. for bILe-light-eruittiug
devices [3]. '[lie( rmagrietic ion, Fe. proniotes the growth of the epilayer. arid producets a
moore stable bonding configuration, and siiperioir rmaterial stability compared to thle Mn't
biased compourids [4]). Recenutly. iordhered striict ures were observed in Ill - V. as wvell ats.
1VN - V I semiconidtuctors. T[he first ordered strricture in a semicondtuctor Ill-V ternaryv alIloy
was uibservedl iu ( Al(,aAs alloy by Kuman cl al. 151. Since then, there have been mnril('rolis
iobservatioiis of ordleredl strunctuires iii several Ill-V ternary and qunaternary alloys, such as.
Ga) AsSb) [6, 71. ( Al~ri)As [81, Ga( AsP) [9], lri(AsSh) [101, (Galn)(tAsP) [11. 12. 13].
Ordered structures have also beri observed iii IN" - VI compounds, such as, (PbEnn)Te 114].
lTO our knowledge, this is the first observation of an ordered structure in Zno.sFe0.5Se allo.

EXPERIMIEN1AL DETAILS

A Znio.57 FC0.4 31e film of .525 A thickness was grown on (001) lnP substrates rusing a PHI~
Model 400 MBlE system equipped with Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and reflection
high energy electron diffraction (RIIEED). The detailed method of film growth has been
published elsewhere [41]. Cross-section samples for transmission electron muicroscopy (TEFM)
were prepared by mechanical grinding and suibsequnent ion milling at liquid nitrogen t' mper-
atrire. The saniples were ion-ililed rising :3 keV Ar+ ions arid I mA current to muinimnize rte
dlamage indticed by ion milling. '[he strunral studies were miade tusing Philips EM .1:0.
JEOI. 2000FX-11, and JEOL IOOCX transmission electron microscopes operated at 300 keV.,

Mat. Res. Soc. Symnp. Proc. Vol. 231. '1992 Materials Research Society
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200 keV. and 100 keV. respectively.

To ob~t aint more detailed i nforriatiton onl the structure at thle atomic level. cotopo tei

to lilat ions of' t he hi gh- resol ition lattice images were performed ulSing the to ltislice ince1hod

Ili.1 e sinila it ed imlages were obtainied for thicknesses iii the range of 8 A to -10:1 Ail

steps of - S A with diiefocuising values in thle range of -4169 A to -()(;I) A in steps of' I00f A.

R11<51,145 AND 1DISCUSSIONS

ligute I shows a (1l10) selected area diffract ion (SAD1) palturi from thec ititerfac

lwetweeti (I nFe)Se fIm il n 001) In P subst rate. Thle st rotng spots in lie SAD pattern

originate from li e overlap[ betweeti thle (110) platies of thle filmi and the substrate because

b(oth Iiiave t he so iiie zi tic-bleiide st ruc tore aiid relat ivelyx close lat tice toatcli. D)ouble spot ,

are observed in the SAD) flatterti far fromi the transmitted beam in tdicat in g t hat t he fliin is
rela xed. I i iladdit iti to thle allowed spots du e to the z intc- bletide strutiure, the SA-\D p at terni

shows the appearatice of extra weak spo0ts ( marked by arrows ) at the positions of the zinc-

blenide (001 ) an d 1110) reflectionis whIiichi suggests t hat Z.n0 5 l~eoasSe is ati ordered alloY alon,

lie [001] and [110] direct ionsi. TIhle shiape (If thle extra weak spots is circular withlonut al.

streaks or broadetinig. fThis suggests thle tiear absence of out iphase botitidories [5. I1 .

lDar k field images were obit ained m ider several two-bearn iconiit ionis aind -shlwid thle

pre setnce of' tiiisfit dIislocatiotis at the fi Inn -sit st rate interface. Somte d islocat iotis with IiIurgers

Nect (rs of ,i < 110 > type lie oil !lhe ( 1I11) slip pllantes to tmake ati angle (If - 54' withl the (001 )

initerfaocial planie. llus. the lot tice miistmatchi of - .1I V between the substrate and- the filto

is mcouiniooLat ed by thle genertioti of tmiisfi t di slocat ioti atid lby elastic st ra in. ']'his si iggest,

thatl the himn thIickniess (If 525 A\ is larger thon the criticatl t hickniess for thle creat ion of misfit

idislocat ions. 'Illii lot tice conistatit of 1 Znit-iSe iillov with II2.7 (7 Fe has beeti estimiatedl atnd

given by [16] :a = (5.66fi ± 0.9001 -t- (0.0151 ± 0.01 )x. The calcunlatedl lattice contstatnt (If

Zil !Fe 1 5 iS alloy is 5.688 A- at d thle lottice contstatit (If liii) is 5.869 A.

Figiure 2 shows a t iotdel for thle atotmiic Cotifigurat ion of ati oIrderedl compn i id (If

Zl(.,',e0 5 5e. 'lhie Fe atotus ate placed at. (001). ('0). thle 7.n at(his are placed at (01 ')
anid ( 10' and the Se atotus are placed at ( 1) ( I ) 3 [ 1.) and 1.3411. fltis ordered

Fig. I1. 1 1101 elect ront diffraction

pattertn from the itnterface betweeti a Fig. 2. Model for ati ordered structure (If

(ZtiFe)Se, filttl and att lP suibstrate. Znu 5 FeO..sSe cottipotiid.
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strutcture thus consists of alternating ZnSe and FeSe nionolayers along both the [0011 and

the [11i0 directions. The calculated structure factors for extra diffraction spots originating
from the ordered structure presented in this figure are: F(001) = 2 (fV. - fz,) and F(110) =
2(f. - fz,), where fFe, and fz, are the atomic form factors of Fe and Zn, respectively. This
gives rise to (001) and (110) weak spots in the SAD pattern shown in Fig. 1. Generally. these
weak spots have (hkl) indices such that h + k = even and k + I = odd, in other words, (hkl)
are either (even,even.odd) or (odd,oddeven). This structure is identical to that reported for
ordered InosGaO.sAs observed by Kuan et at. [11].

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) are (110) high-resolution lattice images and their corresponding
SA ) patterns of the interface between the film and the substrate showing an ordered region
an'l a disordered region, respectively. Eleven beams contributed to the lattice images in
Fig. 3(a) and seven to Fig. 3(b). Figure 3(b) shows the typical image of a zinc-blende
structure of a disordered alloy. The (111), (111) and (002) lattice fringes are observed.
Occasionally. stacking faults and twins were observed on the (111) planes in sotne areas of
the high-resolution lattice images. Examples of stacking faults are marked by arrows in Fig.
3(h). The interface between the film and the substrate is also marked by arrows.

Contrary to Fig. 3(b). contrast modulations with periodicities of 5.639 A and 3.939
A along the [001[ and [1101 directions, respectively, are observed in Fig. 3(a). The values
of 5.639 A and 3.939 A were obtained from optical diffractograns taken from the negatives
of the images and approximately correspond to the (100) and (110) interplanar spacings of
(ZnFe)Se obtained from the SA D patterns, respectively. The radius of the objective apc( t ure
used to obtain the images shown in Fig. 3 was 0.337 ,At. This aperture is not large enough
to include completely the (002) spots. Thus, the (001) and (110) fringes are clearly seen in
Fig. 3(a) but the (002) fringes are weak. The alternate variations of contrast in the lattice
images confirm the ordered structures along the [001] and [1101 directions. An anti-phase
boundary (APB) is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 3(a), where a phase-shift of the

t2 ... APB
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Fig. :3. (it) (1101) lattice itiages shtowintg all ordered strutr odo ItI (Znt l)Se alloy
1111(1 (b)) ( 110) I atice i images showing i disordiered structur itO (1 tiFe) Si al los.

(00 1 j frintges is ob~servsed. A P13'I s bretn observed 'I bv Ved 0l at. [13] ill logh-recsoltionl
lattice images of ordie'd( (itta)[ 1 

comlpountds. Figutre 3(a) also shtows att uidtetified lit'ver
ill thte ( ZntvySi filml Close' to tilie iterface. At thIis timoe we do not know tilt-' origitt and~
lottiposit hut of thIis laye'r. Au itt netlantar (list ance of 3.398 A ill tile laver was ohl aittid
front optical dliffr-actogratttts ta kent frot th le tnegative of (lie( image. W eshtouldl nte tat
,it(- ordereid structutre was obsservedl ill areas withI andi withtoot t ile uttidetified laver. This
jnit(ttcs t hat tile ordered phase is ntot related to tilie ttttj ltilied phlase. We believe thlat

lhte ordered struictuire formis at t ite stttface of tile filttt dturing epitaxial growth as it was
previoitsl 'v sttggestetl 16]. '['lie fortmatiott of I te ordered structure is believed to restult frott
surfate dIi ffosioti of Zn atnd Fe atotit1s (durinig tlte hight temperature growlth. [lie dilffusiott
ctellicietit itt (lie solid at roottt temtperatuire is too low to allow post-growlhI formtttiton of
ordered sitrtture by solid state djifrtiiou. Thle ordered st rutctutre is ntore stile tha l t
ilisirdtret st ructutre partially diue to strtint effects [171. 'Ite, orderinig t ransit ion is strain
driveni ando straitt stabilizedl (181.

('omtptiter imtage simtutlationts tusing filIe rultislice tmethIod [15] wts performetdt for lie,
miotdel showtn itt Fig. 2 with coitmpositiotnal mtodutlationts alotng tle' [(0011 aind [I10 iretin
.IIt(' beam directioni oif [1101 pterptendiculatr to thle mulilatioun direct ioits wats utsed to laildi

lie( sitittlatved images. The conttrast int thIese imiages is largely' cottrolled by' thle samptfle
thlickniess and miicroscope ittaging contditiotis. Figttre A shows pettdolldsuttg plots for. (011.
1(((12). H 1). atnd (220) heans as a ftuntctiotn of samle thickttess. 'I'lie, IIti ckmtiss, o f tlt
st rottge'st cotrast for t.he oirdered structutre is -274 A.

Simu l at ed imtoages for a samtiple thItickness of 271 A withI defoctisinrg va lies of A f - - 1 6')
A. -569 A. -669 A, -769 A. -869 A, atid -969) A ate shown itt F~ig. 5. lTe lest mtatchi
Iw'ti-l simlt Iat ed and1( experimntalI imttages is ohtitned for a thIiickniess oif 21-I A w ith ita

1.40uiisintg value oif -869 A. ('li-ar- ctraist duie to itlie, ordered striictutre was out aitiud for
ihiikitesses lit ilie ratnge oif 169 A lo :316 . Holiwever. wlteu thle samtple tltickiuss is les ill

169~ A ur greater thIanr :316 A, ott l weak cotmtpositional mtoduationt conitrast wats oli vtti'
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The simulated images in the calculationi wcre obtained using 566 beams. [Fh1 total
in nit vof all bearis ised in te( calculation for a thickness of .103 A is - 90 Vc of the incident
iotensity. The parameters used in the computation of the images are the operating voltage.
V = 200 kV. the radius of the objective aperture, r, = 0.337 A-'. spherical aberration. C'
= 2.3 in, semi-angle of illumination, div = 1.0 inrad, half width of Gaussian spread of
vibration. vh = 0.0 A., and half width of Gaussian spread of defocus. del = .50 A.
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Fig. 1. Pendoll6sung plots for the beams which give rise to ordered st rc ure.
(a) (001), (b) (002), (c) (110). and (d) (220).
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Fig. 5. (I1 ))) siriuh, ted hiiages of at Zti s F"*(,sSe alloy nit h 27.4 . thiehijess for
• everal def'owusirig values. (a) -469i! A,. (h) -569 A\. (c) -69 ,A, and ((l) -769 .

((e) -- S69{ A. atidI (f) -969~,( A.
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(ONCLUSIONS

Ordered structures were observed for the first time along t lie [001] and [110] directions

in electron diffraction patterns and high-resolution lattice images of a Zno.5 7FeO. 43Se filn

grown on (001) InP substrate by MBE. The ordered structure consists of a sequence of

alternating ZnSe and FeSe layers along the [0011 and [1101 directions.
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ABSTRACT

This paper has made an overview on elastic and structural aspects of
three distinct superlattices under hydrostatic pressure up to about 8GPa,
which were studied by our unique x-ray diffraction technique
incorporated with a diamond-anvil cell. They are metallic fcc/fcc Au/Ni,
bcc/fcc Mo/Ni. and semiconductive epitaxially-grown PbSe/SnSe
superlattices. In their layer-stacking direction, both metallic superlattices
show the supermodulus behavior while the semiconductive one doesn't.
However, its pressure-driven cubic-to-orthorhombic phase transition.
successively taking place in the SnSe and PbSe layers. has been found to
significantly shift by stress due to its epitaxial growth.

INTRODUCTION

Koehler's early theoretical prediction of the "strong solid" in
alternately-deposited layered materials[l] motivated experimental studies
on elastic properties of various types of artificially-fabricated superlatices.
Particularly since the anomalously large biaxiai elastic modulus YB
("supermodulus effect") was reported in Au/Ni and Cu/Pd superlattices[2l.
the elastic property has extensively been studied as one of major subjects
to explore novel solid state properties expected in superlattices. Some
metallic superlattices have been known to show a significantly larger or
smaller elastic modulus than that of either bulk of two consituent
components. Elastic measurements are made by several methods such as
a bulge-tester, a vibrating reed, and the Brillouin scattering[31, which
probe the elastic response with the wavelength much longer than
interatomic distances. Khan et al.[41 carried out both x-ray diffraction and
Brillouin scattering on Mo/Ni superlattices. They found that the softening
of surface acoustic wave velocity was remarkably enhanced near its
superlattice period A = 17A and it correlated well with the anomalous
lattice-spacing expansion of the Ni layer. This was the first observation of
the structural anomaly correlated with the elastic anomaly. However, only
a small number of such structural examinations has been made so far. To
obtain any clue to the microscopic mechanism of the elastic anomaly

Mat. Ree. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. '1992 Materilat Research Society
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taking place in superlattices, we previously developed a unique x-ray
diffraction technique to detect both elastic and structural anomalies by
applying hydrostatic pressure. We applied this technique for the first
time to Mo/Ni superlattice and observed the supermodulus effect in its
layer-stacking direction[5].

In this paper, we have briefly reported two other superlattices of
Au/Ni and PbSe/SnSe similarly-examined, in conjunction with our
previous data of Mo/Ni.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Since this technique was previously reported[S]. a brief description is
given in this section. By applying hydrostatic pressure, we measure the
peak position and intensity of Bragg reflections from a superlattice. The
pressure dependence of lattice constants (a,b,c vs P) enables us to
determine each elastic modulus along its three principal directions of the
superlattice. A measure defined by Ka= -d(a/ao)/aP is called a linear
compression along the a axis where ao is a at atmospheric pressure.
When it differs significantly from that of bulk, analyzing the intensity
data makes it possible to examine any structural anomaly in the
elastically-anomalous state.

Diamond-anvil cell

We used a diamond-anvil high-pressure cell(DAC) to apply hydrostatic
pressure to a superlattice [5-7]. A sample specimen was removed from a
substrate and placed on a thin kapton film(7pm) to avoid any elastic
influence Then it was trimmed as typically 0.3mm in diameter and
mounted in a sample chamber of DAC. which was a hole (0.35mm in
diameter and 0.05mm in thickness) drilled in a metal gasket sandwitched
by two opposed diamond anvils (Fig.l). Hydrostatic pressure was assured
up to about IOGPa by the use of an alcohol mixture (ethanol : methanol = 4
: I in volume) as pressure-transmitting fluid. Pressure was determined
from the energy shift of fluorescence line from ruby chips enclosed with
the sample[7].

Diamond anvil

Figure. I Incident beam -. ffracted b am

A superlattice specimen
confined with a metal gasket
compressed by two diamond gasket Sample
anvils. Typical siz.es used in
the present experiment are
given in mm. X-ray beam 0.35
path is also shown.
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X-ray diffraction

At an early stage of our experiments, we used a rotating-anode x-ray
source(12kW, Mo target) incorporated with a position-sensitive detector to
detect very weak signal from a small sample. Later synchrotron radiation
x-rays(SRX) were employed at Photon Factory (positron storage ring.
2.5GeV/350mA) as schematically shown in Fig. 2. Either a conventional
bending-magnet source(BL-4C. 6B) or a multipole wiggler souce(BL-16X)
was used. Incident beams monochromatized by a sagitally-focussing
double Si(llI) monochromator (X = 1.0 -1.1 A) were further collimated by
a pin-hole collimater 0.15mm in diameter. Diffraction patterns were
measured by a scintillation counter with a step-scanning mode of
operation. All measurements were made at room temperature.

Figure 3 displays diffraction patterns around the (200) reflection along
the layer-stacking direction of [PbSe(IOA)/SnSe(IOA)]50 superlattice
measured on (a) the SR bending-magnet source and (b) the rotating-anode
source[8J. One can clearly see remarkable improvement of intensity as
well as momentum resolution by the use of SRX.

(a)

Figure 3.

A Diffraction patterns around
J(200) in the layer-stackingdirection of [PbSe(10A)/

k .SnSe(IOA)150 measured on
((a) bending-magnet SR and

Z (b) rotating-anode sources.
Peak intensity of the strong-
est reflection is (a) 720 and
(b) 1.2 cps.

1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4
Q(A-1)

METALLIC SUPERLATTICE

Au/Ni superlattice

This is the first superlattice in which in-plane biaxial elastic modulus
YB[1111 was found to be significantly enhanced. The present specimens
were prepared by a ultrahigh vacuum deposition technique on a kapton
film(7pjm) with a Au(lII)fcc buffer layer(250A): therefore, both Au and
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P=OG Pa
Figure 4

z Diffraction patterns along the

I layer-stacking direction of
[Au( I0A)/Ni( I0A)]50/Au(250)

,- . as a function of pressure.

" P=2.3(;Pa

P=3.4GPa.'

z
[- P=5.5GPa "

P=8.1GPa

23 24 25 26 27 28 29
20 (deg)

Ni layers had the (Ill )fee texture. Figure 4 shows the pressure
dependence of medium-angle diffraction patterns around the (111)
reflection along its layer-stacking direction observed on [Au(IOA)/
Ni(l0A)j50/Au(250A) [9]. The central peak corresponds to the Au1(lI)
Bragg reflection from the buffer layer while the right and left ones are the
average (11I) from the superlattice and the first order satellite in the
lower-angle side, respectively. From the shift of peak positions, the
relevant lattice spacings can be obtained as a function of pressure as
plotted in Fig. 5, One can see that the superlattice is much less
compressible than the buffer layer which is as compressible as bulk.
Elastic moduli are calculated from the slope of lines drawn in Fig. 5 as
follows:

Au/Ni superlattice 2.750 GPa
Au buffer layer 210
Reference bulk Au 217

bulk Ni 177 - 187.

An analysis of the intensity data is now being made to explore any
structural anomaly correlated with such a supermodulus effect observed
in this system.
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Au(I 11)
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2.30
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C. 2.25
* Au/Ni( 111)

2.20

2.15
0 2 4 6 8 10

Pressure(GPa)

Figure 5. Pressure dependence of lattice-spacings of
Au(l II) of the buffer layer and the average
(111) of the superlattice. One can see that the
superlattice is much less compressible than the
buffer layer.

Mo/Ni superlattice

In this system. the softening of both shear elastic constant measured
by Brillouin scattering(4] and perpendicular elastic stiffness by pico-
reflectance[l I] was previously reported to critically enhance towards its
critical superlattice period of about 20A. In contrast to these results, we
previously observed that both [Mo(20A)/Ni(20A)180 and [Mo(60A)/
Ni(60A)]40 prepared by an ion-beam sputtering showed the super-
modulus effect along their layer-stacking direction Mo[ll0]bcc/Ni[l1llfcc
in a pressure range from atmospheric pressure to about 4GPa[5]. Beyond
this point, they became as compressible as bulk metals. According to our
recent preliminary structure analysis of the latter superlattice by an
extended step model~l II taking a variable interface thickness into account,
the Mo layer is anomalously expanded (max. 2%) and the interface
thickness is larger than the average of two bulk lattice-spacings in the
pressure range where the supermodulus effect is observed.
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SEMICONDUCTIVE SUPERLATTICE

PhSe/SnSe superlattice

Preliminary results were also reported previously[l2]. A bulk of PbSe
and SnSe compounds has the cubic MOOj1 ) and orthorhombic B16(D2hl 6 )
structures stable at atmospheric pressure. respectively. The B16 lattice
can be realized as a denser structure by doubling one of principal <100>
axes of the BI lattice [131. In fact. PbSe undergoes the BI1-to-B316 phase
transition at 4.3GPa while the B16 structure is stable in SnSe at lowest up
to 34GPa [14]. Hiroi et al.[151 successfully grew epitaxial superlattices of
PbSeISnSe on a NaCI(lO0j substrate and found four types of structures
stabilized systematically depending upon the thickness of two layers.
They are [BI/BI]. [13/13161. [distorted 1316/13161. and [1316/1316] for the
[PbSe/SnSeJ layer structure. Figure 6 displays diffraction patterns around
the (400) reflection along the layer-stacking direction observed on

P( '7PC)

48

-~ 2.6

37 43

Figure 6. Pressure dependence of diffraction patterns around
(400) along the taycr-slacking dirction observed on
[PbSc(40A)/SnSc(40A)125. One can see a drastic change
between 4.3 and 4.8 GPa where the low-pressqure
[BI/1116j structure transforms to 1B16/B161.
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fPbSe(40A)/SnSe(40A)125 with the as-grown [BI/BI61 structure. When
we apply hydrostatic pressure. it contracts as compressible as bulk and
then the PbSe layer undergoes the first-order Bi-to-B16 transition at
4.3GPa. This fact can be directly evidenced by a remarkable change in
diffraction pattern (Fig. 6) as well as in the linear compression curve
obtained from the peak position (Fig. 7). The slope of the linear
compression, i.e. compressibility, is nearly equal to that of a bulk of PbSe.
Therefore no elastic anomaly was observed in this system. Figure 8
summarizes the Bl-to-B16 transition pressure(Pc) of the PbSe layer as a
function of the number of PbSe atomic planes deposited(m). The
transition pressure of a bulk PbSe was measured to be 5.3GPa by the use
of a similarly-deposited thin PbSe film (1000A). Our detailed intensity
analysis of the observed patterns evidences normal compression of both
PbSe and SnSe layers in contrast to the metallic superlattices[161. We also
succeeded in calculating the Pc vs m curve by a phenomenological theory
taking the stress effect due to the epitaxial growth into account[17].

1.00 6_I816

Figure 7

Linear compression measured0.9 E316/,BIGc on [PbSe(40A)/SnSe(40A)J25.
<E3I/ B t6 Closed and open circles repre-

sent data points mesured in the
process of increasing and de-

< creasing pressure, respectively.
0.92 A large hysteresis is observed.

0 2 4 6 P (GPa)

6

C5 4

S 2 /

0 10 20 30 (PbSe)m

Figure 8 The BI-to-B16 transition pressure (Pc) versus
number of atomic planes of PbSe layer(m). Closed circles
represent data points while solid curve shows theoretical
calculation expressed by Pc=5.3[I-exp{-O.209(m-5)ll17].
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DISCUSSION

Our previous and present high-pressure x-ray diffraction studies show
the anomalously large elastic modulus in two metallic superlattices Au/Ni
and Mo/Ni and no anomaly in the semiconductive one PbSe/SnSe. This
elastic modulus was measured as an inverse of the linear compression
along the layer-stacking direction being an elastic response to hydrostatic
pressure. However. this is not a conventional macroscopically-measured
quantity because it was obtained from the pressure dependence of a
microscopic superlattice period. Due to a geometrical restriction of our
present DAC design, an in-plane elastic mudulus in the film plane has not
been measured. There must be an anisotropy in elastic property. In fact
our recent measurements of thermal expansion of the present Au/Ni
sample between room temperature and 10K have evidenced a large
anisotropic contraction with decreasing temperature as well as appreciable
difference from the bulk nature[9].

Many theoretical and computational works have been reported about a
microscopic origin of elastic anomalies[31. However, most of them
provided elastic moduli for an axial stress, not for hydrostatic pressure.
Therefore, no calculated results are directly available to compare with our
present experimental data. According to lmafuku et al.[181 who carried
out molecular dynamics calculations of Young's modulus Y[III] along the
layer-stacking direction of Au/Ni superlattice, a large enhancement by a
factor of about five was obtaint;d at A = 20A which corresponds to our
sample. In our case, an enhancement factor is about 12. About the origin
of this hardening, they claimed the incoherent structure at interface. If
this is the case, a superlattice with the longer A shows lees anomaly
because the volume of the interface relative to the bulk layer decreases.
In the case of Mo/Ni superlattices. however, such a hardening was
observed equally in both A = 40A and 120A samples as we showed in the
previous experiments[5].

As stated in the preceding section on Mo/Ni superlattice. the elastic
stiffness measured by pico-reflectance[ll] softened oppositely to our
results[5]. Since both groups measured it along the layer-stacking
direction, the experimental condition different between two experiments is
that they measured an elastic response to the uniaxial stress dynamically-
applied with pico-second duration(THz) while we measured that to
hydrostatic pressure statically applied(OHz). However, no probable
explanation has not been made for this puzzling problem.

In the case of epitaxially grown semiconductive superlattice PbSe/SnSe,
in addition to the present sample we have carried out similar
measurements on several others with different layer thickness[161. The
linear compressibility of all specimens behaves normally in contrast to the
metallic superlattices. It has not been clear that such an elastically normal
state is due to its nonmetallic character or to its epitaxy without structural
disorder at the interface.
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We have planned further experiments not only to explore the in-plane
elastic modulus of these three superlattices but also to systematically
investigate elastic properties of other systems by using our unique
technique. We also hope that our experimental works encourage
theoretical calculations on elastic properties under hydrostatic pressure.
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ABSTRACT

Fe and Si layers were deposited alternately by using ion beam

sputtering apparatus and the relationship between crystal structure and soft

magnetic properties of these multi-layered films have been investigated in

detail. The clear periodicity of multi-layered films was confirmed even at

the thicknesses of Fe and Si layers 6 F and 3Si as small as 8.5 A.
The saturation magnetization 4TtMs for all Fe layers decreased with

decrease of 6 F and 6Sio and the coercivity tic of these films took minimum

of 1.0 0e at 6F e of 8.5 A.

Such a significant decrease of 4TEMs may be attributed to the formation of

nonmagnetic regions at both side of each Fe layers. The thickness of these

nonmagnetic regions may be estimated at approximately 1.5 A from the

measured value of 4flMs. This thickness seems to be very small because it is

almost equal to that of one monolayer of bccd-Fe. The low Hc of the films

with 6 and 6 of 8.5 A may be due to the formation of ultra-fine
Fe Si

crystallites in Fe layer by insertion of amorphous Si layer and the direct

magnetostatic interaction among Fe layers.

INTRODUCTION

Studies on multilayered films composed of ferromagnetic and non-

magnetic ultra-thin layers has become very popular since they may possess

exhibit magnetic properties hopeful for new applications.[1,2] The ion beam

sputtering method was used in this study because those films are prepared on

the substrates free from plasma by this method and it is easy to get

multilayered films under the strict control of preparation condition. Fe

and Si layers were deposited alternately by using the ion beam sputtering

apparatus and the relationship between crystal structure and soft magnetic

properties of these multilayered films have been investigated in detail.

Mot. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 231. 11992 Materlals Research Society
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

,cicrostr uc ture

Figure 2 shows a typical low angle X-ray diffraction diagram of Fe/Si

multilayered films. For the films with 8 and 6 of 8.5 A, clear
Fe Si

multilaver structure ss confirmed from the first peak at 20 as low as about

5.3 ivyP. Those results shows that the Fe/Si multilayered films with 6Fe  and

S for ec'-h layer thickness below 10 can be easily fabricated by ion beamSi
sputtering because the substrate is free from plasma.

Figure 3 shows the high angle X-ray diffraction diagrams for the films

with Si of 20 . For all films, only orie peak at 29 of about 45 deg.

rorresponding to (110) plane of a-Fe was observed. Figure 4 shows the

depenedPnce of the average crystallite size <I)> determined from half value

width of (110) peak on 6 where <D' was smaller than Fe This implies

that the (,rvstallite growth in Fe layers during deposition was effectively

interrrupted by insertion of Si lavers.

"-7- 6 i8.4A
dFe' si8m\

Fe

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

20 (deg.)
Fig.2 Low angle X-ray

2nd xdiffraction diagram.

Fe' 100A4th

C 3rd5h

-Il

'1 2 3 4

20 (deg.)
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.-2. a-Fe(110) 6 Fe= 6 Si
2 '~)4k~IdI~k ~=100A

50A Fig.3 High angle X-ray"H
diffraction diagram.

20A

40 60 80

26 (deg.)

100
0

N 50 Fig.4 Dependence of average

crystallite size <D> on
CFe

0
0

/ I I I * I

0 50 100
6 Fe (A)

Magnetic Properties

Figure 5 shows the dependences of 4tiMs of all Fe layers and Hc on 6Fe
and 6Si, 41TMs estimated for all Fe layers decreased with decrease of 6Fe and

-St and Ilc took minimum of 1.0 0e at 6 of about 8.5 A. Such a drastic

decrease of 411 Ms may be attributed to formation of the nonmagnetic Si

diffused region in Fe layers adjacent to Si layers.[3] Figure 6 shows the

6 Fe dependence of 41lMs estimated by assuming the existence of nonmagnetic

regim with their thickness ba at both side of each Fe layer. The

measured values fits very well to the estimated ones when 6a was assumed to

be I.) . This value of a seems to be very small because it is almost equal

to that of one monolayer of bcc d.-Fe. Consequently, this ion beam sputtering

method may be very useful for fabrication of Fe/Si multilayered films

without significant interdiffusion between each Fe and Si layer.
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CONCLUSION

The clearly multilayered films composed of Fe and Si layers with their

thickness of 6Fe and 6Si as small as 8.5 A were fabricated by ion beam

sputtering. Their coercivity was as low as 1.0 Oe. The decrease of 4ITMs with

decrease of 6Fe and 6Si agreed well with the estimated decrease of 4UMs when

the thickness of nonmagnetic region existing at both side of each Fe layer

was assumed at 1.5 A. So, it may be concluded that the formation of ultra-

fine crystallites in Fe layers by insertion of the ultra-thin Si interlayers

can sufficiently improve the soft magnetic properties of Fe/Si multilayered

films.
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ABSTRACT

X-ray diffractometry at grazing incidence has been performed upon
Ni /Fe multilayers with 6<2n<30mpl (n = no. of monolayers per layer, mpl),0 0
as a further test that the observed reduction in magnetisation (as n
decreases) was not due to interfacial alloying. The results show that the
interfaces are terraced to the extent that pinholes occur in the thinner
layers. The layers became continuous for modulations 2n>10mpl. Each X-ray
scan revealed a series of peaks which corresponded to integer monolayer
differences in modulation periodicity. In contrast, interfacial alloying
would have produced a broad single peak.

M-H loops were performed on the samples for the range of temperatures
6<T<300K using a vibrating sample magnetometer with the field always applied
in the plane of the sample. The sample coercivity was observed to vary with
modulation wavelength such that at a modulation of 2n=16mpl it was about a
factor of three greater than at either 2n=6mpl or 2n=30mpl. The coercivity
peak occurs at a value of n equal to the critical layer thickness for the
transformation of the Fe from FCC to BCC. High angle X-ray diffractometry
shows an apparent change in planar spacing at the same modulation layer
thickness (n=Bmpl).

The ratio of remnant magnetisation at low temperature to that at room
temperature, RT, was greater than unity for all the samples measured. The
ratio increased as the modulation period of the samples decreased. This is
consistent with a modulation period dependence of the Curie temperature of
the Ni/Fe multilayers.

INTRODUCTION

Previous work by the authors has shown that Ni Fe multilayers grown in0nn
UHV conditions, exhibit a layer thickness dependent structural transition in
the Fe from FCC at small n, to BCC at large n. This structural change is
matched by a change in sample magnetisation, multilayers with FCC Fe having
a magnetisation up to three times less than multilayers with BCC Fe [1].
Further structural characterisation by cross sectional transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffractometry has demonstrated that all the
samples grown were modulated, including the n=3mpl sample. However, extra
satellite peaks around the X-ray Bragg peaks indicated terracing of the
interfaces and some pinholing in the thinner layers [2]. A more direct
method of measuring the modulation period of a multilayer is to look for
"zero order" Bragg peaks at low angles, 0, such that 2kSinO = 1/2n
(k = 1/X-ray wavelength). We report here the results of applying such a
method.

There is mounting evidence that Fe on an appropriate FCC lattice is
antiferromagnetic (AFM) [3-6] and the low magnetisation of the Ni/Fe(FCC)
multilayers is consistent with this. Proving the Fe is AFM is difficult with
techniques that do not probe the moment per site or the nearest neighbour
magnetic coupling directly. However, by using the assumption that FCC Fe is
AFM, it is possible to predict the macroscopic magnetic properties of
Ni/Fe(FCC, AFM) multilayers. In this paper we report our investigation of
the effect of temperature on the magnetic properties of Ni/Fe multilayers.
The results are then compared with the predictions of a Monte Carlo simple
Ising spin model developed by Taylor and Gyorffy [8].

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. '1992 Materials Research Society
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

X-ray measurements were made in a Rigaku double crystal powder
diffractometer using a Molybdenum source filtered by 0.075mm of Zirconium to
reduce the KB line to 2 per cent of the KAl intensity. The angle step size
was 0.01 deg. Samples were rotated 180 degrees in the plane of the
diffractometer's reference surface and the positions of the Bragg peaks (for
0' and 180' rotation) were averaged to eliminate any mounting errors. The
alignment of the diffractometer was calibrated against a standard Si powder
sample. Any offsets had to be known accurately before X-ray scans were
performed at low angles, since small absolute errors in angle cause
proportionately larger errors in the determination of the modulation period
as the angle of reflection is reduced.

Magnetic measurements were made using the vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM) at the Laboratoire de Magnetisme C.N.R.S. Bellvue Paris. The main
components of this machine were an oxford Instruments gas circulation
cryostat, a water-cooled electromagnet capable of 17kOe and a Princeton
Applied Research EG+G model 5206 2-phase lock-in amplifier. Every sample was
subjected to the maximum field in each direction for every loop, regardless
of whether data at high fields was recorded. The field was always applied in
the plane of the multilayers. The output from the VSM was fed directly into
an X-Y plotter. Precision in measuring coercivity, Hc, and remnant
magnetisation, Mr, therefore depended on the scale selected. The mica
substrate of the multilayers created a further problem. As the temperature
was reduced, the paramagnetic susceptibility of the mica substrate, only a
small fraction of the sample signal at room temperature, increased as I/T
(and deviated slightly from perfect Curie law dependence at high fields).
The low temperature M-H loops therefore always had strongly paramagnetic
tails which prevented the direct determination of the saturation
magnetisation, Ms. At best Ms could be found by extrapolating the tails of
the loop back to zero applied field. To avoid the possibility of errors in
fitting the tails causing, when extrapolated, large errors in Ms, the values
of the remnant magnetisation, Mr, were used to compare the effect of
temperature on magnetisation. Even so, the small absolute values of moment
recorded for the small n multilayers resulted in the errors in remnant
magnetisation ratio, Mr(T)/Mr(RT), being as much as +/-109 for some samples.

RESULTS

StrV, d ofI IIa sMttbm
A a 9I. to glas 94,

2060

Figure 1. Graph of planar

2%z spacing vs modulation

layer thickness as
* * calculated from the Bragg

peak positions at more
than one reflection (eg.
<111>, <222>, <333>).

Circles represent
measurements made on

b*3- "as-grown" samples, ie
Ni- |multilayers still on the

mica substrate. Squares

2 represent measurements
made on samples stripped

S i 23 off the mica substrate.
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X-ray diffractometry yielded the Bragg angles for a number of

relections in each multilayer. Each reflection corresponded to a different

order of the fundamental <111> planar spacing. The average of the equivalent

<111> spacings for each set of reflections is plotted aqainst modulation

layer thickness in figure 1.

X-ray diffractometry at low angles revealed peaks at 'Bragg' angles

corresponding to the modulation period of the multilayers. The main peak
observed corresponded to a modulation period within lmpl of the design

modulation. A weaker set of peaks corresponding to different modulation

periods were also observed. Each of these peaks could be easily resolved.

The differences in period of adjacent peaks was 1 monolayer, which is

characteristic of sharp but terraced interfaces. The multilayers with

modulations n<
5
mp1, however, also had peaks corresponding to there being

significant amounts of the multilayer with a modulation period of 3n instead

of 2n characteristic of pinholing of one layer.

The magnetisation of the Ni Fe multilayers, at both low temperatures
and room temperature, followed tne same pattern as previously published Ill:

The totally FCC multilayers had magnetisations which were over a factor of
three less than that of the Ni/Fe(BCC) multilayers regardless of whether Mr,

or Ms, were compared. The ratio of Mr(T)/Mr(RT) was greater than one for all

samples and increased progressively for samples with shorter modulation

periods (see figure 3).

Hc

300

200 f(88nm)

Figure 2(a). Graph of room

temperature Hc vs modulation

100 layer thickness for "as109m) grown" Ni nFen multilayers

Sr(total modulation

10 12 (mpl) thickness = 100nm unless

otherwise indicated).

Hc
3OO

300

200 1(88nm)

30K) 4
50SK)

100 tiK} Figure 2(b). Graph of Mc at
1 6.SK (unless otherwise

R nm) indicated) vs modulation
layer thickness for the same

8 10 1 1 (M ) Ni Fen multilayers.
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Figure 3. Graph of Mr(T)/Mr(PT) vs modulation layer thickness for

Nin Fen multilayers.

PTSCUSSION

The low angle X-ray data discounts any possibility that the reduction
in macnetisation observed in the Ni/Fe(FCC) multilayers is due to
interfacial alloying. Quantisation of the modulation period can only occur
if the interfaces are stepped. A graded composition interface (eg due to
alloying) would create a continuum of modulation periods. This would have
the effect of broadening the Bragg peaks and reducing their peak intensity,
but could not produce the discrete peaks observed.

In figure 1, the error margin marked is quite large for X-ray
determinations of lattice parameter. This was because the computer interface
used was not capable of driving the diffractometer at its maximum
resolution. The apparent step in planar spacing is therefore only twice the
error margin allowing a straight line (least squares) to be a reasonable
fit. However, plan view transmission electron microscopy (TEM) already
published [11 has shown there to be a structural transition in the Fe layers
in the layer thickness range 8<n<12mpl. Over this range of n, the Fe changes
the lattice it adopts from FCC to BCC. It is, therefore, not unreasonable
for a change in the planar spacing of the multilayers to occur in the same
layer thickness range.

It is striking that the in plane coercivity, Hc, also peaks at n=Rmpl.
Factors affecting the coercivity of thin films are legion, including
dislocation and defect density and total film thickness. However we recall
data for Cu/Fe multilayers which show a similar coercivity anomaly (71. In
the Cu n/Fe system the peak in Hc occurs at n=5mpl. Now the lattice mismatch
is greater between Cu(lll) and Fe(110) than between Ni(11l) and Fe(110) and
therefore the critical thickness for the introduction of interfacial
dislocations should be less for Cu/Fe than for Ni/Fe. It is thus possible
that the anomaly in Hc is due to some magnetic mechanism (eg. inverse
magnetostriction) driven by misfit-stress(dpcnd.in,',t tc ,n vs mpl in Fij.1

In finure 3 it can be seen that Mr was observed to increase for all
samples on reducing the measurement temperature. This was to be expected as
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most ferromagnets have a magnetisation which varies with temperature. A
schematic M vs T/Tc curve is shown in figure 4. It can be seen that, for all
temperature intervals below Tc, the low temperature magnetisation is higher
than at the higher temperature.

M

-dT -dT-

0 1 T/TC

Figure 4. Schematic graph of magnetisation vs T/Tc.

Figure 3 has a further trend. As the modulation layer thickness
decreases, the ratio of Mr at low temperature to that at room temperature,
Mr(T)/Mr(RT), increases. The effect is most apparent for the n=3mpl sample,
where there is a marked variation in Mr with T. This behaviour is consistent
with there being a decrease in Tc as the modulation period decreases. If Tc
is reduced, RT/Tc is closer to unity. The rate of change in magnetisation
with temperature is therefore much greater and Mr(T)/Mr(RT) larger despite
RT and T being fixed.

A modulation layer thickness dependence in Tc is possible. Monte Carlo
Ising spin model calculations by Taylor and Gyorffy [8] have shown that
antiferromagnetic ordering of the Fe spins in an FCC lattice reduces Tc of a
Ni /Pe (FCC) multilayer from 620K for n=12mpl to 550K for n=3mpl. The modelnl~ n
also predicts that the M vs T curves will have a less pronounced 'knee' as
the modulation layer thickness of the multilayer decreases. This latter
effect would have the consequence of increasing the Mr(T)/Mr(RT) ratio for
shorter modulation multilayers even for RT/Tc << 1. Most importantly, the
model predicts the dramatic reduction in magnetisation already reported by
us for Ni/Fe(FCC) multilayers at room temperature [I] and observed again
here at temperatures down to 6K.

CONCLUSIONS

X-ray diffractometry at grazing incidence has provided further proof
that the Ni Fe multilayers, which have a magnetisation much less than
expected for an Romogenous NiFe alloy, have well ordered layering and are
not significantly interdiffused. There is some terracing and pinholing in
the thinner layers (n<Smpl) which causes a variation in modulation period
but the main modulation period detected is within lmpl of the design aim.

There is a difference in the close packed planar spacing between the
multilayers with totally FCC Fe and those with the Fe in its BCC form. The
apparent sudden change in planar spacing which occurs in the modulation
range 8<n<12mpl is consistent with the previously reported structural
transformation of the le from FCC to BCC which occurs in the same modulation
range [1].
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The coercivity (in plane) of the multilayers increases with layer
thickness until, at the critical thickness for transformation to BCC, it is
over a factor of three larger than at the smallest layer thicknesses. It is
suggested that misfit stress may play a role in this anomaly.

The variation in the ratio of remnant magnetisations at low temperature
and room temperature can be interpreted as the Curie temperature varying
with modulation layer thickness. The conclusion that Tc decreases as the
modulation layer thickness decreases, such that RT/Tc is closer to unity for
the shorter modulation period multilayers, is consistent with the Monte
Carlo simple ITrng spin model of Taylor and Gyorffy. This model predicts
that antiferromagnetic Fe-Fe coupling in FCC Fe will result in a low
magnetisation for Ni/Fe(FCC) multilayers and a reduction in the multilayer
Tc as layer thicknesses is reduced.

Clearly a VSM is not the ideal instrument to use to investigate
magnetic coupling on an atomic level. There is, however, a growing
consistency of experimental observation with the theoretical predictions of
models which assume antiferromagnetic Fe in Ni/Fe(FCC) multilayers.
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ABSTRACT

Magnetic properties of sputtered Ni/Al multilayers have been investigated by
vibrating sample magnetometry and ferromagnetic resonance. In these composi-
tionally modulated films (CMFs) the Al 'spacer' layer thickness was fixed at 3.5 nm
while the total Ni content of each film was held constant at 308 nm. The thickness of
the individual Ni layers was varied from 4.8 to 154 nm. The CMFs showed a variety
of magnetic characteristics which were dependent on the thickness of the Ni layers.
CMFs with Ni layer thickness 30 nm and above showed clear evidence of
perpendicular anisotropy. This anisotropy is characterized by low-remanence per-
pendicular hysteresis loops of the type commonly found in CoCr alloy films. As the
Ni layer thickness diminishes the perpendicular anisotropy decreases and is
eventually lost. Simultaneously, the CMFs show increasing in-plane remanence,
rising to a peak squareness of greater than 0.5 at a Ni layer thickness of 11 nm. As
the Ni thickness continues to decrease, the remanence again declires. At Ni thick-
nesses of a few nm the CMFs become quasi-superparamagnetic. rhese CMFs do
not show a monotonic reduction in saturation magnetization, Ms, with decreasing Ni
layer thickness. Instead, both Ms and the coercivity, Hc, pass through a maximum in
the region of 40-80 nm Ni layer thickness. FMR measurements were also made on
these films. A plot of the effective anisotropy field produces data of a similar form to
the Ms versus Ni layer thickness plot, again with a clear maximum. The FMR data
also reveals interesting resonances in the films exhibiting perpendicular anisotropy.
The presence of satellite resonances adjacent to the principal resonance peaks
seems to suggest, in structural terms, a two-phase system as the basis of the
observed anisotropy.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies on compositionally modulated films of alternatively deposited ferro-
magnetic and nonmagnetic layers have attracted considerable attention because
these CMFs exhibit unusual magnetic properties, some arising from apparent mixing
at the interfaces. Work on CMFs in which the nonmagnetic layer is composed of Al
had been carried out for Co and Fe forming the ferromagnetic layers. Grundy et al [1]
reported that a perpendicular anisotropy exists for the Co/Al system as well as a pre-
ferred growth of the Co (0001) plane as the Co layer thickness decreases. Such
preferred orientation is also found by Nagakubo et al [2] in the Fe/Al system which
they attributed to an alternate epitaxial growth between the Fe and Al layers. In both
the Co/Al and Fe/Al systems, the saturation magnetization, Ms, at first decreased
gradually as the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer decreased, but then
the drop in Ms values became abrupt. This paper, which reports the magnetic
properties of sputtered Ni/Al CMFs, is part of an on-going investigation of Ni/Al
multilayers [3].

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS

A series of compositionally modulated thin films of the form (xAl/yNi)n were
prepared at room temperature by sequential dc-magnetron sputtering from 8"
diameter elemental targets (99.97% pure Al and Ni) in a Vac-Tec Model 250 Batch
Side Sputtering System. Corning Glass 7059 was used as a substrate. The
thicknesses of the individual Al and Ni layers are given by x and y, respectively,
measured in nm. The total number of bilayer units, (xAl/yNi)i, in a given CMF is n.
The wavelength, X, (or bilayer thickness) is x+y and the total thickness of the
multilayer is n(x+y)=T. Sputtering conditions were 100W power control and 2.5
mTorr Ar (99.99%) gas pressure. Bias voltage was not applied. The targets were
pre-sputtered for 10-15 minutes before the deposition to remove contamination. The
base pressure in the deposition chamber was in the range 1-5x10-6 torr.

The magnetic behavior of the CMFs was investigated at room temperature by
vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) using a Digital Measurement Systems VSM
Model 880 with a maximum applied field of 10kOe. Crystal structure was analyzed
by XRD using a Philips APD 3600 diffractometer. A Dektak Ila surface profilometer
was used to measure film thicknesses and to calibrate deposition rates.

Ferromagnetic resonance experiments were carried out in a home-built
spectrometer operating at 34.5 GHz. Samples of approximately 1 X 3 mm were
mounted (substrate intact) at the center of a TE011 microwave cavity for
measurements at room temperature. The magnet was rotated about the sample
cavity, and spectra taken for a number of different angular orientations of the
magnetic field for each sample. Spectra were recorded as the first derivative of the
absorption signal. A Cr 3+ marker was placed in the microwave cavity with the Ni/Al
samples. This marker has a g-value of 1.98, and its absorption line occurs at the
same magnetic field for fixed microwave frequency. The variations in magnetic field
position were measured with respect to this marker to correct for any variations that
might occur during the rotation studies.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Crystal Structure

For a nickel layer thickness between 154 nm and 38 nm X-ray diffraction patterns
show the presence of Ni (111), (200) and (220) diffractions, and the relative
intensities of the diffraction peaks indicate that Ni is present in textured (111) as well
as randomly-oriented polycrystalline structure with a fairly small grain size. Evidence
of AI3Ni is first detected in the sample with a Ni layer thickness of 77 nm, and as the
Ni layer thickness decreases, AI3Ni diffraction peaks increase in intensity since the
number of Ni on Al interfaces, where AI3Ni is formed, increases [3]. For samples with
a Ni layer thickness less than about 20 nm, only the Ni (111) diffraction is detected,
which reaches a maximum (the sharpest and narrowest diffractior peak) around a Ni
layer thickness of about 11 nm (Figure 1). This variation in the intensity of the
textured Ni (111) with layer thickness corresponds with the variation of in-plane
remanence (given here as squareness) and coercive field, which also show a
maximum at this Ni layer thickness of I1 nm (Figure 3).

3.2 Vibratina Samole Magnetometry

The VSM results show a variety of magnetic characteristics which were
dependent on the thickness of the Ni layers (Figure 2). CMFs with Ni layers of 30 nm
or more showed clear evidence of perpendicular anisotropy, which is characterized
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns with Ni layer thickness (a) 15 m.

(b) 13 nm; (c) II nrn; and (d) 9.6 nim.

by low remanence perpendicular hysteresis loops of tile type commonly found in
CoCr alloy films [1,.4]. As the Ni layer thickness diminishes the perpendicular
anisotropy decreases and is eventually lost when d Ni is less than 19 nm. At the
same time the CMFs show increasing in-plane remanence rising to a peak
squareness of 0.55 at a Ni layer thickness of 11 nm (Figure 3). (For CMFs deposited
on Fisher Scientific glass slides, this maximum in squareness has a value of greater
than 0.7.) As the Ni layer thickness continues to decrease, the remanence again
declines. This change in the characteristics of magnetic hyeteresis loop from
perpendicular anisotropy to in-plane magnetization as Ni layer thickness dlecreases

I E04 Oersted +1E04 -IEI)4 Oersted +IE04 I E04 Oersted +JEI)4

iZ7l Io , -_jF0
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Figure 27. Ilysteresis loop for Ni layer thickness (a) 154 nmn Nb 39 nrn:
and (c) I I trn.
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is opposite to that found in Fe- 350 -

S'02 multilayers, where the
hysteresis loops go from in- z.
plane magnetization to -

perpendicular anisotropy as
the Fe layer thickness 5 0,

decreases for a fixed thickness
of the SiC2 layer [5] The
maximum in in-plane ?.20 --

remanence is accompanied by
a local maximum in coercivity, -

Hc, at this value of Ni layer -, 0.6

thickness (Figure 3).
The CMF Ni-AI layers do ',

not show a monotonic reduc- 0.-

tion in saturation magnetiza- 0 /
tion. Ms, with decreasing Ni 02
layer thickness. Instead, both A ,-2
Ms and Hc pass through a ,

maximum in the region of 40 to 10 -

80 nm Ni layer thickness, --
indicating coupling across the 5C -
Al spacer in this Ni thickness
regime. For Ni layer thickness 0 - °

less than 40 nm, the decrease 0.6 7 It
in Ms can be explained by the
presence of a magnetically d."d "Ad

dead layer of about 2.9 nm at Figure 3. Plot of Ms, SQ., and Hc vs. dNi/X
the Ni-Al interface [6].

3.3 Ferromagnetic Resonance

A main absorption line was found for all samples in the Ni/Al series.
Additional resonance lines appeared in samples with Ni layer thickness greater than
13nm. Observed resonances occurred between 10 and 16 kOe. The FMR spectra of
each film, with the applied magnetic field perpendicular to the sample plane, are
shown in Figure 4. Additional resonances appear at slightly lower fields than main
resonances. Both the main and secondary resonances exhibited negative anisotropy
for all samples.

Anisotropy parameters for the individual samples were determined by varying
the angle of the external field with the sample axis. For samples exhibiting uniaxial
anisotropy, such as the Ni/Al multilayers in this study, the angular variation of the
absorption line position, H, can be fitted to the expression:

1 2> 4v :
H = 2 ( llicop6-l),+'--- - Ii k  (3 cos.O -l)

Y 7 ( II)

A summary of the FMR results with values of anisotropy field, Hk. and y,'2it are given
in Table 1

The multilayer Ni/Al films with dNi greater than 77 nm clearly showed very
large multiple resonances caused by regions in the films with different magnetic
characteristics. This second resonance was most prominent in the sample with dNi =
77 nm. In this sample, the aoisotropy field, Hk, for the main resonance was -3.231
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kOe and for the second resonance
was -2.000 kOe. By comparing the
relative areas under the absorption dNi = 308 nm
peak, we determined that the volume
of material in these regions are
approximately equal. Samples with
dNi = 154 nm and 77 nm also dNi = 154 nm

demonstrated a magnetocrystalline
anisotropy in addition to de-
magnetization effects.

By plotting the magnitude of the dNi = 77 nm
anisotropy field determined from
equation (1) as a fucntion of dNi/X, we
see that for dNi between 154 nm to 39 -= 5
nm, not all the field difference can be dNi = 38.5 nm
explained by demagnetization fields.
This additional anisotropy could be
strain-induced or caused by signifi-
cant coupling between Ni layers. 1dNi =19 nm ,

4. Summary

In Ni/Al multilayers with a Ni
layer thickness greater than about 20 dNi = 15.4 nm

nm, the perpendicular anisotropy as
well as the presence of satellite
resonances adjacent to the principal dNi = 12.8 nm
resonance peaks in FMVR is due to a
two-phase system, which is consisted
of texture Ni (111) and randomly-
oriented polycrystalline Ni with a fairly dNi = 11 nm
small grain size. As the Ni layer
thickness decreases further, the
perpendicular anisotropy dNi = 9.6 nm
disappeared and the CMFs show
increasing in-plane remanence,
reaching a peak when the multilayers dNi = 6.4 nm
consisted of only textured Ni (111).

dNi = 4.8 nm

6 KG 17KG

Figure 4. FMR spectra for the applied mag-
netic field perpendicular to the sample plane
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Table 1. Summary of FMR results for all samples.

Main Resonance Secondary Resonance
dNi (nm) Hk (KOe) y/21r (GHz/KOe) Hk (KOe) 'y/2it (GHzIKOe)

308 -2.615 2.97 -2.090 2.95
154 -3.406 3.00 -2.297 2.99
77 -3.231 3.03 -2.000 3.04
38.5 -2.643 3.05
19 -2.774 3.04
15 -2.734 3.05
12.8 -2.638 3.05

11' -2.634 3.04
9.6 -2.520 3.05
6.4 -2.528 3.05
4.8 -2.242 3.05

47.50-
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Figure 5. Anisotropy Field versus dNi/k
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MBE-GROWN EPITAXIAL Co/Cr SUPERLATTICES
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ABSTRACT

A series of epitaxial Co/Cr superlattices has been grown by molecular beam epitaxy.
The Cr is in a metastable hcp phase as confirmed by transmission electron microscopy,
selected area diffraction, and reflection high energy electron diffraction. The Cr layers
are 10A thick in all samples while the Co layers are varied from 12-k to 40A. The
diffusion between Co and Cr is studied by SQUID magnetometry and indicates step-like
interfaces in the best samples. Interfacial sharpness has also been found to be unusually
sensitive to Co deposition rates, and in contrast with other superlattice systems, we
find that sharper interfaces enhance parallel anisotropy. Hall effect measurements of the
saturation field are within 10% of SQUID values. Magnetoresistance at 4.2K is only
1/3% which we believe is a consequence of the high density of states at the Fermi level
of hcp Cr.

INTRODUCTION

One of the more exciting aspects of using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) for thin-
film growth is the possibility of synthesizing phases of metals which do not occur in
nature. MBE has proven to be very effective for this purpose since it allows the operator
fine control over growth conditions and immediate feedback on the growth process via
reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). An especially fruitful and promis-
ing direction for research in these metastable materials has been the study of surface
or thin-film magnetism. In this paper we describe the epitaxial growth of hcp Cr in

Co/Cr superlattices along with the magnetic and transport properties. For details of
the structural characterization we refer the reader to the accompanying paper by Elagoz
et aLl'

SAMPLE GROWTH

The samples were grown on (110) GaAs in a Vacuum Generators \80 MBE chamber.
Cr was evaporated from a high-temperature effusion cell made by EPI Systems. The
crucible was pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) and an alumina insert was needed since the
PBN reacted with Cr and outgased nitrogen above 12000 C. The effusion cell was held
at 1550' C, however the actual temperature of the Cr was probably 100' to 1500 C lower
due to the insert. This gave a deposition rate of 0.21k/s. The Co was evaporated from
an electron beam hearth at various rates to be discussed in the following sections.

To establish a smooth (0001) Co surface on which to begin superlattice growth the
following buffer lavers were grown on a commercial (110) GaAs substrate: first, 500A
of (110) Ge, then 25k (110) bcc Co, and finally 20A (111) Au. The desired thickness
of hcp Co was then deposited on the Au. Cr grew in the (0001) hcp orientation on Co
and the (0001) hcp epitaxy of subsequent Co and Cr layers was maintained even after
68 superlattice periods of 10A Cr - 12k Co. A 10. Au cap was deposited on top of the

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. ' 1992 Materials Research Society
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superlattice to reduce oxidation. The Ge was grown at 550' C and all metals at 50'

C. Chamber pressure during growth was 2x10
- 9 

mbar and the total thickness of each

superlattice is 1500A.

As more samples were grown and analyzed it became evident that increasing the Co

deposition rate led to remarkable improvement in the interface sharpness of the superlat-
tices. This was evident in both RHEED and particularly magnetometer measurements.

RHEED patterns of the 54'th bilayer of a sample with 10A Cr and 18A Co layers are

shown in Fig. 1. The Co layers in this sample were deposited at 0.35k/s. Another

sample in which the Co was deposited at 0.2 to 0.25./s (all other growth parameters

held fixed) had more diffuse RHEED streaks and even more dramatic differences in the

magnetic properties.

Fig. 1 RHEED patterns of the 54'th bilayer of a superlattice

with 18. Co (left), and IOk Cr (right) layers. The electron

beam is parallel to 1l,20, i.e. diffraction is from (1100) planes.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

From studies of Co-Cr alloys[21 it is known that the saturation moment M, of Co

is quickly suppressed by the addition of even small percentages of Cr. Specifically. it
takes only 12% Cr to reduce the M, of Co to half its bulk value of 1422 emu,'cm

3 . 
and

25% Cr renders the moment negligible at 30 emu/cm 3
. Therefore the M, values of our

superlattices provide useful information regarding the abruptness of the Co-Cr inter-

face. Magnetic measurements presented here were carried out with a superconducting

quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometer at temperatures of 5K and 295K.

In Fig. 2P Lhe saturation moment per unit volume of Co is plotted versus the Co

layer thickness of the samples and different symbols are used to denote the various Co

deposition rates. The samples exhibit a consistent trend toward higher moments and

hence sharper interfaces as the Co deposition rate is increased. The magnitude of this
change is remarkable considering the Co deposition rate was only varied by a fraction

of an k/sec. The following simple, but instructive approximation can account for the

observed moments in the two samples with the sharpest interfaces (the samples with 12A

and 18A Co layers). First, we assume the monolayer of Co atoms in contact with the Cr
at each interface has negligible contribution to the net moment: this is reasonable given
the above discussion on alloys. Then if we assign the bulk moment to the remainder of

the Co in each layer we obtain values of M, within 4% of the SQUID results. This also
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leads us to believe that the Cr is paramagnetic which is interesting in the context of a
recent prediction that hcp Cr is close to being ferromagnetic.:3 i

The magnetic anisotropy energy (shown in Fig. 2b) also shows significant differences

with respect to Co deposition rate. The anisotropy energy is defined as the difference
in area under the NI-vs-H curve for H applied parallel and perpendicular to the film

plane. Each area is normalized to the M, of that sample, and in our convention a
negative value means the film plane is the easy plane. The most interesting aspect of
the anisotropy data is its correlation with the saturation moments of Fig. 2a. The

samples with low moments (diffuse interfaces) shift toward perpendicular anisotropy
whereas the samples with sharper interfaces exhibit stronger parallel anisotropy. This is

unusual in that it is opposite of what has been observed in other superlattice systems.
Perpendicular anisotropy and low moments are both characteristic of Co-Cr alloys so we
have additional confirmation that the Co and Cr are well seperated in the high-moment

superlattices.

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

Magnetotransport properties of layered magnetic structures have attracted attention
recently as sensitive probes of anisotropy and interlayer magnetic coupling. In this
section we present Hall effect and magnetoresistance results of measurements at 4.2K.

The samples were photolithographically etched into a standard four-probe pattern for
resistance plus two terminals for Hall voltage. Current channels were 1 mm wide and

leads were attached with indium.

Hall resistivity is defined as the Hall voltage times the sample thickness divided by
the sample current and our results (shown in Fig. 3a) have the characteristic shape for

magnetic materials. The steep initial slope corresponds to the magnetic moments being
lifted out of the film plane, and the intersection of the two linear Darts of each plot occurs

at the perpendicular saturation fied. The saturation fields H, from Hall measurements

I
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are within 10% of those from the SQUID magnetometer. Note that the 10.A Cr - 20A
Co sample has a non-zero Hall voltage at H=0. This is the sample that had a small
perpendicular anisotropy and hence retained part of its perpendicular magnetization at
H=0. We have also observed this behavior in Co-Au superlattices. 4'

We now turn our attention to magnetoresistance (MR). Fig. 3b shows longitudinal

MR (current parallel to H) measured at 4.2K. The kinks in the MR correspond to the
parallel saturation field from SQUID measurements in all samples except the one with
20A Co layers. This sample has a low moment and hence diffuse interfaces. The most

interesting aspect of the data is that the magnitude of the MR is less than 1/3 %. This
was unexpected considering a superlattice with 9A (bcc)Cr - 30.4 Fe had an MR of
45% at this temperature.'51 The 455 MR of the Cr-Fe superlattice can be understood
phenomenologically by assuming alternate Fe layers have their magnetic moments in
opposite directions, and spin-dependent scattering occurs as electrons move from one
Fe layer to the next. As of this writing there is disagreement regarding the mechanism
that causes the magnetic layers to couple, however it is clear that the spacer materials
which have shown the strongest coupling such as Ru, Cu, and bcc Cr 6 all have a low
density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy EF'. The DOS of bcc Cr is 9.63 states/Ry
atom. however in our superlattices the Cr is hcp which has a much higher DOS. Using
the band structure of Sc, Ti, and Co the DOS at EF of hcp Cr has been calculated to be

30. 33, and 45 states/Ry atom respectively.'3' We believe the high DOS is responsible
for suppressing the coupling mechanism and hence diminishing the MR.
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Ftg.Sb Hall resistivity at 4.2K. Legend denotes Fig.3b Longitudinal magnetoresistance at

Co thickness, all Cr layers are 10k. 4.2K. Symbols follow from Fig. 3a.

CONCLUSION

We have grown epitaxial hcp Cr in Co-Cr superlattices. The Cr appears to be
paramagnetic. SQUID magnetometer measurements reveal that the abruptness of the
Co-Cr interface is dependent on the Co deposition rate. In addition, the samples with
sharper interfaces have an in-plane anisotropy whereas those with diffuse interfaces shift
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toward perpendicular anisotropy. This is opposite of what has been observed in other
superlattice systems. Hall effect and longitudinal magnetoresistance measurements at

4.2K yield perpendicular and parallel saturation fields within 10% of SQUID values.
Furtherrmore. the magnitude of the magnetoresistance is only 1/3% which we believe
is a consequence of the high density of states at the Fermi energy of the hcp Cr.
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STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF EPITAXIAL Co-Cr SUPERLATTICES

S. ELAGOZ, W. VAVRA, C. UHER and ROY CLARKE
Department of Physics, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

ABSTRACT

We demonstrate the growth of epitaxially ordered Cobalt-Chromium (Co-Cr) su-
perlattices by ultrahigh-vacuum deposition techniques. The superlattices, consisting
of hcp Co (00.1) and hcp Cr (00.1) layers with their [11.0] crystallographic axes parallel

to GaAs [110] have a hexagonal closed packed (hcp) structure with the c-axis normal
to the film plane.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most exciting applications of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is to grow
heteroepitaxial structures which, due to the registry imposed at the epitaxial
interface, are stabilized in phases that have no counterpart in the bulk 11, 2]. The
growth, characterization, and properties of these metastable structures are especially
appealing in the context of novel magnetic materials.

In this paper we describe the growth of epitaxial Co-Cr superlattices . We find that
Cr is in a metastable hcp phase for Co thicknesses varying from 12 A to 40 A while
Cr was held at a constant thickness of 10 A for all the samples. The total thicknes- of
the superlattices was approximately 1500 A.

GROWTH

The superlattices were prepared in a Vacuum Generators V-80M MBE system on
annealed GaAs (110) substrates. We used an e-beam hearth for deposition of Co at a
rate of approximately 0.3 A/sec. A high temperature effusion cell was utilized to
evaporate Cr with a deposition rate of 0.21 A/sec. During the growth the chamber
pressure was better than 10-9 mBar.

For a growth orientation along close-packed planes, the following buffer layers
were used: 500 A (110) Ge, 25 A (110) bcc Co [2] and finally 20 A (111) fcc Au.

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Deposition rates for these layers were 0.35 A/sec, 0.25 A/sec and 0.08 A/sec, respec-
tively. The substrate temperature was kept at 50 'C during the entire growth process
except during the Ge buffer layer deposition, where it was held at 550 °C.

After growing the buffer layers, sequential layers of Co and Cr were deposited. Re-
flection high energy diffraction (RHEED) patterns observed during and after the
growth indicated that the films consist of well oriented close-packed planes (see Fig
1). Finally, a 10 A Au cap was grown on the top Cr layer of the superlattices to inhibit
surface oxidation.

AB C

it

Fig. 1 RIftEED photographs illustrating the effects of different growth
rates and different thicknesses. RIIEED patterns transform from spotty
to streaky and become sharper (see RIIEED intensity plot in lower
panel) as Co deposition rates increase and as Cr thickness approaches
10 A. Table I summarizes the deposition parameters for these
particular samples.

TI IICKNESS (A) DEP. RATE (A/sec)

SAMPLE Co Cr Co Cr

A 25 15 0.15 0.06

B 20 10 0.25 0.21

C 18 10 0.35 0.21

Table I: Growth parameters of Co-Cr superlattices referred to in Fig I
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The data presented in Fig. I show that the epitaxial growth of Co/Cr layers is very

sensitive to the Co deposition rate and Cr thickness. The latter effect was demon-

strated by several unsuccessful attempts to grow thicker Cr layers despite the system-

atic adjustment of various parameters such as Co thickness, substrate temperature

and deposition rates . For thicker Cr and/or lower Co deposition rates (less than 0 3

A/sec), in site RIIt-ED observations revealed line broadening and spotty patterns

immediately after the deposition of the first Cr layer (Fig. 1). Further continuation ot

the grovth resulted in polycrystalline films after approximately 10 bilayers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The RItEED patterns show close-packed planes but fall short of distinguishing

whether these planes are hcp (00.1) or fcc (Ii). Complementary information is pro-

vided via x-ray measurements with a Huber 4-circle diffractometer and a 12kW
Rigaku x-ray source. We used a molybdenum target and a graphite monochromator.

The Co-Cr phase diagram indicates that these elements are miscible and thus are

able to form allovs. Therefore, we probed the structure by means of low-angle out-ol-

plane x-ray measurements to check that alloying was not the case. A one-dimen-

sional x-ray scattering model [3], which simulates discrete layer fluctuations and in-

terfacial diffusion, was used to analyze the data. The results are shown in Fig. 2.

-~6

10

S10

C/)
z

1.0 20 3.0 4.0

TWO THETA (DEGREES)

Fig. 2 Low-angle out-of-plane x-ray data. Continuous line indicates a

fit to a model with ideal interfaces. Sample- (18 A Co- 10 A Cr)
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We conclude from the simulation parameters that there is negligible diffusion for

Co layers of thickness 18 A. As the Co thickness increases, some roughening is

evident in the superlattice. The best values of interface diffusion are found to be U

monolayer for 18 A Co and 0.5 monolayer for 40 A Co. Nevertheless, a layered struc-

ture existed in all cases. We have seen up to 3rd order well-separated satellite peaks
for all the samples that were grown with the particular deposition and thickness pa-
rameters discussed earlier. The superlattices described here provide an interesting

comparison with Co-Cr alloy films which are of interest for their strong perpendicu-

lar anisotropy [4].
Hligh angle out-of-plane scans were also performed. However, all the interesting

reflections of Co and Cr (i.e, Co (00.2), Cr (00.2) etc,.) were overlapped by an intense

GaAs (220) peak.
The close-packed nature of the superlattices is confirmed by in-plane contour

maps (Fig. 3). The epitaxial orientation of the superlattice with respect to the sub-
strate (shown in Fig. 4) is obtained via in-plane chi scans.

31

32!

33

34 ;

5 10 15 20 25
Cf (DEGREES)

Fig. 3 In-plane x-ray intensity contour map of 20 Ak Co- 10 : Cr

superlattice sample. The strong feature on the right is a tail of GaAs

(420) peak which is rotated approximately 18.4 degrees (in chi) from

GaAs [f TO]. The peak on the left is the Co-Cr (11.0) hcp peak. High
resolution contour scans around this peak did not show any splittings

indicative of incoherent interfaces.
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X-ray scans parallel to c* resolve whether a close-packed structure stacks according
to the fcc (ABCABC...) sequence or the hcp sequence (ABAB...) [5]. We have per-
formed scans along the (10.) direction in which fcc peaks occur at scattering vectors
±2n/3d,11 whereas hcp peaks occur at ±2n/2d00. as well as at (10.0). This latter peak
is unique to the hcp arrangement since there is no fcc contribution at this reciprocal
lattice point.

GaAs [001] °

Fig. 4 The epitaxial orientation of hcp (11.0) (Metal)
the superlattice with respect to

the substrate.

GaAs [IO0

The expected values of the lattice parameters for the hcp and fcc phases of Cr were
calculated by finding the ratio of the spacings of bcc Co and bcc Cr for a particular di-
rection then applying the result to hcp/fcc Co to obtain hcp/fcc lattice parameters of
Cr. Fig. 5 shows the results of a typical c* scan.

600~101
ZDO1.1

, d 400

200 L

-2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0SCATTERING VECTOR (, 1)

Fig. 5 c* scan for 10 A Cr- 40 A Co sample. The sudden decrease in

intensity on both sides is an experimental artifact of the diffractometer

geometry.
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Only hcp peaks are observed and the stacking coherence lengths obtained from the

peaks (10.1) and ( 0. ) give values that are greater than the Co layer thickness,
establishing that the hcp structure extends beyond one Co layer. Furthermore, no
splittings are observed in these peaks, nor in the contour maps, indicating that the

Co and Cr layers are strained into coherence within the plane of the substrate.

CONCLUSION

We have grown Co-Cr superlattices having a coherent artificial hcp structure
with the c-axis normal to the film plane. Various x-ray measurements show that
films are layered and epitaxial and that interface alloying occurs at low deposition
rates. Magnetic measurements on this metastable structure of Cr are underway.

There is preliminary evidence that hcp Cr is paramagnetic down to the lowest tem-
peratures (5 K). A recent calculation (61 based on the Stoner density-of-states criterion
has predicted that hcp Cr is at the borderline of stability as a ferromagnetic phase.
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MICRO- AND NANOSTRUCTIURE OF Co/Pd AND Co/Au MULTILAYERS
STUDIED WITH

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

F. HAKKENS, W. COENE AND F.J.A. DEN BROEDER
Philips Research Laboratories, P.O. Box 80000, 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Several metallic multilayers with very thin magnetic Co layers display a preferred
magnetization perpendicular to the interfaces. There are strong indications that the magnitude of
this anisotropy depends critically on details of the microstructure of the multilayers, and
especially on the atomic structure of the interfaces. The micro- and nanostructure of Co/Pd and
Co/Au multilayers, which exhibit a large difference in lattice parameter (9% and 14%
respectively), was studied by conventional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and high
resolution TEM (HREM). The multilayers, grown by vapor deposition, show a columnar
structure and have a convex curvature in the growth direction. In Co/Au multilayers also the Au
lattice is bent. Misfit dislocations are observed at the interfaces even for Co layers of one atomic
layer thickness. Generally the interfaces show atomic roughness, which is more severe for
Co/Au than for Co/Pd.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that some Co containing multilayers, as Co/Pd (1,2), Co/Pt (3) and
Co/Au (4), exhibit a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy below certain Co layer thicknesses. The
origin of this effect has been ascribed (1,5) to Ni-surface anisotropy (6), as a result of the
reduced symmetry of interface atoms. Chappert et al. (7) suggested that in the case of semi-
coherent multilayers, lattice misfit strain may significantly contribute to the interface anisotropy
via magnetostriction. The magnitude of the perpendicular anisotropy is affected by the structural
properties of the multilayers such as interface roughness, chemical intermixing and misfit
relaxation by introduction of dislocations (4,8). Cross-sectional TEM is an indispensable tool to
study structural details on a micro- and nano-scale.

EXPERIMENTAL

The preparation of the Co/Pd and Co/Au multilayers as well as their magnetic properties
have been described elsewhere (8). Shortly, the multilayers were grown by vapor deposition in
UHV. The Co/Pd films were deposited onto mica substrates at a substrate temperature
T(s) = 20 °C and 200 "C, after prior deposition of a 100 nm Pd base layer at 450 'C. This base
layer promoted a sharp [ I ll] texture for the multilayer (rocking curve AO = 2.5 deg.). The Co/Au
multilayers were deposited on glass substrates at T(s) = 20 "C, after deposition of a 100 nm Au
base layer at 20 "C and a subsequent recrystallization treatment at 150 "C for 20 min. These
layers also had a [I l l] texture, with Ae = 10 deg.

TEM planar and cross-sectional specimens were prepared by argon ion-milling at 4 kV
until perforation, and half an hour at 1 kV to reduce damage. The specimens were analysed in a
Philips CM30/Super Twin microscope operated at 300 kV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microstructure

Fig. I shows a TEM bright-field (BF) image of a Co/Pd I1111 multilayer, deposited
at T(s) = 200 *C. Due to their smaller atomic scattering factor the Co layers are imaged as narrow
bright bands as compared to the darker Pd layers. Very striking is the rather periodic black and
white contrast of the Co layers. This oscillating contrast is due to misfit dislocations as will be
discussed later. Near the column boundaries which are grooved at the top surface, the Co-Pd
interfaces show a sharp kink towards the (200) and other (I l) habit planes. The column width
is about 50 nm.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Fig. I Cross-section BF image of 0.6 nm Co / 2.2 nm Pd multilayer, T(s) = 200 *C. The
uppermost area of the image represents the multilayer top surface. Two columns are visible.

Fig. 2 Planar BF image of 0.4 nm Co / 2.2 nm Pd multilayer, T(s) = 200 *C.
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In the planar BF image of fig. 2 the columnar morphology is also visible. The columns
have a quasi-hexagonal shape. At some of the boundaries a periodic line contrast is visible,
which results from a locally sharply inclined multilayer structure. The column width varies
between 40 and 80 nm. The diffraction pattern shows diffraction spots which are split up. This is
due to small rotation angles between the different columns of about 4 deg. It also shows
"forbidden" 1/3 (422) spots, presumably caused by incomplete ending of perfect ABCABC
stackings of (111) Pd layers at the interfaces, in combination with the difference in scattering
power and lattice parameter for Co and Pd.

A Co/Pd multilayer, grown at a lower substrate temperature, T(s) = 20 'C, is shown in
fig. 3. Again a variation of the interface orientation within the columns is obvious. The average
column size is reduced from 50 to 20 nm. The bending of the superlattice has become more
continuous, so that the area in which the interface normal deviates from the growth direction is
markedly enlarged compared to T(s) = 200 *C. This might be the cause of a lower effective
interface anisotropy for Co/Pd grown at T(s) = 20 "C (8). It thus appears that a lower mobility
of the atoms during growth decreases the average column size and increases the bending of the
multilayer. In general the multilayer bending increased gradually from the Pd base layer to the top
surface.

Nanostucture

A HREM image taken from the top-right Co/Pd column in fig. I is shown in fig. 4. The
Pd layers have the perfect ABC or CBA twinned f.c.c. stacking. The slightly bent Co layers
show an oscillating contrast and appear to be thicker than 0.6 nm, which is probably the result of
interface roughness, interface mixing and/or island growth. Dislocations are present at the Co-Pd
interfaces, and one of them is indicated by a white arrow. A clear ABA hexagonal stackin6 o the
Co layer can only be seen at one point indicated by a black arrow. The inset shows a numerical
diffractogram which reveals the spatial frequencies of the Co and Pd lattice planes in the image of
fig. 4. Spots in the diffractogram from lattice planes which are not perpendiculir to the [111]
growth direction, are clearly split up as the result of relaxation of the Co layers in the lateral
direction. From the diffractogram we calculate a ratio between the lattice constants of the Co and
the Pd layers of f = 0.925, which is slightly more than for the bulk metals, f = 0.910.

Fig. 5 is a HREM image of a Co/Au multilayer and clearly shows that not only the
superlattice but also the basic crystal lattice is bent. However, the bending of the superlattice is
more pronounced. The origin of this effect is believed to be an atomic "self-shadowing"
mechanism due to limited surface diffusion (9) which leads to layer growth inclined towards the
vapor sources. Again ABC and CBA stacking sequences of the non-magnetic layers can
be distinguished. The Co layers are very rough and seem to be islands in a gold matrix. Two
misfit dislocations at the Co/Au interface are indicated by arrows. Here the extra half planes
ending at the Au/Co interfaces extend in the upper Au layers accommodating misfit at only one
interface. The edge component of the Burgers vector can be derived from the image resulting in
bedge = a/4 [112], most likely being part of a complete a/21101] dislocation with screw
component in the 1I 10] direction. Strain perpendicular to the layers due to island growth,
roughness, layer and lattice bending, is probably relaxed by dislocations being the end of extra
(11) half planes parallel to the multilayer interfaces.

A 2.4 nm Co layer between two Au layers of 2.4 nm, is shown in the HREM image of
fig. 6. The Co/Au interfaces are still very rough. In the Co layer the h.c.p. stacking sequence
ABAB is identified. A stacking fault can be observed in the middle. Again misfit dislocations are
located at the Co/Au interface.

Misfit Dislocations

HREM images reveal misfit dislocations at the multilayer interfaces. Fig. 7 shows a BF
image of a Co/Pd multilayer in the 11101 zone axis orientation. In the diffraction pattern spot
splitting indicates again relaxation of the Co layer. An oscillating contrast of alternating dark and
bright streaks is observed with a period of d(l) = 2.7 nm. A BF image in the [1121 zone axis
orientation is shown in fig. 8. Here the contrast is different and appears as dark dots rather than
streaks, having a period d(2) = 1.6 nm.

The contrast oscillations are due to misfit dislocations. Their periodicity and their type of
contrast can be explained by a two-dimensional hexagonal coincidence lattice in the (i11)
interface plane, schematically illustrated in fig. 9, neglecting the individual atom displacements.
Using bulk parameters for Co and Pd, a coincidence lattice can be formed with II lattice
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Fig. 3 Cross-section BF image of 0.8 nm Co /2.2 nm Pd multilayer, T(s) =20 *C.

Fig. 4 Cross-section HREM image of 0.6 nm Co /2.2 nm Pd multilayer, T(s) 200 *C, I11101
zone axis orientation. Notice the spot splitting "s" as result of lateral relaxation.
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Fig. 6 Cross-section HREM image of 2.4 nm Co I2.4 nm Au multilayer, T(s) =20 *C, [1101
zone axis orientation.

Fig. 7 Cross-section BF image of 1 .2 nmn Co I2.2 nm Pd multilayer, T(s) =200 *C. 1101 zone
axis orientation.
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Fig. 8 Cross-section BF image of 0.8 nm Co /2.2 nm Pd multilayer, T(s) = 200 "C, [1121 zone
axis orientation.

* ~ Pd
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...........
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Fig. 9 Schematical representation of a hexagonal coincidence lattice at a Co/Pd [ I I I interface,
with a coincidence lattice parameter a(CL). Only two successive Co and Pd layers right at the
interface are drawn. Dislocations are formed, resulting in a periodic contrast with repeat distance
d(l) when viewed in the 111 direction, and with repeat distance d(2) when projected in the
[1121 direction.
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parameters of Co and 10 of Pd with the smallest possible coincidence lattice misfit and a
coincidence lattice constant of a(CL) = 2.75 nm. Besides coincidence points C, the interface
shows centres of bad fit E and I, which are local extrinsic and intrinsic stacking sequences,
respectively (10). Lines connecting E or I points are dislocation lines along <110> directions,
with a periodicity of a(CL) x 1/2 '43 = 2.75 nm. Their pairwise succession is thought to explain
the asymmetric streak contrast in the [110] BF image. Along <112> directions the C,E and I
points ly on rows with a repeat distance of a(CL)/2 = 1.375 nm. These rows cause a symmetric
"dot" contrast in the [112] BF image. The experimentally observed dislocation distances are
larger than calculated above, that is 2.7 nm in the [110] and 1.6 nm in the [112] direction.
However, using the ratio f = 0.925 between the lattice parameters of the Co and Pd layers
(fig. 4), we arrive at a 13 x 12 coincidence lattice with a(CL) = 3.3 run. The dislocation distances
projected in the [110] and [1 121 directions then become d(l) = 2.85 nm and d(2) = 1.65 nm,
respectively. These values are in better agreement with the experimental observations. This
model applies to both the upper and lower Co/Pd interface. The reason for the larger dislocation
distances than expected for bulk Co and Pd might either be some residual lattice misfit strain, or
chemical mixing due to interdiffusion. The same model, applied to Co/Au multilayers, results in
a coincidence lattice formed by 8 lattice parameters of Co, and 7 lattice parameters of Au. This
leads to strain contrast with a period of 1.75 nm viewed in the [110] and 1.0 nm projected in the
[1121 direction. These results were experimentally confirmed.

Misfit dislocations have been observed for Co/Pd and Co/Au multilayers with
t(Co) > 0.2 nm. This implies that the critical thickness, at which the coherent to semi-coherent
transformation occurs (11), is smaller than one atomic layer for the multilayers studied. RHEED
observations (12) also indicate that sub-monolayers of Co on Pd(1 11) already have a lattice
spacing near the bulk value.

CONCLUSIONS

The multilayers show a pronounced columnar growth mode. For Co/Pd, higher T(s)
leads to wider columns, probably by an increased surface diffusion during growth. Within the
columns the multilayers have a convex curvature in the growth direction. HREM of a Co/Au
multilayer shows that even the basic Au lattice is bent. Layer bending is probably caused by a
"self-shadowing" mechanism. For Co/Pd multilayers grown at higher T(s) the layer bending is
localized at the column boundaries. Variation of the multilayer interface orientation is thought to
affect the magnitude of the perpendicular anisotropy through an angular dispersion of the
preferred magnetization axis.

From image processing on HREM irmages, the presence of residual lattice misfit strain or
some chemical intermixing in Co/Pd multilayers is deduced. HREM further shows the presence
of h.c.p. Co in thicker Co/Au multilayers (2.4 nm Co, 2.4 nm Au).

Misfit relaxation occurs in the form of misfit dislocations, which form a two-dimensional
hexagonal network in the (11) interface plane. The contrast of the dislocations depends on the
viewing direction. The critical thickness is found to be below one monolayer for the studied
Co/Pd and Co/Au multilayers.
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ABSTRACT

Multilayers of Fe(100)/Ag(100) were grown by MBE and analyzed with in
situ RI-EED and M6ssbauer spectroscopy. These films had a constant Ag layer
thickness of 40 monolayers (ML) and varying Fe layer thicknesses of 3, 6, and
9 ML. Using M6ssbauer spectroscopy the presence of three Fe sites was inferred.
From considerations of the hyperfine parameters and the relative intensities of
the sextets, we assign one site to the bulk, and one to each interface: Fe on Ag
and Ag on Fe. We believe that one explanation of this is differing tetragonal
distortions at the two interfaces. Consequently, another series of films was
grown in an attempt to distinguish these sites. These films were essentially
identical to the 9 ML film above, but the Fe layers were composed of 5Fe. with
a 2 ML 5 Fe probe layer effused at the bulk and at each interface in turn. At
this point "Fe M6ssbauer spectroscopy was used to determine the hyperflne
field and its temperature dependence for each of the three sites.

INTRODUCTION

Several groups 11-41 have studied Fe(100)/Ag(100) multilayers using a
wide variety of characterization techniques such as M6ssbauer spectroscopy,
forward electron scattering, etc. These investigations have produced results
suggestive of interesting interfacial properties. Most interestingly. an apparent
difference in the magnetic properties of the Fe/Ag interface and the Ag/Fe
interface has been observed. This Is quite unlike anything observed in the
Fe(110)/Ag(l 11) system, where a one bulk site, one interface site model has
always been sufficient.

This paper reports on a study of Fe(100)/Ag(100) multilayers using a
M6ssbauer depth profiling technique that was pioneered by this group 15]. This
technique allows us to probe the magnetic properties of the two interfaces and
the interior site individually. We begin by reviewing previous work by this group
on Fe(100)/Ag(1 00) multilayers that were not depth profiled. We then describe
the magnetically probed film and compare their magnetic properties to those
of the previous non-probed films.

GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION

Two series of Fe(100)/Ag(100) multilayers were grown in a Perkin-Elmer
PHI 430B MBE system equipped with In-situ reflection high energy electron
diffraction (RHEED). All multilayers were grown on polished, single-crystal
NaCI(00 1) substrates. NaCI was chosen because of the good lattice match with

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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Ag(100) and the ease of film removal for purposes of transmission Mbssbauer
spectroscopy. The substrates were outgassed in UHV at 400 °C for 3 hours.
A fresh 200 - 300 A epilayer was deposited at 250 °C to provide a clean, flat
surface for growth. Approximately 5000 A of Ag were deposited at 250 °C as a
base on which to grow all our multilayers. This base was then annealed at 375
'C for 3 hours. Earlier work 141 and our own RHEED analysis has shown that
this annealing produces a dramatic improvement in film crystallinity and
flatness. All the multilayers were grown at as low a substrate temperature as
possible, however, our system does not have a substrate cooling capability, so
the substrate experienced a ramping of temperature from 30 to 80 'C during
the growths due to radiative heating from the effusion cells. We expect that we
do not obtain layer-by-layer growth of Fe(100) on Ag(100) at these elevated
temperatures 16]. RHEED observations of our Fe bilayer components show
streaks that are somewhat broadened compared to those of the Ag base, sug-
gesting a roughened yet still crystalline character even after 20 repetitions.
Typical growth rates were 20 A/min for Ag and 5 A/min for Fe. After the
multilayers were grown they were covered with a very thick Ag layer to protect
them from oxidation upon removal from the UHV environment. The pressure
in the MBE growth region was kept below 5 x lio Torr during the growths. The
films were removed from the NaCl substrate and analyzed with M6ssbauer
spectroscopy in a transmission geometry with the film normal parallel to the
gamma ray propagation direction. A cryogenic refrigerator was used to vary
the temperature of the samples from 12.5 K to room temperature. The samples
were immersed in liquid He to obtain the 4.2 K data points.

The first series of multilayers was of the form [FeAglj, where x=3. 6, and
9 ML, and z- 10 to 15 repetitions. The Ag thickness was kept at a constant 40
ML to insure that the Fe bilayer components were magnetically isolated. The
second series of films was essentially identical to the 9 ML film mentioned
above, except for the composition of the Fe bilayer component. in this case
pure "t Fe was used, and a 2 ML 5 7Fe layer was effused at the top interface, at
the bottom interface, and at the interior site, each in turn. One of these films,
with the 5

7Fe at the bottom interface, is shown schematically in figure 1. This
"rFe probing was done because when the first series of films was analyzed with
transmission M6ssbauer spectroscopy. several interesting features were
identified, most notably the existence of three Fe sites with very different
hyperfine parameters in the 6 and 9 ML films. These sites were tentatively
assigned as follows: two different interface sites and one interior site. Because
the M6ssbauer effect is only sensitive to 5

7Fe, the 2 ML 5 7Fe probe layer allows
each site to be probed specifically. Using this technique we can verify our site
assignment and study the magnetic behavior of each of the sites individually.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The M6ssbauer results at 4.2 K for the first series of films are shown in
figure 2. The spectra consist of three magnetically split sextet components for
the 6 and 9 ML films, and two such components for the 3 ML film. We assign
the labels "A" and "B" to the two components in the 3 ML film and "C" to the
additional component in the 6 and 9 ML films. Because the C component in
the 6 and 9 ML films has bulk-like hyperfine parameters and its intensity grows
with increasing Fe bilayer component thickness, we assign this component to
the interior Fe site. The other two sites show hyperfine parameters that are
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very different from bulk and are assigned to the two interface regions: Fe on
Ag and Ag on Fe. The interface sites also show very large quadrupole splittings,
which indicates a highly non-cubic environment at the interfaces. We attribute
this to tetragonal distortions caused by the large mismatch in perpendicular
lattice spacing between Fe(100) and Ag(100). Forward electron scattering
measurements done on this system by Egelhoff et aL 171 confirm the existence
of such tetragonal distortions and strongly support the two-interface site
assignment.

I I

40 ML Ag(100) '.

7M 5(03ML

7 ML Fe 56 (100)

2 ML Fe 57 (100)C

40 ML Ag(l 00)

9ML
Figure 1. (above) Scheatic representa-
lion of site-probed multliayer film. The
"
7Fe layer was effused at the top Interface

and at the interior site in subsequent i
growths. -8 -4 0 4 8
Figure 2. (right) M6ssbauer spectra at 4.2
K for the non-' Fe probed films. velocity (mm/sec)

The high temperature magnetic behavior of these films is also of interest.
At room temperature the 6 ML spectrum consists of a sharp sextet, a signifi-
cantly broadened sextet suggestive of magnetic relaxation, and a collapsed
doublet. The 3 ML spectrum Is completely collapsed, and the 9 ML spectrum
remains completely magnetically split. We still obtain two sites in the 3 MI,
film and three sites in the 6 and 9 ML films, as at 4.2 K. The 3 and 6 ML films
could be collapsed due to magnetic relaxation or a reduced Curie temperature
(T,). In order to distinguish between these two causes, Mbssbauer measure-
ments were made with a 5 kG field applied in the filmu plane. This completely
splits the 6 ML spectm.n, but does very little to the 3 ML spectrum. At 77 K
the 6 ML sample is completely split even in the absence of a field, and the 3
ML spectrum Is still collapsed. We can conclude from this that the 6 ML sample
is strongly magnetically relaxed at elevated temperatures and that T, for the 3
ML sample is greatly reduced from the value for bulk Fe of 1043 K.
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All three films showed a large perpendicular surface anisotropy at 4.2 K,
in agreement with previous results [ 1,41. As expected the magnetization Is most
heavily canted out of the plane of the film in the 3 ML film, and gradually turns
toward the film plane as the Fe bayer thickness increases. However, even at
x= 9 ML the magnetization is still, on the average, about 17 degrees out of
plane.

The M6ssbauer results at room temperature for the second series of films
are shown in Fig. 3 along with the corresponding spectrum from the earlier 9
ML film. These spectra are all magnetically split, and contain mainly a single
sextet component. As expected, each probed film shows a distinct spectrum
that is slgnificantly different from the spectra of the other two probed samples.
Their hyperflne parameters can be well-matched with those of the 3 components
in the earlier 9 ML film (see Table 1). These agreements strongly support our
initial 3 site assignments. However, it should be pointed out that the linewidths
of these spectra are noticeably broadened. Thert, are several possible reasons
for the line broadening. As we do not have the capability for substrate cooling,
the growth of Fe(100) on Ag(100) is expected to be somewhat roughened. Also.
as our multilayer samples have 20 repetitions, a slight variation from one layer
to another is probable. These two factors complicate the scrutiny of a single
Fe site for the 2 ML "7Fe probes used, especially as it is likely the magnetic and
structural properties of the two monolayers are slightly different (in fact. it is
expected to bel.

(a)

V 1"- "Ile (b)':I., , -. , ! .

-8 -4 0 4 a -8 -4 0 4 8

velocity (ram/see) velocity (ram/see)

Figure 3. Room temperature .ssbauer Figure 4. M6ssbauer spectra at 13 K for

spectra for the top (a), rmiddle (b). bottom probed films (a) top (b) middle anod (c)
(r). and (d) the 9 ML non-probed film. bottom.
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Table I
Summary of Hyperfine Parameters for the

Sites Obtained in the Films

Film Site Hyperflne Quadrupole Isomer
Field Splitting Shift

H IkOel A 1mm/s 8 [mm/s]

9 ML non- A 255.5 -0.05 0.09

probed film

B 320.6 0.00 0.02
C 287.9 -0.03 0.06

9 ML Probed Top 287.1 -0.07 0.17
Film

Middle 299.6 0.01 0.04

Bottom 324.1 -0.01 0.01

250

In order to determine the low
temperature magnetic properties 340
and the temperature dependence
of the hyperfine field, M6ssbauer
measurements were performed at 330
low temperatures (down to 13 K) -a i
for all three probed samples. The z? 320 -
agreement (of the hyperflne T
parameters) between the previous 310 ,
9 ML film and these detailed
probed samples Is not as good at
these temperatures, but is still 300 .

evident particularly in terms of
isomer shift and quadrupole 290 -
splitting. These spectra are shown
in Fig. 4. The temperature
dependence of the hyperfine field 0 50 100 150 200 250 322
at the bottom probe can be T (K)
described by a T 1 2 relation. For the
other two samples with the probe Figure 5. Hyperfine field vs T for the
at the top interface and at the probed films (a) top (b) middle and (c)
interior, however, the temperature ottom.

dependence follows a T' relation for temperatures above 100 K and changes
to a roughly linear T dependence at lower temperatures (see Fig. 5). These
latter results are preliminary and are presently being refined.
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A COMPARISON OF GROWTH AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF FE(l10)/AG(1ll) AND
FE(100)/AG(100) MULTILAYERS

J.C. Walker, H. Tang, M.D. Wieczorek, D.J. Keavney, D.F. Storm, Z.Q. Qiu(-
),

and C.J. Gutierrezb), Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD.

ABSTRACT

Two series of Fe/Ag multilayers were grown in a Perkin-Elmer 430B MBE
system, one of the Fe(llO)/Ag(lll) orientation and another of the
Fe(100)/Ag(100) orientation. Vastly different techniques were developed by
this group and others to achieve epitaxial growth of both of these systems.
Using RHEED, it was inferred that the optimal growth of Fe(llO) on Ag(lll)
occurred at a substrate temperature of 180o C. In contrast, the growth of
Fe(l00)/Ag(100) proceeded with the sharpest RHEED streaks at a reduced
substrate temperature. We believe that these fundamentally different growth
parameters are the result of physically different growth modes, conjectured
to be: edge growth (Fe 110), and a more nucleated growth (Fe 100).
Accordingly, dissimilar magnetic interfacial properties are also strongly
in evidence, accounted for by the structural differences associated with
the different Fe planes. Furthermore, Fe(liO) layers as thin as 3 ML were
grown on Ag(lll) and showed no superparamagnetism and a genuine 2-dimen-
sional behavior of M(T). However, the Fe(100) on Ag(100) multilayers in a
similar thickness range exhibited strong relaxation and a comparatively
reduced Curie temperature.

INTRODUCTION

Our group has long been interested in the magnetic properties of
ultrathin iron and silver layered structures, and we have worked on a
method of growing high-quality, epitaxial Fe(llO)/Ag(lll) heterostructures
and multilayers. Due to the mutual immiscibility of the two component
metals and our ability to investigate microscopic magnetic properties using
57

Fe transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy, the iron/silver multilayer struc-
tures are ideal for our study of low-dimensional magnetism.

We have recently developed a method for growing likewise high-quality,
epitaxial iron/silver multilayers in the Fe(100)/Ag(100) orientation. While
other groups have grown and studied either the Fe(ll0)/Ag(lll) or the
Fe(lO0)/Ag(100) system [1-6], we are the first to fabricate multilayers in
both orientations and directly compare their magnetic properties.

For this work we grew two series of Fe/Ag multilayers with approximately
parallel structure. That is, if one denotes the structure of a given film
as (Fe.Agy),, where x and y are the component thicknesses in monolayers and
z is the number of bilayer repetitions, then for the Fe(100)/Ag(100)
series, x- 3, 6, and 9; z- 15, 10, and 15, respectively, and y- 40.
Likewise, for the Fe(llO)/Ag(lll) films, x- 3, 5, and 8; z- 8, 30, and 30,
respectively, and y- 20.

Growth of the Fe(100)/Ag(l0O) systems differs enormously from growth of
the Fe(llO)/Ag(lll) systems. Choice of substrate, substrate preparation
prior to growth, and substrate temperature during growth are widely
different for the two orientations, and accordingly, we expect that there
is a difference between the two growth modes.

M6ssbauer spectroscopy of these films revealed magnetic properties which
vary greatly between the two orientations. Although we saw evidence of
magnetic ordering in all films, the Mossbauer spectra of the Fe(100) films

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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(a) (C)

(b) (d)

L RHEED patterns of: (a) Ag(lll) l
st 

layer, (b) Fe(11O) l
st

layer, (c) Ag(lO0) base layer, (d) Fe(100) I
st 

layer

improved patterns compare well with those of Ag(100) on GaAs(100) seen by
other groups [111.

Upon completion of the silver base, the substrate was allowed to cool to
room temperature. We grew the Fe(100)/Ag(100) multilayers at this reduced
substrate temperature, but owing to our lack of substrate cooling, the
temperature gradually ramped from about 300 C to 800 C over the course of
the multilayer growth. RHEED confirmed that the iron growth was epitaxial
and of the (100) orientation (Figure Id). Deposition proceeded at 3.8 A/mmn
for the iron and 20 A/mmn for the silver.

We grew three films, each having iron layers of constant thickness equal
to 3, 6, and 9 ML. The intervening silver spacer layers were 40 ML thick in
all three films. The 3 and 9 ML Fe films consisted of 15 bilayer
repetitions each, while the bilayer structure of the 6 ML Fe film was
repeated ten times. The RHEED patterns produced by the surface of the final
bilayer of each film showed little or no degradation, confirming that our
multilayers are indeed of a very high quality. Finally, the multilayers
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showed considerable out-of-plane alignment of the magnetization at low

temperatures and thin iron layers, asymmetric and broadened lines charac-

teristic of multiple magnetic environments, and prominent central features
suggestive of magnetic relaxation or a reduced Curie temperature. By

contrast the spectra of the Fe(llO) films consisted of sharp, well-defined
sextets which showed no evidence of magnetic relaxation or a reduced To. We
believe this variation arises from lattice distortions which appear at the

iron-silver interfaces of the Fe(l00) orientation [7], but are absent in

the Fe(llO) films.

GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION

Both series of films were grown under UHV conditions in a Perkin-Elmer
430B MBE system equipped with residual gas analysis and in situ reflection

high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The deposition rates were

monitored by a commercially available quartz crystal oscillator (Inficon
XTC).

Fe(110)'Ag(lll). For the Fe(ll0)/Ag(lll) orientation we used either
natural or air-cleaved, iron-free, synthetic mica substrates. The advantage

of using synthetic mica is its transparency to the gamma rays used in 57Fe

transmission Mossbauer spectroscopy; thus these substrates need no other
preparation than outgassing for four hours at 3000 C immediately prior to
growth. Unfortunately, large, substrate-quality pieces of synthetic, iron-
free mica are difficult to find. Following the example of Koch et. al. [8],
we developed a method of removing our films from the much more readily
available, though iron-contaminated, natural mica. After outgasssing the
mica substrate, we deposited a buffer layer of about 300 A of NaCl before
commencing the silver growth. This NaCl epilayer allowed us to completely
remove our films from the mica substrates using only transparent tape and a
few drops of UHP water.

Upon completion of the necessary substrate preparation, we grew a silver
base approximately 2.5 - 5 kA thick. Optimal growth of Ag(lll) seems to
occur at a substrate temperature of 1800 C and at a deposition rate of
about 20 A/min: the presence of well-defined, multiple-order streaks on our
RHEED patterns (Figure la) are evidence of the high degree of flatness and
single-crystallinity effected by these growth parameters. Growth of the
iron layers, which proceeded at a deposition rate of 3.8 A/min and at the
same substrate temperature as for the silver, was epitaxial and of the

(110) orientation, as shown by RHEED (Figure Ib). For each of the three
films the iron component thicknesses were held constant at 3, 5, or 8
monolayers (ML). In all films the iron layers were separated by 20 ML of
silver. (I ML of Fe(ll0) - 2.00 A; 1 ML of Ag(lll) - 2.36 A). This bilayer
structure was repeated 30 times in the 5 and 8 ML Fe films and eight times
in the 3 ML film.

Finally, the multilayer was capped with several thousand angstroms of
additional silver to inhibit oxidation.

Fe(!00)lAg(100Q. For Fe(l00)/Ag(l00) growth we used commercially
available, high-quality NaCI substrates, which were air-cleaved along the
(100) plane. Immediately after outgassing the substrate in UHV for one hour
at 3000 C, we effused a fresh NaCl epilayer several hundred angstroms thick
at the same substrate temperature and at a deposition rate of approximately
2 - 5 A/s, following the example of Gutmann and Hayek (9] and Koster et.
al. [10]. We then allowed the substrate to cool slightly to 2500 C and
commenced growth of the silver base. The silver deposition rate was about
15 - 20 A/min for the first 1000 angstroms of accumulation, after which we
increased the rate to 3 A/s until the total silver thickness reached 1.5
kA. Examination of the silver surface by RHEED produced weak-intensity
patterns of (100) streaks. The patterns were greatly improved, however, by
a four-hour anneal at 4000 C followed by an additional 2.5 kA layer of
silver grown at a substrate temperature of 2500 C (Figure Ic). These
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Fioure2 4.2 K Mossbauer spectra of Fex(110)/Ag20(GII) (left) and
Fex(100)/Ag4 0 (100) (right)
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0E
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F-e 300 K Mssbauer spectra of Fex(110)/A20(11) (left) and

Fex (100)/A940GO 10) (right)
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were capped with 5 kA of Ag(100).

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Mossbauer spectroscopy reveals striking differences between the magnetic
properties of the two orientations. The spectra of the Fe(IO0) films imply

significant structural distortion and perpendicular anisotropy, neither of
which is present in the Fe(1l0) films: the M6ssbauer spectra of the latter

show sharp, single-sextet structure and in-plane magnetization at all

temperatures between 4.2 K and room temperature. The (100) M6ssbauer
spectra evidence significant out-of-plane canting of the magnetization,

which decreases not only with increasing iron layer thickness, but also
with increasing temperature, and broad, asymmetric absorption lines, which

strongly suggest multiple environments. We hypothesize the existence k ' two

distinct interface sites in each of the three films, plus one bulk-like

site in each of the 6 and 9 ML films. As detailed elsewhere [121, we
believe the appearance of multiple sites in the (100) films is due to a

tetragonal lattice distortion at the iron-silver interfaces (such as has
been reported by Egelhoff ec. al. [13]) which is not present in the (110)

films.

In addition, there is a total absence of central components in the

Mossbauer spectra of the Fe(110) films, even for those of only 3 ML
thickness (Figures 2 & 3). By contrast, the 3 and 6 ML Fe(100) films
exhibited significant central features. We normally interpret these central

components to be indicative of magnetic relaxation caused by the presence
of large, flat, iron islands rather than a continuous film [14]. As

detailed elsewhere [15], the central feature of the 6 ML film is due to
magnetic relaxation, while that of the 3 ML film is due to a reduced Curie

temperature. In the case of the 3 ML Fe(100) film, the reduction in T. is

likely due to the non-close-packed arrangement of the iron atoms.

CONCLUSION

We have succeeded in fabricating two series of high-quality. epitaxial

iron/silver multilayers, Fe(ll0)/Ag(llI) and Fe(00)/Ag(l00). Growth of the
two orientations proceeded under vastly different conditions, and we

conjecture different growth modes as well. Mossbauer spectroscopy revealed

vastly different magnetic properties, which we believe arise from different

lattice distortions at the various iron/silver interfaces.
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THE ENHANCED MAGNETIZATION OBSERVED IN FE/MO MULTILAYERS

DEPOSITED BY ION-BEAM SPUTTERING

Y. Wang, F.Z. Cui, W.Z. Li, and Y.D. Fan

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Tsinghua
University, Beijing 100084, China

ABSTRACT

Fe/Mo multilayers, with varied Fe single layer thickness, tFo,

and Mo single layer thickness, t.., were deposited by using a

focusing ion-beam sputtering technique. Their structural and

magnetic properties were studied. The periodic modulated structure

was observed for all samples. An enhancement of magnetization over

the value of bulk Fe was noticed for some samples. The change of

lattice spacing of Fe layers, as a result of compress stress in

the film plane, was considered to be responsible for the increase

of the magnetization for Fe/Mo multilayers.

INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in the studying of magnetic

multilayers because of their novel magnetic properties'
-
"

Besides the perpendicular anisotropy, which leads to the potential

application of the magnetic multilayers in perpendicular magnetic

recording, the change of magnetization is also one of the most

important aspects of magnetic multilayers. An enhancement of

magnetization over that of bulk magnetic materials has been

observed for some systems such as Co/Pd , Fe/Co'
4 1

, and

Fe/Ag
% 1 

. The enhancement of the saturation magnetization had been

attributed mainly to the increase of magnetic moment for the

ferromagnetic atoms at the interfaces . In our work, Fe/Mo

multilayers with varies modulation period were prepared by using

an ion-beam sputtering technique. An enhancement of the

magnetization for Fe atoms was observed in Fe/Mo multilayer

systems for the first time. The author attributed the enhancement

of the magnetization to the expansion of the interatomic distance

between Fe atoms in Fe/Mo multilayers.

EXPERIMENT

Fe/Mo multilayers were prepared by alternate depositing Fe and

Mo onto water-cooled glass or silicon wafer substrates using an

ion-beam sputtering technique described before
F 7

'. All samples

were grown on prior deposited buffer layer of pure Mo with the

thickness of 200 A, and were covered with a Mo layer on the outer

surface. Since the single layer thickness of Fe (t7 , ) and Mo (t,. I

was controlled by adjusting the deposition time, the determination

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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of the deposition rates for both Fe and Mo was a crucial procedure

for the sample preparation. Two methods, i.e. Rutherford back-

scattering spectroscopy (RBS) and optical interferometer, were

used to calibrate the deposition rate. By choosing the proper

deposition parameters, as shown in Table I, Fe/Mo multilavers with

t,, in the range 10-60 A and tMo 10-80 A were prepared. The number

of period for each sample was adjusted according to t,* to

maintain the total thickness of Fe to be a constant as 1000 A.

Standard X-ray diffraction (XRD) using monochromatic Cu Ku

radiation was deployed to measure the periodic layered structure

and the crystallography structure of Fe/Mo multilayers.
The magnetic properties of Fe/Mo multilayers were measured using

the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) with an applied magnetic
field up to 2000 Oe.

Table I. The deposition parameters

Base Pressure: <Ix10
- 6 

Torr
Working Pressure: 5xl0

- 
Torr

Ion-Beam Accelerating Voltage : 2.8 keV
Beam Current: 100 mA
Deposition Rate: 1.1 A/sec for Fe

1.2 A/see for Mo

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
1st (a)

The X-ray diffraction peaks,

resulted from the periodic

layered structure in Fe/Mo 2nd

multilayers, were observed in r

the small angle (20=1.5-10")
XRD spectra (see Fig.1). From

the position of small angle XRD 4 .

peaks, the modulation period of (b)

Fe/Mo multilayers could be

calculated. The exact value of - 2nd

tF. and tm, was determined from a
the atom ratio of Fe and Mo 3rd

obtained with RBS. The results

agreed well with our designed
value within an experiment

error of less than 5%.

Fig.2 shows the large angle 1.5 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

(20=35-55') XRD spectra for 20 (Degree)
samples with different Figure 1

modulation period. From these The small angle XRD specta for

spectra, the diffraction peaks samples with:

for both BCC Fe(llO) and BCC (a) tO=2
5 

A, t.=11 A

Mo(llO) planes could be (b) tm.=3
7 

A, tr.=33 A

observed, indicating that Fe/Mo
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multilayer was composed of BCC
lo0)I IFe(ll0) crystalline Fe and Mo layers

with a crystal orientation of
Fe(110)//Mo(ll0). For samples
with tF, and tn larger than 20
A, a small shift towards lower
angle direction could be

noticed for the diffraction
(a) peaks of both Fe(1iO) and

Mo(110) (see Fig.2 (b) and
(c)). This indicated that the

k (b) lattice spacing of the Fe(1lO)
a and Mo(llO) planes was a little

0 larger than that of bulk

materials. The expansion of the

(d) lattice spacing of Fe was
._.___.____ .. partly attributed to the

35 40 50 55 lattice mismatch because the

20 (Degree) lattice spacing of Mo is 9.8%

Figure 2 larger than that of Fe. Since

The large angle XRD spectra the ion-beam accelerating

for samples with: voltage we used was 2.8 kV,

(a) t".=25 A, tF,=ll A which was higher than that used

(b) tno :2 3 A, tF, :26 A by other authors, the bombard-
(c) tm,=

3 7 
A, tF.=

3 3 
A ment effects on the samples by

(d) t.=26 A, t,=50 A the reflected Ar* was stronger.
During the sample preparation,

the reflected Ar atoms could penetrate into the film during and
crilarged the interatomic distance of Fe and Mo layers. This could
result in large compressive stress in the film planer . 9 i.

For samples with tFs10 A, only Mo(110) diffraction peak could
observed at 20=40.5' in the XRD spectra (see Fig.2 (a)). In this
case, the Fe layers were no longer continuous and became small
islands scattered in Mo matrix. The Mo layers grown through the
discontinuous Fe layers to form columnar crystals with Mo(110)
texture.

The magnetic properties of Fe/Mo multilayers were measured at
room temperature by using VSM. All samples were ferromagnetic with
the easy axis in the film plane. The saturation magnetization for
unit volume Fe atoms, 4%Ms, was shown in Table II. For samples
with tr,<20 A, 4,tMs was very low, and decreased with the
decreasing tr,. For samples with t)50 A, 4xMs was closing to
that of single layer Fe films of 1000 A in thickness. For samples
with 20 A<tF.<45 A, a remarkable enhancement of 4nMs over that of
bulk Fe could be noticed. The highest value of 4xMs was 2.60 T,
about 20% over that of bulk Fe. It was found that the samples
which had enhanced 4xMs were those with large compressive stress,
as mentioned above. The lattice spacing of Fe(110) expanded
because of the lattice mismatch between Fe an Mo layers and Ar
atoms absorbed in the film during the deposition. The magnetic
properties of ferromagnetic elements relate closely to the atomic
volume or the interatomic distancer4 1

. It has been point out by
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the energy-bound calculation '' ''1 that the magnetic moment of
the atom increases as the atomic volume increases. Therefor an

appropriate expansion of the interatomic distance could result in
larger exchanging forces between Fe atoms, and lead to the
enhanced magnetic moment for Fe atoms. For samples with tF.<20 A.

41Ms decreased because the Fe layer became poorly crystallized and
no longer continuous as t., decreased.

Table II. The saturation magnetization, 4xMs,

measure by VSM

Sample 47rMs (T/cm
3
)

Bulk Fe 2.15

Fe Thin Film (1000 A) 1.83

Fe(5A)/Mo(24A) 0.46
Fe(11A)/Mo(25A) 0.87
Fe(15A)/Mo(25A) 1.42
Fe(20A)/Mo(26A) 1.84

Fe(21A)/Mo(24A) 2.07
Fe(26A)/Mo(IIA) 2.37
Fe(26A)/Mo(23A) 2.31

Fe(28A)/Mo(43A) 1.98
Fe(29A)/Mo(38A) 2.07
Fe(32A)/Mo(52A) 2.14
Fe(33A)/Mo(37A) 2.54
Fe(34A)/Mo(70A) 2.60

Fe(45A)/Mo(26A) 1.96
Fe(50A)/Mo(26A) 1.84

CONCLUSIONS

All Fe/Mo multilayers prepared by ion-beam sputtering exhibited
good periodic modulated structures.

A remarkable enhancement of saturation magnetization over that
of bulk Fe was observed for samples with 20 A<tr,<40 A. This

phenomena was attributed to the appropriate expansion of

interatomic distance between Fe atoms, which was caused by the
lattice mismatch and the absorbed Ar atoms in the film.
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TN17ETICATION OF MUACNETIC ORDEr TN TRON 0XIDE-NICKEL OXIDE
SUPERLATTICES WITH MODULATION WAVELENGTH LESS THAN 80 A

S. D. !,EERY, D. M. LIND, G. CHERN, H. MATHIAS AND L. R. TESTARDI
Florida State University, Department of Physics and the Center for
Materials Research and Technology, Tallahassee, FL 32306-3016

ABSTRACT

We have investigated the magnetic order, using SQUID magneto-
metry, for short modulation wavelength FeO,/NiO superlattices,
grown on single crystal MgO. Ferrimagnetic Fe3O, has a saturation
moment of -500 emu/cm' at 0 K and a Curie temperature of 858 K,
while bulk NiO is antiferromagnetic with a Neel temperature of
525 K. Very hiqh crystalline quality with little interdiffusior
is indicated by X-ray diffraction, SEM, optical microscopy, and
in-situ RHEED, and the samples show highly anisotropic electrical
conductivity which also indicates the strong modulation present.
Long wavelength samples (A- > 200 A) have a behavior only slight-
ly different from that expected from bulk FeO,, but for A_,<80 A,
spontaneous magnetization is replaced by paramagnetism, with wea
temperature dependence (not 1/T' from 5 K to 400 K.

INTRODUCTION

We have prepared FeO./NiO superlattices on MgO single crystal
substrates, with a range of modulation wavelengths 16 A<A.o<258 A.
The components all share a cubic: oxygen lattice which are nearly
lattice matched (mismatch is -0.3 % for Fe,O,/NiO, -0.7 % for
NiO/MgO, and -0.4 % for FeO,/MgO). The thicknesses of each compo-
nent was nominally equal, but in general the films had FeO, mea-
sured layer thicknesses comprising -45 % of the bilayer thickness.
The films were found to be of high quality by in-situ RHEED, X-ray
diffraction (XRD), SEM, and optical microscopy.

Growth procedures and characterization of the film structure
have been reported', and will only be reviewed briefly here. The
superlattices were grown in a MBE system using dual electron beai
evaporation sources with elemental Fe and Ni, respectively, which
were alternately shuttered under the control of a film thickness
monitor. Oxygen was incorporated via a oxygen plasma-assisted ECR
source. Pressure during deposition was about 2x10 -' Torr (entirely
oxygen); the background pressure was in the high 10- Torr to low
10- Torr range. Grown films were typically 1 p thick.

In-situ RHEED served as a monitor of crystal quality during
the growths. RHEED patterns alternated between those for a cubic
rocksalt pattern for NiO and MgO, and the pattern for the spine]
Fe,O, layers which had extra streaks midway between the ones for
NiO/MgO due to the doubled periodicity of the spinel structure.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements for the films show
no evidence of other crystal orientations than the (001) direction
of the single crystal substrate and for the films reported here.
A sampling of typical XRD spectra are presented in Figure 1, show-
ing the low angle scans for A-, = 53 A and A_,, = 75 A. The large
number of lines present indicates the high crystalline quality ir
these films (which are among our ws ones). We do not believe

Met. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. r1992 Materials Research Society
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.Fe 304/NiO Superlattices
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Figure 1. Low angle XRD results for A_,=53 A and A...=75 A super-

lattices.

that siqnificant interfacial interdiffusion is consistent with
both the XRD results or the alternating RHEED patterns found dur-
ing growth; we are presently attempting to model the XRD results.

We have also measured in-plane conductivity of these super-
lattices and the transverse (out-of-plane) conductivity in similar
modulated structures grown on nickel-coated mica

2 . The I-V mea-
surements show non-linear behavior similar to the Poole-Frenkel
effect', and we find very high anisotropy (approaching 10') in the
measured conductivity. For Fe3O, single crystal films we observe
the Verwey transition' near its normal temperature of 120K.

MAGNETIZATION

We have also previously reported on the direct magnetic char-

acterization of these superlattices through the measurement of
hysteresis loops (magnetization in-plane) in a SQUID magnetome-
ter5 . Measurements were made of both the substrate with no super-
lattice, and the combined substrate/superlattice system to allow
for an appropriate substrate background subtraction.

Single crystal Fe3O4 films grown on MgO substrates showed a

behavior consistent with bulk FeO., but when A, is decreased
below 80 A, the measurements showed loops with little hysteresis,
which behave approximately linearly (paramagnetism) with applied
field, and without reaching saturation at applied fields of 55 kOe
(the maximum of our superconducting maagnet). There are essential-
ly no directional differences found (in-plane, out-of plane, and
in the body diagonal direction) for fields exceeding about 40 kOe.

Hysteresis measurements were performed at three temperatures
in Reference 5: 5 K, 10 K, and 300 K. The linear response found
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at both ' K and 10 F were nearly identtca2 over the entire ±55 kOE
applied field range. For 300 K, the slope of the response often
increased (about 5-10 %), which is not the I/T behavior expected
for Curie type paramagnetism.

M versus T Scans

To understand the temperature behavior in greater detail, we
made measurements of a subset of the grown superlattices for a 55
kOe applied field, allowing the temperature to vary from 5 K to
-320 Y. Since our background measurements were performed at fixed
temperatures, and we did not yet desire to destroy these films,
we resorted to a simulation of the MgO substrate background.

We have previously found that the substrates we have used
have both the normal diamagnetism expected of MgO, but also a
paramagnetic contribution, presumably from Mg vacancies in the
crystal lattice acting as paramagnetic centers. By modelling the
paramagnetic contribution using a J=1/2 Brillouin function, and
a room temperature measurement of the substrate to measure the
diamagnetic moment of the substrate, we have found we can com-
pletely characterize the substrate signal as a function of ambient.
temperature and applied field.

Using this procedure, we have measured the magnetization M
versus temperature T for FeO single crystal films, and for
A.,o=75 A and A..=53 A superlattices at an applied field H of 55
kOe. The results are shown in Figure 2. The Verwey transition
is clearly visible in the curve for the FeO film. The other
curve for short wavelength superlattices show no such behavior (we
have not seen the VerweV transition in any of our superlattices),
and clearly do not show significant temperature variation (such
as l/T). Increasing M with T is clearly seen in the A=53 A film
for T<200 K. These scans are qualitively similar to previous
results obtained from the endpoints of hysteresis curves.

Discussion

The temperature dependence of the M, since it does not obey
the l/T form, is not consistent of normal paramagnetism due to
independent magnetic moments in a thermal bath. A possible expla-
nation for the M versus T behavior is if there is significant.
coupling at the Fe304/NiO interfaces, the strong anisotropy found
by antiferromagnetic resonance measurements in NiO' may be locking
the Fe30. moments to the NiO (111) spin axis direction, with neigh-
boring Fe.O. layers antiferromagnetically coupled.

The fact that M increases with T (at least over some tempera-
ture range) then may be due to a slight softening of the NiO ani-
sotropy with temperature. At higher temperatures the FeO. magne-
tization will begin to decrease more rapidly with temperature and
the total M of the superlattice (in-plane) will then decrease.
Interesting effects may also be observed closer to the Nbel tem--
perature when the NiO layers disorder; this measurement is now
impossible in our SQUID for our large samples.

The above suggestion is only speculation, however, since we
have not yet performed any microscopic measurements on these
films. This might allow us to make definite conclusions regarding
the origin of the linear hysteresis. We are planning experiments
in the near future (FMR and neutron scattering) which we hope will
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Figure 2. Magnetization plotted against temperature for Fe,O,
film, 53 A superlattice and 75 A superlattice.

provide us with more definitive conclusions.
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IREPARATION AND MAGNETISi OF CuO/AI 2 03 AND CuO/Mg()
ARTIFICIAL SUPERSTRUCTURED FILMS

'1'TSL(;t SOIIlIA AND KENJI KAWAGUCHI
Nati onal Chemical Laboratory for Industry, 1-1 Iligashi, Tsukuba. lbaraki
305, Japan

AIISTRACT

Three kinds of copper oxide (CuO) films, that is, CuO mono-layer
films (I.s), CuO/AI203 artificial superstructured films (ASFs) and CuO/lgO
ISFs were prepared by a reactive vapor deposition method. Magnetic suscep-
ibility of the lIAFs is almost constant against temperature and the Neel
temperature (T l is a little lower than that of bulk CuO. There is para-
magnetic contribution proportional to the number of the interfaces for both
kinds of ,Sl:s. It is considered to be caused by imperfect -Cu-O-Cu- anti-
ferromagnetic superexchange interactions located in the vicinity of inter-
faces.

I NTROIU CT IlON

A copper oxide (CuO) is an essential component in oxide hizh-Tc
superconductors. It is well known that the antiferromagnetic properti es of
CulO differ from other 3-d transition metal mono-oxides that show a typical
antiferromagnetic behavior 11-41. It will give us useful information con-
cerning the high-To mechanism to study the magnetic properties of (ull.
Several attempts to prepare CuO films have been reported 15-91. however titt
magnetic properties have not been investigated yet. In this work, we
present the preparation and the magnetic properties of CuO mono-layer films
(ll's). C(uO/Al 2 0 1 artificial superstructured films (ASFs) and CuO/lgO Sl.s.

i×P 1" I MENTAI.

A reactive vapor deposition process was used to fabricate the sample
fi ms. The deposition chamber was first evacuated to the base pressure of
about 5xl() -

7 Torr. using oil diffusion pumping system. The source materi-
als were metallie Cu, a-A i203l and MgO. They were evaporated by electron
beam guns in the oxygen atmosphere activated by radio frequency (RF) plas-
ma. The atmospheric pressure was kept 2xO 4  

Torr. during deposiIion.
'olyimide films and cleaved M'g(O10) single crystal plates were used as
subst rates. The sample discussed in this report were prepare( at substrate
temperature of 300'C. The deposition rate was eontrolled by automalically
: Ing ;v quartz thickness control system. I was kepl at (.02nm/scc. be-
cause very low deposition rate was found favorable for full oxidtation of
the samples. Structural analysis was performed by a conventional powder X-
ray diffraction (XRD) system. The magnetization of the ,ample- was meas-
ured by a SQUIID susceptometer (IIOXAN IISM-2000) In the temperature range
between 4.3K and 300K. An external field of lOkOe was applied horizonlally
to the film plane. Microscopic magnetic propertles of the films were
Investigated through the hyperflne fields of " Fe doped In CuO byl Mhtessb-
auer method. The Moessbauer samples were prepared using a 2-at% "'Fe doped
Cu Ingot as a source material. The Doppler shift velocity was calibrated
with the spectrum of pure iron metal. These magnetic properties were
examined for the samples deposited on very thin (7.5gm) polylmide sub-
strates (LI'IL.EX S, trade name by Ue Industries, Ltd.,), because the sub-

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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strate was effective for minimization of background signal in SQUID meas-
urements and high 7 -ray transmission in Moessbauer measurements.

CuO MI.Fs

Single phase CuO LFs were successfully prepared with the RF plasma

activation of oxygen atmosphere. Typical XRD patterns are shown in Fig.i
for the samples (RF power: 20W) deposited on polyimide and MgO substrates.

The sample on a polyimide substrate has a polycrystalline structure, while
that on a MgO(l00) substrate exhibits a preferred orientation as reported
in the reference 171.

The temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility of the CuO MYlF

on polyimide is shown in Fig.2. The magnetic susceptibility value of the
substrate is comparable to that of the sample film. However the suscepti-
bility of the substrate showed a small and monotonous change in tempera-
ture, and the reliable true value of the sample was evaluated. Such an
anomaly as measured for typical antlferromagnetic materials was not ob-
served and we could not determine the Neel temperature (TN) from the re-
sults.

The temperature dependence of the Moessbauer spectra has been inves-
tigated 110] for the sample deposited on a polylmlde substrate (RF power:
60W) as shown in Fig.3. A paramagnetic doublet spectrum is seen above
180K. The values of the isomer shift (IS) and the quadrupole splitting
(QS) are 0.41 mm/sec and 1.37 mm/sec, respectively at 180K. A signifi-

cant broadening of the spectrum Is shown below 150K. When the broadening
is due to the hyperfine field (F) induced by the matrix CuO molecular
field, T Nwas estimated to be about 160K from the relation between the hF
and the temperature [101. This temperature is a little lower than the
reported bulk value of 230K 11-41. The Moessbauer spectrum at 4.2K shows a
relatively clear hyperfine sextet. A two components fitting result is

illustrated by a solid curve (a) (both components of (b):scxtet and
(c):doublet are drawn together). Those of calculated magnetic IlIF and IS

of the sextet are 426 kOe and 0.50 mm/sec, respectively. The broad peak

T T T -- " T

I -

21)~ 2(511 - -L-

TEMPERATURE ()

Hg. . XRD patterns of CuO MiFs (30Onm)
prepared under a RF plasma power of 20W. ig.2, Set magnetic suscept i ity of the
Both sampi es were deposilted on (a) a same CuO MlIT used in Fig.l(a). An exler-
polyimide substrate and (b) a cleaved nal field of tOkOe was applied horizontal-
1Io)(100) single crystal at 300'1. ly Io th, film.
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width of the sextet indicates a little - .
distribution of HF values. It would proba-
bly reflects the structural imperfection of
the CuO film. The values of IS and QS of P'tJ.

the doublet component are 0.55 mm/sec and
2.1 mm/sec. The doublet suggests that
there is a small nonmagnetic component.
However there has not been additional
information to support it yet. Further I .

investigation is necessary. K . " .

CuO/A 1203 ASFs

A typical XRD pattern of a CuO/AI 2F3  '- ..
ASF deposited on polyimide substrate is
shown in Fig.4. Artificial superstructural
periodicity is clearly confirmed from the .
low angle XRD pattern. No Bragg peaks of 

A12 03 were observed for ASFs with various
arti'ficial periods in the middle angle
region. Whereas the ASFs with CuO layers
thicker than 5nm showed a polycrystalline
CuO pattern.

A Curie like paramagnetic component .I
was observed obviously in the magnetization 4"0
curves of CuO/Al203 ASFs. When the thick-
ness of A1 20 3 layers and the number of \'1AtIf nI iIfI,5)

artificial periods (NAP) are con-
stant, there are no remarkable dif- Ig.i.. Temprature dej~fndence of Moessbau-
ferences in the magnetization In the vr sFwctra of an ' Fe-doped Cuo '1LF

(FlOnm) deposited on a polyimide substrate
low temperature region. It means :i o0(C under ; RIF plasma power of 110.
that the thickness of the CuO layers The solid (ure (I) Is the least squares
is not correlated with the paramag- fitting result with Iorenzian lines for
netic behavior in thelow temperature the spectrum at 4.2K. and (b).(c) are the

region. The temperature dependence seXtet component and the doublet eom poflnnF

of magnetization for A1203/CuO AS~s of (a). respecti ely,

is given in Fig.5 for various artifi-
cial periods. In these AS~s, the
total thickness of CuO and A1 20 3 are
constant. The magnetization ti low
temperature region increases with 7
decreasing the thickness of artifi-
cial periods. Note that such a
Curie like behavior Is not signifi- .
cant for the CuO MLF prepared under <
the same condition as ASFs as shown

in Fig.2. To evaluate the contribu-
tion from the Interfaces, the mag- Z
netization data of Fig.5(a)-(c) were
subtracted by those of Fig.5(d) at
several temperatures. The magnetiza-
tion in the low temperature region Is U

proportional to the number of inter- 20 Cu Kal
faces. It is reasonable to consider
that the paramagnetic components are
derived from the Interfaces where Fig.4. XRD patterns of a
-Cu-O-Cu- antiferromagnetic superex- Cumm(l IOnt)/AI,0 3 F(15nt) ASF prepared under a
change interactions are cut off. RF power of 205 on a polylolde substrate

at :00' . The NAP Is twenty.
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7

(d)

I MF A l K,

llarw IZl o f l c

,xl111111 1 - I J H\IM- S A ! app I' i ..I

I cT II ieI i. i 1,asrn of' CIS(5Is pcr(4~m
-'il ) ie r epa I n Ila -100, on I ;II ; -1 kmi , su s a rl (1

"rII til aI %701' 100' a) inil rria -t,-h

W I I Orlini I ).-,im) l.\20. pr~prinzconditions are thv same as tho"'
(d) l I1_IMlmI ]5 '00 (illOIO sm1/A1l. 11 150rinm) 1 - -. [1w %W is 1 tiNni.

(uO/Mlg ASFs

XRI) patterns of CuID/)gO ASFs depos ited on a polyid~e ,n a 0g( 100)
substrate are shown in Fig.6. A few Bragg peaks of (:u.,0 are clearly tolt-
servedl as ilIlustrated in FIg.6(a) ,when the thickness of CuO layers is less
t han about 5am. I t i s supposed that the exi Istence of Cu ,0 phase i s at -

r i bu t edl to( oxygen defect~s at i nterfaces. Wh ile t he ASI depos itedl on a
lg0( 11)0) substrate shows no Cu, 0 peaks in FHg.6( hI. The CuO/'Ig( ASI-s are

eXpecte c10t grow eiltaxi ally with the direct ion of Cuol Ill I//mg0j10(11 1711.
Actually. the -ISFs exhibits higher order satellite peaks around Cu(lll) in
the figure. It suggests a good structural quality at the interfaces.

1Iagnetlztion as a function of temperature shows a similar tendency
to that of CuO/AI 2O, ASF In the low temperature region. The magnet izat ion
in the low temperature region Increases remarkably for the ASFs conitalining
a CuO phase. The magnetic properties of Cu2O is believed to hi' a diantag-
net. ic material, prohably unpal red splins arise from oxygen defects.
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ABSORPTION OF RADIATION BY MAGNETIC SUPERLATTICES

J.G. LePage and R.E. Camley
University of Colorado, Physics Department, Colorado Springs, CO 80933-7150

ABSTRACT

We calculate the absorption of infra-red radiation by a magnetic superlattice composed
of alternating ferromagnetic films. Although the films are ferromagnetic, the interfacial
interaction is antiferromagnetic (i.e. Fe/Gd or Co/Gd). As has been shown previously, such a
system can exist in several distinct phases, and we calculate the power absorption for these
different phases. The spin wave modes of the system were found and used to construct a
Green's function via an eigenvector expansion. The incoming radiation was modeled as an
oscillating magnetic field which was assumed to decay into the material. Given this driving
field, the Green's function yields the response of the system. Our results indicate that a simple
absorption measurement can be used to probe for surface and bulk magnetic phase transitions.
Additionally, we can find the response of the system to a spatially uniform driving field and
thus calculate the local susceptibility. We discuss the possibility of using such a susceptibility
to find dipole-exchange modes in magnetic superlattices.

INTRODUCTION

Magnetic multilayers have shown a stimulating richness of behaviour. In particular we
have seen a set of structures ( Dy/Y, Gd/Y[I 1, Gd/Dy[21, Fe/Crt3l, Co/GdI4I and Fe/Gd[5l)
which exhibit a series of magnetic phase transitions at relatively low temperatures and applied
fields. These new materials are likely to have new and unusual dynamic properties as well. In
this paper we will explore the electromagnetic properties of a simple, and yet characteristic,
magnetic superlattice.

We consider a model system composed of alternating films of iron (thirteen ML) and
gadolinium (five ML) arranged in a bcc structure. While both materials am ferromagnetic, the
coupling at the interface is antiferromagnetic. The geometry is shown in figure 1. The
structure is finite in the y-direction and infinitely extended in the x- and z-directions. This
system can exist in a number of different magnetic phases[Si. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
Gd-aligned state occurs when the Gd spins are aligned with the external field. There is also an
Fe-aligned state and a canted state (in which the spins are rotated away from the z-axis in the
x-z plane).

z

Fig. 1. The crystalline structure of our system is shown on the left. The Gd atoms are
represented by white circles; the Fe atoms by shaded circles. Note the direction of the magnetic
moments. A slice through the entire crystal is shown on the right. The Fe layers are shaded.
The orientation of the coordinate axis and the direction of the external field are shown above.

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. , 192 Materials Research Society
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In addition, the structure can also have either Fe or Gd at the surfaces. The choice of this
t terniost film radically alters the nature of the magnetic phase transition[6. If Fe is chosen.
ti" phate transition from the Gd-aligned state to the canted state nucleates at the surface and thc
,ranstion takes place at a field about 5 times lower than that required for the bulk transition.
On the other hand, if gadolinium is chosen, the phase transition begins in the interior of the
crystal. In this paper we concentrate on a finite multilayer with Fe at both surfaces; the
Ciinplete system is a symmetric structure made up of elevenfilm of Fe and l0films of Gd-

Tl IFORY: POWER ABSORPTION

We are conceemd primarily with the resxmse of our superlattice to an externally
applied driving field. To begin, consider the magnetic field that acts on a spin in the nth layer
of the superlattice. In a bec structure each spin (except for those spins at the surface) has a total
o eight nearest neighbors. Therefore, each spin is immersed in i effective field given by

H Jff.n = 4 Sn,n lSn I + 4Jnn+lSn+l + Ho + hn (It

Ji., is the exchange constant that operates between spins in the nth and pth layer. For ease of
notation, we use J in this paper to represent the true exchange constant divided by (-gPli); g is
tie landd factor and t B is the Bohr magneton). Thus JS has units of magnetic field. Ito is a
static externally applied field which always acts along the positive z-direction. h, is a small
o,cillating field that acts within the plane perpendicular to 110. Naturally, each spin is aligned
,\ ith the static component of its effective field. Of course, this effective field is, in the general
.Xtse. not aligned with the externally applied field. In the most general case, the spins are
cMtCd away from the external z-axis by some angle 0 but remain within the x-z plane. Each
spin is given its own Z-axis which corresponds to the orientation of its static configuration

ector.The equations of motion are the Bloch equations:

dS, S,--- I . -r, -- (2)

\We assume a time dependence for Sn and h. of the form of e-i ' . T is the transverse relaxation
time. After some manipulation, we get the following equations of motion

-H cos6. + 4J .Sni cos(O - On) + 4J 'S0
S101n M.n' 'n+i @0 )

1 ,. Y Y S' X Z
n4,, 1 Y nint I n - yhS, (3)

Y! IF1,cos6, + 41 'I cosloI - O n + 4 S nCO(O n )

+ Y1 4J,, Sncos(O - O I) +y 4JnnScs(On+i - Xn)S
IL n n + nlsn

- + h, cos0, t41

If we write the equations of motion for each spin in the system, we get a system of linear
equations which we can rewrite as a matrix equation:
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-ioS =AS +Yc (5)

where S is a vector that contains the x'- and y-components of the spins and c contains the
inhomogenous terms found in equations (3) and (4). Once we have solved the homogenous
problem for the left and right eigenvectors and their associated eigenvalues, we can form the
response S via an eigenvector expansion 171. Thus, we can write S as a sum over the
eieenvecors:

2N

S = si,) (6)

(r) .
s here Si is the ith (right) eigenvector of the matrix A. The ai are given by

YS! i _ iS . S (7)

=(im -Qi)s >S~

.4 (1)
where n,. is the ith eil-Avalue of the matrix A while Si is the ith left eigenvector. Thus %e

form the respot e of the system to an externally applied osc,.lating magnetic field from the
eigenvector, of the matrix A. The a,'s effectively provide the Green's function for the system.
The time averaged power absorbed is proportional to the real portion of

I d '.)X* d ° Y *] i, N ' *y-*
(h)+ dM (hY t 2 y coson + yhSn(h')*] (8)

n l 0 n=1

Note that this is the power absorbed by a columnar section of the slab with a cross-sectional
area of b2 where b is the lattice constant in the x and z directions. Note that infra-red r.ation
falling on the surface of the multilayer with an incident angle of zero can be modeled by an
oscillating magnetic field subject to the conditions

hn = 0 and h' = h0e m" (9)

where a is positive. In this case, the time averaged power absorbed is given by

(N
PTot = Re 2 ,y he cOSh nUt) tblcs~nJ(lOb

RESULTS: POWER ABSORPTION

When we began this project, our aim was to determine in general terms the effects of
magnetic phase transitions on the absorption of infra-red light. When the system undergoes a
phase transition, one of the spin wave modes is driven to zero; the mode goes "soft". Thus,
near a phase transition point, we expect to see one of the absorption peaks move towards zero
frequency. Conversely, as the system enters a new phase, we expect to see a mode appear
near zero frequency and move away from zero as the system moves away from the phase
transition point. We do, in fact, see this type of behavior. However, we had also hoped to see
an abrupt change in the power absorption spectra as the system makes magnetic phase
transitions. Our results show that, in most cases, the change is more subtle. One of the most
easily detected transitions is the field-driven phase change from the Gd-aligned state to the
twisted configuration. This effect can be seen in figure 2. Note that a relatively small change
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Fig. 2. Power absorption spectrums for the Fig. 3. Power absorption spectrums for the
system at T--OK for two different values of system at four different temperatures.
magnetic field. At 7.3 kG the sytem is in H0 =14.6 kG. At T=365,417 K the system
thc Gd-aligned state; at 8.76 kG the system is in the Fe-aligned state. At T=261,209
is in the twisted state, the system is in the twisted state.

in the magnitude of the external field (from HD = 7.3 kG to H0 = 8.76 kG) results in a much
larger increase in the power absorption (from about 0.09 at 20.38 GHz to about 0.15 at 24.45
GHz). Note also the two small peaks near zero frequency; these peaks are the manifestations
in the power absorption spectra of the "soft" modes mentioned above. Another detectable
phase transition occurs as the temperature increases from 261 K while the magnetic field
remains at a value of Ho=14.6 kG (see figure 3). Note that at temperatures of 209 K and 261
K, the system is in the twisted state. At values of T = 365 K and 417 K, the system is in the
Fe-aligned phase. When the system is in the twisted state, there are two distinct peaks. As the
system makes the transition into the Fe-aligned phase, these peaks merge and the power
absorption increases significantly. A few generalizations can be made on the basis of these two
examples (as well as other cases not included in this paper). First of all, we see that the power
absorption curves are strongly dependent on the values of temperature and applied field; this is
to be expected. Second, there tend to be significant changes in power absorption near phase
transitions. Finally, close observation of the peaks due to the "soft" modes can reveal the
occurence of a phase transition.

It should be possible to experimentally detect phase transitions if the spin
configuration of the system is known in sufficient detail and, therefore, the calculations
(which are based on these data) are sufficiently accurate. Of course, real materials can be quite
complicated and many processes may be responsible for the absorption of infra-red light. We
modeled only the absorption of light via the excitation of magnons. Despite this inherent
limitation, the calculated power vs. frequency curves do serve to highlight many of the unusual
properties of our material. For instance, this system's seeming similarity to a ferrimagnet is
underscored by the dominant role that the "ferrimagnetic-like" mode usually plays in power
absorption. (This mode,identified by the fact that its frequency is equal to YH0 at k--0, is
similar to one of the normal modes of a bulk ferrimagnet.) Absorption due to this mode is
particularly pronounced in the Fe-aligned phase but also occurs in the twisted phase.
However, a careful analysis of the absorption curves shows that there is a much smaller
contribution from this mode when the system is in the Gd-aligned phase. This behavior can
be easily explained. First, recall that since infra-red light decays rather rapidly into the
material, such a probe is necessarily very surface sensitive. A simple calculation shows that
the power absorption due to this mode is proportional to the square of the "effective"
magnetization:
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N

where M is the magnetization in the nth layer. Notice that the magnetization of layers near the

surface figure prominently in this sum while layers deeper in the material play a much less
significant role. With this in mind consider the first unit cell of the system when it is in the
Fe-aligned phase. The Fe moments in the first thirteen layers are aligned with the static field
and so contribute a positive term to the effective magnetization while the Gd moments in the
next five layers are aligned anti-parallel with the static field and so contribute a much smaller
negative term. Therefore, the effective magnetization is relatively large in the Fe-aligned phase
and so the power absorption due to the ferrimagnetic-like mode is relatively large. Using
similar reasoning, we find that in the Gd-aligned phase, the effective magnetization is
considerably smaller. To carry our analysis one step further, consider what happens when Gd
makes up the outermost film. In this case, the effective magnetization is largest in the
Gd-aligned phase and we expect the power absorption to be greater in this phase than in the
Fe-aligned phase; this is precisely the result that we find.

SUSCEPTIBILITY

Our formalism can be easily applied to the calculation of the magnetic susceptibility.
As is well known, the dynamic susceptibility governs the long-wavelength "dipolar" spin wave
modes which often find application in magnetostatic devices. The strategy is simple. We begin
by considering a spatially uniform driving field oriented in the x-y plane with a time
dependence of the form e-i t. The magnetization can be related to this driving field via

M =7h (12)

where the x- and y-components of the magnetization are defined as

N - yhSxcose and M= Y 1 s n  (13)M V V In

unit cell trut cell

wher V is the volume of a unit cell. As it happens, only one mode is excited by a spatially
uniform magnetic field; therefore, the sum in equation (6) is particularly simple. This mode is

analogous to one of the k--O modes of a simple ferrimagnet and has (0 = I-lo. It is
mathematically convenient to treat this one mode as two physically equivalent eigenvectors
specified by

Y .= Z'

SX'n = S, and Sn=±iSncos0, (14)

where the upper sign refers to "mode 1" while the lower sign refers to "mode 2." Mode I has
a time dependence of the form e io while mode 2 has a time dependence of the form e+i " .

After applying all this information to equation (7) we find that the coefficients of these modes
are

a hhX (15)
2(w - y H0 )

and

a y h' + ihy (16)a2=Y2(wo + yHo)
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We can now construct the x and y components of the magnetization:

Y i0 hY H ()hl M,

N/=' 2 2 ] (17)

and

M Y [iOhX + YHh

Note that we have used the fact that

- 7 ttSZcos0n (19)Vf v
unit cell

After substituting the equations for the magnetization into equation (12) and solving for the
components of the susceptibility tensor we find

, N 4 Fy Y' HO -i(o

SY2 2 _ ( 2 L+iO y H2

This is remarkably similar in form to the result for a ferromagnet. However, since M'
varies from unit cell to unit cell in our superlattice, the magnetic susceptibility of our material ik
position dependent. More importantly M itself is now field dependent since it can be adjusted
by varying the applied field.

As mentioned earlier the susceptibility above is a good starting point for including
dipolar fields and we can obtain the magnetostatic long-wavelength spin waves. Similar
calculations have been done previously for a variety of systemsl81. We should note however
that the susceptibility does not provide a complete description of the system. In particular. in
the zero temperature limit one can produce a phase transition from the Gd-aligned state to the
twisted state by increasing the magnetic field. In contrast, the spin waves calculated from the
susceptibility above do not show a soft mode at the phase transition. In the future it will be
necessary to explore the validity of including dipolar fields into the problem through the use of
the susceptibility calculated above.
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PERPENDICULAR I4AGNETIC ANISOTROPY OF Pd/Co AND RELATED MULTILAYERS

S. TSUNASHIMA, K. NAKAMURA, H. TAKAHASHI, S. FUKATSU AND S. UCHIYAMA
Nagoya University, Dept. of Electronics, Nagoya, 464-01 Japan

ABSTRACT

Multilayer films consists of noble metal (Pd, Pt, Cu, Au, PdSi) and
transition metal(Co, Ni, PdCo, PtCo, CoZr) layers were prepared by rf
sputtering method on glass and/or MgO single crystal substrates. The
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy was examined in relation to the
magnetostriction, lattice misfits, crystallinity and crystal orientations.
The results suggest that the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in noble
metal/PdCo alloy multilayers originates from the magnetoelastic energy of
the PdCo layers under a stress due to the lattice misfits. In both Pd/Co and
Pd/Ni multilayers, the anisotropy was found to depend on the crystal
orientation, and the dependence is discussed from the view point of the
magnetoelastic surface anisotropy.

INTRODUCTION

Various noble metal/Co multilayered films, such as Pd/Co, Pt/Co and
Au/Co have large magnetic anisotropy with the easy axis perpendicular to the
film plane.]l-31 The physical origin of the anisotropy can be classified
into at least two categories. One is the magnetocrystalline surface
anisotropy and the other is the magnetoelastic surface anisotropy.[4]

For Pd/Co multilayers, we have pointed out the possibility of the
contribution of the magnetoelastic surface anisotropy since the
magnetostriction of PdCo alloys is extremely large.[5,61 However, it is
difficult to prove the contribution of the magnetoelastic surface anisotropy
through an experiment since the structure and the strain at the interface

are not well known.
In this paper, we present a series of experiments on the magnetic

anisotropy of multilayers consist of noble metal and PdCo alloy layers
including other related multilayers. We will further discuss the relation
between the crystal orientation and the anisotropy in Pd/Co and Pd/Ni
multilayers from the view point of the magnetoelastic surface anisotropy.

FILM PREPARATION

Multilayered films(MLs) were prepared by rf sputtering from separated
two targets onto glass and/or MgO(100) substrates at ambient temperature.
Deposition rates were 2 to 5 A/s and the Ar pressure during sputtering is 10
to 30 mTorr. The bilayer periods were controlled by adjusting the rotation
rate of the substrate holder which turns around above the targets. The
thickness ratio of Magnetic layers to noble metal(NM) ones was kept constant
for each multilayer system. Thus the thickness of NM layers was varied in
proportion to the magnetic layer thickness. This is different from other

Mal. Re. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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experiments where NM layer thickness was kept constant. I1-31 The thickness

of MLs is around 1000 A when not mentioned.

To examine the influence of the crystal orientation, some of MLs were

sputtered on MgO (100) substrates with Ag buffer layers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Noble metal/PdCo multilayers

Typical x-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. I for Pt/PdCo MLs

comparing with Pd/Co MLs. In the low angle diffraction, the 1st and 2nd peak

intensities of Pt/PdCo are near'v the same with those of Pd/Co. In the high

angle diffraction, the satellite peaks of Pt/PdCo are also similar to those

of Pd/Co in their intensity. These results indicate that the sharpness of

the interface in both multilayers are similar to each other since both types

of MLs have nearly the same structural parameters contributing to the super-

lattice diffractions, namely they have nearly the same values of the total

thickness, the sublayer period, the sublayer thickness ratio and the

difference in the scattering factor between sublayers.

Figure 2 shows magnetization curves of various NM/PdCo MLs together

with PdCo single layered film. Pt/PdCo and Pd/PdCo MLs show the

perpcndicular magnetization while Cu/PdCo ML shows the in-plane

magnetization. In these MLs, the composition of PdCo alloy layers are the

same and therefore the MLs are similar in the demagnetization energy. Thus

the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of PdCo layer seems to be enhanced in

Pt/PdCo and Pd/PdCo MLs while reduced in Cu/PdCo MLs.

Pt/Pd 6 7 Co33  Pt/Pd 6 7 Co33

=5.3/18.9 A=5.3/18.9A

n=2

PdlCo=18/5.7 A Pd/Co 0

=18/5.7A

- e=1
0 X10o0

n=2 .

4 6 8 10 12 36 38 40 42 44 46

2 e (deg.) 2 8 (deg.)

Fig.I Low and high angle x-ray diffractogram of Pt/PdCo and Pd/Co

multilayers.[5]
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Fig. 3 Effective perpendicular anisotropy K., of NM(NM=Pt,PdCu)/Co
(upper figure) and NM(NM=PtPd,Cu,Au)/PdCo, Pt/PtCo multilayers
(lower figure) as a funiction of bilayer periods.
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The effective anisotropy of various MLs including Pt/Co, Pd/Co and

Cu/Co are shown in Fig.3 as a function of bilayer thickness. In Pd/Co and

Pt/Co MLs, Ker has a clear maximum at a bilayer thickness less than 20j,

which suggests the contribution of the interface to the anisotropy. On the

other hand, in Pd/PdCo and Pt/PdCo, Krr is positive in a wide range of 1 up
to 50 A and then decreases with increasing i. The behavior of Cu/PdCo is a

little curious; a negative peak is seen at 1= 201, and with increasing 1,

the anisotropy approaches gradually to the same value with Pd/PdCo MLs.

Figure 4 shows I K-, as a function of the thickness of the magnetic

layers t for various MLs. In Pd/Co and Pt/Co Ls, the plots of 1 K., for

large I becomes a straight line with a negative gradient and a positive

extrapolation at t = 0, which correspond to a negative volume anisotropy and

a positive surface anisotropy of 0.3 to 0.5 erg/cm
2
. The maximum of i K.,r

was obtained at t=3 and t=8 A for Pd/Co and Pt/Co MLs, respectively. These

results are quite similar to previous experiments.[J,2]

+1

Au/Pd6 7Co33 (THICKNESS RATIO=34/66)

pd/Pd 7Co (36/64)

0

Cu/Co Co \ - .....

Pt/Pt 67C°33(15/85)

-2 Pt/o(7/2

Pd/Co(74/26)-3 IIII
0 20 40 60 80 100 120

THICKNESS OF MAGNETIC SUBLAYERS t (A)

Fig. 4 Effective anisotropy K.,r multiplied by bilayer period I for NH/PdCo

(NM=Pt,Pd,Au,Cu) and Pt/PtCo multilayers as a function of magnetic

sublayer thickness.
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In Cu/Co MLs, K,,, is always negative, but the linear extrapolation

suggests also a positive surface anisotropy. Data obtained for smaller t

than 10 A deviate from the straight line, which is similar to the case of

Pd/Co or Pt/Co MLs.

In NM/PdCo MLs, the surface anisotropy K. obtained from the

extrapolation strongly depends on the kind of NM. For Pt, Pd and Au, Ks is

positive, while for Cu it is negative. In all the NM/PdCo MLs, the critical

thickness of magnetic layers t. where I K.,ff begins to deviate from the

straight line, is about 20 A, which is much thicker than the case of Pd/Co

MLs.

Negative Ks in Cu/PdCo and positive Ks in both Pd/PdCo and Pt/PdCo can

be explained by assuming the magnetoelastic surface anisotropy[41 induced at

the interface between the NM and PdCo alloy layers. This surface anisotropy

seems to originate from the magnetoelastic energy in PdCo layers under a

planar stress due to the misfit of lattice constants between PdCo and NM

layers. Since the magnetostriction III of PdCo alloy is negative, a larger
lattice constant of noble metal than PdCo will give rise to a positive Ks

and smaller one negative Ks.
If the ML is free from dislocations, the anisotropy should be

independent of the bilayer period and is only proportional to the amount of

the misfit and to the magnetostriction 1. of magnetic layers. In these

situation, the anisotropy has volume character rather than surface one,

namely Kf,, becomes independent of the bilayer thickness. Actually, in

Pd/PdCo and Pt/PdCo MLs, the effective anisotropy shown in Fig.3 is rather
constant up to I = 20 A. Above this critical thickness (magnetic layer

thickness t), the stress may be relaxed by introducing dislocations near

the interface and as a result K.,, gradually decreases with increasing i.

For magnetic layers thicker than t., the magnetoelastic energy stored near

the interface can be expressed by the surface anisotropy as have been

discussed in Fig.4.
The magnetoelastic anisotropy calculated from the value of il, (= 1.7 X

i0-1) 1b1 together with the strain to be assumed in the pseudomorphic

structure is about two times larger than that obtained by experiment. This

discrepancy may be due to the incomplete crystal orientation and/or the

release of the strain at the interface.

The anisotropy of Pt/PtCo MLs is also shown in Figs.3 and 4. In Pt/PtCo

MLs, we cannot expect such a large magnetoelastic anisotropy as in Pd/Co MLs

since the magnetostriction of PtCo alloy is only about 2.01l0
-
5 (71 which is

much smaller than PdCo. The effective anisotropy shown in Fig. 3 is very

weekly dependent on the bilayer thickness, and the surface anisotropy

estimated from Fig.4 is much smaller than that of Pt/PdCo MLs. These results

show the absence of the anisotropy source which exists in Pt/PdCo and

Pd/PdCo MLs, and suggest the magnetoelastic origin of Ks in NM/PdCo MLs.

From the results described above, we can deduce that some or most part

of K& in Pd/Co multilayers also originates from the magnetoelastic energy.

In Pd/Co MLs, K,?, shows maximum at very small t,. of 3 A, where Co layers

sandwiched between Pd layers are equivalent to PdCo alloys in the sence of

short range order and actually the MLs show the magnetostriction comparable
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to that of PdCo alloysi[7. Thus the situation in Pd/Co MLs is considered to

be similar to Pd/PdCo MLs. Furthermore, recent transmission X-ray

diffractometry revealed that the lattice constants of Pd and Co in the film

plane change gradually approaching to the value of alloys with decreasing

bilayer thickness.181 Therefore, a large part of Ks may originate from the

magnetoelastic anisotropy although the magnetocrystalline surface anisotropy

cannot be excluded from the origin in actual Pd/Co MLs as well as in ideal

superLattices, .

For further discussion, however, we need more precise knowledge not

only of the strain but also of the magnetostriction for the atomic layers

just at the interface. Since the measurement of such parameters must be very

difficult, theoretical estimation of the magnetoelastic energy will help the

understanding of Pd/Co interface. Recent band calculation which obtained the

magnetic anisotropy of Pt/Co interface 191 might become useful to understand

the origin of the perpendicular aniosotropy if the anisotropy could be

obtained as a function of lattice distortion in Pd/Co MI.s.

(100) Pd/Co multilayers

X-ray diffraction pattern of Pd/Co Ml. prepared on (100) MgO is shown in

Figure 5. It is seen that the ML has (100) preferred orientation. The

interface of (100) Ml.s seems sharper than (11) Ml.s deposited on glass

substrates since higher order diffraction peaks were observed in both low

and high angle patterns.

tpd/tCo 17A/6A

Pd/Co 500A CD C

- Ag 500A

C C)d)

C'.
0+

0 5 10 15 35 40 45 50 55 60

2H (deg.) 26 (deg.)

Fig. 5 X-ray diffractogram of Pd/Co multilayers prepared on (100) lgO

substrates.
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Figure 6 shows i K-er as a function of Co layer thickness to,. For

(100) Pd/Co, it is difficult to estimate the surface anisotropy from the

extrapolation of a straight line. Dotted line is drawn using data points for

large t-. As seen from the figure, K, . is enhanced deviating from the

straight line when Co layers are thinner than 1O A, and it becomes positive

for the Co thickness of one or two monolayers. This behavior was already

reported for (100) Pd/Co MLs grown by MBE on GaAs substrates.[101 Here, we

point out that this is explainable in terms of the anisotropic magneto-

striction constants of PdCo alloys.

As shown in Fig 7(a), iil, of PdCo alloys is negative in a wide range

of the alloy composition, while 1100 is negative only in the range of high

I'd concentration. 1 If we may assume that very thin Co layers sandwiched

between Pd layers have magnetostriction constants similar to Pd rich alloys,

namely both negative ill and ijoo, while a little thicker Co layers have

negative il! but positive )noo, then we can expect positive magnetoelastic

anisotropy in both (11) and (100) MLs when Co layers are very thin, while

negative anisotropy in (100) MLs when rather thick.

tPd/tCo = 73/27
+2 1

" -2
U

4-

-2

0 10 20 30 40
0

to[AJ

Fig. 6 Effective anisotropy K, f multiplied by bilayer periods i for

Pd/Co multilayers prepared on glass and (lO0)MgO substrates as a

function of Co layer thickness tco.
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Fig. 7 Magnetostriction constants of (a)Pd/Co and (b)PdNi alloys at 0 K.
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For the relation between the crystal orientation and the anisotropy, an

alternative explanation might be possible: The values of the surface ani-

sotropy might be the same in both orientations but the volume anisotropy,

namely, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of Co layers, varies with the

crystal orientation. This explanation, however, has a difficulty since we

must assume an extremely large crystalline anisotropy of about 1.5 X i0

erg/cc to account for the large difference in K between (111) and (100) MLs

at tco= 10 A.(See Fig. 6)

Pd/CoZr, PdSi/Co and PdSi/CoZr multilayers

As described above, both (Ill) and (100) Pd/Co MLs show perpendicular

magnetization when Co layers are very thin. Then we examined the influence

of the crystallinity on the anisotropy by introducing amorphous Pd and/or

Co. For amorphous Pd and Co, PdazSijS and CoaoZrjo alloy layers were

utilized, respectively. The thickness of Co or CoZr layers were chosen at

about 2 A so as to obtain positive Ku regardless of the crystal orientation

or possibly even in amorphous.
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Figure 8 shows the X-ray diffractogram and the Kerr hystereris loops of

Pd/Co, Pd/CoZr, PdSi/Co and PdSi/CoZr HLs. As seen from the figure, (III)

diffraction peaks are observed in Pd/CoZr while not in PdSi/Co and
PdSi/CoZr. Perpendicular anisotropy similar to Pd/Co was obtained only in

the Pd/CoZr ML. This means that ordered Pd is necessary for the appearance
of the anisotropy. From the magnetoelastic point of view, ordered Pd will

give rise to a misfit strain in PdCo alloy formed at the interface and

result in the magnetoelastic surface anisotropy. On the other hand,
disordered interfaces will not give any misfit strain and hence any
anisotropy.

ek (deg.) ek

Keff=
3
.l 0.5 K =2.3 0.5

(XlO
6
erg/cc) 0 0 --

(111) Pd/Co9 OZrl0

Loj j15 0 15
Pd/Co 0H (ke) H

20 40 60 20 40 60

2e (deg.) 20

ek ek

Keff=-0.6 0.5 eff 0.2 0.

00

Pd82Si18/cO 0 15 Pd8 2 S11 8 /CO90Zr10  15

H H

20 40 60 20 40 60

2e 2e

Pd layer / Co layer = ( 8A / 2A )X 100

Fig. 8 X-ray diffractogram and Kerr hysteresis loops of Pd/Co, Pd/CoZr,
PdSi/Co and PdSi/CoZr multilayers.
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Pd/Ni multilayers

As shown in Fig.7(b), PdNi alloys exhibit large and negative magneto-

striction constants comparable to those of PdNi alloys. 161 In order to

examine the mechanism of the anisotropy suggested for Pd/Co MLs, multilayers

were also prepared for Pd/Ni system.

Pd/Ni MLs prepared on MgO(100) and glass substrates showed X-ray

diffractogram similar to Pd/Co MLs on respective substrates. Fig. 9 shows a

X-ray diffractogram of Pd/Ni ML prepared on (100) MgO. From the figure,

(100) preferred orientation can be observed.

Figure 10 shows magnetization curves of (ill) and (100) Pd/Ni MLs.

(III) Pd/Ni MLs exhibit very weak effective anisotropy around Ix[0
5 

erg/cc

or less.[11 On the other hand, (100) Pd/Ni MLs show stronger anisotropy up

to 5XI05 erg/cc. This difference in the perpendicular anisotropy might be

also related to the anisotropic magnetostriction constans of PdNi alloys;

since 1100 is about two times larger than i1L as shown in Fig. 8, we can

expect larger anisotropy in (100) MLs.

At present we have not succeeded to make (100) MLs for wide range of Ni

layer thickness, but it was confirmed that (100) MLs with Ni layer thinner

than 8 j exhibit perpendicular magnetization (K, ff> 0).

The surface anisotropy estimated for (111) Pd/Ni MLs at room

temperature is only about one tenth of (111) Pd/Co MLs although ill, of PdNi

is as large as one half of PdCo. This seems to be due to the following two

reasons. One is the low Curie temperature of PdNi system which results in

lower anisotropy at room temperature. The other is smaller strain in Pd/Ni

MLs than in Pd/Co MLs. This difference has been recently confirmed from the

RHEED experiments for Ni and Co overlayers grown by MBE on (il) Pd.1121

ot Pdl/t W=3A/6A

Pd/Ni 2000A i

Ag 3000A

MgO 1100]
0 0)

X X

- - +

I ) I I-i D- + 11

I- 1-1

0 5 10 15 20 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

20 [deg.l 20 1 deg.]

Fig. 9 X-ray diffractogram of Pd/Ni multilayers prepared on MgO(l00).
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Pd/Ni [1111 Pd/Ni [1001

M (emu/.n 3 ) N (eni/cm3 )
100 100 1

Pd/Ni:9A/4A Pd/NiAAJ4

-15 -10 -5 5 1 15 -15 -10 -5 5 10 15

-100 (kOe) _100 (kOe)

Ke =O. 5xlO
5
erg/cm

3  
Keff=2x1O

5
erg/cm

3

Pd/Ni:13 AA Pd/Ni:13A/6A

Keff 0 Keff=5x105erg/cm3

Fig. 10 Magnetization curves of Pd/Ni multilayers prepared on glass and
(100) MgO substrates. Solid and dotted curves with a field
perpendicular and parallel to the film plane, respectively.

CONCLUSION

In NM/PdCo multilayer (NM = Pt,Pd,Cu,Au), perpendicular anisotropy is
induced depending on the lattice constant of NM. The surface anisotropy Ks
is estimated to be positive in Pd/PdCo, Pt/PdCo and Au/PdCo where the
lattice constants of the NMs are larger than PdCo, while it is negative in
Cu/PdCo where Cu has a smaller lattice constant. The origin of Ks is
inferred to be the magnetoelastic energy due to the lattice misfit between
PdCo and NM layers. In Pt/PtCo multilayers, Ks is much smaller than those in
Pt/PdCo and Pd/PdCo MLs, which shows the lack of magnetoelastic surface
anisotropy in PtCo based MLs.

In (100) Pd/Co MLs, perpendicular anisotropy is induced only when Co
layers are very thin. This peculiar behavior can be attributed or at least
is related to the compositional dependence of magnetostriction constant 1100

of PdCo alloys.
Perpendicular anisotropy comparable to that of Pd/Co MLs was obtained

in Pd/CoZr ML but not in amorphous PdSi/Co ML, which suggests that ordered
Pd is necessary for the appearance of the anisotropy.

In Pd/Ni MLs, perpendicular anisotropy is stronger in (100) orientation
than in (Ill). This could be also attributed to the anisotropic magneto-
striction constants of PdNi alloys.
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THE ROLE OF NEXT-NEAREST NEIGHBORS IN THE
NEEL MODEL OF SURFACE ANISOTROPY FOR

BCC CRYSTALS

Robert L. White and Bruce M. Clemens
Stanford University, Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford, CA
94305

ABSTRACT

We have extended the Nell model of surface anisotropy in b.c.c. crystals to include
next nearest neighbor interaction. Fitting the experimental data for Fe (001) and (110)
surfaces leads to some pradoxes which cast doubt on the Nel surface anisotropy as the
dominant source of surface anisotropy in thin films.

(A) Introduction

Measurements of the magnetic anisotropy for magnetic thin films and for multilayer
arrays of thin films yield values significantly different from those of bulk crystals of similar
composition. Furthermore, such measurements show a dependence on film thickness (in
general with a component linearly inverse in the film thickness) which allows the
experimental separation of the anisotropy into a volume component and a surface or
interface component. The surface anisotropy can be very strong, strong enough that for
many films (especially in the cobalt family) the normal component of the anisotropy is
strong enough to overcome the demagnetization effects and to result in a film magnitization
perpendicular to the film.

The surface magnetic anisotropy may have several sources. Stresses relieved in the
first few atomic layers will, with magr, etostriction, produce a surface-like anisotropy. The
stress associated with crystallographically oriented dislocation caused by lattice mismatch at
the interface may also cause surface magnetic anisotropy. Perhaps the most obvious cause
of surface magnetic anisotropy, however, is the breaking of symmetry which occurs at an
interface. An iron atom, for instance, in a bulk crystal of iron, has an environment of cubic
symmetry not permitting an axial component of magnetic anisotropy. At an interface, by
contrast, there is clearly a breaking of symmetry normal to the interface and, if the
interfacial plane is one of low symmetry, also a breaking of symmetry in the interfacial
plane. Many years ago L Ne&l proposed a simple pseudodipolar pair model for computing
interfacial anisotropy [11]. That model has produced surprisingly good quantitative results
when applied to magnetic surface anisotropy 121 and even when applied to the effect on
anisotropy of interface morphology features such as atomic plane steps. Nells original
model, and applications since, have taken cognizance only of nearest magnetic neighbors
when making the pseudodipolar energy calculations. We show in this paper that for bec
crystals, where the next nearest neighbor distance is only 13% larger than the nearest
neighbor separation, the inclusion of next nearest neighbors into the Nedl calculation
produces significant differences from the nearest neighbor only calculations.

(B) Computational Procedures.

The crux of the Neil surface anisotropy model is the assumption that for every pair
of magnetic atoms in a solid there is an energy of interaction with the magnetization of the
sample which depends on the angle, 0, between the magnetization and the pair axis and is
of the form

W =R coS2 .3. 1 l

Mal. Res. Soc. Syrup. Proc. Vol. 231. •1992 Materials Research Society
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The origin of this energy, as Van Vleck has pointed out, is from the combined
action of the effective exchange field and the spin-orbit interaction of the atoms involved.
If, only one class of atomic pairs exists, and only one t need be considered, both I and
at/ar can be computed from magnetostriction data. If two classes of neighbor pairs (for
instance nearest neighbor and next nearest neighbor) are included and two values of 1 (11
and 12) required they cannot both be deduced from magnetostriction data without additional
assumptions.

Given expression (1), the calculation of anisotropy energies is quite straight -
forward. One defines for each magnetic neighbor a radius vector ri expressed in a
coordinate system fixed in the crystal lattice, for cubic crystals the obvious <100> frame.
The direction of magnetization relative to the same coordinate frame is specified by the
direction cosines BI, 62 and 83. One can then compute Wi for each neighbor pair by
forming the dot product of ri with M0 , followed by a summation over the ri characterizing
the magnetic neighbors. For a magnetic atom in a site of cubic symmetry in the bulk of the
crystal, the Wi sum to zero (or more accurately, to a constant) and no axial anisotropy
results. For a surface atom, on the other hand, the summation over the Wi in general leads
to an axial contribution to magnetic anisotropy.

(C Surface Anisoropy. ( 1001 plane. BCC crystal

We assume here that both the magnetic film and the film with which it interfaces are
body-centered cubic crystals. Figure 1 shows the environment of an iron atom, S, on the
(001) interface. Such an atom has eight nearest neighbors and six next nearest neighbors at

/"I NON - t-1A G/Nv T/c

A rol-IS

/ / I

/
.................... . .......====== = === : d~ ::::?ii~~i . !:........:::.............

. . . . .- .; .: .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . '-... . . : , . ; ; : ; ' ' . - , - ' ' ' , .'." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ,. . . . . . . .
................'.' ..' ..'.'':'' ' '" "... "' ": ''L'-: . . .. . . . . . .

\ / /

...I /

Figj.l (011) interface plane for BCC crystal showing
interface atom © nearest neighbor non-magnetic atom @
and next nearest neighbor non -magnetic atom 0
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distances of 4J3/2.a = 0.866 1 and a respectively, where a is the lattice constant. The
iron film is assumed to be below the interface plane and the non-magnetic interlayer
material above the plane. The central surface iron atom has four magnetic nearest neighbor
atoms over which the Ne61 sum must be made (and is missing four equivalent neighbors).
For the (001) surface shown

4 8
Wot = Y-Wi _ 8t

i=1 (2)

This energy is a constant independent of the orientation of the magnitization, so, in
agreement with Nedl's early calculation, nearest neighbors produce no surface anisotropy,
neither in plane nor perpendicular to the plane, for this case.

If we move now to next nearest neighbors (with interaction parameter 12), one of
the six neighbors is missing, and we can arrive at the total pseudodipolar energy either by
summing over the five magnetic neighbors or taking the negative sum over the missing
(one) nearest neighbor. In either case, we obtain

Wtot = t2 (- 13) (3)

Since there are 2/a2 surface atoms per square centimeter of the (001) face of a bcc crystal,
we have (dropping the constant term)

Wanis 2- 12 COS2 ea2 (4)

If we compare this expression with the standard expression for surface anisotropy

Kanis = Ks cos 2 0 + Kp sin 2o cos 24 (5)

where Ks specifies the anisotropy perpendicular to the interface and Ksp specifies the in
plane anisotropy, we conclude that second nearest neighbors produce surface anisotropy

Ks =-a-- 2 Ksp=0
a(6)

That Ksp = 0 is not surprising; the fourfold symmetry of the (001) plane requires it.

We conclude that nearest neighbors do not produce surface anisotropy for the bcc
(001) interface, but that next nearest neighbors do in fact yield a perpendicular component
of anisotropy.

(D) Surface Anisotropy. I 1101 plane. BCC Crystal

The computational procedure in this case is exactly the same as in the preceding
section. Figure 2 shows the configuration of nearest neighbors and next nearest neighbors
of a surface atom, S, in a (011) plane. The S atom has two magnetic neighbors in a (011)
plane replaced by non-magnetic atoms, and two next nearest neighbors in a (100) plane
replaced by non-magnetic atoms.
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'I I

Fig.2 (001) interface plane for BCC crystal showing
interface atom @ I nearest neighbor non-magnetic atom
and next nearest neighbor non-magnetic atom @ .

Doing first the sum of the energies W i over the nearest neighbors we obtain

Wto = 4 2323
3 (7)

where the angles 82 and 83 are expressed with reference to the cubic axis of the crystal.
Rotating this expression into a primed set of axes, which has the z' axis normal to the
interface (therefore in a crystal [0111 direction), the, x axis unchanged, and the y'axis in a
crystal [0111 direction, we have

W tot = - - 1I 2 _ 2) (8)

Recognizing that there are 'q2/a2 atoms per square centimeter in the (011) plane, and
converting our direction cosines into spherical coordinates, we obtain

Wtot = -42 1 (2 cos2 0 + sin2 cos2 -1)
3aT (9)
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Giving us the surface anisotropy constants

KS 44-2,1 Kp 2 fiI
Tay V K(10)

These results are in full agreement with those of Elmers and Gradmann, who have made
precisely the same calculation. We reproduce the calculation here only because we wish to
consider these results in the context of considering both nearest and next-nearest neighbors.

Moving now to the next nearest neighbor calculation, we obtain

Rotating to the primed coordinate frame, we obtain

Wtt- ) (12)

or again introducing the number of surface atoms per square centimeter at the interface, and
expressing the energy in spherical coordinator, we have

2 s osO (13)

Giving anisotropy constants

Ks-0 (14)

(E) Discussion and comparison with exeriment.

When we attempt to fit the results of the above calculations to the experimental data
we encounter several difficulties. We note that for the (001) face Ks depends only on
nearest neighbors whereas for the (110) face, it depends only on next nearest neighbors.
Experimentally Ks (001) = -1 erg/cm2 [21 and K(ll0) - +1 erg/cm2 (3]. We would
deduce, then, that t is positive, 12 negative, and of nearly equal magnitude. This is
surprising. One would intuitively expect that t1 and 12 would be of the same sign. Their
origin, as remarked above, is in the joint action of the exchange field and the spin orbit
coupling. For nearest and next nearest neighbors we have the same atoms, same sign of
exchange field, and sign of spin -orbit coupling, same crystal field environment, and only
13% difference in spacing. We note further that including second nearest neighbor makes
the in-plane environment of a surface atom in the (110) plane nearly fourfold, as compared
to the strongly axial in-plane environment if only nearest neighbors are included. We
would therefore expect inclusion of next nearest neighbor to reduce Ksp, which would in
fact be the case if 1 and 12 were of the same sign. If 11 and t2 are of opposite sign, as
obtained by fitting K. for the (110) and (001) planes, symmetrizing the environment
increases the uniaxiality of the anisotropy, which is surprising.
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A related difficulty with the Nedl model arises for nickel Ks(l 11), where the sign of
I deduced from magnetostriction data is opposite from what is required to fit the surface
anisotropy observed [4].

If it were possible to compute II and 12 from first principles these difficulties could
be resolved. Unfortunately only heuristic models are available. The calculations of surface
anisotropy and the deduction of the I values from magnetostriction data all proceed from
the assumption that a pair interaction of the form of Eq. 1 is the dominant source of
anisotropy in the transition metals. If this assumption is not true, and other sources are
important, single ion anisotropy, for instance, the logic of all the above calculations
collapse.

Our present calculations suggest that the Nedl pair model of anisotropy is not valid
for the calculation of surface anisotropics. Given, however, the difficulty of measuring
surface anisotropies and the number of effects potentially confounding the measurement
(magnetostriction, ordered arrays of misfit dislocations, surface relaxation) it is premature
to conclude with any confidence that the Ne6I model is in general not valid.

(F) Conclusions

We conclude that there are significant difficulties in explaining the surface magnetic
anisotropy of cubic thin films on the Nell surface anisotropy model.

(1) L. Nell, J. Phys. Radium 15, 225 (1954).

(2) H.S. Elmers and U. Gradmann, Appl. Phys. A51, 1582 (1990).

(3) B. Heinrich, J. D. Cochran, A. S. Arrott, S. T. Purcell, K. B. Urquhart,
J. R. Dutcher, and W. F. Egelhoff, Jr., Appl. Phys. A49, 473 (1989).

(4) E. Bergter, U. Gradmann and R. Bergholz, Solid State Comm. 53, 565 (1985).
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PITAXIAi. STRAINS

For a fiin with bulk lattice parameter a on a suhstrate with hulk lattice parameter t,,.

the tot al in-plant mismatch strain. (,. will be accommodated by a combination of in-plan,
elastic strain ( l and plastic deformation t which occurs through the generation of misfit

dislocations. \We (-an write:

0(if- ,,

+bT

where b is the dislocation Burger's vector and s is the dislocat in spacing.
The balance between elastic strain and misfit dislocation density represented f," Et:r. 7

changes as the film thickness increases. At small fil thicknesses. d, is accomiiiatt-,
entirely ' hv elastic strain, and above a critical thickness. there will he rtisfit , isltca:&,ni
formation, and tihe elastic strain and tmisfit dislocation spacing will decrease with 1/7
This change iii stress state of the film can contribute to changes in the bulk anisotropy which
can t misinterpreted as a surface anisotropy effect. Considering the energy associated wit h
diislocation motion, Nix has found|7]:

" h(. I - ev)(p + 1,,) b

where pf and t, are the shear moduli for the film and susttrate, v is Poisson's ratio. 3 i a
dislocation core energy parameter (3 - 0.75). and Al is the biaxial modulus. F'igure 2 shorw
the prediction of Eqn. 8 for a Fe film. Note the nearly linear dependence on lit.

The magnetic anisotropy constants due to epitaxial strains can be obtained from Eqn. I
i,v setting (I = (2 = ' and = ', where (1 is the in-plan strain component. imposed 1,y

tire substrate. and t- is tire out-of-plane component which results from the Poisson effect.
i-or BC( (110) oriented films the two components are related through:

± et + 
3
ec2 - 2c4 4  (9)

c- I + Cl2 + 2c44

Eqns. 6 then give:

A-' :1 f ,, ,,

k.!J - (1 2)kO O -C011('11- ,L) t

Note that this differs friom the results of Ref. [2]. if we plug in n,,tn)ers[h]. we find:

-- = -5.6 x I00J/u :

k1

=-6.2 x 1063/m 3  
(Ill

These bulk anisotropy constants are comprable in magnitude (but opposite in sign) to those
observed for i"e on% W by Elmers and Gradma[2]. More importantly if we consider the
thickness dependerte of the strain shown in Fig. 2. we find a thickness dependent anisot ropv
constants (shown in Fig. 3). If one were to naively take the slope of the anisotropy in Fig. 3
and assign it to a surface anisotropy one would find:

k., = -5.6 x 10-
4
.1/tn

2

k.1 = -6.2 x l0-4J/m 2  
121

These apparent surface anisotropies are comparable to those observed experimentallvf2j.
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ABSTRACT

Selected orientations of epitaxial Co/Pt superlattices were grown on GaAs substrates in
[001], [1101, and [111] orientations using seeded epitaxy techniques. The microstructural and
magnetic properties of Co/Pt superlattices are presented. The magnetic anisotropies of Co/Pt
superlattices are found strongly dependent on the crystallographic orientation of the growth axis.
High-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (HRXTEM) investigation of the
Co/Pt interfaces has revealed the presence of a large number of planar defects in the [111] Co/Pt
superlattice. HRXTEM shows that the interface of Co/Pt is wavy and is not atomically abrupt.
These findings suggest that models for the magnetic anisotropy should not be based on idealized,
chemically abrupt interfaces but should incorporate magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the alloy
region. We propose a model for the magnetic anisotropy based on the Niel magnetic surface
anisotropy and the existence of defects in the alloy region. The easy axis of the magnetic
anisotropy predicted by the model agrees with the magnetic and structural data for the superlattices.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the magnetic anisotropy of ultrathin
magnetic multilayers. Understanding of the contributing sources to magnetic anisotropy in
magnetic thin films is essential to applications and to fundamental thin film magnetism. For
magnetic thin films, aside from the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, the magneto-elastic anisotropy,
and the shape anisotropy (which favors the spontaneous magnetization to lie in the film plane), the
magnetic surface plays an important role in magnetic thin film anisotropy. Niel proposed the
magnetic surface anisotropy resulting from the reduced symmetry in the environment for an atom at
the surface[l]. In magnetic multilayer structures, comprising alternate magnetic and non-magnetic
layers, interface anisotropy due to the broken symmetry is expected, too. The thermodynamic
stability of the interface in multilayers then is of crucial importance in determining the magnetic
interface anisotropy. Especially, in ultrathin magnetic multilayers, the magnetic interface
anisotropy can be more dominant than the volume type anisotropy, since the ratio of surface to
volume increases.

In magnetic multilayers, the effective magnetic anisotropy Keff per unit volume of the
magnetic layers with thickness t is defined to be the difference in energy required to saturate the
multilayers by applying the magnetic field perpendicular and parallel to the film plane.
Experimentally, the effective magnetic anisotropy can be described by a phenomenological
formula, including a volume and an interface type anisotropy:

Keff = Kv + 2Ks/t (1)

The contributing sources to the volume type anisotropy, Kv, are at least threefold: (I) Shape
anisotropy, which tends to force the spontaneous magnetization to lie in the film plane, due to the
demagnetizing field, (2) magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and (3) magnetostriction due to induced
stress. The most interesting and important anisotropy in magnetic multilayers is magnetic surface
(or interface) anisotropy, Ks, but its origin is still unclear.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The Co/Pt superlattices were prepared in a VG 80-M MBE system(VG Semicon Ltd.).
(001) orientation of GaAs substrates were used to seed the (001) and (110) Co/Pt superlattice
orientations. For (11) Co/Pt superlattices, the GaAs substrate with surface normal inclined

within 0.5' of [111) direction was used. After etching in a 1:1:100 solution of

Mal. Ra,. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. ' 192 Materials Research Society
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1 1,OJNH 4OH/H 20, the substrate was heated to -600C in a background pressure of < 10-10 mbar
to desorb surface impurities and to generate a lxI reflection high-energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) pattern. The Ag seed layer was deposited at a rate of 0.4A/sec from a knudsen cell held
at 1050°C. The Co and Pt films were deposited at a rate of -0.15 and -0.25 A/sec from e-gun
sources, respectively. The deposition rate and beam-interrupt shutter were computer controlled.
The fluctuation in the film thickness was less than 2%. The background pressure before film
deposition was approximately -2xl0 - tt mbar, while during the film growth was -2x10 t 0 mbar
or lower.

To prepare cross-sectional specimens for transmission electron microscopy observations a
sample was first cut into 5x3 mm rectangles. Samples were sandwiched together and sliced to
produce wafers -1 mm thick. After grinding and polishing to a thickness of 200.m, 3mm
diameter discs were cut and dimpled. The final thinning to obtain electron transparent regions was
achieved by ion milling with 5-6 key Ar ions using a liquid nitrogen cooled stage of a Gatan dual
ion miller. High-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (HRXTEM)
investigations were performed in a Philips EM430-ST electron microscope operating at 300 kev.

The spontaneous magnetization direction were obtained from the torque curve. The
perpendicular polar and the in-plane longitudinal Kerr hysteresis loops were used to confirm the
easy directions, and also obtain the coercivity.

3. SELECTED SEEDED EPITAXY OF Co/Pt SUPERLATTICES

The key to successful growth of Co/Pt superlattices in three different orientations depends
on the epitaxy of Ag buffer layers. Direct deposition of Ag on (001)GaAs results in an epitaxial
Ag film with [110l direction along the film normal, i.e., [0011 of GaAs substrate. In the film
plane, the orientation relationships are [0011 Ag parallel to [110] GaAs and [110] Ag parallel to

{ l10] GaAs. The Co and Pt films were then grown epitaxially on this (110) Ag buffer layer to
form the (110) Co/Pt superlattice. If several monolayers of Fe, Co or Pt were deposited before Ag
buffer layers were grown, the epitaxial relationships were (001) Ag parallel to (001) Fe and GaAs,
but with Ag unit cell rotated 450 about the [001] axis relative to the substrate normal. This seeded
the Ag and the Co/Pt superlattice along the [001] orientation. The (001) Co/Pt superlattice was
formed by depositing Pt films first on the (001) Ag buffer layer. For (111) Co/Pt superlattices,
(11) GaAs substrates were used to seed the (11) Ag epitaxial film. (11) Co/Pt superlattices
were grown epitaxially on Ag beginning with the Pt layer.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Microstructures

High-resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (HRXTEM) studies have
been carried out on the (001), (110) and (11) Co/Pt superlattices to determine the microstructure
of the samples. In (001), (110) and (111) orientations of Co/Pt superlattices, the 3.6A Co, whose
stable phase is hexagonal-closed-pack (hcp) structure at room temperature, forms a face-centered-
cubic (fcc) solid solution with Pt. No evidence of hcp Co was found, and the Co/Pt layering can
not be seen from the atomic image contrast. Figure 1 shows a high-resolution, cross-sectional
transmission electron micrograph of a 2x(50A Co/50A Pt) structure showing the Co/Pt interface.
Clearly, the interface is wavy and is not atomically abrupt. The dominant defects in the [ 1111
oriented superlattices are stacking faults and twins on Co/Pt(l 11) planes. Figure 2 shows a
IRXTEM of (11) Co/Pt superlattice. In this case the superlattice consisted of 30 periods of

Co(3.2A)/Pt(16.7A). It shows a high density of planar defects, stacking faults and twins, in the
Co/Pt superlattices. Both the Ag film and superlattice are free of stacking faults or twins for [1101
and [0011 oriented superlattices.
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Figure I High-resolution, cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of a 4x(50A CoI5oA
Pt) structure showing the Co/Pt interface. The interface is wavy and is not atomically abrupt.

Figure 2 1-ugh-resolution, cross-sectional transmission electron micrograph of (Ill1) Co/Plt
superi ittice. In this case it was a 30 periods of Co(3.2A)/Pt(16.7A) superhattice. It shows it high
density of planar defects, stacking faults and twins, in the CO/Pt superlattices.
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4.2 Magnetic Properties

Figure 3 shows the perpendicular polar Kerr hysteresis loops for (001), (110), and (111)
Co(3A)/Pt(16.8A) superlattices. Clearly the (11 I) Co/Pt superlattice has a large perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy. The (001) Co/Pt has a hard axis along the film normal. Figure 4 shows the
in-plane longitudinal Kerr hysteresis loop for the (110) Co/Pt superlattice. It shows that there is an
easy axis in the film plane, and normal to it is a hard axis in the film plane. The in-plane easy axis
of (110) Co/Pt superlattices has also been confirmed by the measurement of the torque curve, and
is identified by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy to be along [001] axis of Co/Pt
superlattices.

5. PAIR ENERGY MODEL

Neel[ I] described the magnetic surface anisotropy in a phenomenological pair model. He
assumed the pair energy is dependent on the angle, 0, between the direction of magnetization and
the bond. The pair energy between two magnetic atoms can be expressed by Legendre
polynomials:

w(r, cosO) = g(r) + l(r)(cos 2
0 - 1/3) + q(r)(cos4 6 - 617cos2

0 + 3/35) +.... (2)

where r is the interatomic distance. For simplicity, we neglect the higher order terms and express

tbe interaction energy as
w(r, cosO) = l(r)(Cos

2
0 - 1/3) (3)

If (M M, M) are the direction cosines of the magnetization and (Ax Ay Az) are those of bond
direction, the pair energy becomes

w(r, cos0) = l(r)[(M.Ax + MyAy + MAz )2 1/3] (4

-- 00

- 12 6i - C 4 8 1 6

Figure 3. Perpendicular polar Kerr hysteresis Figure 4. In-plane longitudinal Kerr
loops for (001), (110), and (Ill 1) 15x(-3ACo hysteresis loop for the (110) Co/Pt
/16.8APt, superlantices. Magnetic field was superlatnce.
applied normal to the sample surface. (a). The magnetic field was applied along

the easy axis in the film plane.
(b). The magnetic field was applied

normal to the easy axis in the film
plane.
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6. THERMODYNAMIC STABILITY OF Co/Pt INTERFACES

According to the Co/Pt binary phase diagram, Co and Pt form a solid solution at room
temperature, and two ordered phases, CoPt and CoPt3 exist at 1:1 and 1:3 atomic composition in a
wide atomic concentration range. From the X-ray diffraction and XPD (x-ray photoelectron
diffraction) studies[21, it suggests Co and Pt are mixing at interfaces. Cross-sectional high
resolution electron microscopy also showed that Co/Pt interfaces were not atomically abrupt, and
revealed a high density of stacking faults and twins parallel to film surface in (I 11) Co/Pt
superlattices. Previous x-ray scattering measurements on quench disordered alloy containing high
concentration of Pt revealed a preference for unlike nearest neighbors[3].

Based on the observations and studies above, we assumed that limited interdiffusion
occurred at Co/Pt interfaces and local ordered phases, CoPt3 , formed within the mixed region.
This phase is favored by the Pt-rich composition of the superlattice and by the Pt-rich environment
of arriving Co atoms.

7. CALCULATION

(001) Co/Pt Sunerlattices

Figure 5(a) shows the (001) surface of an ordered CoPt3 which has the CuAu3 structure.
The surface energy per Co atom is due to the missing Co atom at the (001) Pt/CoPt3 interface. It
shows that each Co atom on the interface has five nearest neighbor Co atoms: Al = (100), A2 =
(010), A3 = (100), A4 = (010), A5 = (001). If the magnetization direction cosines are M = (M.
M. M), and we sum over these five pair energy, using Neel pair energy model, it results

W =1w = L(1/3-M 2) (5)

L is pair energy anisotropy constant and is negative for Co, i.e., the magnetic moment of Co atom
favors to align along the bond direction. This can be confirmed by the magneto-elastic constant of
bulk Co and Co alloy[4]. This shows that the [001], the film normal, is the hard axis.

(!10) Co/Pt Suoerlattices

For a (110) surface of an ordered CoPt3 , see Figure 5(b), the surface energy is then due to
the broken symmetry at the (110) Pt/CoPt 3 interface. It shows that each Co atom at the interface
has four nearest neighbor Co atoms: Al = (100), A2 = (010), A3 = (001), A4 = (001). The energy
per Co atom is then

W = L(M, 2- 1/3) (6)

It shows that the [001] direction in the film plane is the spontaneous magnetization direction.

zz A3'

cO PI

Figure 5(a). The (001) surface of ordered CoPt3. Figure 5(b). The (1 10) surface of ordered
It shows that each Co atom at the interface has CoPty. It shows that each Co atom at the
five nearest neighbor Co atoms. interface has four nearest neighbor Co atom%.
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(lll) Co!Pt Superlattices

Figure 5(c) shows the (Ill 1) surface of an ordered CoPt 3. It shows that each Co atom at
the surface has three first nearest neighbor Co atoms. These first nearest neighbors contribute no
anisotropy, since the sum of the pair energy, W, is independent of magnetization directions. Now
we consider the second nearest neighbors, see Figure 5(d). It shows that there are three second
nearest neighbor Co atoms: AI = (110), A2 = (011). and A3 = (101). The energy per Co atom
due to the second nearest neighbor Co atoms is then

W = L'(Mx+My+M) 2  
(7)

where L' is the pair energy constant due to the second nearest Co atoms. It predicts the easy axis
is along [ 1111. the surface normal.

In the case of (111) Co/Pt superlattices, a large number of stacking faults were found
,which can generate Co-Co pairs along <110> directions. These <110> Co-Co pairs can combine
to form an easy axis along [111], the film normal, by a similar mechanism to that proposed by
Chikazumi[5] in the case of partially ordered FeNi3 alloy containing stacking faults. Figure 5(e)
shows that <110> Co-Co pairs were generated by (I 11) plane stacking faults. Figure 5(f) shows
that the sum of these <l 10> Co-Co pairs can form a net [Ill] easy axis. Again, applying the Neel
pair energy model, we get

W = (1/2)PLI(Mx + My + M,) 2 - 11 (8)

\ here P is a density function of Co-Co pairs. It shows that the [1111 direction, the film normal, is
the easy axis.

z

Figure 5(c). The ( 111) surface of ordered CoPt3 . Figure 5(d). It shows that there are three
It shows that each Co atom at the surface has second nearest neighbor Co atoms at the
three first nearest neighbor Co atoms. (111) CoPt3 surface.

z

,,0C
0 P00~0

*0

Figure 5(e), <110> Co-Co pairs are generated Figure 5("). The sum of these <110>
by (I 1) plane stacking faults.[51 Co-Co pairs can form a net I 111]

easy axis.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

The microstructural and magnetic properties of Co/Pt superlattices are presented.
Superlattices with 3.2A Co / 16.8A Pt are grown by seeded molecular-beam epitaxy technique,
oriented along the 10011, 1110], and [ 1111 directions of Pt. We find that the magnetic property of
the superlattice is strongly dependent on the growth orientation. For structures with [ 1111 growth
orientation the easy axis of magnetization is perpendicular to the film plane, but in the film plane
for [0011 growth orientation. The [I 101 oriented superlattices have intermediate behavior and
show strong in-plan anisotropy. X-ray diffraction, x-ray photoelectron diffraction, and high-
resolution cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy analysis of the superlattices show
significant differences in interface quality and defect structure for different growth orientations.
High-resolution cross-sectional electron microscopy reveals a high density of stacking faults and
twins in the [1111 oriented superlattices. It is suggested that a combination of limited
interdiffusion, partial ordering of the alloy and stacking faults may contribute to the origin of the
perpendicular anisotropy for the [ 1] oriented superlattices. Neel's phenomenological pair energy
model combined with the thermodynamic stability at the Co/Pt interface provides a surprisingly
good prediction for the magnetization easy axes of (001), (110) and (111) orientations of Co/Pt
superlattices. Though this phenomenological model is tentative and needs more experimental
support, it may provide a microscopic picture to the magnetic interface anisotropy.
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ABSTRACT

The structural and magnetic properties of sputtered Ag/Co,
Pd/Co, and AgPd/Co multilayered films were investigated. When
substrate temperature during deposition (Ts) was set at room
temperature, the easy magnetization axis of the Pd/Co films with
Co thickness less than 7A was normal to the film plane and that
of the Ag/Co films was parallel. AgPd/Co multilayered films
showed a transition of the preferred direction of magnetic
moment from lying in the film plane towards lying along the film
normal when increasing the Pd concentration above 81 at%.
Moreover, an anomalous reduction of the saturation magnetization
was found. The perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of Pd/Co films
with low Ts increased with decreasing the thickness of Co layer.
However, the Pd/Co films with high Ts showed opposite tendency.

INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of metallic multilayered films are
of great interest both from fundamental and technological view
points. Especially, the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy of
multilayered films have been attracting much attention in
relation to magnetic and magneto-optical recording media[l-4].
As has been reported in several systems, Co/Pd[l,2], Co/Au[3],
and Co/Pt[4], a large positive uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (Ku)
can be observed when the magnetic layer thickness is smaller
than a few monolayers. However, the origin of this anisotropy
remains unclear. The physical mechanism has been generally
believed to be a change in the magnetic anisotropy of the
interface atoms as a consequence of the reduced symmetry in
there surroundings which was predicted by Noel[5]. Nevertheless,
recent studies[6,7] indicate that the origin of the
perpendicular anisotropy can not be explained only by the N~el's
surface anisotropy. Moreover, strain and mixing at magnetic-
nonmagnetic interfaces have been suggested as possible
mechanisms[8]. If the perpendicular anisotropy arises from the
strain, one can expect that Ag/Co multilayers may also show the
positive Ku, because the lattice constant of Ag is nearly equal
to that of Au.

In this paper, we report the structural and magnetic
properties, especially the perpendicular magnetic anisotropies,
of Ag/Co, Pd/Co, and AgPd/Co multilayered films and discuss the
origin of these anisotropies.

Mal. Rea. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. ,1992 Materials Research Society
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SAMPLE PREPERATION AND CARACTERIZATION

Ag/Co, Pd/Co, and AgPd/Co multilayers were prepared by a
dual cathodes rf-magnetron sputtering system. Co, Ag, and Pd
targets and Agl9%PdSl% and Ag44%Pd56% alloy targets were placed
on two cathodes and shields were arranged around these targets
so as to prevent mixing of sputtered fluxes. The substrates are
fixed on a rotating table, which alternately moves them from one
flux to the other. The sputtering was performed with high-purity
Ar at 20xlO-3 Torr, after pumping the chamber up to below 2x10"
6 Torr. The glass substrates were used and the substrate
temperature (Ts) during the deposition of Ag/Co and Pd/Co
multilayered films, was controlled between room temperature
(R.T.) and 200 0C using two infrared image heaters.

The bilayer thickness of multilayered films can be
determined from x-ray diffraction analysis and showed good
agreement with the designed value. The Co layer thickness ranged
between 2.5-34k for Ag/Co, 2.4-9.6A for Pd/Co and 3.1-15A for
AgPd/Co respectively.

Extensive x-ray characterization has been made using high-
and low-angle x-ray diffraction techniques. The details of these
studies will be the subject of a future publication. Briefly,
Ag/Co and Pd/Co multilayers with Ts = R.T multilayers showed
several satellite reflections in high-angle range and
superlattice reflections in low-angle range. In the Pd/Co
multilayers, the number of satellite and superlattice
reflections decreased and the peak widths became narrower with
an increase in the Ts. This shows that the grain size coarsening
and the mixing at the Pd-Co interfaces were accelerated with
high Ts. Ag/Co multilayers with Ts 700C did not show any
satellite and superlattice reflections, and AgPd/Co multilayers
showed weak and broad peaks in high-angle range and the only Ist
order superlattice reflection at low-angle range were observed.
These results indicate that: (a) in Ag/Co multilayers, the
higher Ts destroys the compositionally modulated structures
(CMS), (b) Pd/Co multilayers have the CMS even if the Ts is
2000C, and (c) AgPd/Co multilayers have highly disordered
lattice structures, but CMS still remain.

The magnetization measurements of multilayered films were
made at room temperature with the VSM (vibrating sample
magnetometer), applying the magnetic field up to l5kOe, both
parallel and normal to the film plane.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Ag/Co multilavers

The uniaxial anisotropy, Ku, is defined as the area between
the perpendicular and the parallel magnetization curve per unit
Co-volume. Ku is taken positive when the magnetization is
preferably oriented perpendicular to the film. If we denote Ks
as the anisotropy originating from the interface per unit area
and Kv as the contribution to the anisotropy per volume unit
Co, the uniaxial anisotropy can phenomenologically be described
as

Ku = 2Ks / tCo + Xv (i)
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Fig.1 The tCo dependence of Ku-tCo of Ag/Co multilayers.

Here tCo denotes the Co layer thickness and the factor 2 arises
from the two interfaces of each Co layer. The volume anisotropy
Kv consists of magnetostatic or demagnetization energy, and
magneto,-rystalline anisotropy.

In Fig.l the uniaxial magnetic anisotropies of the Ag/Co
multilayers with Ts = R.T. (a) and Ts > 700 C (b) are shown as a
function of the thickness of Co. In both cases the uniaxial
magnetic anisotropies are well described by eq. (1) and can be
considered to be independent of Ts in the range from 700 C to
200 0 C. These plots yield an interface contribution Ks =

(0.03L).05)x10- 3 J/m 2 , a volume contribution Kv =
0.69±0.32)x,06 J/m 3 when Ts is R.T., and KS = (0.12±0.13)x10-3

J/m2 , rV = (-1.52±0.16)x10 6 J/m3 for Ts > 700C. For pure Co film
with hexagonal axis perpendicular to the film, the
demagnetization energy Kd would be Kd = -i/2p0M 2 = -1.23x10 6

J/m 3 aid magnetocrystalline energy Kl = 0.41x10 6 J/m 3 , K2 =
0.l0xI- 6 J/m 3 . This results in a volume contribution Kd + KI +
K2 = -0.72x106 J/m 3, which is nearly equal to the Kv for Ts =
R.T. S~nce KS for both Ts = R.T. and Ts 700 C can be regarded
as almost zero, we believe that the surface magnetic anisotropy
energy is very small, if exists. Furthermore, the Kv for TS
700C showed considerably large value compared with other Co-
based i.ultilayered films whose easy magnetization axis is normal
to th- film plane, and the reason is uncertain. The most
possib-e explanation is that the magnetoelastic effect presented
due to the large thermal stress.

Pd/Co n.iltilavers

Tle Co layer thickness dependence of the remanent
magnetization ratio Mr/Ms for Os = R.T., 50, 75, 100, 150, and

. / ,-" 6o .. •
6

0.8- .7; 4

0.6. - 2

- -75
100 -20.2 - .ISO -2

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
It.,(.&) 1cotA)

Fig.2 The remanent magnetization Fig.3 The tCo dependence of Ku-tCo
ratio Mr/Ms of Pd/Co multilayers. of Pd/Co muttilayers.
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200°C with the magnetic field normal to the film plane are shown
in Fig.2. It shows that in order to obtain the high remanent
magnetization, lower Ts and 3A - tCo 5 5A are preferable and the
higher Ts seems to make its performance worse. The behavior of
the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy exhibited an entirely different
picture (Fig.3). The Ku-tco for Ts = R.T. and 500 C, increased
almost linearly with a decrease in tCo and this dependence
agrees with the previous results. Nevertheless, in the case of
TS = 750C and 1000C, the values of the Ku-tco were larger than
those for Ts = R.T. and 50°C, and were positive up to tCo =
9.6A. Moreover, the Ku'tCo for Ts - 150 and 200°C increased with
the tCo and its sign changed from negative to positive.

The magnetic surface anisotropy predicted by N6el is
considered to become smaller with the intermixing[9]. Since this
mixing progressed at higher Ts, we can not explain the Ts
dependence of Ku only by the N~el's anisotropy. In these complex
behaviors of Ku, two or more mechanisms seem to operate.

In table I, the sign of Ku and the larger remanent
magnetization axis are summarized. This table demonstrates that
the lower TS in the case of tCo 4.8A and the higher Ts in the
case of tCo 7.2A yield positive Ku and especially, the former
condition is desirable in order to turn the easy magnetization
axis normal to the film plane.

AgPd/Co multilavers

Typical hysteresis loops of the Agl9Pd8 ll3A/Co3.lA,
Ag4 4 Pd5616A/Co3.0k and Pd21A/Co3.1 films are shown in Fig.4.
The preferred direction of magnetic moment changed from lying
in the film plane towards lying along the film normal when
increasing the Pd concentration above 81 at%. Moreover,
saturation magnetization (Ms) decreased with an increase in the
Ag concentration. Fig.5 shows the tCo dependence of the
saturation magnetization. An enhancement of Ms in Pd/Co
multilayers with tCo S 10A was observed and this enhancement is

R.T. SOC 75C 1 00C 150C, 2oo'C

Co2.4AJPdl1.4A PM PM PM P P N

Co2.9, Pd13.7A PM PM PM I P N N

Co3.6A/Pdl6.8A PM P P P N N

Co4.8AJPd22.8A PM P I P P N N

Co7.2A/Pd34.1 A N !N P PiP P,____ _______

Co9.4A/Pd45.SA N N P P P P

PM:Perpendicular magnetization (Mr- / Mr/ >1)
P :Positive Ku, but in plane magnetization (Mr / Mr/ <1)
N :Negative Ku

Table I. Sign of Ku and the larger remanent magnetization axis of Pd/Co muhtilayers.
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M(emu) 0.02 M(emnu) 0.02

Co3.14/Pd 21A H Co 3.1A/PdiAgg
- H,,13A H .

H,,
-020 -20 '20

HMKO H(K~e)

_________ 0.02 ____-0.02

(a) Pd21AICo3.1 A (b) Ag9 Pd8113A/Co3.1 A

M(emu) 0062

Co3.OA/Pd56Agc
16A

-20 -h20

H(Koe)

-0.02

(c) Ag44Pd566ACo3.OA

Fig.4 Typical hysteresis loops for the Pd/Co and AgPd/Co.

believed to arise from polarization of Pd atoms at
interfaces [10].

On the contrary, an anomalous reduction of Ms was observed
in AgPd/Co multilayers. In the case of Ag44Pd56/Co multilayers,

, 200-

_ ul _ Co-

111 100- A "
b AMA EI 1.Pd

-- ,56'!. Pd

0 I I I
10 20

tco (A)
Fig.5 The tC0 dependence of Ms of AgPdICo multilayers.
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Ms decreased up to 84% while the reduction of Ms of the Pd/Co
multilayers was within 14% and that of Ag/Co was within 9%. As
mentioned above, the AgPd/Co multilayers contains many lattice
defects. Therefore, it is considered that the abnormal reduction
was resulted from the effect of superparamagnetism.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that Ag/Co, Pd/Co, and AgPd/Co multilayers
have different magnetic anisotropies, respectively. These
differences seem to support the existence of two or more
mechanisms which may influence the perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy. Whereas many studies have been reported so far, the
values of Kv and Ks do not always agree with each other even in
the case of same systems. These disagreements should be
attributed to the differences in the microscopic structures and
strains of the films.
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Abstract

It is shown that a (biaxial) vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) can be used to
determine the magnetic anisotropy of thin films. Besides the commonly measured compo-
nent along the magnetic field also the component perpendicular to the magnetic field was
measured. Experiments were performed in a magnetic field of fixed magnitude as a function
of the angle between the field and the film plane. These type of measurements give both all
accurate estimate of the magnetic anisotropy and also show when domains are formed du-
ring rotation of the magnetization. The method has been applied to determine the magnetic
anisotropy of Co/Pd and Co/Cu multilayers. The results are compared to those obtained
with alternative methods.

Introduction

In the magnetism of ultrathin films and multilayers the magnetic anisotropy plays all
important role. Through the vast amount of research in this field in the past few decades, it
is now well known that the preferential orientation of the magnetization in multilayers can
be manipulated by choosing appropriate combinations of ferromagnetic and non-magnetic
nietals with suitable thicknesses. In Co/Pt and Co/Pd( 111) multilayers for example, perpen-
dicular magnetic anisotropy call be achieved for small Co-thicknesses [1-2]. It is clear that
an accurate determination of the magnetic anisotropy energy is important. To obtain the
anisotropy, various techniques are used such as ferromagnetic resonance, torque magneto-
ruetry and magnetization measurements, for instance with a vibrating sample magnetometer
(VSM). In the latter technique, which is rather common, the hysteresis loops are measured
with the field parallel and perpendicular to the film plane. The total effective magnetic
anisotropy energy, in this report defined as the sum of the intrinsic and shape anisotropy, is
then determined from the area enclosed between the two loops.

In the following sections we will first discuss this method and related problems and
propose an alternative method of using a magnetometer to determine the anisotropy.

Considerations

In the absence of hysteresis the area method is correct, for layers with in-plane aniso-
tropy as well as for very thin layers with strong perpendicular anisotropy. In the latter case

Mal. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 221. 1992 Materials Research Society
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this is however, not as obvious as sometimes is suggested.
From simple continuum theory it can be derived that the perpendicular M(H) curve

saturates at the demagnetizing field poM, and that the in-plane loop saturates at an aniso-
tropy field containing only the intrinsic magnetic anisotropy. It is generally assumed that for
the in-plane loop the demagnetizing field does not play a role because the total component
of the magnetization perpendicular to the film is zero. However this derivation is only
correct for thick films. For very thin films with perpendicular anisotropy Malik [3], Koov [4]
and Draaisma [5] et al. have shown, from an energy minimalization including magnetostatic
and domain wall energies, that the (up-down oriented) domains in these films are very
large. Consequently, the magneto',ttic energy, in zero field for example, of an up-down
domain structure with zero average perpendicular magnetization, is nearly equal to the
full magnetostatic, or demagnetizing energy, of the same film saturated perpendicularly.
Saturating the film with a perpendicular field therefore costs very little demagnetizing energy
jpoM,2 - (1 - f) and saturation is reached at relatively low fields. Here f is a number close
to 1 depending on the domain size and film thickness which can be calculated easily within
Mal[k's model. Furthermore, in saturating the film in-plane, the spins feel almost the full
demagnetizing field since they are in large domains. Therefore, the in-plane loop is, besides
the intrinsic anisotropy, also affected by the nearly full amount of shape anisotropy rpoM2,f.
In calculating the area between the perpendicular and in-plane loop however, the terms with
I cancel and the area again represents the total effective anisotropy. As mentioned, for films
with an in-plane preferential orientation no complications arise and the correctiess of the
area method is understood easily.

However a fundamental problem of the area method is encountered when hysteresis is
present in one or both loops. The area between the loops then is not well defined and one is
forced to average the branches of the loops in some way. The thus obtained area might then
contain, besides the total effective magnetic anisotropy, also unknown energy contributions
associated with domain processes. This leads to an uncertainty in the anisotropy value
obtained with this method. Furthermore, a practical difficulty is encountered when the
available field is too small to saturate the films in the hard direction. An extrapolation of
the hard axis loop is then used to get an estimate of the area, which is sometimes rather
arbitrary for non linear M(H) curves.

In this report an alternative method for measuring anisotropy energies using a VSM
is proposed which circumvents the problems mentioned above.

Experiments

The experimental geometry of the measurement is shown in Fig. 1. For details con-
cerning the VSM we refer to Bernards et al. [6].

Figure I1 Top view of a sample po-
siticied between the poles of an elec.

M tromagnet generating a magnetic field
B =pHol in the x-direction. The samph

Y Mcan be rotated in the z-y-plane while the
z and y component of the magneti:a-

tion can be measured simultaneously.
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The applied field is set at a constant value, large enough to assure a uniform magnetization
in the sample but not necessarily larger than the anisotropy field i.e. saturation in the hard
direction is not needed. In this field the sample is rotated in the x-y-plane. At each angle
the component of the magnetization M. along the field and My perpendicular to the field,
can be measured. It is clear that the magnetic anisotropy affects the angular dependence of
these components.

To calculate the dependence of M. and My on 0, uniaxial anisotropy and uniform
magnetization are assumed. For given magnetic field H and effective magnetic anisotropy
K, first the energy of the magnetization given by K sin 2 

0 - poM.H cos(O - 0) is minimized
for each 0 with respect to 8. This yields the equilibrium orientation O. of M as a function
of 4. Then M,(O) and My(O) are calculated easily using M. = Mcos(On - 0) and M. =
M, sin(Oq - 4). For zero anisotropy the magnetization simply follows the field and no
angular dependence occurs, i.e. M.= M. and My= 0, whereas for very strong anisotropy
the magnetization rotates only slightly from the easy axis resulting in a cosine like behavior
for M. and My. As long as the basic assumption about the uniform magnetization is

satisfied, the normalized length of the magnetization vector M,2 + M 2 /M. will be constant.

Formation of domains at a certain angle, yielding a non-uniform magnetization, can be
monitored by a decrease of M + M 2 /M.. Data in this regime cannot be used in the
context of the present method tv obtain the anisotropy.

Examples of experimental rotation diagrams are shown in Figures 2 and 3, where the

measured M. normalized to the saturation magnetization is plotted as a function of the
angle between the applied field and the film plane.

t .0 i .00

0.9
0.95

0.9

0.90

0.7

0.9B5

0,5

(a) (b)
0.5 . 0.s0 , I ' I I

-10 10 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190 -10 10 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 190

angle w.r.t. film plane angle .r.t. film plane

Figure 2 : Normalized z-component of the magnetization measured as a function of the angle be-
tween the applied field and the film plane. The measurements were performed on glass/200 A Cu/
40x(20 A Co + 21 A Cu) at fields of 0.79 T (a) and 1.43 T (b). The solid line represents a fit
assuming uniform rotation of the magnetization.
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Figure 2 displays the data obtained for a fcc Co/Cu(lll) multilayer. This multilayer has
an in-plane preferential orientation as can be inferred from the fact that saturation only
occurs at 0' and 180' i.e. with the field along the film plane. When rotating the field away
from the film plane a decrease in AM,/M, is observed, meaning that the magnetization lags
behind more and more. The solid line is a fit of the model assuming uniaxial anisotropy and
uniform rotation of the magnetization, as discussed above. The length of the magnetization
vector was observed to be constant in the whole range except very near the perpendicular
direction. Fitting the data (Fig. 2a), obtained with an applied field of /OH = 0.79T, over
all angles, gives K = -1.09 MJ/m 3. Within experimental accuracy (5%) this is in agreement
with torque measurements and with the value obtained from the area between the two loops,
which showed no hysteresis in this case. The data at a higher field /oH = 1.43T (Fig. 2b)
also yield -1.09 MJ/m 3 . The submaximum observed for this field at the perpendicular orien-
tation (90') can be understood if we realize that M(H) curves for angles near perpendicular,
cross each other for fields near the anisotropy field.

1 .0 . . . . . . I , I , I , 1

(a) (b)
1.0

0. a

0 4
0.4

0,2 1 -1 1 1 1 L I , i , t , I 0 s , , I , I I 1 0 2

-10 tO 30 50 70 90 t10 130 150 170 190 -10 to 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170 19o
angle ..r.t, film plane angle W.r.t, film plane

Figure 3 : Magnetization neasurements as a function of the angle between the field and the ilm
plane at 1.43 T on glass/lO00 A Pd/2OOx(2 A Co + 22 A I'd). (a) Component of the nmagnetiza-
tion along the field. (b) The normalized length of the average magnetization vector.

In Fig. 3a the rotation diagram for M. is shown for a Co/Pd(lll) multilayer with
st r endicular anisotropy. The normalized length of the magnetization vector

iMl + M /Al. versus the orientation of the field is shown in Fig. 3b. As can be seen,

serious deviations from I (uniform magnetization) occur near the in-plane direction. As
quoted before these are attributed to the formation of domains. It is therefore not correct
to include the data in this angular range in the fitting process. Leaving out these data gives
us a K value of 4.39 MJ/m 3 , again in agreement with torque measurements, which were also
fitted in the domain free range.

A
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In conclusion, we have shown that, the magnetic anisotropy can be determined flur
magnetization mneasuremient s as a fillictior. of thle angle between the applied magnetic field
and thle easy directin., provided that izo domains are present. Biaxial VSM measurements~
for anl in-lplane preferential Co/Co multilayer anid a strongly perpendicular easy Co/Pd miii-
tilayer gave good agreement withI torque experiments.
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MAGNETOELASTIC INTERACTIONS AT SURFACES AND INTERFACES

R. C. O'HANDLEY AND S. SUN
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ABSTRACT

The contribution of strains to anomalous surface and interface magnetic
anisctropics cannot be analyzed quantitatively without knowledge of the
ME coupling coefficients there. We have measured the ME coupling
coefficients Bs near the surface (-0.5nm) of two amorphous alloys,
Fe77Cr6 B1 7 (with bulk magnetostriction ks = +7 x 10-6) and Co7 6 Cr 4 B20 ('.s =

-3.8 x 10- 6 ) and found them to differ significantly from the bulk values Bb:
Fe-base. Bs = -1.7 x 10 5 J/m 3 (57% of Bb) and Co-base. Bs = 5.8 x 10 5 J/m 3

(three times Bb).

Background

Numerous studies have focussed attention on magnetic surface
anisotropy in ultrathin films 11.21. multilayers 13). and at bulk surfaces I41.
These effects can sometimes be isolated from bulk anisotropy by studying
the thickness dependence of the effective anisotropy:

K ff +2 M , " K,/ tK -K'2~M>K /t(1)

where K v is the volume magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant, 2;rMz 2 is
the demagnetization energy density and KN is the surfacc magnetic
anisotropy. When Kctr > 0 the magnetization lies in plane. Experimental
plots of Ketft vs. t generally show linear behavior with the slope giving the
bulk crystal and shape anisotropy and the intercept giving the surface
anisotropy.

Neel [51 first drew attention to the fact that the reduced symmetry at
a surface causes the familiar phenomenological expression for cubic
anisotropy energy density to require terms of lower order:

Ks = K (t, + K5  (t ' Y K, cos 2 0 + K , ssin 2 ifos2  (2)

14, in this expression is the uniaxial surface energy per unit area that
enters Eq. 1.

It should be clear that magnctoclastic (ME) energies could he treated
in a way similar to crystal anisotropy. In fact Neel 151 attributed surface
magnetic anisotropy primarily to ME effects. The familiar expansion of
volume magnetic anisotropy energy density in powers of strain gives:

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. , 1992 Materials Research Society
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t=nK u~t a + Ba (Ctc. +Dijklt a (3)fn .1 (t1( j + ti c ij + jl"i "j c j eki (3)

Here Kij is the crystal anisotropy, independent of strain, Bij is the first
order ME coefficient coupling the strain eij to the direction of
magnetization described by a Icxj. Bij is related to the more familiar
magnetostriction coefficient by an elastic stiffness constant: Bij =-CijktXkt.
Dijki is a second order ME coefficient. Eq. 3 shows that a surface strain
relative to the bulk may contribute to magnetic anisotropy through Bij.

If hulk parameters were to apply near the surface, the first order ME
energy due to a 1% strain in Ni would give rise to a uniaxial anisotropy
energy density of order 1.6xl) 5 J/m 3. This is 40 times the bulk
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy density of Ni. For the large strains
near surfaces and interfaces, it is expected that second order effects
(described by Di~ki) would be important. Such strains effectively make Bij
strain dependent if we can write Eq. 3 as

fmn = K, U, (4. + B'.(. (i. c
iJ j I ( If (4)

where Bs = Bi + Djklekl. It is clear that a large strain eki can alter the
measured ME coefficient B, through the second order ME coefficient. In
fact Barandiaran et al. 10[ have shown that strains up to 1% applied to a
cobalt-rich amorphous alloy change the saturation magnetostriction
coefficient L. linearly from its unstrained value of ks(0) = +0.09 xlO -6 at a

rate dX/dc = -12 xl t- 6 .
Pure metals are known to experience localized strains of up to 10%

normal to their surface due to the unique electronic structure there 17].
Similarly. epitaxial films and multilayers experience in-planc misfit strains
of a comparable magnitude. So it is to be expected that the ME coefficients
in these cases may differ from their bulk values. In fact strain-modulated
FMR measurements on Ni-C and Ni-Ag multilayers [81 show that the
effective magnetostriction coefficient kcff can be measured as a function of
Ni layer thickness and analyzed with an expression analogous to Eq. 1. In
this case Keft shows a bulk contribution ).b , -36 x 10-6. close to that of
polycrystalline Ni, and a surface contribution which drives keff toward
posittC values , h decreasing thickness.

It is interesting to note that ultrathin epitaxial films of Ni/Cu (001)
1I (where the Ni layers may be stretched by as much as 2.6%) show in-
plane magnctization for thickness;,s up to 4.5 ML. At this thickness
dislocations nucleate to relieve much of the misfit strain 1101 and the
magnetization immediately takes on a large out-of-plane component. This
behavior cannot be explained on the basis of nickel's negative X10o
coefficient but it is consistent with the positive surface magnetostrictive
coupling implied by Zubarek c al.'s measurements.
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Surface ME coefficients

We have made careful measurements of the strain dependence of
surface magnetization in amorphous ribbons (using secondary electron
spin polarization analysis to probe the surface behavior) in order to
determine the surface ME coupling coefficient [111 Bs. The Bs we measure
is not a surface ME coefficient in the same sense that K5 is a surface
anisotropy (energy/area). Our Bs has units of energy/volume because it is
the surface ME coefficient integrated over the probe depth of the
secondary electrons 1121. namely about (.5nm.

The surface magnetization is measured from the polarization of
secondary electrons with kinetic energy above the low-EK anomalous
polarization enhancement range 113, 141. We use a diffuse-scattering,
gold-film, spin polarimeter 1151 and a repeller grid (between the extraction
lens and the drift tube) to remove the polarization-enhanced cascade
electrons. This technique has been shown to give a reliable measure of
valence band magnetization 1131.

We chose to study amorphous materials for two reasons: 1) only one
ME coefficient is required to describe the effects of interest and 2) alloys
having bulk magnctostriction constants 1,,h of opposite sign can be
obtained in materials of similar structure. The amorphous alloys were
Co76Cr4Bi (kh = -3.8 x 10.6) and Fe 77Cr 6B1 7 ( )sb = +7 x 10-6 ). The
amorphous ribbons can be wound into a continuous loop to minimize stray
fields, the bane of low-energy electron experiments.

Figure I shows the P-H loops of the sputter-cleaned, annealed cobalt-
base and iron-base alloys. The integrated Sherman function of our
plarimeter is 0.14 ±0.01. Surface saturation polarization values Pss

obtained by extrapolation to I/H = (I are indicated as well as the bulk
valence band saturation polarizations Psh . For the cobalt-base glass, Pss =
Psh within experimental error. The surface magnetization of the iron-base
glass is strongly suppressed relative to the bulk value. This is not due to
surface oxidation but rather to boron surface segregation. After sputter
cleaning, the Auger spectrum of the Fe-base sample shows a boron peak
that increases Cs [l-_C- 'r I with T = 90 min. Annealing causes a further
steep increase in boron concentration so that the equilibrium surface
composition determined by quantitative Auger analysis is FC5 tCrsB 2 . In
light of this, the reduced surface magnetization observed for the iron-base
alloy is not unreasonable.

We determine the ME coupling coefficient in the usual way. by taking
the strain derivative of the M-H curve 1161. Using the thermodynamic
definition of the magnetostrictivity d that couples magnetic and elastic
responses to field H and stress o, respectively, we have:

d H' (5a)

M H (5b)
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-20 -20

Figure 1. Secondary electron polarization vs applied field.
Surface saturation polarization Ps5 and bulk saturation
polarization psb are indicated.

Integration of Eq. 5a and substitution from Eq. 5b gives:

e(H)-e()-f ddH -fo o0(' - dH
H (6)

A standard elastic treatment [II for tensile stress relates B to e(H) giving
finally:

B5 3D/4 fH( A) dH

m2(H) - m2(0)o d e H (7)

Here m(H) is the reduced magnetization in the field direction M 5(H)/Ms, A
is the electron asymmetry measured at the polarimeter in the field
direction A = Ax = (N+-N-)/(N +N-) and D is IAonviABpfNA/(Sw) with nv the
number of valence electrons, p the mass density, f the fraction of atoms
present that are magnetic, NA is Avogadro's number, S is the polarimeter
efficiency, and w is thz weight per formula unit.

Figure 2 shov s the strain dependence of A for the two samples. The
increase in polarization P=A/S with compressive strain for the cobalt base
alloy indicates that its surface magnetostriction coefficient kss is negative
just as is the bulk coefficient, X.,b. For the Fe base alloy the decrease in A
with strain also indicates the same positive sign for kss as for Xsb. We
approximate the integral in Eq. 8 by the sum of differentials

dH(e A)dH Z Ai
He .I H (8)

in order to calculate the ME coefficients integrated over the secondary
electron probe depth.

Figure 3 summarizes the results by showing the relation of the
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Figure 2. Strain dependence of asymmetry A for various field
strengths for the two samples.

measured surface ME coefficients to the bulk ME coefficients. For the
cobalt-base glass, Bs is more than three times greater than Bb and of the
same sign. For the iron-base alloy the magnitude of B5 is slightly more
than half that of the bulk value and also of the same sign. But the surface
composition was determined to be Fe51Cr5B 4 2. If the value of Bs were to
scale with (Ms) 2 , as is generally the case, we would expect BS of a surface
with the composition Fe77Cr6 Bt7 to be about -3.9 x 10 5 J/m 3 , larger in
magnitude than that of the bulk.

These results show that it is not

6.0 necessasrily a good approximation to
Z- - BS use bulk ME coefficients when

E o estimating the elastic contribution to
03 magnetic surface anisotropy. A clean

4.0 surface may be subject to surface
D segregation which changes its
8, composition. Even in the absence of

surface segregation Bs may differ
7:2. - Bt) significantly from Bb. mainly due to

the reduced symmetry and unique
0 electronic structure at the surface.o

U)
.a 0.0 This work is supported by ONR

r grant N00014-90J1174

D -2.0

-4.0

Figure 3. Bulk and surface ME
coupling coefficients Bb and B,.
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ABSTRACT

The bilayered films composed of magneto-optical(MO) amor-
phous Tb-Fe-Co alloy and reflective At layers were deposited
successively on glass slide substrates without plasma exposure

by using the facing targets sputtering system. The specimen

films with the thickness of MO layer 1 90 below 5 nm showed
appagent per 3endicular magnetic anisotropy constant Ku of 2 to
3X10 erg/cm and rectangular Kerr loop. The specimen film with

t of 14 nm took the Kerr rotation angle el as large as about
O.6 degree, at the wavelength a as short as about 400 nrm.

These values of" 8K is considerably larger than those of the
bilayered films in the conventional MO media. Normally, the
bi layered fi Ims with t MO above 50 nm took O K of about 0.25

degree at 
0

K of 400 nm.

I NTRODUCT ION

Nowadays, MO disks were used for erasable high density

recording media. According to the exploring quantity of inifor-
mation and intel I igence, it is necessary to develop higher
density recording media. So, many researchers and engineers

have been engaged in developing high density MO media at short
wavelength. In order to obtain higher recording density and C/N
ratio, it is essential to make media noise as low as possible,
especially at short wavelength. III order to examine the possi-
bi I ity of high density MO media, the amorphous thin films of
Tb-Fe-Co alloy (a-TbFeCo) with noncrystalline interface have

been chosen.
In this study, the hi layered fi Ims r iomposed oif a-Ttli('o

and pure A] layers have been prepared on "plasma-free" sub-
st rate by the facing targets sputtering(l.ITS) apparatusl 1,21. 1In

order to deposit excel lent a-TbFeCo thin fi Ims with proper
short-range ordering, the relationshiF between the sputt er'in
conditions and their properties have been invest igated, and it
also have been attempted to opt imize the condit ions 2-1I.

EXPERIMENT

The bi laye red films composed of a-TbFeCo and pure A I
layers were deposited sequent i a I I y on g lass sI i (ie subst ratev

without plasma exposure by using FTS apparatus. As i I lust rated
in Fig. I , th is apparatus has two pairs of' fac'ing targets and

ro tat able I subst rate holder. So the b I laye red f i I ms (an lie

depos i ted successively without breaking tho vacuum. For con-

Mat Rs. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol. 231. 1992 Materials Research Society
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f inttment of* plIasma , magnet, I c f'i elId of' a bou t 220 G werte a pp? I ed
normal I y to hot h Lar-ge planes at the centralI pos i tion of t wo
facinog targets. Targets were a pair- of* Feq 0 Co 1 0 al toy plIates'
wi th 'Tb ch ips and a pair of pur-e Al one('s. Tie compos it i on of
ax- IbFtCo I ayers. were mainly contiN) led by atlternatinog the number-
if' Tb chips moon ted on Fe, I~i 10 tagt ., teaTe Iaers

wi th the t hicknress of' MO layer, t 0 of 5 to 300 nm were deposiit -

od onl glass side substr-ates; at the argonl pressure PAt of 0.5 t o
.5 mlorr and t tie, deposit ion ilate Rd of 100 n m/mi n. The Al

ki ye rs w itIh t he thickness t At o F 100 nm~ wvv1t deposited sucies-
si yelN on a-TbF-etu layer, a t [' A,.O f 0.5 mTort- and R4 of 50
TIM/Mnin. The mr ros tcu re wINas, obseved by, means oft scaninirg
velec t ron Il I~ crosiopy ( SEMI) scanrninrg tunnel iicroscopy(ISTM I andi

rarismiss ion cetr ori ric rt-oscopy ITEM) . The Ke~rr rot at ion angle

HaKti11l the( covrc iv ity Hr were de term ined by withi observinrg Kerr1
loop t rac:er trom the substvrate, side at the wavelerigth b IT t hrl
range of' 4t00l to 900 nm.

(a) Ar= 0 5 mTor

TARGET 
nm ')Ir

10

1 0

(b)P .=75mTorr

-SUBSTRATE

_I -ig argets ')puttering '\pparvti's 0

F iw.2 S EM riacges of surface appearance
in the a-TrbFeCo fil"-ns

Fi!or' 2 ; ) anid th ti hows the 1,1M i mago,- ot siirtace
rtIppvirailir ill thte :1-1Tht'ti tfIims detimris t td at P~ A t I t of 0 , Iii
75 mtimrr * rospeci e l, arid at 14 of 1001 rim/rnill. thPu ltei
I Im depirs teirc~ at l ower; TAr ' I 0. miorr reveleod %cr f lat

suit acf :Lppeaanie thIanl th(at oif tie, ti I m liteprs ited ;It Iii gtre
7, M1n. ot.. A, Ih tiaut hor'; reprilord gre iuis.t.i, i

Sm d~os i tid at tower tPt it, d rt ey ta
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surface appearance and revealed uniform, dense and columnless
cross-sectional morpholugy. Such a high quality films exhibited
good resistance against corrosion and oxidation, too. So the MO
layers in a-TbFeCo/Al bilayered films have been prepared by
lower PAr of' 0.5 mTorr and higher Rd of 100 nm/min in this

study.

Figure 3 shows the torque curve of a-TbFeCo/Al bilayered
films with very small tMo of less than 5 nm. The effective per-
pendicular magnetic anisotropy constant Ku m asured ky Miyaji-
ma's method[5] was in the range of 2 to 3Y10 erg/cm as large
as that of the films with large tMO and the films revealed
sharply rectangular polar Kerr loop.

Figure 4 (a) and (b) shows the Kerr loops of a-TbFeCo/Al
bilayered films with tMO of 100 and 14 nm, respectively. The
specimen films with large tMo of 100 nm showed monotonous in-
crease of 8K with increase of the measurement wavelength I .
On the other hand, the specimen films with small tMo of 14 nm
showed monotonous decrease of ek with increase of V . Such an
enhancement of MO effect at short X may be caused not only by
the significant interference of the reflected light at upper
and under interfaces of MO layer, but also by the striking
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy at the clear and uniform
interface between a-TbFeCo and Al layers.

Figure 5 shows the wavelength k dependencies of the
reflectivity R of a-TbFeCo/Al bilayered films with tAl of 100
nm and tMO of 100 and 14 nm. R of both films measured from
substrate side increased monotonously with increase of I , but
the specimen film with small tMO of 14 nm exhibited larger R.
The difference between them may be due to the effect of re-
flected light at Al layer[6].

The figure of merits(FOM) was calculated on the basis of
the observed data as shown in Fig.4 and 5. FOM of a-TbFeCo/Al
bilayered films with small tm of 14 nm was 0.25 degree. This
value is larger than that of tRe film with large tMO of 100 nm.
So, the bilayered films with extremely flat surface composed of
uniform, dense and columnless a-TbFeCo and Al thin layers have
certain possibilities for high density MO media,especially at
short ).

0

o10 e5 kG

=f TFeCo /Al0 -201
0 90 180 270 360

ANGLE, (dWegree)

Fig.3 Torque curve of a-TbFeCo/Al by layered films
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TbFeCo/A(100nm)

X(nm) (a)tMO=100nm (b)tMO=14 nm

830 I~
700 J~
550 JVJ1_
400 j-' SJ7 TbFeCo/Ai(100nm)

0.6- o 4n

Fi..4 Kerr loops of a-TbFeCo/Al
bilayered films

U 0.5

w

w
0:0.3' 1
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Fig.5 Wavelength dependence of

the reflectivity R of
a-TbFeCo/AI bilavered films

CONCLUSION
The bilayered films composed of amorphous Tb-Fe-Co alloy

and pure Al layers were deposited sequentially by facing tar-
gets sputtering(FTS) apparatus. A-TbFeCo layers have been
prepared at the Ar pressure P r in the range of 0.5 to 7.5
mTorr and the deposition rate R of 100 nm/min. Al layers have
been prepared at PAr of 0.5 m orr and Rd of 50 nm/min. The
obtained conclusions are as follows;

(1) The a-TbFeCo films deposited at lower PAr and higher Rd
showed very flat surface and revealed dense, uniform and
columnless cross-sectional morphology.

(2) The bilayered films composed of such excellent a-TbFeCo
and Af layers possessed large perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy constant and revealed sharply rectangular
polar Kerr loop, even for small tMO below 5 nm.

(3) The films with the thickness of M8 layer t of about 14
nm pxhibited significant increase of the Merr rotation
angle OK and the figure of merit FOM at the short wave-
length . 9K and FOM of at X of 400 nm were 0.36 and 0.25
degree, respectively.
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ABSTRACT

A method for calculation of the optical and magneto-optical response of

multilayered structures in which the layers are atomically thick is presented. The
method can be used to calculate the response of any film which has arbitrary

compositional variation in the direction normal to the film plane as well. Calculations

are presented for Tb/Co compositionally modulated alloys.

INTRODUCTION

Previous attempts at calculation of the optical and magneto-optical specular
scattering from multilayers in which the individual layers were a few atoms thick have

been based on the assumption that the individual layers were perfect in that the

nominal interior of each layer was considered to be homogenous. Often, the optical and
magneto-optical constants of the layers are then assigned to be those of bulk samples or

thick films of the same material, an assumption which is certain to fail in the linit of
very thin layers. The model presented herein provides a somewhat more physically

realistic way to calculate the properties of so-called 'nano-scale' multilayers. at the
expense of requiring measurements of the optical and magneto-optical constants of the
binary alloys involved over a fairly broad range of compositions. This model is based on

the theory of sinusoidal composition variation in very thin multilayers developed by

Shan to describe the magnetic properties of compositionally modulated rare-earth
transition metal alloys. The model could he used to calculate the properties of discrete

layers wit.h compositionally varying interfaces, but this has not been done at the present

time.

Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc. Vol, 23). e 1992 Materials Research Society
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The jcharacteistic matrix almproacli

The model used to calcilate multilayer properties is based on the definition of the

chiracteristic matrix, or transfer matrix for thin films, which may or may not be

magit'to-optically active. Ve assume that the magnetization iii the films is directed

ioriial to the plane of the sample, defined to be tlie a axis, such that the dielectric

tensor for a iagnt'to-optic layer has the forni:

'xx -1xv 0

xv= xy xx 0

0 0 'zz

11'lire fxx is the complex dielectric constant and we assume ,zz=cxx. Maxwell's

t.iations art' thel solved ill a material having this dielectric tensor. This solution cati

be matched to solutions inl adjacent filins at till upper and lower boundaries of a film.

Such tha it a transfer iiatrix can be 'fined which will relate the electric and magnetic

field coinponents (only foiir art, indepentent, hence 4x4 matrices are used. and the x

and colniponeit s of the fields are used for a basis) at the top surface of the film to

those at the bottoii. To find the response of a stack of filns, it is then only necessary

to calcilat the characteristic matrix for each film. and then nimltiply these iiatrices

together ii squence from the top of the stack to the bottotn to find the total

tharacteristic inatrix for the stack. For materials having the dielectric tensor (1), (off-

diagonal elements may be zero), the characteristic matrix in the basis (Ex , H ,, Ev. Hx)
is[l]:

-iNis ,tQ 2QN(ct - s)]

-Q(t- + s) -iQNsb
M 2! 2M%

[(' = (2)

-Q( 5QN(c6 -S CI t iNs

2%1 2Q N j
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where c=cos, s=sin, .M l=ml. and N-m//.. AIo. , is the cosine of the angle of

propagation of the light beani in the la. er, calculated from Snell's law and the isotropic

indices of refraction of the layer of interest and the incident medium, 6 is the isotropic

phase thickness of the film:

= yild (3)

and m is the isotropic wave impedance of the medium - . Given the complex index of

refraction fi, the magneto-optic Voigt parameter Q. the thickness of the film d, and the

direction cosin - of the incident light wavevector with respect to the the y-z plane, the

characteristic matrix (2) of the film can be calculated.

When the total characteristic matrix of a stack of films has been found, it is

relatively simple to calculate optical properties of the stack (reflectance, transmittance,

ellipsometric parameters v, and -) as well as magneto-optic properties (Kerr rotation.

Kerr ellipticity) from the elements of the matrix [C). The reader is referred to reference

[1 for details.

Modeling of ultra-thin multilaer structures

The above described theory has been used extensively for the analysis of

experimental optical and magneto-optical data on multilayers in which the individual

layers are tens of Angstroms to thousands of Angstroms thick. However, implicit in a

layered model such as this is the assumption that there is no interdiffision between

layers. i. e. that all interfaces between layers are perfect. It is possible to include

interfacial effects by addition of another layer to the model to describe a different

material formed at the interface, but it is unreasonable to expect this to work if the
composition of the material varies across the interface.

The model used for ultra-thin multilayers in this work is based on a similar model

used to calculate the magnetic properties of rare-earth transition metal multilayers by

Z. S. Shan. The (local) composition C(z) of the film at a depth z in the stack

(measured from the top of the stack) is to be given by

C(Z) = Co + ACocos(2r . ) (4)
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where d, and (t, are the nominal thicknesses of the individual layers which make up the

bilayer, CO is the center composition, and the parameter A, ranging from zero to one,

represents the degree to which the composition is modulated. Note that in the following

discussion, arbitrary choices for the function C(z) could be allowed, but we have chosen

(4) as being most physical for the TbCo niultilayer system, for which calculations are

presented.

The bilayer is then divided into a large number ( 100) of thin slabs, each of which

are assumed to be monpositionally homogeneous with an alloy composition given by

equation (4). The procedure for calculation of the characteristic matrix of the total

stack is as follows: first, calculate [Cl for each slab in a single bilayer. A bilayer is

defined a, extelnding from a peak in the concentration of one constituent to the next

adjacent peak. The optical and magneto-optical constants of each slab are interpolated

from the constants of alloys of known composition, where the composition of the slab of

interest is given by (4). with z equal to the depth in the bilayer measured from the top.

The [Cj matrices for each slab are then multiplied together in sequence to produce the

characteristic matrix for a single bilayer. Then, if there are n bilayers in the structure.

the characteristic matrix for the entire stack is given by

[C",tak = p[Cll0 - biltye (bilay)r i .. . ubt.

where the 'top' and 'bottom' matrices represent layers of thickness dj/2 and d2 /2, with

compositions C0 +AC 0 and C0 - AC 0 , respectively. These additional matrices, plus the

bilayer matrix, are included to account for the fact that the top layer will not have

interdiffusion of the second species from the top, nor will the bottom. If samples are

overcoated, a [C] matrix for the overcoat should premultiply the right side of (5). We

expect this model to work best for magneto-optic properties (and constants) which are

measured at saturation, with the applied field along the z-axis, as the magnetization in

the multilayer should everywhere be directed along z in this case, and expression (1) for

the dielectric tensor of the slabs will be valid.

Results of calculations for TbCo multilavers

The use of this model for calculations is severely hindered by the lack of published

optical and magneto-optical constants for binary alloys as a function of composition and

photon wavelength. We are currently measuring these constants for various TbCo

alloys as a function of composition, but unless the alloy composition of interest has a
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significant degree of perpendicular anisotropy, it can be very difficult to saturate the

sample in the z-direction for measurement of the saturation magneto-optical constants.

The following calculations are based on constants measured in the composition range

(TbxCol~x) .04 < x < .31 However, samples in the lower range of composition could

not be saturated (x < .085). Also, as the compensation composition lies within this

composition range (x .23), the iagneto-optical constants for these materials undergo

an abrupt change in sign at this composition. As the compositionally modulated alloys

of Tb/Co appear to behave as magnetically homogeneous systems, we multiply all

magneto-optic constants for x > .23 by (-1). such that each subnetwork is aligned in
the same direction everywhere in the stack, although the magnetization of the

subnetwork can vary as a function of z. Finally, compositionally modulated alloys of

Tb/Co tend to show perpendicular anisotropy in the region where the individually layer

thicknesses are equal, such that we cannot measure the saturation Kerr rotation for

samples with layer thicknesses corresponding to alloy fractions within the range for

which optical and magneto-optical constants have been obtained. Only when

magnetization measurements on the multilavers are made such that the measured Kerr

rotation and ellipticity can be corrected to their saturation values can direct comparison
to experiment be made for this model. Such measurements are in progress.

The calculated reflectance and saturation Kerr rotation and ellipticity as a function

of modulation amplitude are shown in figures 1 and 2. For this calculation. the center

composition was Tb.2 3 Co.7 7. with the bilayer thickness fixed at 10.0 Angstroms. The

data are presented as a function of the modulation amplitude, and are calculated at

normal incidence with an illuminating beam of wavelength 6328 Angstroms. Similar

results are obtained when the modulation amplitude is fixed and the layer thicknesses
are allowed to vary, such that the composition remains fixed. Note the relative

insensitivity of both the reflectance and the Kerr parameters to the modulation

amplitude. This is probably a consequence of the relative smallness of the bilayers with

respect to the wavelength of the probing light beam. As the beam tends to average

over a fair number of bilayers, the calculated properties tend to resemble those of the

alloy having the center composition C0 , with relatively little dependence on tile

modulation or layer thickness. This is seen experimentally in that the optical properties

of conpositionally modulated alloys, when modeled as bulk films, do not depend

strongly on the layer thicknesses as compared to the magneto-optical properties.
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Figure 1. Calculated reflectance as a fiuction of modulation amplitude for

multilaver described in text.
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Figure 2. Calculated dependence of Kerr Rotation and Ellipticity on modulation

amplitude for sample described in text.

ColicIutsions

WVe have described a model which can be used to calculate the optical and

inlag1et(1-o)tical response of cotnpositionally modulated films. We are currently

acquiring necessary adlditional experimental data to check this model against

expe-riiiental data for TbCo mnultilayers. Finally. we find the optical and magneto-

opItical respo~nses calcullatedl from tbis model to be weak functions of the nsodulation
amp~llitudle andl lay-er thicknesses in the ultra-thin filnm regime.
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